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Secretary’s Report

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Club was held at the
Royal SI. George~Y~acht Club, Dun Laoghaire on Friday
10th April 19~1.. [;ft2~ nine ra~ember~ attended, an increase of
ten on the previous year. The out going Commodore, John
H. Gulnnesg¢ pUt forward nominations for the committee
which were accepted and seconded by Liam McCormick,
Committee:
Northern Area: Hugh B. Kennedy, David S. Parke, Michael and are listed above. ~The Honorary Treasurer took
members through the accounts, which, including the
McKee, Arthur S. P. Orr.
East Coast Area: Michael d’Alton, Liam S. McGonagle~,,.-~ accounts of Irish.Cruising Club Publications Ltd., showed a
surplus for the year of £1212 and net assets of £11,197.
Jack M. Wolfe.
Cork Area: Dennis N. Doyle, C. Joe Fitzgerald, Daniel J.
The Commodore in his address thanked all the members
who had responded to his Appeal. He said that over 50% of
Kiely, Michael R. Sullivan.
West Coast Area: David B. H. Fitzgerald, John H. Guinness the membership between them had produced £2,500 as
grants, £4,000 subscriptions in advance, and £7,000 loans to
(ex officio).
be repaid. He paid tribute to John Gore-Grimes epic cruise
to Spitzbergen, and thanked George Kenefick in particular
Committee Meetings
Five committee meetings were held during the year, four at for his help during the Cruise-in-Company. Peter Mullins,
the Royal St. George Yacht Club, and one on the MV St. who was retiring from the post of Hon. Secretary, was
Patrick on the return journey from Cherbourg. The average thanked for his untiring efforts during his 4 years in office,
and Brian Hegarty was welcomed to the post. The Hon.
attendance at meetings as in excess of 75%.
Whilst on the subject of committee meetings it is Treasurer was thanked for his diligent work in a busy year,
appropriate to say ’thank you’ to the Royal St. George as was the Hon. Publications Officer, Mrs. M. J. Guinness.
Talking about arrangements for the 1982 CCA/ICC
Yacht Club. Through our fellow ICC member George
Nairn, the Royal St. George Yacht Club has been most Cruise-in-Company in Maine,USA, the Commodore said
helpful to our club by making their premises and dining that it would take place between July 10 and July 24. At that
stage he estimated that the cost of the cruise per person
facilities available to us for committee meetings.
Commodore: Peter J. Bunting
Vice-Commodore: George Kenefick
Rear Commodore: John Gore-Grimes
Honorary Secretary: Brian Hegarty
Honorary Treasurer: T. Robert J. Shanks

Sandy Taggart doing the Highland swing! -- Photo: Des
Barrington

Swinger Maguire atempts the lowland hop! -- Photo: Des
Barrington

might be £1,000-£1,200 to cover chartering and travel.
The Commodore then handed over to the in-coming
Commodore, Peter J. Bunting, who thanked members for
electing hin] and presented the out-going Commodore with
a small memento from the Committee. Club Trophies were
then presented by Jennifer Guinness and dinner was
afterwards available for members in the club.
Annual Dinner
This year’s dinner was held on the week-end 6th/8th
February on the MV St. Patrick, on the week-end of the
French/Irish Rugby International at Lansdowne Road.
Between members and guests, 155 enjoyed a week-end
voyage to Cherbourg and back. Irish Continental Lines are
to be thanked for running to Cherbourg out of season,
especially out of consideration for the ICC. Our princityal
guests for the occasion were Sir William Blunden, Chairman
of the Commissioners for Irish Lights, and Lady Blunden.
Our thanks for organising this function go the Peter Mullins,
who produced, at the same time, a good value week-end for
members and a financial success for our club.
The 1982 dinner is being planned for next spring at the
Killyhevlin Hotel near Enniskillen on the shores of Lough
Erne.
Membership
Membership at present is in excess of 450. In 1981 we
welcome the following 15 new members who were elected in
January:-- Brian Black, John F. Coffey, Thomas P. Cronin,
Robert J. Fannin, Barbara Fox-Mills, Lord Hemphill,
Harold R. Ricks, Richard B. Lovegrove, Arthur S. C.
Magan, Stafford Mansfield, David N. C. O’Morchoe,
Vincent J. O’Farrell, Frank W. Sheridan, Peter F. Verscoyle
and John Waddell.
It is with regret that we must record the untimely death of
our member Commodore Peter Kavanagh.
Whit Race to Port St. Mary, Isle of Man: A race from Howth
to Port St. Mary for the Wright Salver was held on the Whit
weekend starting Friday evening 29th May. In the event it
was an almost ’harry flatters’ night and, only two yachts -John Gore-Grimes’ Shardana and Robert Mollard’s Korsar
-- persisted with the race. Korsar was the ultimate winner of
the Wright Salvar. Our visit to Port St. Mary coincided with
two other races, one from Skerries and another from Dun
Laoghaire so that altogether a large fleet was assembled
there. ICC yachts present were Gulkarna (Peter Bunting)
who made the crossing from Strangford, Korsar (Robert
Mollard), Shardana (John Gore-Grimes), Bandersnatch

(Ross Courtney), Aeolus (Brendan Connors) and Freebird
(Brian Hegarty). Saturday was gloriously sunny and warm,
Sunday was wet and windy, and Monday provided a bright
day with fair wind for the homeward passage.
Glaudore Rally
This event was organised by our southern members under
the guidance of our Vice-Commodore, George Kenefick, for
Saturday 27th June. A nice contingent of members
assembled and were joined by the Commodore, Peter
Bunting who made the journey by road. Members yachts
present were Cecille (George Radley), L’Exocet (George
Kenefick), Charlina (Pat Whelan), Spellbound (Raymond
Fielding), Mandalay (Joe Fitzgerald), Meander III (Michael
Sullivan), Stargazer (Dan Kiely) and Setanta Too (Fred
Cudmore).
Autumn Rally to River Boyne: This annual rally was
organised for Saturday 19th September. Peter Bunting
organised the northern contingent and your Hon. Secretary
chased up the east coast owners. It promised to be one of the
biggest rallys ever until the weather took a hand in matters.
A low passed to the south which gave forecasts of southerly
winds backing through E to N to W and scheduled to
produce wholehearted gales. In the event Dublin-based
yachts had a wonderful sail to the Boyne on Saturday and a
great sail home on Sunday. In between was pretty disastrous
with heavy rain and high winds which produced very
uncomfortable conditions by the quayside at Drogheda.
Peter Bunting and Hugh Kennedy joined us by road. Wisely
the Strangford boats decided to stay put. One boat at least
was in Douglas, Isle of Man on the way to the Boyne but
could not make it. Our only northern boat to make it was
Michael O’Farrell’s Cuchulainn from Warrenpoint. East
coast yachts to brave the elements were Shardana (John
Gore-Grimes), Kilderkin (C. Mullen), Rapparee (H. E. O’C.
Byrne), Bandersnatch (R. Courtney), Faugh an Bealach (J.
Flanagan), Live Wire (D. O’Brien), Red Velvet (D. Ryan),
Anasu H (A. Dunn), Four Seasons (L. Heath), Freebird (B.
Hegarty), Misty (G. Nairn), and Vamos H (P. Verschoyle).
Shannon Rally: This year the rally was held over the long
weekend 24th to 27th October on Lough Derg. On Friday
evening 23rd October, 12 boats assembled at Killaloe -- 6
boats from Corma Cruisers, 3 from Emerald Star, plus
Harklow (D. Heard), Charles Whitton P. Denham) and
Snowgoose (J. McConnell). Boats did their thing, except for
spending Saturday night at Dromineer where Joe Fitzgerals
had organised a meal for 56 in the Sail Inn, and spending
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’My cup flow’eth over’ Michael and Annie McKee--Photo:
Des Barrington

’Your watch Bob!’ Club’s cartoonist Bob Fannin is camera
shy? -- Photo. Des Barrington
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Sunday Lunchtime at Mount Shannon where the
Commodore gave his party. Despite exceptionally cold
conditions for the time of the year the weekend was enjoyed
by those who attended.

update the names, addresses, list of yachts etc. for the
Annual. I have endeavoured to do this as best I can. If there
are errors or ommissions please write to me so that I may put
the record right for the future.

Finance and Subscriptions: When John Guinness sent out his
appeal for financial help for the club in June 1980, one of the
options was by way of a loan which would be repayed by
31st December 198 I. Our present Commodore, wishing to
honour that undertaking, has written to all members asking
those who hold cheques from the ICC for the amounts they
are owed by the ICC to present them.
Another option suggested to members to help the club to
pay for the 1981 and 1982 subscriptions in advance. Many
members used this system to help and paid £24 to cover the
two years. For those who have not prepaid the 1982
subscription, may I remind you £12 becomes due on 1st
January 1982.

Conclusion: Reading this report one could be forgiven for
thinking that our club is about rallies rather than cruising.
However, what follows will counteract that. John GoreGrimes tells me the Annual is bigger and better than ever;
this bears testimony to the activity and ihterest of ICC
members. Inevitably the running of a club tends to fall
largely on a few shoulders and I feel they should be
mentioned here -- Peter Bunting who has attacked his
commodoreship with zest; John Guinness who contributes
so much and in particular has taken the burden of the cruisein-company; John Gore-Grimes for his mammoth work on
the Annual which gets better each year; Jennifer Guinness
for her quiet efficiency as Hon. Publications Officer; Paul
Campbell for his great, and on-going work on our sailing
directions; and Robert Shanks who makes sense of our
finances at a difficult stage.
For myself, this is my first year in office as Hon. Sec. and I
am finding my way about. Peter Mullins is a hard man to
follow because he gave so much to the job and put so much
of a personal stamp on the post. Peter has been unstinting in
his help to me in easing myself into this job. It is great to
know that I can phone him anytime and be assured of
constructive help. I just hope that I can give, as much as he
has given in his 4 years of office.
Lastly, our thanks to Liam McGonagle for his
adjudication of this year’s competition logs. I have not seen
them yet, but I understand his task is not easy.

CCA/ICC Cruise in Company: As already mentioned, this
event takes place between July 10 and 24, 1982, at Maine,
USA. Our ex-commodore John Guinness has very kindly
undertaken the job of organising this event as far as ICC
involvement is concerned. So far, I know that he knows of
some 17 members who intend going. If there are others who
have not as yet made their intentions known, please do get in
touch with him. For members who may not know, our
commodore is at this moment somewhere in the trade winds
in Gulkarna on the way out to Maine.
List of Members and Yachts: It is the Hon. Secretary’s job to

Brian D’Alton’s informative talk on cruising the Coast of Maine -- Photo: Des Barrington
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As seen by Brian OfHalloran - The I.C.C.’s
Log Compecition Judge for 1981
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Liam McGonagle

Our members’ voyagings become ever more adventurous
and interesting, and the quality of their logs (encouraged by
the literary and other proddings of the Hon. Editor)
improves year by year, so that the Annual is a fascinating
account of daring and enjoyment -- even fun -- for those
with any offshore sea-salt in their veins, as well as being of
enormous practical assistance to serious cruising men (or
should I say persons?). One consequence is the often nigh
impossible task presented to the judge for the year.
Thus, we have had no less than three trans-Atlantic
crossings, one followed by a return journey home in the
same season. That magnificent feat was accomplished by
Jack Coffey in his 35 footer Meg of Muglins with the same
modest dash with which he managed the successful Irish
rugby team in Australia a few years ago. He gives us a firstclass account of his two journeys and his in-between New
England cruise, and I wish there were space for more.
Michael Snell’s story was so under-played in appearance
and title that I left it to one side thinking it was just a West
Cork escapade. Lo and behold, this Carrigtwohill mariner
sailed the Atlantic, cruised from Barbados right up the
Caribbean, calling at numerous islands up (or inside) the
U.S. coast to Chesapeake Bay, then to New York and
eventually way up the Maine Coast. What a cruise! His
mileage was 7,500, and Jack Coffey’s an incredible 7,800.
Poor Barry Bramwell only managed a simple transAtlantic crossing! God be with the days when a cruise to the
Isle of Man or to the distant hills of the Clyde was the
greatest voyage since Captain Cook’s.
We then come to the ’short cruises’ like Dermod Ryan’s and
John Guinness’ trips to the Azores (the former via North
Spain and the latter ending in Majorca), and John Mullins
who voyaged from Majorca to Greece and Turkey, and
David Nicholson who explored the Caribbean Islands from
South to North America in considerable depth. The two
Azores voyages are very well told and presented, and will be
a mine of useful information for future visitors. John and
Dermod each visited all the islands except one -- a difficult
feat considering the great lack of good harbours and
anchorages in these beautiful islands. John covered 4,300
and Dermod 3,800 miles.
A well-filled bag of ’normal’ cruises provides fascinating
reading and brought back happy memories as well as strong
encouragement to visit or revisit many places in Brittany,
North Spain, Scotland and our own small island. The
Scillies were explored by Michael d’Alton and Clayton
Love Senior. (How long is it since I first read Clayton’s
maritime mythology?). Stanley Orr had a successful North
Sea cruise to Norway and back (-- pity the beer’s so dear!)

and Admiral Tony Morton visited innumerable unpronouncable harbours and places in Holland (-- a track chart
would be a great addition to his story). Bill Walsh had a
successful, but tough in places, trip to Bayona and back to
pints in Schull, and Dick Lovegrove in Maximizar and
Robert Barr in Condor invaded Brittany and places south
with great success and obvious fun. I am sure Deirdre will
explain at the Annual Dinner her ’personal sacrifice’
exchanged for fish in Brest. Dick’s missing buoys and
Robert’s unlit ship offUshant reminded me that the Brittany
coast is not for novices.
On the local scene, Ronan Beirne did a rough and
uncomfortable trip around Ireland in a Ruffian 23. I hope it
will not put him and his crew off cruising for life! Winkie
Nixon and Alistair McMillan revisited the land of
’Whiskey’. Both describe many anchorages and ports of
enormous attraction, and will, I hope, induce more of
members northwards despite the weather and cold water.
Now to the crunch. I have no hesitation in awarding the
Faulkner Cup (our premier award) to Jack Coffey in Meg of
Muglins and the Atlantic Trophy to Micheal Snell in Golden
Harvest
I have had problems in selecting the winners of the
Strangford Cup and the Fortnight Cup. The cruises of John
Guinness and Dermod Ryan have so many similarities, and
their different problems and outlooks are so well balanced
that I am coerced into awarding the Strangford Cup to them
jointly.
One problem solved.
After much hot whiskey consideration, I award the
Fortnight Cup to Stanley Orr in Den Arent.
The Wybrants Cup for Scottish cruises goes to that man
of letters, who has portrayed the Irish sailing scene so well
for many years, Winkie Nixon.
In general discussion with the Hon. Editor, a proposal
evolved that, perhaps, the Club needed another trophy -one to be awarded in the discretion of the annual judge for
whatever log appealed to him for his own subjective reasons
-- irrespective of distance covered, hardships, pre-planning,
seamanship, etc., etc. Accordingly, John Gore-Grimes and I
will put up a modest trophy -- to be called the ’Fingal
Trophy’ -- for this purpose. In my absolute and
uncontrolled discretion I make the first award of this
Trophy to Robert Barr. As always, his log is written with
style and panache. His obvious affection for France, its
food, wine,people and countryside is apparent, and his
ability to make and keep friends in foreign parts is (in my
book) a vital attribute of a cruising man and a credit to our
Club.
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Hon. Editor’s Note

Our members continue to sail farther and farther afield
and 1 feel privileged to have been able to have a sneak
preview of some of the excellent accounts which have been
submitted this year. The Emperor Leopold II was once
critical of an opera composed by Mozart. Mozart asked the
Emperor what was the basis of this complaint and the
Emperor replied: ’too many notes my dear Mozart... too
many notes!’ If I have any complaint it is perhaps, in some
cases, that there are ’too many words’. For the first time in
my life I have actually managed to use up all the ink in my
biro before I either ate it or lost it.
The Annual has taken a new shape this year which, I am
assured by our printers, will involve a considerable saving in
cost.

I am grateful to all contributors and particularly since all
of you met the deadline by submitting your accounts on or
before the 31 st October. Many good photographs have been
submitted and I hope that members will continue to bring
the black-and-white camera with them.
I am most grateful to Des McCarthy who has presented,
free of charge, a magnificent sketch of Asgard H under full
sail. This appears on our cover. Des Barrington has also
donated many excellent photographs and my thanks are due
to him and to Declan Clancy of Reprint Limited, who, as
usual, has worked very hard indeed in putting this annual
together. For my part the job of Editing this annual remains
a very great pleasure.
John Gore-Grimes

Denis Doyle’s new Moonduster, built in Crosshaven Boatyard, placed second overall in the 1981 RORC Channel Race -Photo: IV. M. Nixon

A Cruise to North-West Spain
and the Azores
Dermod Ryan
Ever since competing in the I.C.C. Trans-Atlantic Race in
1979 from Marble Head to Cork on Cuilaun ofKinsale, I
have been contemplating an extensive long-distance cruise.
For no apparent reason 1981 developed into the year for
such a cruise. I have never cruised the North West Coast of
Spain, but it has been high on my list of ’must cruise
areas’for many years. Having ruled out the American
coastline it immediately presented itself as the natural for
1981. Although I intended to see as much as possible of the
area, it would not take two months to do so, so I decided to
extend the cruise to the Azores. The timing of the cruise fell
naturally into a mid June/end of August period from both
the business and school holiday point of view, and also
seemed ideal weather-wise from the routing charts. As to
crew, I wanted four on each of the long legs. In the event I
had five on the final leg home, and I did not care how many I
had on board during the actual cruises in Spain and the
Azores. My son, Paul, and l were sailing the entire distance,
so I enlisted Ivan Firth and Clifford Hilliard (both
Members) for the first leg; for the second, Cliff Hilliard
again and Harry Grimes, who also completed the Azores
cruise and the final leg home with Data MacMahon and
David Ryan (Member). So my crews for the long legs could
hardly be stronger, all experienced, and excellent company.
Red Velvet was in superb condition for the trip, including
a 709 repaint during the Spring. However, the list of final
’things to be done’ seemed to be inflating like the economy,
and the mountain of gear to be stowed seemed to call for a
bulk carrier, but Io and behold, by departure time
everything was stowed and ready. Stores included 5 ten lb.
bottles of Calor Gas, rumour had it as being unobtainable in
Spain, a complete spare suite of sails and an extra 10 gallons
of diesel oil to extend our normal 250 mile engine range to
350 miles. Red Velvet’s boot topping line disappeared some
3" under the water.
Shortly after mid-night on Saturday, June 12/13, we
dropped our moorings in Dun Laoghaire, having enjoyed an
excellent and vineous dinner in the Royal St. George. Many
friends were on hand drinking champagne to celebeate our
departure -- who needs enemies ! ! ’The wind for several
weeks had been fixed firmly and strongly in the South, and
although still Southerly as we cast off, it had moderated to
Force 5. One hour later we had reduced sail to our number
one jib with three slabs in the Main ’as we bashed into a
Southerly Force 7, right on the nose. We held our star-board
tack until near the Welsh Coast and shortly before
10.o’clock next morning we tacked back across the Irish Sea.
As we beat back we had several sustained gusts of over 40
knots, top of Force 8, with seas to match. ’These seas were
big and WET making life on board pretty miserable. All this
time visibility was bad, approximately a quarter of a mile at
best, and believe it or not, at one time a Moody 36 appeared
out of nowhere on a starboard tack less than 30 yards away.
We had to ease off under her stern to avoid a collision. It is
hard to imagine a crash between two yachts in the middle of
the Irish Sea, but there surely would have been one but for
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the alteration in course. As we approached the Irish Coast
we decided that with a foul tide in prospect for the next six
hours, we should ease sheets and return to Arkolw for a
good hot meal and a good night’s sleep. We tied up in
Arklow at 18.30 hours on Sunday, having taken 18~ hours
to cover a rhumb miles distance of 30 miles, although the
actual distance sailed was 91 miles. A good hot stew, washed
down with countless hot whiskeys ensured a well earned and
needed sleep, so that next morning we were all in great form
and thoroughly revitalised. Undoubtedly the decision to
return to Arklow was a good one.
So, at 07.00 hours on Sunday, June 14th we left Arklow
for La Coruna. The wind was still on the nose, but the
forecasters were promising a veer to the west. Furthermore,
the wind had decreased to Force 4, so we set the number one
Genoa and full main and sped down the Irish Sea. Within
four hours we were back down to number one jib and three
slabs as the wind increased again. We tacked on to Port just
short of the Smalls and headed west for a time. Happily
during the evening the wind eased and veered first to the
west and finally to north west, so that having tacked back on
to starboard we could ease sheets and romp along at over 6
knots towards Spain. Shortly after 17.00 hours the Scillies
lay abeam, 5 miles off. ’They looked beautiful in the sunshine
and the call of the ’Mermaid’ was resisted with difficulty! I
should mention that during the Spring I bought a Walker
Sat-Nay 801 and had set it running as we left Arklow. Now,

with a visual bearing on the Bishop Rock Lighthouse, we raised, but the Sat-Nav provided a five star fix (the best) at
compared the Sat-Nay position with our visual fix and they that moment and confirmed our position within yards. As
proved absolutely spot on. We carried out similar checks on we gained the shelter of the headland both wind and seas
numerous occasions subsequently and never failed to be decreased rapidly, and at 08.20 hours we were tied up at the
impressed with the accuracy of the Sat-Nay. Indeed, the marina at La Coruna, 4 days, one hour and 20 minutes from
consistency of its fixes when plotted on a chart was Arklow, an average speed of 674 knots for the 609 mile
journey. We celebrated heartily.
incredible.
Speed, a steady 6 knots, was maintained all day and
through a superb second night. All was well with the world
next day until we discovered the batteries were flat, due no
doubt to the constant drain of the Sat-Nav, the nay lights
and other electronics. However, we started the engine by
hand without difficulty and recharged the batteries. !
learned from the experience not to be lazy in future and to
run the engine for one hour evew day. I did this
subsequently and had no repetition of the problem.
The steady speed continued as we sailed into our third
superb night, which Cliff now described as ’luxury cruising’.
The cockpit was well sheltered with spray hood and dodgers
and it was only when one went on deck that the true impact
of both wind and boat speed were apparent. ’The wind had
been blowing steadily from the north west at strengths
varying from Force 5 to 6. With a little more than 200 miles
to go we called a nearby ship on the V.H.F. and enquired if
they had seen us on their radar, and if so, from distance. We
were carrying, from the cross trees, a Firdel Blipper radar
reflector and now, having a ship nearby, were anxious to
learn if it lived up to its reputation. The seas were large at the
time and we would never be seen in the troughs. We were reassured on being told that they had picked us up on the radar
8 to 10 miles away.
That evening the BBC forecast was for increased winds
from the north to gale force in Biscay and up to Force 10 off
Cape Finisterre -- how super! The wind rose steadily and we
decreased sails accordingly. At one time as we changed to
i
our number 1 jib, a German yacht, a Swan 371, passed us
less than 100 yards to port. We had seen her the previous
night under spinnaker some two miles astern in conditions
which we reckoned anything but suitable for a spinnaker,
and now as she passed us she was staggering under a number
2 Genoa and full main, broaching heavily. It is hard to
believe it would have taken her 24 hours to overhaul those
two miles, she is a much bigger yacht, but in terms of North-West Spain
Before setting out several friends who had cruised Spain
distance sailing she probably covered an extra 20 mies as she
rounded up into every large sea, and they were all large. frequently advised me to head straight for Ria Mt, ros and
Undoubtedly, if she carried less sail she would have travelled forget everything North. This, however, was contrary to my
faster. We spoke to her on the V.H.F. and learned she was "see as much as possible’ concept, so as I had plenty of time I
heading for Lisbon. We exchanged Sat-Nav positions, decided to make La Coruna mv first stop and cruise leisurely
to Bavona. In the event. I believe we did the correct thing.
there’s posh! and both sets put us in the same place !!
Bv midnight the wind was north east, Force 7 gusting a Our passage to Spain was so quick that we had six days in 1.a
8 in the squalls. Our average speed between fixes had now Coruna, while Ivan and Cliff flew home and the remaining
risen to 7J/e knots and with only 50 miles to go, things were live of the Ryan tribe flew into Santiago de Compostela to
looking good. However, the wind continued to rise and the join Red Velvet. Naturally having this extra time provided an
seas followed suit, becoming very broken and irregular, opportunity to see the surrounding towns and countryside.
helped no doubt by the bottom rising from 5,000 meters to Santiago is well worth a visit, and although it looks very
300 in about 10 miles. The seas broke over us regularly with ’cityish’ at first sight, La Coruna is itselfa lovely town with
a might crash when they struck the topsides. During Ivan’s good restaurants and a comfortable marina with good
watch 02.00-04.00 we were pooped four times, filling the facilities.
The weather was superb during our stay in La Coruna.
cockpit completely. However, it drained quickly, which was
fortunate as the weight of water m the cockpit made Red clear sunny skies, temperature in the 80’s F and Winds N5.
Velvel sluggish on the helm. Pooping or no pooping, we still Everwme liked it and while sorry to leave when the time
sped on towards Spain, with fishing boats appearing came, we were looking tk)rward to visiting the many
everywhere for split seconds before disappearing behind the anchorages I had read about in previous I.C.C. Annuals.
waves. It was impossible to predict their speed, or course, Before leaving home I extracted Members’ comments on
and all in all it was pretty nerve rackingstuff. At 04.20 hours their Spanish Cruises over the past 15 years and summarised
on Thursday we sighted the light on what turned out to be them in book form. I found this a very useful and interesting
Cabo Prior. It was impossible in the high seas to count the exercise to learn of others reactions, often differing,
flashing pattern and identify exactly which light we had depending one supposes on the mood on board at the time.

Our first port of call was Corme, a 35 miles sail. We
reached quickly to the Islas Sisargas at Spain’s NW corner,
in surprisingly lumpy seas for the wind strength N4, and
then turned the corner for Corme some 10 miles further
south. The sky was clear and the intense heat of the sun was
concealed by the wind until next day when Yvonne and
Brenda were both suffering badly from sunburn. In a little
over six hours we had anchored off Corme, close to the
beach, north of the pier. The surrounding countryside was
beautiful, like a Scottish loch, but without the rain. Corme
too was most attractive with its tiny, narrow streets. As we
strolled ashore that evening the inhabitants stopped all
activity when they saw us and just stared. They don’t get too
many visitors there.
Next morning the scene looked even more Scottish as it
rained heavily, but by midday the sun shone again. At 15.00
hours we raised anchor and sailed to Camarinas in beautiful
conditions, sunny NW4, broad reaching and surfing down
the seas. Having rounded Cabo Villano we finally beat up to
the anchorage at Camarinas. We were anchored and tidied
up some 5 hours after leaving Corme. Although the town
looked enticing, we decided to dine on board and to go
ashore the following day. We had heard that the bottom was
covered with seaweed, making anchoring difficult, but we
had no problem 100 yards SE of the outer end of the
breakwater in 15 feet. When the late Gerald Leonard cruised
Wishbone here in 1974 they were struck by a fishing boat and
damaged, so we were relieved to see the fishermen reduced
speed considerably on approaching the harbour to minimise
the effects of their wash on the anchored yachts. Apart from
ourselves there was one American and two French yachts at
anchor off the breakwater.
Our next anchorage was Corcubion, a small town to the
east of Cape Finisterre, a 51/2 hours sail in sunshine and a fair
wind. The BBC had promised winds of at least Force 8 for
Cape Finisterre every day for the previous 2 weeks, but it
was less than that as we rounded. However, the wind was
tending to rise as we anchored in Corcubion in 13 feet, 100
yards north of the new pier. Undoubtedly it reached gale
force during our stay, making the shore going trip, in the
Avon, wet and hazardous. All in all, we didn’t like
Corcubion, and it will not be on our itinerary next time. No
doubt our opinion was coloured by the weather, which was
cold and unpleasant after sundown, but the town seemed
interesting. We left for Ria Muros at 15.00 hours next day,
having watered and shoppped. Once we left the shelter of the
bay we felt the full blast of the NE7/8. However, the sun
shone and the breaking seas looked superb as they chased us
and slowly slipped under our stern. We sailed inside the
Bajos Meixidos and rounded Pts. Carreiro under number 4
Genoa and 3 slabs in main ready to beat up to Muros. On
reading the RCC sailing directions, they recommended
anchoring in strong northerly winds off a nearby beach,
Ensenada de San Francisco. As the wind was N.E., I decided
to have a look especially as the chart seemed to indicate we
could expect some shelter there. However, the water was
shallow and meant anchoring a long way off the beach so
that it only provided the minimum of shelter. I decided to
motor to Muros. For the first time since leaving La Coruna I
donned oilies and did I need them? The waves swept the entire
length of the yacht as we motored into the breaking seas. I
feared Muros would be entirely exposed, but it turned out to
be acceptable, barely acceptable. We anchored 100 yards
NNW of the entrance to the inner harbour and dragged
twice until we laid out a second anchor, a fisherman, and
then all was well.
The next day we had an enjoyable day ashore, exploring
and shopping. Muros was a beautiful town, old with
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attractive arched buildings along the waterfront. The
market behind the town is excellent and provides all one’s
needs. The heat during the day was unbearable and for the
first time in two weeks the wind had gone completely.
Swimming was the only way to stay cool and we spent the
greater part of the afternoon in the luke-warm sea. As this
was Paul’s 18th birthday we had dinner ashore in the
Restaurant Parillada, which was good and excellent value
for money, after which our three eldest decided to
participate to the full in the Fiesta, dancing in the street and
all that, joining in a sing-song with a group of locals in a
local (if you know what I mean), eventually returning to Red
Velvet much the worse for wear in the not too early hours of
the morning. Oh! did the Skip enjoy himself as he lectured
next morning to the three bleary, shattered revellers? ’When
I was your age . . . ’ Another beautiful morning, and the
Skip, considerate father, decided to spend another day in
Muros to revive the wounded. Interestingly the anchorage
was virtually over-run by tiny crabs, apart from being
overrun with mussel rafts. These tiny creatures ate
everything afloat, including each other -- charming! By
Gad it’s hot!
One requirement -- water -- was difficult to come by,
so we decided to wait until the morrow when we would
be in Villagarcia. We sailed out of Muros shortly after eleven
o’clock after Sheila retrieved her washing off the washhouse line, and voted Muros a super town. We set the
spinnaker to a NW3/4 and sped down the coast in superb
sunny conditions. After 3V2 hours of this glorious sailing we
dropped the spinnaker, rounded Isla Salvora and reached
up the Ria Arosa to Villagarcia in increasing winds. By the
time we arrived the wind had increased to the point that the
harbour off the Yacht Club was decidedly rough, so we
motored the one mile over to the island of Cartegada, an
anchorage recommended in northerly winds. When we
arrived we noted that the sole occupant of the anchorage, a
French yacht, was lying tide-rode, stern to the wind and in
shallow water too, so I returned to Villagarcia. When we got
back there was a really big sea entering into the harbour so
we returned to Cortegada.
When we got there and anchored we too were tide-rode,
stern to the wind and as the shallow water was disconcerting.
We returned yet again to Villagarcia when the wind abated
an hour later and anchored off the Yacht Club. The seas
moderated quickly and after dinner on board we restowed
everything. To-day’s sail was voted, like every preceeding
ones, ’the best yet’, and ’getting even better as we headed
south’. Moderate and favourable winds, but above all,
superb sunshine, certainly made for enjoyable cruising.
On Saturday, July 4th we left Villagarcia for St. Martin
del Grove. The sun shone warmly from a blue sky with fluffy

white clouds. The wind was light so we motored the thirteen
miles. The Ria looked wonderful. There are thousands of
mussel rafts packed in the bay which restrict night sailing in
the area. The problem is that while they are clear of
recognised fairways, they are packed solid outside them, so
if beating or taking short-cuts in restricted visibility, forget
it.
We arrived at St. Martin at 18.00 hours and anchored 100
yards south-east of the pier head in water which was only 8
feet at low water. We enjoyed another wonderful day at sea,
even if we had to motor all the way. Indeed, Alison, our
youngest, declared it -- ’the best sail so far’! This is another
lovely town. Swims to cool down before marching the Ryan
tribe to the Toja Grande Hotel for dinner. An excellent
meal, with very special wines -- expensive one’s
unfortunately -- provided a splendid finish to a wonderful
day.
Next morning we were greeted with thick fog, but it
gradually cleared so that by the time we planned to leave to
return to Villagarcia, namely 14.00 hours, there was hazy,
but hot sunshine and no wind whatever. Rather than just
return directly to Villagarcia I decided to anchor for
afternoon tea/jars at St. Julien, South Harbour. Ninety
minutes later we were anchored in the middle of the bay
overlooked by this most attractive town. It is a lovely spot
and well worth visiting. We stayed for four hours and left for
Villagarcia in another superb evening. The journey involved
a short-cut through the mussel rafts and it brought home the
impossibility of such a passage without good visibility. We
anchored in Villagarcia, at just before 21.00 hours and
Yvonne, with a heavy heart, started packing her bags for her
early departure the next day. We had a quiet night,just a few
drinks at the Yacht Club overlooking the anchorage.
Having left Yvonne to the train next morning we shopped
yet again and came alongside to fill up with water from the
Club’s hose, very convenient. Our next distination, still in
the Ria Arosa was Puebla del Caraminal, twelve miles away.
It was late when we left, but we persisted in beating into a
gentle westerly in sweltering sunshine, until a mile and a half
out of Puebla when the wind evaporated and left us
motoring to be in before dark. The anchorage was very
exposed to the North East and as the water was shallow we
anchored a long way from both the pier and the shore. After
dinner on board we visited town, it was very pretty and ’up
market’, more so than we had expected from the anchorage.
The plan for the following day was to sail to Sangenjo in
the Ria de Pontevedra and at 15.20 hours we hoisted sail to a
westerly 3/4 and sailed quickly towards our destination.
However, as we passed the Peninsula del Grove, we entered
thick fog. We had seen the fog bank slowly drifting up from
the south, so we retraced our steps somewhat, sailed north
and out of the fog back into hazy sunshine and headed for
the nearest anchorage -- St. Martin del Grove.
The next morning as we sat in the cockpit we saw three
dolphins swimming in the bay half-a-mile away, so Paul and
I got into the Avon and rowed over towards them. They
continued to frolic ill and out of the water, but they
maintained their distance about one hundred yards away.
Their sheer power and size was mighty impressive from the
little Avon. After fifteen minutes they disappeared below
surface and appeared again a long way off, so we returned to
Red Velvet. Once again it was a beautiful day and swimming
was the only way to stay cool -- by Gad it is hell this
cruising! To-day’s plan was to sail to Combarro in the Ria de

anchor, but to continue to Combarro. During the cruise we
noticed a distinct pattern in the wind, light in the morning,
rising to Force 5 or so by early afternoon, and decreasing
again in the evening. This provided a beautiful sailing breeze
during the day and a quiet anchorage at night, absolutely
ideal.
We anchored in Combarro some 200 yards SE of the pier.
Another beautiful evening, but by morning the sky had
clouded over and it rained for a while. We went ashore to
visit the old fishing village, very interesting and definetely
worth a visit. Unexpectedly for such a small town, here too
was an excellent Yacht Club and we were made welcome and
duly bought the Bar. We rowed a crooked course back to
Red Velvet and later sailed, on average, close hauled, at times
in irons and at others running free, to Sangenjo where we
anchored .just inside the harbout entrance in a very tight
space. Indeed, it was so restricted we put out a stern anchor
to prevent us drifting across the fairway. The anchorage was
really tight and the alternative, to anchor off the
beach,necessitated a long row in the dinghy to the harbour
or a beach landing with all its hazards. In any event, in our
opinion, Sangenjo was not worth visiting. Although it too
has a superb and welcoming Yacht Club, the town is very
noisy and touristy, a complete contrast to the other
anchorages.
Our next day’s sail was to have two stops, at Playa
Menduina in the Ria Alden and at the beach in Ensenada de
Barra before finishing in Bayona. We left Sangenjo and
sailed under main only to Playa Menduina where we
anchored for a few hours for lunch and a romp on the beach.
The beach was beautiful and a good time was had by all, but
the anchorage was only a fair weather one, being very
exposed to the prevailing northerly winds.
We beat out o1 Ria Alden and sailed to Ensenada de
Barra. Reading the old Annuals I recall Perry Greer
commenting that this was his faw)urite anchorage. With
such a recommendation I expected a lot and wasn’t
disappointed. It was exceptional. A beautiful beach,
absolutely deserted, in complete shelter under the
surrounding headland and with deep water right up to
within yards of the beach, it was truly beautiful. More G &
T’s, more swims, G & T’s and so on before we left for
Bayona two hours later, under slabbed main only before a
north westerly Force 6.
These northerlies were super, but I was pleased that our
on-going leg was somewhat south of west. I would hate to be
heading north. We tied up at the Yacht Club Marina at
19.00 hours and dined later that evening in the beautiful
Clubhouse and so rounded off another ’wonderful day’.
Bayona is a lovely place with its majestic Parador
overlooking the bay, its superb Yacht Club, attractive town,

good shopping and excellent, yet inexpensive restaurants.
We ate in five different restaurants during our stay and each
was excellent.
There were countless yachts in Bayona, both local and
visitors. One of the special local was Xar~o IV, a maxi rater,
allegedly owned by H.M. The King of Spain. Gad, she was
bi~ -- about eighty feet overall. She left next day for the
Maxi racing series in the Solent.
On Sunday, July 12th we motored to the Islas Cies, the
islands some 6 miles north of Bayona. Although
overcrowded with trippers from Vigo, how dare they, the
beaches on the islands were breath-taking. Sipping a drink
at the restaurant overlooking the curved beach of silver
sand, lapped with the azure blue sea was a never to be
forgotten scene. We motored back to the marina rate that
evening for the family’s last Spanish dinner, they were flying
back to Dublin next morning. A carnival was in full swing in
the town and provided a happy ending to the family holiday.
I had been unable to rent a car, but arranged for a taxi to be
at the Club at 07.00 hours next day, Monday, July 13th. He
was waiting and frove the family to the Airport, 60 miles
away and so ended a fabulous family cruise.

The Azores
That evening Cliff and Harry arrived full of bounce, and
more! and we spent the next day buying provisions, topping
up with diesel and water and completing the endless little
jobs that needed doing before our 800 mile crossing to the
Azores. Our biggest problem was to refill the Calor Gas
bottles. Having spent half-a-day in Vigo we were promised
that Butsir, a gas filling plant near the airport, would refill
them for us next day and so they did, thereby ensuring we
had sufficient gas for the remaining six weeks of the cruise.
Unfortunately the gas proved to be dirty in the extreme and
subsequently blackened everything, especially the souls of
those who did the washing up. I wasn’t aware then that they
could also have refilled in Horta, Faial Is. in the Azores.
On Wednesday, July 15th at 17.20 hours after a good
lunch and bon voyage jars in the Yacht Club, we cast offfor
Ponta Delgada on the island of Sao Miguel in the Azores.
The forecast was NE6/8 but we set off in sunshine and NE4.
However, nine hours later we were understorm jib and three
slabs in the main in the thick of a northely gale with low
heavy clouds skudding across the sky. This was the first time
I had hoisted the storm jib on Red Velvet and it remained
there for the next 30 hours. Indeed, we all wished we had a
fourth slab in the main to fall back on lest the winds
increased further. We did carry a trisail but the thought of
dropping the main to set it in the mountainous breaking seas
was daunting. Through it all Red Velvet handled beautifully,
and was easy on the helm but the beam seas were constantly

breaking over us. Unfortunately the Sat-Nav was not as
seaworthy. It went on the blink, and died completely. The
display screen went black and stayed black, in spite of efforts
to ’start again’, so it was back to the sextant, RDF and dead
reckoning.
Our first day’s run was 155 miles, a 61/2 knot average, so it
looked as though we would have another fast voyage. The
large breaking seas continued through the second day,
which was very overcast and generally unpleasant, but the
wind lessened during the night so that the following day we
gradually increased sail area. The large seas kept rolling day
after day and we slipped along nicely. At one stage Harry
Grimes, demon, many times Mermaid champion of
yesteryear and racing fanatic, was heard to say in reply to a
suggestion that we increase sail -- ’She’s just perfect, any
faster wouldn’t be as pleasant and any slower would be a
bore’. Harry had indeed taken to sailing. During our third
night, the wind fell away and the lumpy seas made steering
difficult and rolled the yacht horribly, so we decided to sail
above our course. On the altered course life became pleasant
again. The wind returned soon after and after four overcast
days the sun shone and gave us a beautiful day’s sailing with
the rolling, following seas sparkling in the sunshine.
The radio beacons in both Spain and the Azores were
superb with an excellent range -- up to 300 miles, so it was
simplicity itself to plot one’s position, with or without
sun sights, so some 5 days 8 hours after leaving Bayona, we
raised the light on Pta. De Arvel, Island of Sao Miguel, fine
on the starboard bow, where and when expected. At 07.30
we dropped our headsail to slow down so as to arrive in
Ponta Delgade at ’normal hours’. The Azores time is based
on GMT or 2 hours behind Spain (in spite of its being some
800 miles further west). Ship’s time was still based on Spain.
At 12.10 (I0.10 local time) on Tuesday, July 21st we tied up
alongside the harbour in Ponta Delgada, 816 miles from
Bayona. The passage too 5 days 18 hours and 30 minutes, a
satisfying average speed of 5.9 knots.
At Ponta Delgada, we met the armed Guardia Fiscal and
Port Authority representatives on the quayside and were
directed to both their offices for immigration and Customs
Clearance from the former and our ’Transit Card’
fromlatter. This ’Transit Card’ is equivalent to a Carnet and
must be presented along with the passports of each crew
member at the point of entry of each island in the chain, and
also on leaving. While there were no difficulties with the
officials at any of the ports we visited, nevertheless the
procedure was a waste of time and generally, a bore. The
swell inside the harbour was more than a bore, it was
downright dangerous, so we moved from alongside and tied
to a vacant mooring in the Ixarbour. While this removed the
danger of hull damage, it presented us with a long row across
the fairway every time we went ashore, which was hazardous
at times, as fishing boats swept by at all times during the day
and night.
We explored the town and arranged to collect a rent-a-car
next day. A three-course dinner that evening in the
Restaurant National with two bottles of wine, coffees and
liquers cost the princely sum of IR£3 each. It was good too.
We duly picked up our car next day and went on a sightseeing tour of the western side of the island, which included a
visit to the seven cities lakes, beautiful lakes formed in the
huge crater of an extinct volcano. Sao Miguel is, we were
told, the prettiest of the islands and we enjoyed the drive,
although the weather was overcast. Indeed, it remained so
for the seven days of our stay in Ponta Delgada.
Undoubtedly this lack of sunshine coloured our opinion of
the island which to us was disappointing. The harbour,
being the commercial port of the islands, could hardly be

and one must provide the incoming crew with an
opportunity to see the island.
There are nine islands in the Azores, two to the east, five in
the centre group and two in the west. The distance from the
eastern islands to those in the west is about 350 miles. S~,o
Miguel and Santa Maria arc to two eastern islands and
having seen the former we now set a southerly course for the
latter island, some 60 rniles away. We set thc number ljibto
a NE4 to give t,s a quiet, relaxing night passage. A beautiful,
clear starry night, a steady breeze and we sailed at 6 knots in
a flat sea. By early morning the wind fell light at times and
we were barely moving, but it always returned sufficiently to
enable us to keep sailing. As the morningsun rose and shone
across the ocean, the Island of Santa Maria looked a
beautiful green gem in the sunlight, fine on the port bow.
Exactly twelve hours after leaving Ponta Delgada, 58 miles
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away, we were in Vila do Porto, Santa Maria, We all loved
the anchorage, this was more like what we wanted. A
considered an attraction. The following day we drove horseshoe bay, well sheltered from the prevailing
eastwards to the town of Ft.rnass with its geysers and hot northerlies, surrounded on all sides by high cliffs with the
water springs. The smell of the sulpht, r pervaded the air and town perched on top, we anchored in 6 fathoms of superbly
the visit was, once again, interesting. We almost bought the clear water. It was a beat.tifuly st, nny day and swims were
post office with the cost of sending a telegram to Walkers the ’in’ thing before lunch. When I rowed ashore gin hour or
seeking advice on our Sat-Nav problem. Fortunately we two later, the Guardia Fiscal were waiting to clear ot, r
didn’t wait for the reply from them or we’d still be there. In papers, which they did quickly and politely. The Harbour
the event. Cliff brought the set home with him, had it sent Master came out later m a speed boat to do his ’thing’ with
to the U.K. for repair and return to Dublin, ready for Dara the Transit Card and advised t,s that we had anchored too
to bring it down to the Azores when two weeks later he flew near the submerged oil pipe used to unload tankers in the
down to help bring Red Velvel home at the end of the cruise. bay and should really have been anchored in the bay 200
This was successfully achieved, even it if finally called for a yards to the east, however, as we were merely over-nighting
solicitor’s intervention.
he was satisfied. We relaxed on board until late afternoon
On Thursday, 23rd, when we returned on board in the late before going ashore to ’case the joint’. The old churches and
afternoon we found a letter from Shirley and Peter the fortification overlooking the harbour were very
Pattinson, Secretary of the Ocean Sailing Club, advising attractive. We were st, rprised at the size of the town, it was
they they were staying in the Hotel Avenida and we were considerably larger than we had expected, with well-stocked
welcome to have baths there is we called. We did call, not for shops. We enjoyed dinner that evning in the Cafe Atlantida,
baths, but for a few jars and a chat, which extended well into with wine aplenty, and the bill when presented totalled
the a.m. The swell in the harbour that day was appalling £IR13 for the six of us. The place looked somewhat runand, while we were safe on the moorings, some of those tied down, but it was fully occupied and one can understand why
alongside must have suffered damage as they plunged and at those prices.
swayed -- it was horrifying. It is hard to believe that such a
Next day, Friday, July 31st, Dave and Paul went shopping
while the remainder swam, fished without success, and
swell could develop inside the harbour.
On Saturday, 25th, Cliff flew home to Ireland with Sat- generally relaxed until noon when we set sail for Velas, SaM
Nav under his oxter. Sheila arrived that evening and we were Jorge, some 200 miles to the west. Sao .lorge is one of the five
now waiting for Dave and Mary Ryan, no relation, to islands in the central group, the others Faial, Pico, Graciosa
complete our crew for our two weeks cruise of the islands. and Terceira, are all quite close to each other. The sun shone
They had screwed up their flights -- the advantage of having hotly and the wind came and went as we alternated between
know-how in the airline business! -- and didn’t arrive until sail and engine to keep us going in the right direction.
next evening. We had dined out every evening and the During the afternoon we had some excitement as we sighted
standard in each of the restaurants listed in the Tourist Guid two whales some 400 yards away. 1 had been looking
leaflet was good, we tried them all, but not as good as those forward to seeing many whales, as the islands are famous for
in Spain. The cost averaged 1R£3-£4 per head, including their whaling industry. We also saw many turtles. At first we
thought they were coconut shells or something similar, until
wines and liquers and was good value for money.
Shortly after noon on Tuesday we were delighted to see we motored beside one and realised that all those ’shells’
Deerhound sail into the harbour and anchor beside us. We were turtles. The night was starry and warm as we sailed
promised to get together at about 18.00 hours that evening, towards Sao Jorge. The lovely sailing continued next day as
which we did and Deerhound’s drinks locker must have been the sun shone and a gentle breeze enabled us to lay our
sore from the short, sharp, solid thumping we gave it. John course. As the sunsets were in the channell between Sao
was finishing his cruise of the islands and was a mine of up- course. As the sunset we were in the channel between Sao
to-date information on anchorages, happenings and so on, Jorge and Pico, beating into a drying wind. I decided against
all very useful. Oddly, they had enjoyed sunny weather motoring into Velas in the dark, as the leading lights were
during their cruise, as their sun tans indicated, while we in uncertain. At 04.00 we were still hard on whatever wind
Ponta Delgada were shrouded in cloud. We left them about there was and as we were ahnost at our destination, we
20.00 hours, or was it 22.00 or 24.00? In any event, back on decided to drop sail and merely roll in the windless swell
board and after Dave cooked one of his gourmet specialities until sun up when we could motor the remaining 5 miles to
we cast off tk)r Santa Maria, just before 23.00 hours on Velas which we did at 07.00 arriving and tying up alongside
Tuesday, July 23rd. Frankly 1 was sorry we had spent so one hour later. However, we had to leave the quay as a ship
much timc in Ponta Delgada, but crew changes take time was due in, and anchored off in 7 fathoms J~,cable inside the

pier head. The 190 miles passage took 44 hours.
whom we spoke later was from Cork and was planning to
The morning was beautiful and hinted at a scorcher of a continue to the West Indies. Naturally he was singleday, which indeed it turned out to be. We almost handed, there wouldn’t be room for more than one on
evaporated. There was one other yacht in the anchorage, a board. We wished him luck, and believe me, we meant it, she
single handed Rival 34, who came in the previous night as we was tiny. The harbour wall in Horta was covered with
lay off. He was unable to identify the leading lights, but pictures of yachts, yachts names and so on, some thought it
thanks to a taxi driver who had seen him off the harbour and attractive, others not. Several Irish yachts were represented
shone his car lights on to the harbour entrance thus enabling amongst the gallery.
The shopping in Horta was extremely disappointing.
the yacht to get in. I must admit I would not enter any of the
Perhaps they underprovided for the huge influx of visitors
small anchorages at night time.
We all thought Velas beautiful when we toured the town which came for their ’Sea Week’, which included about 20
in burning sunshine, after clearing our papers with the Ocean Cruising Club Yachts who were rallying there, but
Authorities. The people were helpful and charming. As it whatever the reason we could not buy anything like our
was Saturday the shops closed early and we could not top up requirements for the first time since leaving home. On the
the larder, not that it mattered much as Red Velvet’s boot whole, we reckoned Horta to be grossly over-rated. We cast
topping line was still under water, but water was off at about 15.00 hours on Wednesday, August 5th for
unobtainable. Apparently there was a constant shortage of Velas, Sao Jorge, again but we planned to visit the village of
water on the island, but as we consumed pints of beer, a Cais de Pico, obviously on the Island of Pico, on the way.
local, hearing we needed water took our containers and Cais is a whaling town with a whale processing plant and
filled them for us. As we worked our way through the bar seemed worth a visit, especially as it was more or less on the
stocks we met Jorge. Apparently he is a nephew of Manuel way to Velas. We motored in a flat calm under blazing
who looked after Sharavogue for Jonathan Virden when she sunshine and tied up alongside the new pier. We walked to
wintered there in 1970. I later met Manuel and he enquired the town, had a beer or two, inspected the whale processing
about Jonathan, saying he wished him well. Nephew Jorge plant before returning to Red Velvet after a very pleasant and
turned out to be the local "Jim’ll fix it’, he could arrange informative hour ashore. Although only-one hour ashore
anything. He persuaded us to try the local lobsters which we the Authorities insisted they must record our arrival and
departure. We motored to Velas where we tied up alongside
did, naturally it cost an arm and a leg!
When we returned to the harbour it was clear that Red at 21.15 hours.
Whaling, as presently carried out primarily by the
Velvet had dragged considerably so we upped anchor and
tied alongside the Rival who had wisely picked up a vacant Russians and Japanese is a bloody slaughter. Whales require
mooring when he left from alongside rather than anchor. ten minutes to hyper-ventelate, as the sub-aqua divers call it,
After dinner ashore at the little Restaurant Velense, all went in other words to fill their lungs with air. Having done so a
to an open-air disco except the Skip who felt a decent sleep whale can stay underwater for about 45 minutes before
would be a help. We cast offnext morning for Horta, Faial having to surface again to breathe. The modern whaler
Island. The sun shone as we endeavoured to beat into a sends helicopters to spot the whales and having spotted one,
Westerly 2, it was a relaxing, pleasant sail, if slow. radios to a chaser, a fast powerful boat equipped with
Eventually we motored for a while before reverting to sail, as harpoons with explosive heads. As the chaser approaches
a gentle westerly filled in again. This we discovered later to the whale dives for cover but is picked up on the ship’s sonar
be the pattern of our inter-island cruise, sunshine, great heat system. They pursue the whale until it is forced to surface
and little or no wind. It took us six hours to cover the 22 and is killed before it has time to ventelate again and dive for
miles to Horta where we tied up alongside about 6 yachts. what nature designed as its natural cover -- out of sight
The harbour was packed and ashore the town was bulging under the sea. Sometimes the whale may dive a second time,
with people, restaurants and bars were overflowing. The but not having ventelated it can only stay under for a short
famous Cafe Sport was jammed solid with sailors, would-be time before lack of oxygen forces it, exhausted, to surface
sailors and just plain bums and it was extremely difficult to again for the waiting chaser. There are now agreed limits to
get a much needed cooler. The heat was stifling as we the species of whale which may be hunted and also to the
searched for a restaurant where we could dine. Eventually, number which may be killed, in 1977 the limit totalled
and a little grudgingly, the Restaurant Tripiero accepted us 27,000.
By contrast whaling in the Azores is restricted by law to
and we enjoyed a good meal, after a lengthy wait.
The next day Monday, August 3rd, was overpoweringly killing the ’old’ way, namely by hand-thrown harpoon from
hot. The sun blazed down from a clear sky with not the a 25-foot canoe, a wooden canoe powered by sail or oar.
slightest breeze to cool us. We were told it was the hottest Look-outs high in the cliffs watch through telescopes for the
day in Horta for years and we believed it. To-day was whale blowing. When one is sighted the look-out radios the
Sheila’s birthday and Dave produced a slap-up ’do’ processing factory who send out the canoes. They kill on
consisting of smoked Irish salmon, followed by fresh tuna average one whale per day. The harpoon, about 8 feet long,
steaks, all beautifully prepared and presented and washed attached to the canoe by rope is thrown into the back of the
down with half-a-dozen bottles of Graciosa white wine. This whale by a man standing in the bow. It is clearly extremely
was followed by a birthday cake complete with 22 candles!! dangerous. The whale when struck may lash out with its
diplomat, but it’s just as well, if he had lit the correct number huge powerful tail which would wreck the canoe and kill its
of candles the heat would have been overpowering. That occupants. When struck the whale either dives or runs. If it
night at a local bar/cafe a round of three brandies, a beer dives the canoe must have sufficient scope of warp on the
harpoon or they will be dragged under, unless they can cut
and a rum and coke cost 80p.
Joy of Joys, Sheila discovers a laundry and we leave them the line attached to the harpoon quickly. This is a positive
a mountain of washing which was returned the next day. danger. If they have sufficient scope when the whale
Once again it was hot. As we motored around the harbour to surfaces, usually within 20 minutes due to the wound and the
allow some of the yachts inside us to escape, we noticed a exertion of his escape dive, the oarsmen row quickly towards
tiny Irish yacht on a mooring. GIoo,bee nodded her entire 20 the wounded whale to kill it with lances. Alternatively the
feet overal on our wash as we passed. The skipper with whale may run and speeds over the surface, dragging the

A whaling canoe in Santa Cruz -- Photo Dermod Ryan

Earthquake damage in Angra, Terceira -- Photo D. Rvan

bouncing canoe behind, until it eventually tires and is killed
Angra, the capital of Terceira had been struck by an
by lances. The fight can last hours before the whale is finally earthquake on January Ist 1980 at 16.20 hours. The
killed and towed by a fishing boat to the processing plant. epicentre was under the sea between Sao Jorge and Terceira
There, in about five hours, less if there is more than one and registered 7 on the Richter scale, the shock lasted 15
whale to process, the whale is processed and nothing of the seconds, but the effects were shattering. Inevitably the only
giant is wasted when the processing is finished. As a buildings were most affected, so the cathedral, old churches
comparison the Russian and Japanese factory ships achieve and the houses of the poorer people suffered most. During
the same end result is less than one hour. Interestingly the our visit, 20 months after the event, the town was still a mess.
laws relating to whaling in the Azores were not designed We were told it will take 10 years to complete the repairs.
with preservation in mind, although it obviously gives the The ’quake was preceeded by a loud and sustained
whale every chance as the hunters must get to within 12 feet rumbling, then the buildings shook, first one way, then the
of the whale before they can throw the harpoon with other. We were told 50 people died, but sad though this was,
accuracy and obviously the whale can dive and avoid them had the "quake come at night when people were asleep in
before they are within range. The laws were so formed bed, the disaster would have been infinitely worse.
because that was the only whaling system known to the Interestingly the greatest lear of the population was that a
Azorians when the laws were designed.
second ’quake would follow and cause even greater damage.
The following morning, Thursday, August 6th, we cast off In the event there was no second shock, but the fear and
from Velas and in a fiat calm motored around the western apprehension must have been appalling. Incidentally, since
end of Sao Jorge en route to Sante Cruz, Graciosa. The cliffs my return to Ireland I obtained back-copies of the reports in
of Sao Jorge were impressive and precipitious as we passed the Irish newspapers covering the earthquake and they were
under them before turning to the north-east. In less than insignificant. How can such a tragedy be of such little
seven hours we were in Santa Cruz, but in spite of the calm significance to editors? The Azores are, of course, volcanic
conditions prevailing for several days, there was a islands and earthquakes and volcano activity are a frequent
considerable swell running, so much so I was not prepared problem. It is difficult to imagine the hardship and suffering
to tie up alongside their new pier for fear of damaging Red that the islanders suffer while nature is flexing its muscles.
Velvet. So, we anchored off, but dragged twice on the rocky The Azores are often claimed, and proven to some, to be the
bottom. We shot the second anchor and all was well, but the mountain peaks surrounding the lost city of Atlantis.
motion on board was very uncomfortable. It would be an
Enough rambling, back to Angra. It must have been a
impossible anchorage in any strength of wind. Naturally the beautiful town before destruction struck that infamous day
powers that be were waiting with their rubber stamps and in 1980. The remaining buildings are extremely attractive
record books when we went ashore, it seemed so pointless and show the splendour of the island’s capital which Angra
for a short visit. The town was attractive and we enjoyed it. once was. Regrettably 60~2/ of the housing was totally or
It is quite primitive. We met a young lady who was a partially destroyed and in our opinion the town is not worth
university student in Lisbon and was home on holidays. She visiting at this time.
spoke fluent English and explained many of the laws,
On Saturday, the 8th, Sheila and Mary flew home and we
customs and history of the islands. The bar where we sipped provisioned and prepared for the 1400 mile journey home
our beer was pleasant in the open, but like many other bars via the western islands of Flores and Corvo, over 200 miles
on the islands didn’t sell Gin and Tonic--shame. In the heat away. Dara arrived next day with the repaired Sat-Nav
G & T’s were your only man.
under his arm, in spite of protestations by the Customs
Shortly after midnight we raised anchors and set off for Authorities in Lisbon. After the inevitable swims, drinks
Terceira 50 miles to the south-east. The night was calm and and so on, we set off at 17.30 hours for Flores.
incredibly starry as we motored over a glassy sea. John
The fisherman anchor had fouled in the rocky bottom,
Guinness had advised anchoring in Porto do Silveira on the but was persuaded to rejoin us by dropping, from the Avon,
west side of Monte Brazil rather than Angra on the east side. a bight of chain under the anchor cable. We sailed and
We took his advice when we arrived there next morning and motored, motored and sailed in beautiful conditions.
later, having explored the area, agreed implicitly with his Indeed, the beautiful dawn the following day was something
opinion. Porto do Silveira is not a port as such, but a pier I will never forget as the coloured sky before sun-up
now developed into a swimming pool and holiday area and reflected in a flat calm mirror-like sea. That day too we saw
was very much more pleasant than the commercial port of two whales and, on a couple of occasions, had shoals of
Angra.
dolphins playing alongside and at the bow. It was a great day

as we motored over flat, clear seas. For the past week or
more the wind had left for other parts, so that we motored
much more than previously. It was a pity, but as we wanted
to do the grand tour of the Azores, there was no alternative
but to make extensive use of the engine. Indeed, as we
motored towards Flores I worried about getting home, our
range under engine was merely 25% of the ,journey.
However, before midnight on our second night out the wind
set in from the west and we hoisted sail immediately. At
02.30 hours the light on Pta. Albarnoz appeared over the
horizon ahead. We quickly closed Flores in winds that were
rising rapidly. The decision where to anchor now presented
itself. In 1970 when Sule Skerrv visited Flores, she anchored
in Santa Cruz, but John Guinness warned of difficulties
should the wind back to the south east, and recommended
the bay to the north of the village. As we entered that bay we
saw several masts glinting in the sunshine in the harbour at
Santa Cruz and thought we should have a look. The pilot
came out when he saw us and tempted us in the promises of
guidance and lines ahead, astern and abreast. In any event,
we decided to accept his offer. With anchor out ahead, two
breast lines port and starboard, and a stern line, all made to
moorings we were trussed like a chicken. We spent the
afternoon walking in the town and through the adjoining
countryside. It was very pleasant. *The meal that evening will
never be forgotten, admittedly we may have been late, but
the tinned beans and cows heels tasted awful and looked
even worse. Harry, who had refused food since breakfast lest
it ruin his appetite, had to be controlled. Well, back on
board, but not before having a nightcap on Wild Thyme a 41foot ferro-concrete yacht which was returning from the twohanded trans-Atlantic race.
The following day, Wednesday 12th, we intended leaving
for home, but the wind was now blowing a gale, 50 knot
gusts were common, and worse, the wind began to back
south sending a decided swell into the anchorage. The
anchorage was small, although at that moment it held six
visiting yachts and a number of local fishing boats and
lighters. The lighters were lifted up on the slip by crane and
the fishing boats disappeared to another, more sheltered
bay, leaving the yachts very much alone. The problem with
the harbour was that the entrance is between sizeable rocks,
some 15 yards apart, having rocks only 6 feet over them in
between. Red Velvet draws six feet, in normal trim, but with
the swell now running the depth over the rocks, rose and fell
as the waves came in. Getting ashore, in the Avon, was also a
major problem, but we made it and with difficulty topped up
Red Velvet’s water, diesel and food supplies. All we wanted
was a chance to get out. Why did | ignore the advice of John
Guinness? To add to our difficulties, a big French yacht
which followed us in the previous day now lay over our
anchor. During the afternoon the wind decreased to Force 6
having swung to SSE, the French yacht yawed away from
our anchor, so we decided to run for it. We had previously
asked the locals where the infamous uriderwater works were
and decided on a one shot job -- aim correctly and full
throttle, to prevent what would be a backing wind pushing
us onto the leeward rocks -- if we aimed correctly all was
well, otherwise! By the time we cast offour breast lines, and
started hauling the anchor chain a squall came and naturally
swung the French yacht towards us at considerable speed.
We held her offwhile we continued hauling in the chain and,
dammit, the bloody thing was fouled in the rocky bottom.
We struggled to free it, but no use. The Franch yacht
prepared for another attack and Dave, in fending her offwas
within an ace of seriously damaging his leg, so no delay in
the decision, to hell with expense, cast offtheground tackle.
We did so, and with the help of loud advice from each

member of the crew, all conflicting of course, and with a
rock a foot to leeward, I opened the throttle fully and we lept
towards the dangerous entrance. In a second we were
through, unscathed into a big, breaking sea. The relief was
indescribable and a celebratory gin was passed around. We
were now at sea and prepared for the journey home, but
there was one regret, with the size of seas now running it was
out of the question to anchor, with one of the spare anchors,
offthe exposed harbour on the island of Corvo, thus we were
deprived of sailing to all nine Azorian islands by a little bad
luck with the weather.
The course to the Tuskar was 045°T, 1,282 miles. With the
wind astern we ate up the miles, but within 12 hours the wind
veered to the north, leaving us close-hauled. As we sailed the
wind increased and continued to veer until it was blowing
right on the nose. This was impossible. The routing charts
show virtually no record of NE winds in August. Dammit,
we were back into the ’seas in the cockpit’ syndrome. It
eased after about 24 hours and the easier going created a
hilarious atmosphere, but this gradually wore thin as the
wind remained dead ahead and decreased to the point where
we had the horrid position that neither tack was the gaining
one. With the big seas running, we had to sail somewhat free
to maintain a reasonable speed, but by so doing we were
sailing further away from the Tuskar on either tack.
However, the weather was fine and we hoped that the wind
would eventually look at the routing charting and get into
the west, where it belonged. The days’ runs got shorter and
shorter, 130, 144, 132, 127, 111, the barometer was really
high at 1034 and it was apparent we were in the Azores high.
For several days the BBC told us the ’high’ was in midAtlantic, now they decided to pin-point it, 450 miles north of
the Azores, and guess where we were? How can you get
depression in a High? For the next three days we used the
engine for about 7 hours each night to keep us moving, but
on the eighth day out it happened -- wind NNW Force 6.
Wearing oilies, fleece lined jackets and a happy grin, the
days mileage jumped from 118 to 162. The next two days
were not quite as exciting, but we averaged 6 knots, so that
after 91/2 days out of Flores, we sight the Old Head of
Kinsale, some 15 miles to the North.
Our last day at sea was possibly a disappointment, in that
the wind fell and we had to resort to the engine for the final
24 hours of the cruise. Nonetheless, on Sunday, August
23rd, at 14.45 GMT we tied up in the dock of the Royal St.
George having sailed the 1,442 miles from Flores in three
hours less than 11 days. The cruise was over, but
undoubtedly the happy memories of the 10 weeks cruise will
remain for many a year.

The Ryan gang -- Photo Dermod Ryan

My thanks to splendid crews, without whom the cruise wonder when it will be possible to have the time for another
would not have been possible, likewise to my Bank extended cruise again. I can assure one and all that I am
Manager! The entire trip was so happy and enjoyable that I working on it.
Cruise Summary

Date

Destination

June 13th
June 14th
June 15th
June 16th
June 17th
June 18th
June 19th-24th
June 25th
June 26th
June 27th
June 28th
June 29th
June 30th-July 1st
July 2nd
July 3rd
July 4th
July 5th
July 6th
July 7th
July 8th
July 9th
July 10th
July Ith
July 2th
July 3th-15th
July 6th
July 7th
July 8th
July 19th
July 20th
July 21st
July 22nd-29th
July 30th
July 31st-August Ist
August 2nd
August 3rd & 4th
August 5th
August 6th
August 7th
August 8th
August 9th & 10th
August llth & 12th
August 13th
August 14th
August 15th
August 16th
August 17th
August 18th
August 19th
August 20th
August 21st
August 22nd
August 23rd

Dun Laoghaire/Arklow

Time
Distance Hrs. Mins.
NM

Arklow/La Coruna
In La Coruna
La Coruna/Corme
Corme/Camarinas
In Camarinas
Camarinas/Corcubion
Corcubion/Muros
In Muros
Muros/Vilagarcia
In Villagarcia
Vilagarcia/St. Martin Del Grove
El Grove/San Julien S. Harbour/Vilagarcia
Vilagarcia/Puebla del Caraminal
Publa/El Grove
El Grove/Combarro
Cambarro/Sangenjo
Sangenjo/Playa Menduina/Barra/Bayona
In Bayona
Bayona/Islas Cies/Bayona
In Bayona
Bayona/Ponta Delgada

In Ponta Delgada
Ponta Delgado/Vila do Porto
Vila do Porto/Velas
Velas/Horta
In Horta
Horta/Cais do Pico/Velas
Velas/Santa Cruz, Graciosa
Santa Cruz/Porto do Silveira
In Porto do Silveira
Porto do Silveira/Santa Cruz, Flores
In Santa Cruz

Santa Cruz/Dun Laoghaire

Engine
Distance Hrs. Mins.
NM

91
138
142
162
160
7

18
24
24
24
24
1

23
23
00
00
00
20

3
3
---2

0
0

40
30

0

30

35
22
-33
20

6
4

02
38

0
0

40
10

5
4

35
00

3
1
2
5
5

0
0

55
50

45

6

50

3

0

30

13
17
12
17
24
7
27

2
2
3
3
4
2
5

40
50
05
00
15
00
35

13
17
2
1
12
1
3

2
20
0
0
2
0
0

4O
50
35
10
15
15
35

16

3

10

16

3

10

153
139
137
144
146
97

24
24
24
24
24
18

00
O0
00
00
00
10

58
190
22

12
44
6

35
25
25

1
64
15

0
12
3

20
15
00

27
37
53

5
6
11

I0
45
00

27
37
53

5
6
11

10
45
00

227

42

20

133

27

30

132
144
132
127
111
113
118
162
144
146
115

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
20

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
45

2
---47
34
11
--16
I11

0
---9
7
1

15
---20
20
55

3
20

00
05

696 58

647

126 20

TOTAL 3862

(6 days 1 hour)

I
----5

0 I0
--------I 00

(5 days 6 hours)

A verages:
Overall: Speed made good : 5.5 knots.
Time under engine: 18%.
Passagemaking (2,958 miles): Average speed 5.7 knots; Time under engine 8.6%; Miles under engine 7.9%.
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A Ruffian Rampant
Robert Barr

1981 was for your scribe a maritime watershed. I have had a
splendid partnership with the Martin brothers and Fred
Morris for many years -- first in L’Etoile then in Estrellita -and before that we crewed together on Adastra. I look back
with delight on decades of joyful sailing in company
unsurpassed. However, in the fullness of time pressure from
assorted minor Barrs anxious to go to sea was such that
there was nothing for it but to resign from the consortium
and blossom into a boat which, like a bishopric, would be a
corporation sole.
The boat which I chose was the Ruffian 8.5, a
Cruiser/racer designed by our fellow member, Billy Brown,
and built by a company controlled by his brother, Dick, and
himself. The dimensions are LOA 28ft. LWL 21 ft. Beam 9ft
6 ins. Draught 5ft. 6ins. Displacement 6612 lbs. with a 50/50
ballast ratio. She has a Volvo Penta 13.5 h.p. diesel saildrive
engine. The mainsail and No. 1 Genoa are respectively 157
and 330 sq. ft. Notionally she sleeps six but while cruising
four is enough.
The winter was spent adding further safety features and
planning the 1981 cruise. It seemed to me that we might as
well learn whether or not a wise choice had been made and
so it was planned that Condor would be thrown in at the deep
end and pointed towards La Gironde and the Medoc. My
regular cruising gentry were willing to give her a try and so it
was that Condor set sail from Dun Laoghaire on Friday 29th
May bound first for the Belon river in South Brittany. The
outward crew comprised Geoff Morris, Philip Wall-Morris,
Paul Butler and I.
Weather conditions on the evening of our departure were
ideal for a non-sailing holiday -- warm, sunny and a
miserable little force 2 northerly which hardly mananged to
ripple the water. We motored south on course for the Tuskar.
During the night the wind gradually freshened but,
unhappily, went round to the south. After 26 hours the wind
freed us sufficiently to hoist the no.2 Genoa. It was a joy to
sail at last without the engine. The diesel tank was re-filled
and it transpired that we had managed 20 miles to the gallon.
The wind continued to freshen and was soon gusting 27
knots south easterly with torrential rain. We took in one reef
and changed down to the no. 3 Genoa which suited our
Autohelm 1000 very well. However, the little beast went fut
a few days later and never worked again. On reflection, I
think that I should have bought the 2000 model which has
more strength and power. For the next ten hours we
trundled along happily at 6 knots. Later there was less wind.
We changed to the no. 1 Genoa and shook out the reef but
soon afterwards the wind headed us again and we were
forced to motor-sail under main only. Visibility deteriorated
until it was less than 300 yards and it started to rain heavily.
Good DF bearings on Ushant and Round Island gave me an
EP at 12.30 hrs. on Monday about 13 miles NNW of the
former. The wind freshened SW 25 gusting 30 knots.
Visibility improved to about two miles for a short time just
long enough to let us see Ushant and take bearings on Le
Jummet and Creach L.H. Soon afterwards visibility closed

down again to about 400 yards. I decided that in view of the
prevailing conditions I should plot a course for the first of
several tanker bouys leading to the Rade de Brest and then
head for Camaret. I was relieved to find the first buoy and
thereafter there was no great difficulty in picking up the
others. The evening became progressively colder, darker
and more menacing. We were happy to see Camaret soon
after nine o’clock and to tie up at the marina. We had logged
377.10 mi;es from Dun Laoghaire in three days and 4 hours
(i.e. an average speed of 5 knots).
An early start was made at 06.30 next morning and we set off
for the Raz de Seine and Benodet. The wind was SW 20
knots and the weather was overcast but dry -- so another
long beat with reefed main and No. 3 Genoa was in prospect.
As we approached the Raz on the tide the wind freshened to
25-30 knots and I wondered what sort of overfalls there
would be. However, though the sea was steep it was not
unmanagable and we had an exhillerating dead beat with
four tacks through the channel at 7 knots over the ground.
Condor behaved beautifully and after a passage of 83 miles
we duly arrived in Benodet having averaged 5.5 knots. There
we were delighted to greet Terry Johnston, Mungo Park and
John Peck who were en route for home from Spain in
Mungo’s Nicholson 345 Joliba. Once again we were too late
to be fed ashore (shades of Gilbert and Sullivan’s ’Let the
punishment fit the crime’!) so there was nothing for it but to
create an oriental extravanganza complete with Bombay
duck. The aroma wafted over all Benodet and kept the Joliba
crew at bay for quite some time!
Shortly after noon we departed from Benodet for the
Belon river. At last there was an improvement in the weather
which was fine and sunny with a brisk 15 knot north westerly
to give us splendid sailing under spinnaker and full main.
We also visited the Aven river and sailed up to Rosbras. The
entrance to the Belon is somewhat more exposed and
represents difficulty if there is substantial wind over tide.
There are two sand-bars to be crossed before reaching deep
water where there is good shelter in all weather. It is unwise
to enter or leave the Belon more than two hours from high
water. The Aven, where there is only one bar marked with a
perch near the entrance just beyond Port Manech, may be
entered safely within three hours of high water. If the base of
the perch is covered you will know that it is safe to proceed.
Both rivers are delightfully unspoilt with steeply wooded
pine slopes and a wonderful stillness which is balm to the
soul. The Belon is famous for its oysters and other shell fish.
At the water’s edge beside a little quay (with a couple of
visitors’ moorings a few yards away in mid stream) is Chez
Jackie which is a rare delight and surely one of the finest seafood establishments in all France. There is a Plat de Fruit de
Mer of enormous proportions which contains everything in
a shell from lobster to perriwinkles. The Belon also offers
other more mundane advantages near at hand. There are
excellent showers at the camping site of the Chateau de
Belon just up the road. There is also a pleasant village called
Coat Pin about 2 km inland where bread and most other
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supplies are available.
At 07.45 on a glorious sunny ]-hursday morning with a
lively WSW 20 knot wind we set sail from Chez Jackie and
headed for ’Ile de Groix. We made a fast passage.just off" the
wind to Port Trudy averaging 6.2 knots. The main purpose
of this journey was to visit my old friends, Guy and
Laurence Tonnaire, at the Cafe de la Jetee. My friendship
with Guy and his many kindnesses to us have been
chronicled in numerous previous editions of this journal. He
is a man of many parts being among other things President
of the Groix Life Boat. Suffice to add here that even by the
best Breton standards his hospitality and kindness is
’incredible’. As always we received a fine welcome and as
none of my 1981 crew had visited Groix before, Guy insisted
on bringing us on a grand tour of the entire island by jeep.
Later, when he visited Condor he presented me with a truly
magnificient gift a fine picture of his late grandfather, a
tunny fisherman of Groix, which was taken in 1932, as he
worked his sailing trawler at sea, by a journalist
photographer. It is a wonderful portrait which I shall always
treasure -- particularly as it is part of Guy’s family heritage.
This gesture in presenting it reminded me once more of what
specially good friends one can sometimes make from the sea.
As mentioned in a previous article, there is a wellequipped marina at Port Tudy with lock gates which are
open for two hours on either side of high water. There are
also two large navy bouys in the main harbour fbr the use of
visiting yachts waiting to enter the marina. Close by there is
a garage where the proprietor is willing to sell ’gaz oil
domestique" (diesel oil for household use) to foreign boat
owners only which is much cheaper than that normally on
hand. Groix is the only place I know in Brittany where this
facility is available to visitors.
We left Port Tudy in the early afternoon with, as usual,
much regret. The wind soon freshened to 27-30 knots S.W.
We trundled along at 6 knots in a moderately big sea. Near
the Plateau de Birvideau tower the wind freshened again and
the sea became more steep. Condor took it all in her stride
except that the mast-head lightfitting, which contained all
three lights, blew away. Fortunately I had a spare set of
temporary lights to replace them. This was the only gear
failure we had on the cruise. We arrive at Sauzon, Belle Ile,
.just in time to shop for our stores and to have a good meal
and shower in the congenial, old M. Hulot like Hotel du
Phare which overlooks the new outer harbour. The latter
offers shelter from everything except strong easterlies. The
holding ground is good and we passed a quiet night at
anchor. Sauzon is a most attractive, unspoilt village. There
is no diesel oil to be had, but all other basic supplies are
available and there is also a Volvo agent.
There was another 7 o’clock start on Friday morning. ]-he
weather was murky and drizzling with poor visibility. What
little wind there was came gently from the S.W. We motor
sailed to the southern end of the island by which time the
wind freshened to 27 gusting 32 knots. We were able to sail
just off the wind for Ile d’Yeu. An exhilarating passage in a
moderately rough sea at 7 knots helped to balance the
miserable conditions. We managed to pick up the outermost
tanker bouy west of the Loire where visibility was down to
half a mile and from there sailed a course to Port Joinville.
Although the wind continued to freshen and headed us into
a dead beat situation for the last four miles, we averaged just
6 knots for the 58 miles passage and managed to hold our
own with a 33-1oot Gladiature which we picked up off Belle
Ile.
"[’he new marina at Port Joinville is very agreeable and
may be entered at all stages of the tide. The Restaurant de la
Meule on the far side of the island (see last year’s .Journal)

A Breton tunny fishing skipper in 1932 -- Bobby Barr.
surpassed great expectations. We had a wonderful welcome
from M. le Patron and Pascal, that treasure among chefs,
who was in splendid mid-season form. Simon Didier, an
antarctic explorer, who between times drives a taxi on lie
de’Yeu, brought us back to the boat and had a chapeau le
nuit with us.
It wasn’t really a night cap as we set sail again bound for
lie de Ra at 00.55 in a calm sea with a 15 knot south westerly.
We slipped along gently at 5 to 6 knots. By 07.30 the wind
fell very light and we motor-sailed the rest of the way. Two
hours later the northern end of the island was abeam and
soon after noon we anchored off St. Martin, thankfully in
sunshine, waiting for the tide. Eventually in early evening,
after much jockeying [’or position before the lock gates
opened, we moored in the innerbasin bow and stern to a
pontoon in the heart of St. Martin. As last year a festival was
in full swing when we arrived and we were luck to find space
as the harour soon filled up with yachts arriving for the
French Bank holiday weekend. Pleasant showers (4F) and
all mod. con. are provided at the marina office but there is
no diesel near at hand or water at the inner harbour.
However, there is a tap and hose in the outer harbour on a
quay not far from the lock gates beside a cafe called Au
Lever du Soleil, but at less than high water care should be
taken coming alongside as there is also a grid there which
reduces the apparent depth by about 2 ft.
In the nearby village of La Flotte there was a Michelin
rosette to be investigated at the Hotel Richelieu. It
transpired to be well earned and there is a turbot speciality
which is certainly worth a substantial detour -- not too
expensive.
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The weather on Sunday was still sultry but the possibility
of a SW gale was forecast so I decided to sail that evening for
Les Minimes, the large marina outside La Rochelle, as this
would shorten our journey to Pauillac on Monday. The lock
gates opened at 18.00 hrs. and then the fun started. It was
like running the Grand National one way and the Derby the
other on the same course. It took nearly an hour to fight our
way out of the basin. But everyone was good-humoured and
it was all good Gallic fun. We sailed for Les Minimes in a
freshening south westerly which was heralding another
Atlantic front after a hot, airless day.
Les Minimes is huge (capacity 2400 keel boats!)and it has
everything -- but the price for the night is 42F in contrast to
St. Martin where it was only 17F. It was all go at the spacious
ultra-modern La Rochelle Yacht Club which is in its first
season at this new location. They seemed to be organising
races that weekend for literally thousands of boats of all
sizes from 10R ocean racers down to the French Open
Optimists’ Championship. We met the Chef d’Equip of the
Irish team and were glad to learn that we were doing quite
well in tough international competition. This was the last
major championship before the Worlds at Howth in July.
Although it was after 10 p.m. we managed to get an excellent
meal in the Club House. Steak and chips, cheese, fruit, a 1/4
litre of wine and coffe for 38F -- the best value we found in
France. It was all an object lesson in how a major yachting
centre should operate.
Monday, 8th June was another early start. We left Les
Minimes soon after seven o’clock bound for Pauillac 30
miles up the Gironde and about 25 miles from Bordeaux.
Those devoted to the grape will know that Pauillac is a small
town in the heart of the Medoc where some of the world’s
greatest wines are made. The names of its vineyards are like
a litany of Bacchanalian saints and include Chateaux
Lafite, Latour and Mouton Rothschild. The latter was the
primary object of the journey. Baroness de Rothschild has
created in part of the cellars of the chateau a superb private
museum devoted to object d’art having a connection with
wine. The treasures range from a superb 4000 year-old
Etruscan mosaic wine jar to a bibulous Picasso of less
obvious beauty. In between these is an incredible range of
Chinese, Persian, Indian, Roman, Greek and Renaissance
drinking ware in gold, silver, platinum, jade and pottery
together with several ancient Bayeaux tapestries and glass
from many ages and countries -- but, surprisingly, no
Waterford or other Irish glass.
But first it was necessary to get to Pauillac. The passage
presents no problems until one reaches the estuary of the
Gironde. It is advisable to enter the well-buoyed tanker
channel at least six miles off shore and to remain in it at all
times. A few short cuts are possible but it seems to me that
they could be dangerous if one had not the benefit of
substantial local knowledge. When about two miles from
the bend in the channel north west of Royan we could hear
the incredible roar like thunder of the river clashing with the
tide and we could see about halfa mile away sprouts of water
shoot 20 or 30 feet into the air. It was more spectacular than
the Severn Bore and I have never seen or heard anything
quite like it before. This is not a passage I would make at
night!
We picked up the beginning of the flood offRoyan and had
a fast sail under spinnaker at 8 to 10 knots over the ground
carefully picking our way from buoy to buoy. Even after
night fell it was not too hard to pick up their lights. Detailed
charts of the estuary and of the Gironde itself are essential
because the river is wide but the navigable channel is narrow
and there are many sandbanks-- some of which are inclined
to shift. As we approached Pauillac at 22.00 hrs. the night
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was warm and bright with stars.
The marina is quite large and is entered from the
Bordeaux side. The entrance is narrow and when the tide is
fast flowing special care is necessary. There is no water
provided on the pontoons, nor were any fuel facilities
evident. But on the credit side no charge was made for our
overnight stay. We had logged 87 miles from La Rochelle at
an average speed of 5.25 knots.
Monday morning was overcast and there was heavy rain.
However, it did not dampen our enjoyment of the fabulous
museum at Mouton, or our encounter with Mons. Raoul,
the Maitre de Chais, who conducted us around the cellars
and introduced us to the 1980 vintage. On returning to
Pauillac we had just time for a pleasant lunch at the Hotel
France et Angleterre, another old-world Mr. Hulot type
establishment not for from the marina. Lunch included the
speciality of the river -- grilled anguilles -- which were
delicious.
We set off from Pauillac, now happily warm and dry, soon
after lunch to catch the ebb tide down river. This was the
turning point of the cruise and it was noted that we had
logged 758.2 miles from Dun Laoghaire in 10 days and 20
hours.
We had a splendid sail down river in a freshening WN
westerly which reached 25 knots. However, this meant that
having turned westwards along the tanker channel beyond
Royan we would either have to motor into a steep adverse
tide or short tack along the channel in uncomfortable water
for eight miles or so. I decided that the better course would
be to make for Port Bloc just south of Pointe de Grave at the
head of Ithe Medoc and wait until one and a half hours
before HW Brest when we would have a slack adverse tide
for about an hour or so and then a favourable one for eleven
hours.

Port Bloc is primarily a vehicle ferry port which with
Royan joins both sides of the Gironde and also is home for a
small trawler fleet. The marina facilities are minimal and
both ponto~ons were full when we arrived, Entry to the
harbour is straightforward. We departed again shortly
before midnight and had an uneventful passage back to Les
Minimes where we arrived soon after 7 o’clock.
Later in the morning in glorious warm sunshine we
transferred to the newly dredged marina in downtown La
Rochelle. There is said to be a minimum depth of 1.6 meters
at the outer end of the trots. There was 3.4 metres at LWN
while we were there. I can’t say what the daily fee is as no one
came near us and there was no office to be seen. No water is
laid on nor is there any diesel but this is not important as Les
Minimes is so near at hand. It is a great advantage to be in
the heart of the old port of La Rochelle whilch is full 9f
character and must be one of the most attractive towns in
France.
This was Change of Crew Day. Phillip and Paul took a
room in a nearby hotel and we bid Geoff farewell in the
afternoon when he headed for Paris. John Peart, Peter
Fagan and my son, Patrick, arrived in Phillip’s car in late
afternoon with the second half of our cruise stores. It was
also Phillip’s birthday -- so the mid-cruise banquet in Chez
Serge had an added dimension -- not least when he received
and was compelled to wear, his Birthday Gift -- a white teeshirt with a tiger’s face in tinsel and lurex which lights up in
the dark. I wondered at the time whether the second half of
the cruise could live up to the cracking pace and joie de vie
of the first part. In the event there was no need to worry.
Thursday, and indeed, most days for the rest of the cruise,
was another glorious hot sunny day. A remarkable scruvyfree Phillip and Paul left us to embark on their six day
marathon trek to Le Havre and we set off for Le Palais, Belle
Ile. En route we visited Les Minimes to show John and
Patrick the largest marina in Europe and we also paid a visit
to St. Martin, Ile de R~ and just managed to get out in time
with only a few inches under the keel. There was a pause also
for a swim in mid channel -- our first of the cruise. The 125
mile passage to Belle Ile was once more a close fetch (WNW
10 freshening to 20 knots) followed by a beat and then a dead
beat for the last 10 miles. We arrived in Le Palais soon after
lunch on Friday to find that fore and aft mooring buoys
have been laid near the north wall at the outer harbour thus
avoiding the exciting, and often frustrating, efforts to
anchor stern on to the wall and make up to the chains.
Madam le Gers of that splendid bistro ’La Saline’ gave us a
heart-warming welcome and we found once more that her
son continues to blossom admirably in the kitchen.
On Saturday, due to sabotage of the alarm clock,
departure from Le Palais was at the more gracious hour of
10.30. We had an idylic sail to the Aven river broken only by
a short pause for swimming.
Readers of my accounts of previous cruises in Brittany
will guess why I was heading for the Aven again. My very
good friends Jacques and Marie Claire Rougeulle have a
lovely summer house in the pines above the river at Rosbras
and they were coming from Normandy to spend the
weekend with us. We received an inimitable welcome
crowned as always by a dinner of superb elegance and
delight. It is not surprising that the Aven river has been for
so long a major focal point of my cruising endeavours.
On Sunday we sailed south in company with Jacque’s
RomanCe 33 Mouez Avel to Merien, an attractive little
fishing village which can be reached near high water.
Next morning was devoted to boat cleaning, and a few
minor repairs and swimming as we waited for the water to
rise sufficiently to carry us out of the river on our way to

Concarneau.
On ’Tuesday we had a lively day’s sailing. We cast off from
the Concarneau marina at 06.50 hrs. The first part of the
passage to Audierne was gentle enough and the only
problem was to find the Basse Rouge bouy in the early
morning haze and to avoid the rocks on either side of a
narrow channel nearby. Later the NW wind freshened to 25
knots and under reduced canvass we thrashed along happily
in the sunshine at 6 to 7 knots even though the sea was
building up with wind and tide. By mid afternoon the wind
had gone round to the north east and freshened to 35 knots.
A big, steep sea was running and we had a long beat with
several tacks into Audierne. Condor behaved splendidly and
in difficult conditions managed an average speed of 6 knots
over 68 miles.
On Wednesday morning final preparations were made for
the passage to the Scillies. As so often on this cruise we
found that we had another hardy beat in prospect. The wind
was still to the north east but had moderated to 25 knots.
After an early lunch we headed for the Raz de Seine on the
ebb tide fully reefed down and with the No. 3 Genoa set. I
wondered what was in store for us there and whether it
might be advisable to take the long way round via the Ar
Men whistle buoy. In the event, although there was a big sea
whipped by wind over tide as we tacked towards Le Chat L.
H., it seemed to me that the conditions were manageable and
that I was justified in going through. The most difficult part
of the passage when going north is between La Vielle L.H.
and the islet of Trevenec. There the sea was short and sharp
with numerous waves of 10 to 12 feet in height. There were
also occasional overfalls to be avoided, but in glorious
sunshine it was all very exciting and as before Condor carved
her way through without pounding and behaved splendidly.
This certainly was a very searching test for her.
By midnight Le Jummet L.H. on Ushant was abeam.’The
wind had freshened again to 30 knots NH 12 and was
heading us but, though there was a short, big sea, we were
able to keep up a steady 5 knots. The only disappointment
was that I had hoped to fetch the Helford river, but this was
now out of the question in the time available and I had to
make the Scillies instead.
The next event was a remarkable experience which will be
hard to forget. At 01.45 hrs. we had crossed the in-shore
shipping lane off Ushant and were in the seperation zone at
least a mile from the outer south going lane. John and
Patrick were on watch and visibility was good. They could
see the lights of a number of ships ahead sailing south
westwards but, as expected, there were none near at hand in
the ’no man’s land’ -- or so they thought. Suddenly both
saw an aged tramp steamer (circa 8,000 tons) about 300 feet
away and in the act of crossing us from starboard. She was a
long way from the shipping lane and had no lights showing
-- not even cabin lights. John immediately gybed so that if
we struck we would ride the blow to some extent. However,
the ship slid by with no more than 30 or 40 feet to spare. It
seems that she also had altered course at the last minute. I
was asleep down below at the time and woke up when we
gybed. As in a terrible dream I saw the aft end of the hull
tower above us and I could see the rust. I heard shouting in a
strange language I could not even identify but the voices
were far above me and sitting up in the bunk I had to crane
my neck to see the traffrail of the ship. After she had passed I
was able to confirm that she had no visible lights. She was
badly rusted, generally dilapidated and we would see no
name on her stern or elsewhere. The mystery is why was she
not in her proper lane and why had she no lights? It seems
obvious that she did not wish to draw attention to herself
and that her watch keepers were not doing their job
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properly. One reads in the press occasionally about well
found yachts which simply disappear without trace. There
was an awful moment when I was certain we were going to
join them.
The rest of the passage to St. Mary’s was without incident
and at 01.10 on Friday we dropped anchor offHughtown
pier. In St. Mary’s sound there should be two lit buoys. In
fact neither was lit and at night without lights they are a
hinderance rather than a help to navigation. We almost
struck one of them in the dark!
Friday was a rest day. We moved in to a visitor’s mooring
(charge £1.50) and availed of the showers behind the
harbour master’s office on the pier (50p). After exploring the
island we had a pleasant meal in the Pilot’s Gig near the pier

Date

From

29th May
1st June
2nd June
3rd June
4th June

Dun Laoghaire

5th June
6th June
8th June
9th June
10th June
11 th June
12th June
13th June
14th June
15th June
16th June
17th June
19th June
20th June
22nd June

Camaret
Benodet
Belon
Port Tudy
Sauzon
Port Joinville
Les Minimes
Pauillac
Port Bloc
le Minimes
La Rochelle
St. Martin
La Palais
Rosbras
Rosbras
Concarneau
Audierne
Hughtown

To

which offers very good value indeed.
At 6 o’clock on Saturday morning we set out on our last
leg for home. The wind was a dead noser from the north but
only 5 knots. When clear of the island there was nothing for
it but to douse both sails and motor for the Tuskar.
Eventually we were able to motor sail with main only and
without further incident. In Killiney Bay we picked up a
brisk off-shore breeze which enabled us to finish in style. We
tied up at the R.I.Y.C. slip at 03.05 on Monday 22nd June.
We had logged 1535 miles, nearly all to windward, in three
weeks and three days and had visited 18 ports en route. The
verdict was that Condor, and the Brown brothers, had done
us proud.

Distance made Hours under
good in N. milesway

377.10
Camaret
Benodet
81.24
25.03
Belon River
18.26
Port Tudy, Ile Groix
23.20
Sauzon, Belle Ile
58.62
Port Joinville, Ile D’Yue
58.80
St. Martin, Ile de R6
87.72
Pauillac
Port Bloc
26
54.09
Les Minimes
2.5
La Rochelle
St. Martin via Les Minimes 12.98
126.59
Le Palais, Belle Ile
Rosbras, Aven River
50.80
16.20
Merien return
15.95
Concarneau
Audierne
67.85
Hughtown, Scillies
238.77
Dun Laoghaire

76.05’
14.45’
4.50’
2.20’
4.04’
10.01’
11.35’
16.00’
3.75’
8.50’
.50’
2.40’
24.10’
7.05’
3’
3.05’
11.50’

182.89
45.15’

36.10’
44

1534.93

28Z00

Summary
Total duration of cruise: 24 days 10 hours.
Total distance made good: 1534.93 n. miles.
Total time under way: 11 days 23 hours.
Ports visited: 18.
Average speed: 5.34 knots.
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Engine hours Average speed

36
1
1
--2
5
4
-1
.50
2
8
I
1
1
I
42
5.3 knots
112.50’

5 knots
5.5 knots
5.4 knots
6.2 knots
5.8 knots
5.9 knots
5.2 knots
5.25 knots
7 knots
6.10 knots
5 knots
5.5 knots
5.2 knots
7.10 knots
5.20 knots
5.10 knots
6 knots
5 knots

Maggie Mae
Michael Green

At the end of May this year, I was glancing through the
advertisements at the back of Yachting Monthly. Just over
two weeks later, at 05.45 on the morning of Saturday June
13th, I was steering the Cutlass Maggie Mae down the
Crouch to bring her back round to Brighton. There was a
strong crew of Neville Symonds (my skipper on lasts year’s
cruise), David Beach and Richard Carter. The delivery trip
was successful though not uneventful. For reasons too
complicated to explain, as we started motoring down the
Crouch, the engine exhaust immediately began to do
imitations of Old Faithful at Yellowstone Park up one of the
cockpit drains. Fortunately at this moment a breeze sprang
up and we were able to sail. Fortunately too, the crew of
three research scientists and a former civil engineer were
able to persuade the exhaust to behave less anti-socially. We
drifted and beat across the numerous sandbanks of the
Thames estuary in sunshine and very little wind. This was
intentional as the course from the Crouch to North
Foreland leads directly across them, but it was disconcerting
to be gazing at the bottom while almost out of sight of land.
OffNorth Foreland the wind suddenly increased from Force
l to force 6+ from dead ahead. The crew put in numerous
reefs and began to look longingly at Ramsgate. Nobody who
has read the guide to South Coast Harbours would look
longingly at Ramsgate, but it is actually not at all bad, with
convenient berthing for visitors on a pontoon in the outer
harbour.
At 04.30 next morning we left Ramsgate in fine weather
with the wind still ahead, force 3. Off South Foreland the
wind freshened and we ran into thick fog. We tacked inshore
until we could see waves breaking on the beach, not more
than a hundred yards ahead. Then a short tack out into the
murk and the steamers. Then a short tack back to the beach
and the breakers. Fortunately boats from the Crouch tend
to have reliable and well-uised echo sounders. Eventually
the East wall of Dover Harbour appeared just ahead of us
and we tacked out along it. We got out a pocket torch and
began looking up the morse to request permission to enter.
Fortunately for our morse a figure appeared from the
control tower and waved us in. So we beat into Dover as a
Townsend Thorensen ferry hooted invisibly just astern of us
and the Harbour Pilot circled around, offering a salty
opinion of people who didn’t start their engine when
entering Dover Harbour in thick fog. We were so unnerved
that we followed the pilot to the inner dock and hid there for
24 hours. David had tO get back to Brighton and the rest of
us caught up on our sleep. Dover tolerates but does not
actually welcome yachts.
Monday morning was our last chance to complete the
delivery At 10.00 we ventured from the dock. Visibility was
poor but improving. The wind was dead ahead. We motored
gently out of the West entrance undoing reefs and generally
fiddling. By the time we realised that there was a strong
adverse tide we were half a mile further from Brighton. It
took us an hour to struggle back past the West entrance
under full sail and full engine. We beat slowly close in along
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the shore, since there was less adverse tide and we could at
least see where we were. The crew began to make gloomy
calculations on the time required to cover 60 miles while
making good an average speed of one knot. I radiated
optimism; the tide would turn (that at least seemed likely);
the fog would clear and the wind was going to come round to
give us an easy reach the whole way. The wind stayed
resolutely ahead, generally between force 3 and 5, but
visibility never dropped below half a mile and the day
gradually cleared, ending in a superb moonlit beat past
Royal Sovereign and Beachy Head. We arrived at
Newhaven at 06.00, and promptly grounded on the mud in
the marina entrance. We soon floated in and tied up. We had
cut it fairly fine, since two of us had to be at work that
morning. The following evening Irene Green, Peter Green
(aged 7) and I finished the job, beating the last few miles to
Brighton.
I am delighted with Maggie Mae. One of her interesting
features is wheel steering. Regrettably, I was brought up
with tillers, and I still tend to put the wheel the wrong way in
moments of crisis. These are generally the wrong moments
to make this particular mistake. Maggie Mae raced
successfuly on the Crouch for many seasons, but last winter
her elderly owner died. I wrote last year about crewing
Neville Symond’s Cutlass to Paimpol and I am a definite
Cutlass enthusiast. They can take a little longer than a
modern racer to get from one place to another, but as a boat
that is good for both serious cruising and Portsmouth
Yardstick racing, they are hard to beat. We have not
managed a cruise this summer but have enjoyed racing in the
Brighton P.Y. fleet. Our incompetence is nicely balanced by
our generous handicap and we generally end up somewhere
about the middle.
Distances
Esses Marina (R. Crouch) -- Ramsgate ............ 40
Ramsgate -- Dover ............................. 14
Dover -- Newhaven ............................ 58
Newhaven -- Brighton ..........................
8
120

Antigua to the Grenadines and Back
David Nicholson

Skipper." David Nicolson.
Crew: David O’Morchoe.
Joan Nicholson.
Margaret O’Morchoe.
This was a cruise that very nearly ended before it began.
Black Shadow had been out of the water for various repairs
while in English Harbour. While still out of the water, I
pulled up through the hull the echo sounder transducer and
omitted to replace it. Imagine our consternation~ when the
crew arrived out from Ireland and early next morning went
to see the boat that was to be their holiday home for three
weeks, and found it knee high in water rushing in through
the bottom.
Rescuing that situation was their first test of work in the
tropical heat. All was well in the end and having stocked up
with supplies, we set offfor Martinique which we reached in
less than 2 days. We didn’t see much of this island,
regrettably, as we were keen to get as far south as possible in
our time but what we did see was unmistakably French. The
port was interesting and the beach just around the corner
gave us a chance to swim and walk after the first long sail.
We pressed on to a group of islands called collectively
’The Grenadines’. These are situated at about 12°N and
there was a marked difference in climate-- the humidity was
terrific and the weather predictable -- heavy rain early
morning followed by steamy conditions as everything dried
followed by brilliant sunshine. Sometimes it felt like being in
a greenhouse.
Bequia was our first stop. It was a lovely spot with good
supplies, and a couple of nice restaurants -- also a screen
printing factory. Whaling used to be the business of every
one here, but not anymore. Tourists have taken over. We
really enjoyed a couple of days here before goining to
Mustique and Cannouan. The further south we travelled,
the better the weather. We had now passed out of the
humidity and had brilliant weather for most of our time for
the next 10 days. Cannouan was an island trying to develop
for tourists but money had run out and so had the ’bread’.
The hotel was only half built. The people were so friendly,
we hoped development would not spoil their place.
Everywhere in these islands, the local people wanted to
know what was happening on the other islands. They do not
travel much. Those wo do, do so to better themselves and do
not always return.
We continued south in short hops to Tobago Cays, Union
Island, Pal Island and Petit St. Vincent. They were sparsely
populated sometimes only by a few fishermen -- except for
Union Island which was a place with a busy tourist industry
-- but no fresh water for yachtsmen. The coaster which
brings fresh water for these islands had broken down and we
were distinctly short.
The smaller islands were fabulous little jewels sitting in
the torquoise sea -- the beaches startlingly white and the
snorkelling amongst the coral reefs was a must each day. It
was hard to think of world affairs here.
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Petit S. Vincent was our furthest point south and we
started north again intending to take our time and visit as
many other islands as we had time for. St. Vincent was our
first stop. Here we were advised not to leave our boat
unattended as pilfering is common. We anchored at the
yacht club and not in the port as that seemed safer. This
island is very rich in vegetation, citrus fruits and exhotic
flowers and very friendly people. We took a trip inland by
car but never made it to the volcano. However, we came
away with enough fruit to see us out.
We had a long sail to St. Lucia, recognising our approach
route by the tall cone-shaped rocks sticking out of the water.
We took a few hours off here to enjoy the hospitality at
Marigot Lagoon. We could not leave without purchasing
sun hats made for us from palm leaves. We continued on
overnight and made our next landfall at Dominica.
The weather was not good here but with a fair gale
blowing. We were beseiged by little boys anxious to look
after us and vieing for our custom. Dominica had suffered a
lot of damage in recent hurricanes and we saw plenty of
evidence of this in coconut plantations laid flat. They are
now a very poor people.

English Harbour, Antigua - Photo David Nicholson.

Palm Island, Grenadines -- Photo David Nicholson.
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Carib Indians live here in their own reservation up in the
hills. Their features are quite different -- long straight hair
and slit eyes -- a contrast to the African type features of the
West Indians. They make a lot of baskets and sell them in
Portsmouth. Bananas are plentiful too but on the whole life
is pretty primitive here, though we managed to make a
telephone call to Cork with very little waiting!
We intended making a long haul to Antigua from here,
but with the bad weather, we were delayed leaving, and so
decided to make a half day halt at Guadaloupe and give our
French an airing. We enjoyed a wonderful fish meal here at
the pier.
Finally, we set sail for Antigua, travelling overnight. We
encountered some terrific rough weather in this patch. It
blows up so very quickly and we arrived at Antigua about
mid day quite exhausted.
We had some chores to do and had to use plenty of elbow
grease to leave the boat in good order for the chartering that
Black Shadow was going to do at Christmas and the New
Year 1981. We wouldn’t be back for a few months.
Antigua to Nassau Crew: David Nicholson: Rob Dalton.
Mike Dwyer: Gordon Hunter.
On 12th March, we set sail on what was to be an exciting
island-hopping passage through the Northern Leeward
Island, the Virgins, past Puerto Rico and Hispaniola,
through the outer Bahamas and finally to New Providence.
Each area has its own culture, language and customs,
different vegetation and coast lines but the same warm
climate, friendly people and clear, clear water. Winds were
generally light and mainly from the Southern or Eastern
sector -- Black Shadow enjoyed the conditions and would
slip along at 5/6 knots under the sure guidance of the selfsteering with the crew mostly draped over the deck enjoying
the sunshine. While a careful log was kept during all the trip,
much of the navigation was by eyeball particularly in the
shallow water of the Bahamas. Sailing in these later
conditions takes some getting used to but one learns quickly
to read the varying colour of the sea which tells you the
depth. We learnt the hard way by going aground in 20 to 25
knots of wind in a narrow channel between islands and rocks
in the wonderful Exuma Islands. Fortunately, we steered in
the right direction and the pounding waves helped us offbut
not after all of us had a good fright!
St. Martin, about 100 miles north of Antigua was our first
port of call. The French influence here makes this island
most attractive to the tourist even if prices in the shops are
somewhat higher than in the British Islands. We travelled on
to the Virgins with a visit to the wonderful coral reefs off
Anguilla where we saw a fine array of tropical fish. Our visit
to the Virgins was confined to three days but in that time, we
visited Virgin Gorda, The Batks and Roadtown, Tortola.
This is a wonderful cruising area, well sheltered but rather
over-run by Bare Boat Charterers.
An 18-hour sail overnight with l0 knots of free winds took
us to the exciting city of San Juan in Puerto Rico where the
American customs officials were particular, if helpful. It was
very interesting to visit this old city with its narrow streets
and fine fortress. We moored in the city centre marina by the
main highway where there so many tourists, so many hotels,
so many cars. The heat was oppressive and we did not stay
long.
The Mona Passage between Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic is well known for its rough weather
and we passed through when the weather was none too
good. We had it mostly on the nose for two days with force

6/7 and good waves set up by the strong current in the
passage. The wind veered to the east for the last few hours of
the passage to Puerto Plata and we surged along down the
waves at up to 9V~_ knots at times -- very exhiIlarating!
Puerto Plata, the second harbour in the Dominican
Republic looked very run-down and berthing along the
rotting keyside was awkward. The various security police
with their machine guns and rifles, much in evidence, were
everywhere, and they looked very unfriendly.. But we were so
wrong with our first impressions -- everyone was helpful,
the countryside was unspoilt and the beer good and very
cheap, with a little of the local currency, anything was
possible. We lived like kings for 2 days and still talk about
the lovely girls, the beautiful beaches and vow we must
return some day.
Just after sunset on the 23rd March, we set sail for the
shallow waters of the Bahama Banks through the outer
islands -- a trip of some 450 miles which took nearly four
days. Sailing through these waters at night was very tricky-the currents are unpredictable and with little help from radio
beacons and few lights, it is a place to treat with great
caution. Many boats have come to grief in Cat Island, Long
Island or the Inaguas Islands so we took plenty of running
fixes and kept a careful log.
Georgetown, the Greater Exuma Island is the second
largest town in the Bahamas. It is a friendly haven for
yachtsmen and we met a number of crews who had sailed
down from Florida and were enjoying themselves at the
local hotel called ’The Peace and Plenty’. Mike and Gordon
had to leave us here to fly back to Ireland and the weather
being far from friendly, Rob and I decided to stay a few days
until the winds abated.
During this time, we enjoyed the swimming and the
snorkelling and made friends with another Irishman -Denis Kelly from Sligo.
The Great Exuma’s are a string of islands running
north/south with deep water on their windward or eastern
side and the Grand Bahama Bank to the west. Depths on the
banks were in many places only 4 feet and seldom over
twenty -- but anchorage in the shallow waters at night in the
lea of the islands was very comfortable. We sailed north each
day in the deep waters and before the sun set too low in the
skies, we found our way through a gap in the string of islands
into the shelter and in this way, we visited Staniel Cay and
Allen Cay.
Staniel Cay is a lovely harbour with miniature houses and
a friendly yacht club. Snorkelling was excellent, in particular
around a famous underwater cave where scenes from the
James Bond film ’Thunderball’, were shot.

The Jun~le Queen. Port Everglades -- Photo DavM
Nicholson.
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Allen Cay is one of the last islands left with Giant Iguanas
still roaming around. They are about three feet long and
come scuttling out of the undergrowth to take food almost
from the hand. Here also was a large bed of Conch sells some
six to eight feet under water. These fish are a special delicacy
in the islands, and we duly enjoyed a meal of them after
much struggling to get them out of their exotic shells.
Here too, we had a rollicking rum party aboard Black
Shadow with a crew of local Bahamian fishermen. Our last
stop to Nassau was a 35 mile sail across the shallow waters
between the white and yellow banks. On the banks, there are
many coral heads with depths of 6 to 8 feet in the passage
between. In parts it is much deeper going all the way up to 14
feet. We dodged our way through, but stupidly did not allow
for the tidal stream and found ourselves 3 miles west of our
course as we approached New Providence -- when we wel-e
still 1 ’/2 miles off’, we were tearing along with full main and
Number 3 Genoa and only 6 inches beneath the keel!
Prompt action saved the day. We lowered sail and arrived in
the Port of Nassau before light failed. Apart from 3 or 4
large marinas, Nassau has several casinos and many hotels.
We found a small friendly marina where the boat would be
under strict supervision and enjoyed a couple of days
roaming around the Bahamian capital.
Nassau is a most interesting town with the old colonial at
style alongside the modern one. There are some lovely shops
and a large straw market. Paradise Island reached by toll
bridge allows tourists a chance to play on the beaches or in
the casinos. The latter proved to be quite lucrative.
Black Shadow was now to rest for a couple of weeks here
while I organised a crew change.
May 4th -- new crew for the last short run to Fort
Lauderdale in Florida: -Skipper: David Nicholson.
Mate: Joan Nicholson.
Tropical storm ’Arlene’ caused us to delay our departure
from Nassau for 24 hours. Certainly when it rains in these
parts, it comes down in solid sheets-- but the sun is so hot
immediately afterwards that it does not take long to dry out
completely.
We motor-sailed to Alder Cay on May 9th 1981. This took
6 hours. It was the most idylic spot- one of a pair of islands
uninhabitated by humans. We saw many unusual tropical
birds and spent long hours snorkelling and swimming. The
following day, we continued east to Chub Cay, arriving as
darkness fell. As it is important to sail in daylight, in these
very shallow waters, we had to make a 5.00 a.m. start when
going to our next stop -- Cat Cay and arrived at night fall
after 15 hours of sailing. We tied up to the marina here and
0
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found ourselves on a very sophisticated island, peopled by
wealthy tourists from Florida, who all indulge in the
magnificent deep-sea fishing available here. The huge power
boats had everything on board you might need, one in
particular had a motorbike, a small sportscar and a dingy -also space tk~r a helicopter to land.
Our last chance to sail was from Cat Cay to Port
Everglades in Florida, the port for Fort Lauderdale. This
was a 9-hour sail in perfect conditions. In the clear shallow
water, it was all too easy to see the bottom and we noticed
lots of sponges growing. This used to be a big industry in
these parts, but due to disease in recent years, they are no
longer marketed.
The tall buildings on the skyline were a clear indication we
had arrived in the United States. No more sailing or
swimming now-- we were soon to be caught up in the hustle
of American life ashore. We cleared Customs at Pier 66 and
then made our way through the waterways to a marina
where we were to leave Black Shadow for the hurricane
season. Travelling the waterways was quite an experience as
they were very busy with many bridges over them. With a
few blows on the foghorn, the road traffic was halted and the
river traffic went through. The "Jungle Queen’ paddle
steamer passed daily with tourists.
Black Shadow’s Log of Visits to 30 Islands
by David Nicholson
November 1980:
Antigua to Petit St. Vinccnt and back.
Via Martinique, Bequia, Mustique, Cannouan,
Tobago Cays, Union Island, Palm Island, Petit St.
Vincent, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Dominica and
Guadalotipe and Les Saints ............. 675 mile.s"
March and April 1981:
Antigua to St. Martin .................107 miles
To Virgin Gorda via Anguilla... 115 miles
To Tortola ....................23 miles
To San Juan, Puerto Rico .......98 miles
To Porto Plata, Dominican
Republic .....................298 miles
To Great Exuma, Bahamas via Atwood
Harbour, Acklins Island .......461 miles
To Nassau via Black Point,
Harvey Cay, Staniel Cay and Allen
Cay .........................123 miles
To Fort Lauderdale, Florida via
Chub Cay and Cat Cay ........178 miles
Total Miles ................. 2,078 miles
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Norway and Back in a Fortnight
Stanley Orr

Skipper: Stanley Orr
Mate: Ian Pole
Crew: Leslie Craigie, John Orr, Hamish Jamieson,
Alan Gould, Andrew Halcrow, Margie Orr and
Marion Pole.
Yacht: Den Arent -- 54 foot steel cutter (Van de Stadt).

collected the passports, Margie and I took the bus to Bergen
in search of the passport control office. This we eventually
found and completed the formalities expediously. After
lunch Margie contacted a second cousin with Orkney origins
and we spent a very pleasnat evening with her and family.
Thurs. 2nd.luh’: Today the weather was dull, but some of
the crew had made contact with a friend who took us sightSince taking part in the 1972 Bergen Centenary Race in seeing in a minibus, taking in various interesting places
Rosheen Bawn with Jack McDowell (ICC) I have had an urge including Greig’s house, a stave church, a reconstructed old
to return to Norway and was contemplating going there in Norse village, etc., all of which was most enjoyable.
my Folkboat Chin Chin. During the Spring I was
That evening my RUYC burgee attracted a visitor who
approached by a friend to make a couple of passages in his turned out to be the owner of Fresia berthed nearby. This
recently acquired Den Arent. From this I decided to charter yacht was formerly High Noon, ex Derek Tughan, now
this impressive boat and do the thing in style. The trips to owned in Norway. The marina courteously flew a Union
Fair Isle gave a good opportunity for a shakedown, taking Jack to mark our presence.
some of the Norway prospective crew along. We completed Fri. 3rd July: After breakfast we set off southwards and
these trips in approximately 12 hours each in varying crossed Bjorne Fjord into the Narrow Godoysund and tied
conditions. The North Haven in Fair Isle is very well up at the Hotel. This was the centre of the 1972 Bergen SC
sheltered from all winds except strong Northeasterlies. It is a Centenary celebrations. It presented a very different picture,
fascinating place and the Bird Observatory well worth a being now quiet and uncrowded. I still cannot imagine how
visit.
a large sailing ship was manoeuvred into and out of
Den Arent is very well equipped, even to a Walker ’Sat- Godoysund. ’The Starstadt Lemkuhl is now in Bergen where
Nav’. The Fair Isle trips were used to find out how it worked a voluntary organisation is attempting to finance its
and it was not long before ’push-button navigation’ became preservation in Norway.
easy. Needles to say, the old tried and tested methods were
The Hotel was running a disco in the evening and quite a
still used.
lot of people came to it by ferry. Fortified by recourse to our
The crew assembled, stores and duty-free embarked, we bond, some of the younger crew attended and voted it a
set off from Kirkwall on 28th June. Passing through the success, except that the beer worked out at about £1.75 per
narrow String and leaving Auskerry behind, we settled pint.
down to watch routine, and with a light southerly breeze laid Sat. 4th .luly: We took on some fuel, motored out of
course for Marstein Light. The wind increased and on the Godoysund, through Lok Sund and NE up Kvinnherads
following evening we passed close S. of Brent Oil Field Fjord to Mauranger Fjord, enjoying a brisk sail most of the
whose radio operator had a long conversation with us. way. We tied up alongside a little quay at Sundahl on a
There was a tanker loading at a platform and, apart from beautiful still evening, surrounded by immense steep
one trawler, this was the only ship we saw until we got near mountains split by t]ords. This area is part of the
Norway. By now ’T. Walker’ was churning out fixes with Hardangerfjord system.
great regularity, having had a good 24 hours to digest the
To the south of the village, a few miles away and 4000 ft.
data which it seems to need.
up, a glacier was visible and the crew decided to visit it next
During the evening the wind got up and we handed the day.
yankee and reefed the main, as I did not want to close the Sun. 5th .luly: The climbing party assembled after
coast too soon in worsening visibility. I also did not want to breakfast and set off, equipped with food and cameras. They
be turned out during my watch below. When within 30 miles returned some seven hours later, having achieved their
of the coast fog and traffic became somewhat thick. To my objective in brilliant weather. Their appetites and sun-tan
great relief (carefully concealed from a trusting crew) the were proof of an enjoyable day. The shade temperature at
Marstein Light and entrance appeared dead ahead and we sea level that day was 73°F.
proceeded into Kors Fjord. The weather cleared and we
After a meal we cast off and retraced our route for a few
made our way to Kvitsurpollen, where we berthed in the miles, diverting into Stor Sound and tying up alongside a
Bergens Seilforingen Marina. The log read 260 miles fishing boat in the pleasant small town of Uskedal.
covered in 50 hours. Although packed with yachts the Mon. 6th .lulv: The town had a number of good shops
marina was singularly devoid of people. We spent the including one general store which sold everything. Many
remained of the evening eating, tidying ship, phoning home ’take home’ presents were bought here.
and informing Customs.
As we wished to press on we left Uskedal before noon and
Wed. 1st .lull’: A fine morning. Customs arrived and our sailed SW to Leirvik on the island of Stord. This harbour
bond was re-sealed leaving us a good supply for our stay in was rather crowded and busy with ferries making it
Norway. Marion joined us after flying from Aberdeen. The uncomfortable. After a look round the town we moved on
crew then scattered on various sight-seeing trips, and having with a short trip to another island -- Mostero-- and went
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into the small harbour of Mosterhamn. This was a
picturesque village with what is reputed to be the oldest
Christian church in Norway, Ik)unded by St. Olaf in the 10th
century.
Tues. 7th ./ulv." We left Mosterhamn by lunch time and
soon emerged from Bommelel]ord into the North Sea then
turned south along the coast. After the calm waters of the
islands and 0ords the motion in the swell of the North Sea
was a pleasant change. Some careful navigation was
required to avoid the many skerries and shoals before
picking up the marks leading into Haugesund. The sails
were stowed and under engine we berthed in the inner
harbour. Haugesund is a large town and a busy port and is
attractively laid out. One of the main streets is a pedestrian
precinct which led to a lot of pavement pounding while
window-shopping.
Many yachts from several countries were berthed here,
including a German Fisher 30 rejoicing in the name of
Dann)’ Bol’-- still an unsolved mystery. There was also a
young Scot who had crossed from Inverness single-handed
in a 21-ft. Corribee, taking six days. It was his first venture
off-shore!
Wed. 8lh July: We spent the morning on final preparations
for the homeward trip, topped up the water tanks and sailed
for Lerwick in the afternoon. Once clear of the shore the
yankee, foresail and main were set and with a 20 knot
southerly we were soon passing the Rovaer Isles. Later in the
evening the wind increased to over 30 knots and the yankee
was taken in. Den Arent continued to press on, keeping up a
steady 7 knots.
Thurs. 9th .luly: After midnight rain came and cut down
visibility. We passed within 4 miles of Frygg Gas Field but
did not see it although we heard them on the radio. In the
morning the wind eased slightly and the yankee was re-set.
The weather cleared and gave us a good sail all day. Later in
the evening we sighted Shetland and we ran into a calm.
Fri. lOth July: Under engine we rounded the S. end of
Bressay and berthed in Lerwick at 03.30 with 207 miles on
the log in just under 36 hours. Customs were cleared by
breakfast time and we were visited by various friends from
that most hospitable part of the world. It was a gloriously
hot day and we took the opportunity of going to Bressay lk~r
lunch and were invited to Hamnavoe, Burra Isle, for tea.
The inclusion of Shetland in the cruise was to give our
Shetland crew members the chance to terminate there, but
they were enjoying themselves so much that they decided Io
come on to Orkney.

Sat. llth Jull,: We left Lerwick after lunch and decided to
go to Scapa Flow the long (’scenic’) route, i.e. via Fair Isle
and the West coast of Orkney. With a l~iir wind Sumburgh
Head was soon abeam, giving the ’roost" a wide berth. The
Fair Isle soon showed tip and we rounded the S. end by
midnight, where we gybed and set course to clear N.
Ronaldshay.
Sun. 12lh .lullv By first light we were sailing along
Orkney’s west coast admiring the cliff scenery. By the time
we were off Hoy Sound it was slack water and we sped into
Scapa Flow on the flood tide. Another two hours took us to
Water Sound and home, exactly fourteen days since leaving
Kirkwall.
We had covered 800 miles.
The crew agreed that the cruise was excellent and would
have been happy to spend longer in Norway-- particularly
in the smaller towns and villages.
In my opinion this was the ideal way to see the country
and I would gladly repeat the exercise, possibly in another
area. We found that most prices were higher than U.K.
Eating out was expensive and restatirants scarce. All
alcoholic refreshments were prohibitively expensive, but our
bonded supply was adequate and much appreciated.
The west coast of Norway is a most attractive cruising
ground with its sheltered waters, many islands, and small
towns and villages. Unfortunately for most U.K. based
yachtsmen it involves longish passages there and back. For
anyone interested, there are now some yachts in Orkney and
Shetland available for charter, and the use of these makes a
Norwegian cruise in limited times a good possibility.
P/ac’es l,isited in Norl~>a I’."
Ber q, en.
Godo I’sund
Sundah/
U.vkedal
Leirvik
Mosterhamn
Hau<~,e.vund.
NM
Kirkwall -- Bergen ..............................260
Bergen - Haugesund .............................200
Haugesund -- Lerwick ...........................208
Lerwick -- Burray ...............................132
Total ...........................................800
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New Jaunts to Old Haunts
W. M. Nixon

After the non-cruise and rotten season of 1980, ambitions
for 1981 were modest in the extreme, so much so that it could
be argued that we were starting to learn about cruising all
over again. But it proved to be the right approach, for by the
time we hauled the boat out on October 1st, I could look
back on the most enjoyable cruising season I’d experienced
since 1977, and the best sailing season I’ve ever had with a
boat of my own.
The season’s main cruise was to be a fortnight in the
Hebrides in the first half of the season, a real away-from-itall venture with just rough male company for crew, and then
if time permitted there was the possibility of Georgina and I
going off for a week in North Wales with Dick and Pat
Watson towards the end of August. For the Scottish cruise,
the ’rough male company’ had long since been fixed as John
Duggan, Brendan Cassidy, and John Malcolm. Though
there’d been interim individual ventures, we’d last sailed all
together as long ago as 1974, down to Brittany in TritschTratsch II, so it had the makings of a grand reunion.
The notion of sailing northwards until we were in the
islands had to be modified, as John Malcolm found he’d to
do an exam in Dublin on the Saturday morning, but it was
only a slight re-jigging to call at Ballyholme on the way
north, where with any luck John would arrive on the
Saturday evening (June 13th) by Train, following which we
would of course immediately press on with determination..
Anyway, at 2200 on Friday June 12th, Turtle sailed out of
Howth to find a rising southly which swept us up through
the Irish Sea in splendid style under main only, the boat
handling like a dream with her little pointy stern neatly
dividing the breaking ones which every so often came
roaring out of the darkness in threes. Everybody being in
that exhaustion which is inevitable with a Friday night
departure, John D Brendan and I soon split into watches
with just an hour on deck per man. Despite the brisk going
and the permeating damp -- for it was soon raining -- sleep
was sweet and deep. Towards first light, I was due to relieve
John, but seemingly just snored on, despite his repeated
shouts through the hatch. So he simply let the tiller go,
Turtle rounded up, and I was in the companionway in about
three seconds, to get a faceful of spray for my troubles while
the Duggan just sat there with his arms folded and an evil
grin on his mug.
Visibility was at first very poor, but the South Rock LV
loomed out of the murk bang on target, and we smoothed
our water running along the County Down coast, taking the
opportunity for a massive breakfast. Shortly after noon,
Turtle was tacking into Ballyholme Bay, and after we’d
picked up a mooring it soon became clear that the prospects
of pressing on were slim, for it was Regatta Day at Royal
Ulster, Ballyholme Y.C. were equally lavish in their
hospitality, and anyway I’d to take offto visit my parents at
their house beside the bay.
By the time I met up with the rest of the gang once more,
John Malcolm had arrived, but as the cruise was already so
evidently in full swing, to have pressed on would have been a
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confusion of movement with action. Despite the fact that,
owing to Turtle’s relatively restricted stowage, we didn’t
have a reefer jacket between the lot of us, we were made very
welcome in RUYC, four steak suppers were laid out for us
along the back bar, the regatta party developed apace, and
we danced the night away.
The second stage of the morning (June 14th) revealed a
nice sunny westerly breeze, perfect for a sail to some Hebride
or other, as the ebb would be getting going northward
through the North Channel by mid-day, so we trundled
across Belfast Lough in great good humour. The little engine
-- an RCA Dolphin -- had been hiccuping on dirty fuel, so
John M and Brendan cleaned the system while John D and
myself made encouraging noises, but it was as well they did,
for once the ebb got going the wind took off-- despite the
clouds still sailing in from the westwards -- and we’d to
motor virtually the whole way from The Maidens to Gigha,
where the anchor went down in Ardminish Bay a few
minutes after midnight, with 66 miles notched up from
Ballyholme, and 155 in all from Howth.
Notwithstanding the solidity of the calm, the forecast was
distinctly unsettled, with strong to gale west to northwest
winds forecast. The first gust of this lot struck shortly after
01.00 (Monday June 15th) and was sufficiently violent to
have John M, Brendan and me out in the cockpit from our
bunks in jig time. At that stage it wasn’t all that fresh, and
being westerly we were in an ideal anchorage, but as we were
on deck anyway we decided to put down our bigger second
CQR on the kedge warp. Together with our fisherman
kedge,this monster was under a pile of gear under the
cockpit, and I had been wondering how long it would take to
get it out in an emergency. Though this wasn’t an emergency
by any means, it was reassuring to find that we were back in
our bunks less than twenty minutes after first leaping on
deck, with the second anchor laid out and the warp
protected against chafe.
As we’d intended to spend at least half the day at Gigha
anyway, breakfast was a leisurely, cholesterol-rich feast.By
this time it was blowing smoke, and John D -- who had slept

Scampering up the Firth of Lorne, John Duggan at the helm
--Photo W. M. Nixon.

right through the anchor-laying activities -- finally emerged
from his bunk, and on looking out of a porthole remarked
that we’d have to think about putting out the second anchor,
damned nuisance that it was. John M acidly advised him
that it was out already, to which John D responded by
asking how on earth we’d got that horrible great thing onto
the foredeck. ’No trouble at all’ said John M, ’His Eminence
the Owner took it forward in his pyjamas’. ’He must’,
remarked John D, ’have one helluva pair of pyjamas . . .’
The wind freshened still more but we went through the
motions of inflating and trying to launch the dinghy. In
addition to flipping constantly, at times it simply hovered a
couple of feet above the water. Clearly, rowing ashore was
out of the question, but it didn’t really matter, there were
still many little jobs needing doing around the boat,
breakfast phased gently into a late lunch as well, and no
doubt in the evening when we’d finished the ship’s
husbandry, the breeze would have eased.
It didn’t, but then we remembered that as Turtle draws
only 4ft. 7ins., there was a chance we might just make it
alongside the fishing boat at the little jetty at the middle of
the bay. It was hard work for the engine with the wind still
very strong, but we did make it alongside with half an inch
under our keel.Odd that our first anchorage in the home of
deepwater anchorages should find shoal draft being such a
distinct advantage. Alan Baird and Nick Fisher aboard the
Pyskessa (it’s Cornish for ’fish catcher’) took our lines as we
came alongside.
Later, a seafood feast got under way aboard Turtle.
Although Pyskessa’s crew were sick of the sight offish (they
seemed to live entirely on sausages and spuds) they gave us a
marvellous recipe for cooking langoustine.As you’ll want to
eat as many as you can, take your biggest saucepan, put in
enough seawater to cover a vast quantity oflangoustine, put
in one onion, at least three cloves of garlic, and a good
sprinkling of unground black peppers. Bring to boil, then let
it sit for less than ten minutes but more than five, then drain
and serve with a sort of Spanish rice (cooked with chopped
onions and chopped red and green peppers)
The result was as good a seafood feast as any of us had
ever tasted¯ Sustained by it, the party went merrily
along. Noisily too. Intent on cultural conquest, we’d
brought along O Riada tapes, and in support of these Nick
proved a demon on the spoons¯ Pyskessa then contributed a
second bucket of langoustine, which led to a second feast¯
Then I began to get restless. The Sound of Gigha being rock
infested, we needed some daylight to get northwards, but
when the first threads of daylight revealed the wind
somewhat eased, Turtle took her departure under sail,
escorted by Pyskessa along the inside route close inshore.
At Gigha’s north point it was still blowing old boots, with
enough north in it for a short sharp beat to the MacCormaig
Isles. While taking in two reefs in the main it was noticed
that one of the batten pockets was coming adrift, the sail was
taken off and while she still made on briskly under working
jib only, the pocket was repaired, and the sail soon rehoisted, a programme which would indicate that any
rumours that departure was taken from Gigha in a
somewhat inebriated condition amount to a slander...
With the MacCormaigs weathered, sheets were started for
a fast romp up the Sound of Jura in smoothing water. For
any cruising man, this must be one of the most evocative
passages in Europe, for all around is superb Scottish
scenery, and the waterway stretches ahead to island after
island¯ But it was bitterly cold and despite the absence of
darkness, being Scotland in mid-June it was still effectively
the middle of the night, so most of the crew stayed
determinedly in their snug bunks, and the helmsman was
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lone monarch of all he surveyed.
Progress was excellent, and by 1000 with the flood now
really beginning to push us along, Turtle was sailing past the
the Gulf of Corryvreckan. The wind was funneling through
in fierce gusts, it was grey and grim, and just to seaward we
could discern through the murk the turbulent water in the
whirlpool itself¯ Not a place to linger, but anyway we’d soon
bustled past; however, we had to halt for a while just south
of Fladda (we’d had vague hopes of getting to Tobermory)
as a series of huge squalls -- really it was a complete frontal
system -- came sweeping across from the Ross of Mull,
blotting out visibility. But after gilling around for half an
hour or so under main only, the weather lifted again, on
went the jib, and we soon were scampering up the Firth of
Lorne at a great old lick.
By this time the weather was Wagnerian¯ The forecast was
talking of nor’wester Force 8 to 9, but having made it so far,
we thought we’d at least look at the Sound of Mull, and in
varying shades of black, purple and grey, but with the
occasional flash of sunlight to reveal Mull in its dour
majesty, we kept racing along. Being early in the season,
there were few cruising yachts around, but approaching the
south end of the Sound we noticed two or three of them were
popping out of there like clay pigeons. Out in the Firth the
wind was also gathering strength, and we rounded the
corner to face a mass of white water, the weather-going
stream doing great things with a wind which was well over
forty knots¯
Reduced to storm jib and double-reefed main, Turtle went
at it like a terrier, making to windward in clouds of spray,
but the strain on boat and gear didn’t bear thinking about.
As John M put it, I looked like the little lad on the farm the
night Lassie didn’t come home. The problem was what to do
It seemed probable that any convenient anchorage to
leeward would be filled with dragging boats seeking shelter,
yet equally we’d probably find the next ’official’ anchorage,
in Loch Aline, a very useful place for a spot of dragging
ourselves. But then we noticed that the passage anchorage at
Ardtornish, right in under the cliffs just south of the
entrance to Loch Aline, seemed well sheltered, and in the
event of dragging you’d go out into open water¯ So we
battered in towards it, and the sudden change from being
bashed about to almost total calm was uncanny. Just to
windward, the trees along the ridge down to Ardtornish
Point were being flattened, to the eastward two waterfalls
coming over the cliffs were being blown upwards in the
stronger gusts, but right in the bay, close inshore off an
attractive lodge, the shelter was total, calm after the storm.
The hook was down by 15.20 (Tuesday June 16th). We’d
made good some 57 miles from Gigha, but with all the
duking around had actually sailed 73 miles through the
water¯ In the circumstances, a good day’s work, for
Ardtornish was one of the gems of the cruise. Apart from
being the perfect place to ride out a severe northwesterly
gale, it was one of those anchorages where you can sit in the
cockpit in the lee of the sprayhood and spend a fascinating
hour or two with the binoculars¯ For such entertainment, it
isn’t necessary to be lying off some topless beach in the Med.
¯. on the contrary, there wasn’t a soul around, the lodge by
the shore being deserted, but the two waterfalls -- which, as
John D put it, made it for all the world as though we were
anchored in Powerscourt -- were fascinating to watch, one
minute roaring down the cliff, the next blown away in mist.
Along the cliff edge, huge birds wheeled in the eddies -perhaps nothing very exotic, but they might have been sea
eagles¯ On the cliff face, sheep performed fantastic feats of
mountaineering in search of tiny patches of grass. In such an
august setting, the homely comfort down below was further

Tobermory waterfront -- Photo W. M. Nixon.
emphasised, and dinner was an entertainment, concluded
with banana Flamb’ee.
In the morning the fitful gusts which occasionally rippled
the water in the bay seemed as lively as the day before, but
this was some local phenomenon, out in the Sound of Mull
the wind had eased considerably, and we’d a delightful beat
up to Tobermory under working jib with a single reef in the
main. A much gentler day, with sunshine and shadow
alternating, and the Sound of Mull looking its best. We
arrived in Tobermory in one of the periods of sunshine, and
if anything ’The Glue Pot’ looked even more colourful than
last time round. As ever, it proved an ideal place for some restocking -- we left the main batteries ashore for re-charging,
as they were somewhat depleted after the all-night soiree in
Gigha, and did a spot of shopping, but inevitably all tracks
led to Patriarch Hall in the MacDonald Arms, where the
selection of pure malt whiskies had increased from 64 to 86
since 1977. In the circumstances, plan for a roast joint in the
oven were amended to boiled bacon, which enabled John D
to repair aboard and get dinner started while the rest of the
crew availed of the MacDonald Arms" showers, and
continued an exploration of the malts with an exotic
individual who turned out to be the Professor of Theatre in
the American University in Cairo. He’d read about
colourful Tobermory in a Sunday Colour Supplement, and
had travelled many miles to visit this miniature Venice of the
North. It was his misfortune to meet us. The night was a
blitz, but thanks to John’s culinary skills, the dinner was a
great success.
Thursday (June 18th) brought an appropriately grey, still
morning. It was the lull before the next lot of weather, so we
nipped round a docile Ardnamurchan Point, and with rain
and a southerly breeze gradually enveloping us, ran down
towards the Eilean Castle anchorage on the southeast corner
of Eigg. It’s a restricted little sound, roughly protected from
the northeast by a strategic scattering of rocks, and from the

south by a natural rock breakwater running out from the
Eigg shore. With the southerly, a weather-goingstream
made the main part of the anchorage uncomfortable, but
once again Turtle’s shoal draft proved a boon, we were able
to get in snugly behind the natural breakwater out of the
scend, and the anchor went down on clean sand, the whole
manoeuvre being carried out under sail only.
Eigg was the ideal place to be after the boisterous
conviviality of Tobermory, for Monte C,m’10~,~t is not. The
few inhabitants seemed to have made thews scarce on
our approach. The mist was setting abo!W~ei~ rain in fits
and starts, but we went ashore for a walk through dripping
woods and over boggy hillsides. Part of the reason for going
there had been the thought that the Sgurr of Eig~ would be
an approriate climbing highlight for the cruise, being
spectacular of appearance but modest in height. However, it
was smothered in thick cloud, so instead we wandered
around the uplands just below the cloud base, and then
returned aboard.
By morning the somewhat blustery wind had gone round
to the northwest and eased. Visibility was very mixed, with
banks of fog occasionally rolling across, and as the outlook
still seemed to be unsettled, we decided to sail across to Coil
in order to get a bit of weathering for two of the things we’d
hoped to do during the cruise, visiting the southwest corner
of Mull, and calling at Islay.
Although we weren’t really aware of it at the time, Eigg
thus became our furthest north, a singularly modest
achievement considering the boat’s ability, but heroics were
way down our list of priorities. Slipping out under sail, we
almost got a glimpse of the Sgurr before the coud closed
down again, but the sail to Arinagour was ample
compensation, a delightful close reach with everything set to
the big genoa, and Turtle romping along through fog and
sunshine. Fortunately the visibility was clear approaching
Arinagour itself, we tacked in to the anchorage, and as the
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distance from Eigg was only 24 miles, we were in time to go
ashore for a pub lunch in Alistair Oliphant’s pleasant little
inn.
Invigorated by the sail, even Brendan who had been
overtaken by a tummy bug came ashore, but it was a mistake
and he went back to his retreat. The rest of us, for it was now
a superb sunny afternoon, hired bicycles from the inn, and
took off across the island. A total holiday feeling, the tyres
singing along the winding road, and on Coil’s western shore
the most magnificent beaches suggested a swim. Not a soul
to be seen, but in any case bathing togs were completely
unnecessary, as the temperature of the Sea of the Hebrides
rapidly renders male plumbing invisible.
Coll is an island of special charms, for though relativly
near to the mainland, it is geologically linked to the Outer
Isles, and has an atmosphere much more reminiscent of
them than the bigger islands of tile Inner Hebrides. As the
visibility had now become crystal clear, from a small hill on
the western coast we finally had our first full view of the
Sgurr of Eigg -- and the Cullins, the mountains of Rhum,
and even a glimpse of the Outer Isles as well.
With the barometer evidently rising, the shore party were
on top of their form, and when we found that the inn even
boasted a sauna, that had to be sampled as well. Then,
beside the little quay, we found an old fisherman who sold us
three newly-caught lobsters for a very reasonable price. As
we were all feeling so disgustingly healthy, it was somehow
assumed that Brendan too would be on the mend. If he was,
the thought of cooking lobsters caused a relapse. But the rest
of us went at it, the preparation of the feast having all the
trappings of a military campaign. Naturally we expected
there’d be enough left over for lobster salad next day, but
somehow we polished off the lot, a lobster apiece. Great
stuff, though not quite in the same league as the langoustines
of Gigha. Somehow it all went so smoothly that there was
still time to go ashore for a final pint or two in the inn where
we derived much innocent satisfaction from writing
comments of infantile humour in the Visitors Book and met
up with an entertaining crew, David Dixon and Ina
Russell aboard the Amigo from Strangford Lough.
The morning (Saturday June 20th) started grey with a
moderate nor’west breeze, but soon the sun was breaking
through. It seemed a good day to visit Staffa, and when we
arrived there, not only did we have the place to ourselves,
but as well the wind being now due north it was possible for
Turtle to gill about in the sunshine under main only off
Fingall’s Cave, while we took it in turns to row in with the
dinghy.
On such a day, and in such circumstances, the effect was
mighty impressive. Most striking of all was the reflection
from the sunlit water, playing on the multi-coloured
honeycomb roof" of the cave. As well, it proved to be
acoustically superb -- a rendering of that great old song
Carrickfergus was clearly audible to the crew on the boat
outside. But on top of everything, it was utterly aweinspiring, not only for the scale of the place, and its freak
geology, but also for the evidence of the sheer power of the
ocean in stormy weather -- iron railings put up for tourists
coming from the ’official’ landing place had either been
swept away, or bent into weird shapes.
A whole day should be set aside for visiting Fingall’s
Cave. The actual effect of it can be experienced in a relatively
short time, but it is such an overpowering experience that it
tends to blot out everything else that occurs around the same
time. Thus for me it was a mistake to sail straight from the
cave down to Iona. The weather was perfect, Columba’s
island was a jewel set in a silver sea, but I was totally
unreceptive to it. The log, I see, even goes so far as to
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Rowing into Fingal’s Cave -- Photo W. M. NLron.

Turtle seen from inside Fingal’s Cave -- Photo W. M. Nixon.

Temporary anchoragecloseinshoreatlona--PhotoW. M.
Nixon.
comment: ’Perfectly nice island spoilt somewhat by air of
sanctity’. Actually, it is an attractive island, but the
anchorage is no good at all, and in my irritation, in trying to
move to a new berth clear of the ever-running ferry with its
holy trippers, I managed to wrap the tripping line round the
prop. The crew were much amused, clearing it only took
seconds, and as the tide was flooding, for the third time in
Scotland we were able to take full advantage of Turtle’s
shallow draft to find a reasonable temporary berth among
small craft in the inner part of the rock-infested, tide riven
bay. But the incident completed my disenchantment with
the place, and while the rest of the crew went off to see the
sights, I retreated to the hillside above the village for a spot
of pagan sun-bathing.
John Malcolm was particularly pleased with Iona as he
found a memorial to some 14th century Malcolm who had
been a great seafarer, and inspired by this he then ordered
me to motor on to our night’s anchorage across the Sound at

the Tinker’s Hole, as I’d fallen into the bad habit of sailing
everywhere, and the batteries were becoming depleted. But
with the wind blowing straight out of it, even Turtlecouldn’t
have sailed into the tiny anchorage from the southern
entrance, and once in, total enchantment set in, for the
Tinker’s Hole is altogether much more my kind of place
than Iona, and the rest of the crew, sustained by the
goodness inculcated at Iona, were prepared to concede that
this sheltered spot, hidden among the rocks and islets at the
southwest corner of Earraid, was not without its charms.
On Midsummer’s Eve, we even had our first decent sunset
of the entire cruise, a joint of lamb was roasting very
satisfactorily in the oven, and all was very very well with the
world. Dinner was indeed superb, and after the usual
learned discussion, we slept well.
The morning, Midsummer’s Day, brought sunshine
playing through the portholes and the smell of bacon frying
at full chat, so much so that John M had to retreat right into
his sleeping bag to avoid the frying fat. Brendan had
recovered! This furious assault on the preparation of
breakfast was by way of an announcement that he was once
more 100 percent fit, indeed 120 per cent seemed more like it.
One’s first reaction was that on the whole the mornings had
been more easily faced while he was ill, but such thoughts
were uncharitable, we soon did justice to his excellent
breakfast, and after doing some laundry, all went ashore to
stride manfully over sun-drenched hills to the magnificent
golden beach at ’David Balfour’s Bay, where Stevenson
skilfully placed the rescue after the brig Covenant was
wrecked on the Torranan Rocks in ’Kidnapped’. In a
southerly gale it must be a wild place, but on that calm
summer’s day it was a place of beauty, and even Captain
Cassidy was persuaded to take a plunge in the clear and
invigorating sea.
By this time we were totally into the cruising way of
things, and ambled out of the Tinker’s Hole at lunchtime,
finding a gentle sou’wester outside. Clearly the good

Midsummer’s Eve in the Tinker’s Hole -- Photo W. M. Nixon.
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Turtle seen from Ami~o on passage from Scalasaig towards
the Sound of Islay -- Photo lna Russel.

Start of the sail of a lifetime -- Turtle’s spinnaker up and
drawing as she sails into the morning sunshine, southward
bound from Port Ellen -- Photo W. M. Nixon.
weather was ending, but it was doing so slowly, so we were change from sailing. After a morning spent fruitlessly
able to set the spinnaker for a broad reach through the searching for an inflatable dinghy, an afternoon fruitlessly
northeast corner of the Torranan Rocks, heading across a searching for golf balls seemed the perfect antidote. Despite
flat sea towards the north end of Colonsay. Lunch in the a cold mist which constantly threatened to become rain, it
cockpit lasted for twelve miles, and as 14.25 approached, the gave us a glorious outing. The Ancient Order of Hibernians
two Johns started out-doing each other in enthusiastic played the Orange Order in a foursome. I have to report that
imitations of the great "l-ommy O’Brien. Came 14.25, the the AOH went round in 87 to the Orangemen’s 93. That, of
RTE Radio One was tuned in for ’Your Choice and Mine’, course, was for the first nine holes... Even had we wished,
eminently caricaturable perhaps, but also a pleasantly we hadn’t enough golf balls to see us over the 18. It was
undemanding accompaniment to one of the most relaxed priceless entertainment. When Captain Cassidy, now in the
sails of the cruise.
pink of health, squared up for a shot, the only safe place to
Like southwest Mull, and Islay, Colonsay is usually one of be was the green he was driving towards. The sheep covering
those places you seem to hasten past, so we made a point of the course scattered in every direction. But occasionaly he
including it in our itinerary. I think we’ll make a point of shots were perfect, and he and John D made up the
going there again. Although the anchorage at Scalasaig is victorious team. A delightfully bizarre afternoon, fully
exposed to the east, it is remarkably sheltered otherwise, and analysed at the 19th hole back at the hotel, and then when we
ashore the island has its own special atmosphere, and wandered back down to the boat, it was to find the bay
important factor in this being the inn, the decidedly gracious crowded, the craft in port including the Island Cruising
Colonsay House, run by Kevin Byrne and his wife Christa. Club’s famous schooner Hoshi up from Devon, and Amigo.
His name and his vivid red hair and beard tell of his a marvellously comfortable vessel complete unto coal stove,
Tipperary origins, but his accent and attitudes bespeak the and things became hazy. Our host, a boisterous Scottish tree
smoother slopes of Surrey, and his effectiveness as Mein surgeon working in County Down, kept up the pace like the
Host is impressive.
Archbishop of Canterbury. By then, Brendan and I had long
Our pleasure in the place persisted despite it being the since retreated to our bunks, but the young people stayed on
setting for a decidedly unpleasant experience. Early next aboard Amigo, and the whole lot of them were decidedly less
morning, at precisely 05.40 on Monday June 22nd, John D than the life and soul of the party when we sailed southward
went on deck to do that which no-one else could do for him, in company for the Sound of Islay at 10.10 (Tuesday June
and noticed that the inflatable had gone. The painter still 23rd).
trailed over Turtle’s stern. It was very odd, for the dinghy
Visibility had closed right in, but it was a grand sail with
had been towed in all sorts of rough conditions, and the sheets just eased to a crisp, cold sou’wester. In addition to
anchorage in Scalasaig was like a millpond. Somewhat Amigo, we were keeping ahead of the Biscay 36 Humoresque
bewildered, and swearing mightily, we decided we’d better going the same way, but then when the wind freshened she
search to leeward, for there was a light sou’westerly outside. started to come over us close to weather. Brendan at the
John M went up the mast with the binoculars, a moderately helm responded like any good Howth 17-footer man, and
scientific search pattern was worked out, but the weather would have luffed Humoresque out to Skerryvore if we
was deteriorating, and as the minutes became hours the hadn’t prevailed on him to lay off for the Sound of Islay.
chances of finding the dinghy (if it had drifted away through
The passage through the Sound was interesting, cloud and
failure of the manufacturers attachment) became fog alternating with flashes of sunlight which illuminated
increasingly remote. Thickening and very cold mist didn’t the more luxuriant coast of Islay and pointed its difference
help. ’I feel like I’m on a Murmansk convoy’ came the to the dour mountains of Jura to port. At the south end of
message from the spreaders, so after one more pattern we the Sound we parted from Amigo -- they were heading for
headed back to Scalasaig, and had covered more than 22 Gigha -- and hardened up for an increasingly tough beat
miles by the time we returned to our berth after the fruitless along Islay’s rough coast to Port Ellen, finishing with Turtle
search.
thrashing along under deep reefed main and working jib,
Once upon a time, a Golf Course Architect stayed at banks of dense fog rolling over the weirdly-shaped rocks, all
Colonsay Hotel, and in walking about the island, he reminiscent of North Brittany were it not for the Arctic
discerned that the southwestern corner had the makings of temperatures.
an interesting natural golf course. Decidedly rough,but a
Port Ellen was in the throes of harbour works, of which
golf links nevertheless. So this fine 18 hole course was we’d seen more than enough back home in Howth, but we
marked out, and Kevin Byrne had recommended it as a managed to find a berth outside a dredger, with forty brisk
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miles logged from Scalasaig. I was worried about running
low on gas, but knowing that there was a Camping Gaz
stockist across the island at Bowmore, we took the
opportunity to have an expedition, leaping into an ancient
taxi whose rolling motion across the moorland was such that
the junior members, still not quite themselves after the night
on the tear with David Dixon, were almost seasick.
Bowmore was a very attractive little place, and an excellent
shopping town -- we not only got Gaz, but began to build
up bonus points by getting presents as well.
Back in Port Ellen, the Folkboat Lara was berthed outside
Turtle -- Peter Dunlop of Edinburgh had sailed her up from
Baltimore single-handed, on the wind almost the whole way
along Ireland’s western seaboard, good going for the
weather that was in it. He joined us for supper, and
afterwards we found a nice little pub on the waterfront
where there was a cosy coal fire, just the job, because for all
that it was June 23rd, the weather was harsh. Our crew were
still less than lively, not entirely because of the weather, but
their lack of sparkling conversation wasn’t noticed, for
Peter, having spent ten days in his own company, talked
almost non-stop.
The forecast had been for the wind to go northwest, so we
decided to make southing while the breeze was fair, and
sailed out next morning at 07.18, giving Lara a tow clear of
the quay. There was still a hint of fog about, but it seemed
the further south we went, the less there’d be, another
inducement to cover ground, so the spinnaker went up at the
entrance to Port Ellen, and Turtle set off on the sail of a
lifetime.
It was a romp in which she covered 101 miles quayside to
quayside in 14 hours and 12 minutes, for we ended up in
Ardglass. At the middle stage of the passage, tearing
through the North Channel, we must have averaged more
than eight knots for quite a long period. The spinnaker
became a bit too much off Larne, we got into a couple of fine
old speed wobbles, but even with it off, and going sedately
under boomed out jib, she still was making hay. The only
trouble was that after mid-afternoon onwards, the sun had
gone behind cloud, and the evening was cold in the extreme
-- log notes a wail for someone to ’put a shilling in the
meter’. Once in Ardglass, the heating problem was solved by
John M -- he served a curry of sensational hotness, which of
course made a visit to the pub for iced lager a real necessity.
Nice neat and tidy little place, Ardglass harbour, with a
small but impressive fishing fleet, a//of whom had gone to
sea when we emerged next morning. We’d thoughts of
wandering into Carlingford Lough, but with a day in hand
and Strangford Lough nearby, and most of the crew never
having been there, it made sense to go to Strangford. We
didn’t have the detail chart, but Bill Hynds the local customs
man dropped by for a chat, and he lent us his chart of
Strangford Lough.
The wind was still northerly, but much lighter, and we’d a
genteel beat up the coast, no hurry as the flood didn’t start in
over the bar until 13.30. I wanted’to stop in Strangford
village to see how Dermot Riordan there was getting on with
his completion of an Oyster 39. As we headed into
Strangford Creek, the engine -- which had run with
exemplary smoothness in Ardglass -- refused to start. Quite
how we got alongside Strangford’s openwork pier with the
tide sluicing through I don’t know -- basically it was skilled
work by the crew, I just got in the way. Dermot’s massive
project was enough to get Turtle’s minor mechanical
problems into perspective, and after lunch in the Lobster
Pot we headed on into a calm lough, with John M
investigating the engine. He had to admit defeat. This had
the usual effect on your reporter. I descended into the
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The Down Cruising Club’s former lightship headquarters at
Ballydorn -- Photo W. M. Nixon
deepest gloom, but emerged from it by announcing that
henceforth we had no engine. Ironically, the next time I
pressed the button, after the cruise was over, the blasted
engine started, but meantime we headed on and had
pleasant sailing in a light nor’easter. Strangford Lough was
at its most enchanting, it was sheer delight weaving through
the narrow channels under sail. In Ringhaddy Sound,
Dennis Faulkner came out to say hello as we went past his
new house at the water’s edge -- seems he’d been up to
Stornoway and back in just seven days in Anatina; the night
of the big wind, June 16th, he’d spent in Lowlandman’s Bay
in some ferocious gusts.
Our berth for the night was alongside the pontoon at
Down Cruising Club’s converted lightvessel. Getting to it
was ticklish, but as John M said, if you can walk away from
it, then it’s a landing. And of course, with the convenience of
the pontoon, you could just stroll ashore and along to Barry
Bramwell’s pub, or into the lightship where the postevening-racing party included Brian Law and sundry other
carriers of good cheer. The setup really is too good, for our
cooks were able to nip back aboard to see how supper was
progressing, then re-join the party, all positively sybaritic.
Being engineless, our departure had to be calculated with
some care. In the morning, with high water at Ballydorn
expected towards 08.30, the stream was carefully watched,
as the secret was to go just before slack, when the level being
highest, the wind -- still from the north -- would be at its
truest through the confined anchorage. It all, thank heavens,
went according to plan, and in the morning sunlight we retraced our path out through the islands, down the lough, out
through the Narrows, and soon -- having dodged the
overfalls by holding close to St. Patrick’s Rock -- we were at
sea and running south under spinnaker.
It was another dream sail. Normally the passage from
County Down towards Dublin is handily done at night, but
this kind of going, swinging along under spinnaker, was
sheer joy. To starboard, the Mourne mountains were
looking their handsome best, while aboard, pre-lunch
drinks lasted for a comfortably long time, with appropriate
musical accompaniment as the hills of home began to show
above the horizon head.
Being still Friday (June 26th) we were nicely in line for the
clever ploy of spending the last night in Skerries, right on
target for a handy return home, yet still cruising until the last
minute. The breeze faded in the early evening, but even with
our enginess condition Turtle was alongside the fishing
boats at Skerries pier at 19.45, 111/4 hours for the 65 miles
made good from Ballydorn. Skerries was its usual
entertaining self. The local Mermaid class were holding a
special race, the Sailing Club versus the Hockey Club. The

Summer evening -- the view from Joe May’s in Skerries,
Turtle outside the fishing boats -- Photo W. M. Nixon.
Sailing Club won, but apparently a week earlier the Rugby
Club had won a similar mixed event ... The pints in the little
old bar in Joe May’s were world class, the view out the door
to Turtle against the sunset was very perfection, dinner
aboard was John D’s ’piece de resistance’ -- roast beef done
to a turn -- and afterwards the crack in the Sailing Club was
excellent.
The last little 14 mile hop home was just the right distance
to clean ship and start to try to adjust to everyday life. In a
light easterly, the sea was flat, and so the boat was properly
ship-shape by the time we picked up a mooring at Howth at
11.30, bang on time. In all, we’d covered 626 miles during 14
days and 131/2 hours away, and though it had been a new
jaunt to some old haunts, of the 15 places visited, 6 were for
the first time, and apart from Skerries, I don’t think Turtle
had been in any of them before. We’d had a fine time. It took
many days to return to anything approaching normal
behaviour . . .
Turtle to the Hebrides, 12th June -- 27th June 1981
(14 days 131/2 hours)
Distance
made good
Howth/Ballyholme
89
Ballyholme/Gigha
66
Gigha/Ardtonish
57
Ardtonish/Tobermory 14
Tobermory/Eigg
22
Eigg/Arinagour
24
Arinagour/Staffa
15
7
Staffa/Iona
Iona/Tinker’s Hole
2
Tinker’s Hole/Scalasaig 22
Scalasaig/Scalasaig
4 hrs.
022
Scalasaig/Port Ellen
37
Port Ellen/Ardglass
101
Ardglass/Strangford
10
11
Strangford/Ballydorn
Ballydorn/Skerries
65
Skerries/Howth
14
556

Distance
sailed
89
65
73
22
22
25
15
7
2
23

Time

40
101
14
!3
69
14
626

6~ hrs.
141/4 hrs.
3~/2 hrs.
3 hrs.
111/2 hrs.
31/2 hrs
108 hrs.

14J~
13 hrs.
12 hrs.
4 hrs
41/2
41/2
3 hrs.
11/2
//2
41~

Total time under power: 141/2 hours.
Average speed through water (sail or power): 5.8 knots.
Best passage: Port Ellen/Ardglass, I01 miles at 7.1 knots.
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Ringahaddy to Baltimore and Back
Hugh Kennedy

close hauled on the port tack in a southerly wind, with the
full main and the large genoa sheeted in. The wind steadily
freshened and at 12.30 Tosca tacked from port to starboard
off Wicklow Head. The tide was still ebbing strongly, and
the wind was ’on the nose’. At this time the wind had
increased considerably, and it was necessary to reef and
change down. The wind had increased up to force 5 or 6,
making progress very wet and unpleasant. As we beat to
windward and approached Arklow, we decided to put in
there and wait for the wind to veer.
At ! 7.30 we tacked off the Arklow breakwaters in order to
give a reach towards the river. Making into the harbour was
quite exciting -- the waves, driven by the southerly wind,
were sweeping across the entrance and breaking on the piers.
As Tosca has a ’flexible mounted’ engine, I was unwilling to
use the transmission for fear of bending the shaft in the
heavy beam sea, so the engine was started and run in neutral
as we headed for the river. As soon as the southern pier
provided flat water, the crew swiftly furled the sails, and we
motored up the river and into the dock at Arklow without
any difficultly. After the long day’s sail the 3 man crew were
very tired, and all hands tumbled into their bunks after a
rather indifferent meal ashore.
Next morning (Saturday, 1 lth July) the wind had veered,
a front had passed through, and it was blowing freshly
WNW. We noticed Cuilean of Kinsale had arrived during the
night, and was made fast on the far side of the dock with her
main mast hanging over the side. Apparently she had been
sailing south on a similar course to ourselves but about 6
hours later, and somewhere offMizen Head, due to a rigging
failure, her mast had crumpled about half-way up.
The forecast was for force 5 moderating to 3 -- 4, and
although the sea looked quite disturbed despite the offshore
breeze (with the sand blowing from the beach into the sea), it
was decided to make sail. Another yacht, making a passage
south from Dublin, came in shortly before we left and her
skipper suggested that we would not be able to ’lay along’
the coast. However, we felt that Tosca would fetch along the
coast inside the banks without great difficulty. H.W. Dover
was at approximately 20.00 B.S.T. Carnsore Point was still
40 miles away, and by keeping in out of the strong tide
offshore and outside the banks, we thought we could easily
make that objective by the turn of the tide and so be certain
of getting around that awkward point at or near slack water,
and have 6 hours of favourable tide to speed us on our way
to the West. At 11.40 we motored out of Arklow Dock,
rounded up outside, and set a reefed main (3 rolls) and No.3
genoa, which was quickly changed down to the No.2 before
we reached Kilmichael Point. The sailing was first class, with
a strong wind, about force 6, and bright sunshine. Away to
the east and outside the banks could be seen a large schooner
some 3 -- 4 miles to leeward. It was interesting to watch,
over the next few hours, as the rising flood tide surged up the
Irish Sea, how she ceased to move ahead of us, and slowly
but surely, slowed up and fell away to leeward and then out
of sight, hull down.

Tosca IV of Bangor is a 9 ton, 35 ft. Nicholson designed
sloop, with a Volvo Penta 28 auxiliary engine, and carrying
600 square feet of sail.
In 1981 it had been hoped that Tosca would make a
circumnavigation of lreland by going from Ringhaddy
north about to Baltimore in County Cork, and returning by
the south and east coast; unfortunately at the last minute
two of the anticipated members of the crew were unable to
become free, so that the usual route by the east coast was
taken. As it was the crew was Frank Hegarty (Professor of
Chemistry at U.C.D., the skipper’s brother-in-law), Ken
McMahon, long time colleague and crewman, and yours
truly, as skipper.
Departure date was fixed for Thursday, 9th July. High
tide on that day was at 18.00 B.S.T.
Tosca had been brought from her moorings and tied up
alongside the pontoon; the stores, fuel and water were put
aboard, and at 18.41 we cast off and motored to Strangford
town, and moored off the quay. Tosca cast off once more
and motored south. At 20.45 St. Patrick’s Rocks were
abeam, the B & G read 2327 and the Walker log was
streamed. At this time a poignant note was struck because,
as Tosca motored out into a gentle north-west wind and
smooth sea, Dickie Gomes and Brian Law came swishing
northwards into the entrance to Strangford Lough aboard
Dickie’s famous Ain Mara. Dickie was one of the ones who
had hoped to make the circumnagivation in Tosca. but
owing to a sudden purchase of a new family home, found it
impossible at the time.
The faithful Volvo Penta 2B was running smoothly at
2100 r.p.m., producing 6 knots. The barometer read 1013.
There was a light north-west wind, and there were no
prospects of setting sail. Conditions were ideal for cooking
and eating a hearty dinner. It was a fine, calm evening, and
Frank discovered that he was able to read his newspaper in
the cockpit until almost 23.00 hours, without difficulty.
The first entry for the following day (Friday, 10th July)
showed that the glass had risen slightly and the entrance to
Carlingford Lough was logged as bearing 285°M, after
running 20 miles from St. Patrick’s Rock. At 02.30, still
steering 200°M, Hugh relieved Frank and the loom of the
Kish Light (estimated to be 26 miles to the south) was
logged, and the Rockabill was logged bearing 295°M.
At 05.15 the sails were set, the engine was cut; we had then
motored a total of 51 miles. The midnight forecast had been
northerly winds going south-west 3 4 or 5. The B.B.C.
shipping forecast at 06.25 indicated variable 1 to 3,
becoming south-west 3 or 4. The wind failed again, and at
07.30 the engine was started. The Kish Light was abeam at
07.45. We had logged 61 miles from St. Patrick’s Rocks in
exactly 11 hours. The crew enjoyed the traditional breakfast
of cereals, bacon and egg, toast and marmalade, washed
down by cups of tea. At 10.00 the Codling Lanby was seen,
and at 10.20, in bright sunshine, a course was set for the
North Arklow Buoy, which was estimated to be 13 miles
away. Soon all sails were set and Tosca was bowling along
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We sailed inside the Glassgorman Banks and through the
Rusk Channel. At 15.55 we sighted tile South Blackwater
Buoy, about I~/: miles to the east, and at 16.30 passed the
North Loi{g buoy to port. At 17.30, with the log reading
2480, the wind suddenly dropped to about force 2. We were
at Rosslare. We sailed towards Rosslare Pier and then
turned, with sheets eased, towards the east. One after
another 2 ferries emerged, and rushed out from the ferry
terminal. Yosca hardened sheets and rounded tile last red
can buoy preparatory to beating past the south east corner
of Ireland. The "Barrels’ buoy was 7 miles away to the south
west. Soon we were hard on the wind on the starboard tack,
against a moderate south-westerly, and the "Barrels" buoy
was spotted. At 19.22, with the log reading 2489, we were 3
miles south-east of Carnsore Point. Then the ram came on.
Alter a long board on the starboard tack, the wind fail~d,
and then at 20.05, with the log reading 2500, the engine was
re-started and we motored straight towards the Conningbeg
light vessel, which could then bc seen about 1 I miles to the
west. At 23.15 the Cunningbeg was abeam.
On the tk)llowing day (Sunday, 12th July) at 06.30 the
wind filled in WNW, so the engine wascut, and westarted to
sail with the main and genoa. The wind then went west by
south, and as we sailed across from Ballycotton to Kinsale,
we could see the large yachts racing out of Crosshaven, with
their spinnakers lit bv the watery sun then shining. We
continued sailing and rnotor-sailing all that day, and at
14.05 we were close abeam of the Old Head of Kinsale, with
the log reading 2579. From the Old Head of Kinsale to the
Galley Head, Toe Head, and the Kedges, Yosca continued
alternatively sailing, motor-sailing and motoring into a
westerly breeze which wasn’t strong enough for sailing, nor
weak enough for coml\)rtablc motoring.
The Loo Buoy was abeam at 21.44, with the log reading
2620. Very soon Tosca was securely tied up alongside a
trawler at the north pier, where we were greeted by the
skipper’s wife and family, inchiding Trampas the dog,
wagging his tail and amazed to find his master coining in
from the sea. We had travelled 300 miles from Ringhaddy:
and 175 from Arklow in approxirnately 34 hours.
Thereafter we enjoyed one of the best summers in living
memory in Baltimore with plenty of warm sunshine, balmy
breezes and splendid sunsets. The usual mini-cruises were
conducted to Cape Clear, Schull, Crookhaven and the
various delightful islands so well known to members.
The Return
Eventually all too soon it became time for Toxca, like the
reverse of the wild geese in spring, to return home to the
northern clime: so the date tk~r departure was set l\~r
Tuesday, 18th August. in bright sunshine Tosca cast off
from the north pier. The crew was John English (:.aged 17),
Mick McKenna (aged 16), both from Cork, Roger Whelan
from Dublin and Caitriona Kennedy, the skipper’s 18 year
old niece. The forecast was west 4--5: so it was anticipated
that for at least the first part of the w)yage we would enjoy a
favourable slant of breeze. The Stags off Toe Head were
abeam at 15.00 hours and a late lunch was enjoyed
consisting of cold meats, tomato, salad, beer and coffee. By
17.00 hours the wind had strengthened but the barometer
was still steady at 1019and Tosca was then bowling along
touching 7 knots. The BBC forecast continued tc~ give
westerly lk)rcc 4, but the Radio [:,ireann forecast was that the
wind would veer to the north-west. The wind began to fail,
and by 19.00 hours it was necessary to start the engine. The
wind then veered to a light north west force 2, and we
continued motor sailing: the Old Head of Kinsalc was close
abeam 19.3(); we had logged 27 miles (distance: 35.5 miles).

The wind then strengthened sufficiently toenablc thcenginc
to be cut at 20.00 but To.sca still made 5--6 knots. Wc
enjoyed a good wholesome dinncr -- steak and onions and
all the trimmings. At 22.00 the skipper and Roger went off
w:.ltch to take a short rest beforc midnight and John and
Mick donned their cold weather gear, as the temperature
started to fall. Caitriona, it was decided, as the only lady
aboard, would be allowed to enjoy a full night’s sleep, bcing
a privileged person. The w’atch changed as usual :.it
midnight. Roger and Hugh took over. and To.yea continued
to sail smoothly at 5 knots. The promise of a moonlit
passage was frustrated by cloud banks which hid the moon,
and although the night was not warm, it was very dry.
At 03.00 (Wednesday, 19th August), steering 070°, our
estimated position put us 24 miles from Hook Head and 30
miles from the Conningbeg light vessel. At 04.00 Caitriona
came on deck, and with her keen eyesight saw a light, which
was not clearly identifiable, but which was decided must be
Hook Head. The wind had dropped and progress was so
slow that we decided to re-start the engine and so motored
on for the next 3~/e hours, pushing along steadily through
fairly smooth water on the same compass course. At 06.00
the lights of Tramore could clearly be seen. At 07.40 the
Conningbeg was sighted, bearing 090°
The tide change was due at 14.30 B.S.T. We had never
taken the inside course before, always going safely outside
the dangerous banks off the east coast, and leaving the
Arklow Lanby and Codling Lanby to port; but since the
navigation seemed so straightforward/(or more accurately,
the pilotage) and since visibility promised to be good, unlike
previous years when we experienced drizzle and fog, we
decided that after we had rounded Carnsore Point we should
strike west and then north and so keep inside all the
treacherous banks. Apart from avoiding 6 hours of foul tide,
it would enable us to sail under a weather shore if the wind
should veer to the north west as anticipated.
We hauled up slightly at Carnsore Point, a rather low
uninteresting headland, and sailed northwards with the
strong flood tide under us. We noted with interest that the
staffs on lobster pot buoys were actually pointing up-tide, so
strong was the pull of the tide upon their mooring rope. At
11.00, with the B & G reading 2970, the Tuskar Rock was
logged bearing 105°M.
At 13.45 we entered the Rusk Channel and, after passing
the North Blackwater Buoy, we continued speeding north
over fairly smooth water. At 16.00 hours were sailing on
sight for Kilmichael Point. The wind by this time had
freshened from the west and was blowing force 5, but
gusting up to 7. The tide had changed against us and was
flowing south. It was decided, in view of the strengthening
wind and forecast, that it would be prudent to reef, so the
main was rolled down to the first baton and a smaller jib was
set. At 17.50, with the log reading 3010, Tosca was speeding
north about a mile off Arklow town. At this time the wind
was a steady force 6-7, with gusts probably up to gale force,
and it was no surprise that the Radio Eireann forecast
warned us to expect winds westerly 5--6 occasionally 7. At
19.20 Tosca was abeam of the Horseshoe Buoy, and off
Wicklow Head there were quite disturbed seas with a very
strong offshore wind. We had then covered 47 miles from
Rosslare in 7~/e hours. At 20.20 Mick and John relieved
Roger and Hugh. At this time fierce squalls were blowing
from the land. The sailing was exceptional; although we
were under a weather shore there were already quite
moderate waves forming, and the strong gusts blew wisps of
spume from the white horses. Tosca tore along with free
sheets, pushing out a great surging bow wave and leaving a
large quartering wave in her wake. Roger and the skipper
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harden again from the north-west, we could turn round and
speed swiftly back, round Howth Head and into Dun
Laoghaire if it proved too hard going to continue
northwards.
At 22.10 we cast off our mooring, set sail and motored
across Dublin Bay towards the revolving beam of the
Baily Lighthouse. At 23.00 the Baily was abeam with the
log reading 348, and soon we had rounded Howth Head and
were heading north for home. Ireland’s Eye came abeam,
and the large black mass of Lambay Island identified itself
to port.
St.John’s Point Light was soon clearly distinguished
ahead. At 06.00 the skipper came on deck and decided that
since low water at Strangford would not be until about
11.30, it was preferable to enter Ardglass and make
breakfast. Tosca motored into Ardglass Harbour with sails
furled, and dropped anchor in accordance with the I.C.C.
directions. After a full breakfast of bacon, eggs, toast and
tea, Tosca set sail in a fresh west north-west breeze to sail the
5 miles to the entrance to Strangford Narrows. Bright
sunshine was suddenly replaced by a rain squall. As we
entered Strangford Narrows at 11.00 the tide was still
ebbing. However, by the time we reached Ballyhenry Point,
Tosca had the new flood pushing it strongly to the north and,
at 12.56 Tosca was tied up at the Ringhaddy Cruising Club
pontoon, where a friendly Customs man, who had spotted
the yellow flag earlier at Ardglass, completed the
formalities. The B & G read 3115, we had logged 70 miles
from Dun Laoghaire, and 261 from Baltimore. After all the
gear had been unloaded, Tosca was motored off to her home
moorings in the shelter of Islandmore.
Despite the 24 hour stop in Dun Laoghaire, it had been a
fast trip, and made very exciting by the fast passage from
Carnsore Point to Dun Laoghaire, which was accomplished
in approximately 12 hours, the last 2 hours being on the
wind in force 7 winds.

tried to get some rest. The wind increased steadily as we sped
north with the intention of passing seaward of the Muglins,
also by this time the wind was steady west-north-west force
7, and when we eventually reached the Muglins, we met
quite a tide race. In view of the worsening conditions we
decided to put in to Dun Laoghaire.
Next day the Met Office at Dublin informed us that at this
time they were registering north-west winds from 30--35
knots, gusting up to 40. We passed between the piers at 23.00
hours under the circling beams of the light-house, and
secured on a vacant mooring under the lee of the west pier.
It was decided not to set out during the next day, but to
wait until the evening, by which time it was hoped the wind
would have slackened. The day was bright and breezy, but
the wind showed little or no sign of decreasing, or of going
to the south or west. It was still fresh north-west, at least
force 6.
The crew paid a very rewarding visit to the Maritime
Museum at Dun Laoghaire. After the pilotage up inside the
banks and through the Rusk Channel, the sight of all the
working model buoys, correctly shaped and coloured, with
lights flashing in proper sequence, was of great interest and
instruction to the crew, and not least of all to the skipper.
The French long-boat, nearly 200 years old (taken at Bantry
Bay during Wolfe Tone’s abortive visit in 1798) was
fascinating.
The wind has slackened somewhat by 18.00 hours, and the
large Dublin Bay fleet made sail and sped out of the harbour
to enjoy their Thursday evening racing. After a farewell visit
to the R.I.Y.C., where a party to launch the impending J.24
Championships was in full swing, the skipper re-joined the
crew for dinner aboard. When it came time to wash up, the
wind had decreased considerably.
After careful consideration it was decided to make sail
and attempt the 76 mile passage to Ringhaddy; we were
somewhat heartened by the reflection that should the wind
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At work on Moonduster -- Denis where are you? -- Photo: W. M. Nixon
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Island Cruise - or Kilderkin’s Return
Colin McMullen

My stay in the West of Ireland came to an end this year,
and Kilderkin perforce had to make her way back to the east
coast. Unlike the journey west, which was made by road, the
return trip coincided happily with the cruising season. Plans
were made to sail to Brittany via the Scilly Isles, and thence
north to Dun Laoghaire. I was joined by Paul Proud, who
has sailed to France in Kilderkin before, and Sheila Ryan,
whose previous experience consisted of a sail to Inishbofin
and back at Whit.

Meanwhile the wind had backed to SSE and there was
clearly too much E in the wind for a comfortable night. After
a nack we sailed around to the main harbour, where we
celebrated our arrival in Day’s pub, a little too
enthusiastically in my case, as it was also farewell after three
seasons of visits.

Saturday 4th July:
After stowing a considerable quantity of stores, we left
Rosmoney Pier (near Westport) in the evening in a moderate
southerly. The deck log begins, most prophetically, with the
words ’Towards Brittany’. We set the main and working jib
with the intention of making Clare Island for the night, but
off Croagh Patrick met a sudden SW squall of F7. The
’Reek’ as it is invariably known locally, often causes flukey
and squally conditions, especially in S and SE winds. On this
occasion the wind had a permanent look about it, and Clare
Island disappeared behind a nasty black cloud. It did not
take long to decide to turn back. Apart from the prospect of
a bash to Clare and a rolly night, the dinghy was spinning
over like a toy, and Paul was sporting a sprained wrist. With
no other sheltered anchorage available we returned to the
mooring for the night.
Sunday 5th July:
Blowing hard all day, SW6-7. I stayed aboard doing
various jobs while Paul and Sheila drove to Mulrany to fetch
some forgotten item.
Monday 6th Jul.v:
Still blowing hard, SW6-7, but we decided to have a go
anyway. We set the storm jib and 2 reefs in the main and beat
in 4 wet hours to Clare Island, keeping as much as possible
to S side of Clew Bay to avoid the worst of the seas. I had not
used this rig before, but it proved very handy and dry, with
plenty of drive in F6. At Clare we anchored as close to the
beach as possible to get shelter from the swell. Ashore there
was much activity, with materials for the new pier being
loaded from a special flat-bottomed boat, which had taken
the ground inside the harbour.
Tuesday 7th July:
Wind now SSW 6-7, we could see a heavy sea running
from the anchorage. With some trepidation we weighed in
the afternoon under same rig as previous day. Once out of
the anchorage we were immediately in the full Atlantic swell
and we had a tough beat to Inishbofin. At one point a small
fish was washed aboard over the cockpit combing! Off
Inishturk, the dead end of the reefing pennant pulled out of
the boom causing a tear in the main, and we were lucky to
get it down before serious damage occured. The clew was
tied again and the main reset, the tear fortunately not
spreading, and we eventually brought up in Rusheen Bay.

Thursday 9th July:
After a day off to explore the island, we weighed in the
morning in a moderate westerly. Passing through High I.
Sound, a course was set to pass outside Slyne Head, but later
altered for Joyce’s Pass inside the Head, passing through in
near perfect conditions, except for a leftover swell which
caused a surge on the leeward side of the pass. The engine
was turned on but not needed. It was certainly most
dramatic and I would not fancy it if any stream were
running. Clark Rock (dries 2 feet), which was breaking
heavily, served as a landmark, and made a wonderful sight
against the backdrop of the Twelve Pins.
There followed a beautiful run in W4 and sunny weather
to Kilronan in the Aran Islands, all Connemara spread out
like a picture. For the first time on the cruise we had a chance
to use the new autopilot -- an Autohelm named ’Pontius’ (I
hesitate to say ’christened’); a prime contender, no doubt,
for worst nickname of the year. He turned out to be most
effective, and did not seem to run down the battery much.
Sheila was the best at fishing and caught lots of pollock,
which were spurned in favour of the scarcer but tastier
mackeral. In the evening we anchored at Kilronan west of
the lifeboat, there being sufficient depth as it was neaps. The
I.C.C. directions show an anchor between the lifeboat and
pier, but in my view this is too close to the pier, leaving the
trawlers and Galway packet with little room for manoeuvre.
Maybe it is because of the holding, for the next morning we
dragged in a fresh south easterly, and later moved alongside
the west side of the inner quay and took the ground.
Floating off at lunchtime we set sail in W3 which was
forecast to back. After sailing through Gregory Sound the

Clark Rock, breaking heavily -- Photo Colin McMulh, n.
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The small pier at the great Great Skellig -- Photo." Colin McMullen
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wind slowly backed and fell off. We motored on a course for
Sybil Point, a mist closing in around us. At dusk, the wind,
starting in E, veered to W4-5 in 20 minutes. After a quick
change to number 3 jib and 2 reefs we roared along to 6
knots on a close reach, last but quite uncomfortable in a
considerable leftover swell. At 01.00 we sighted the light of
Inishtearacht in the Blaskets, somewhat ahead of schedule
as we had expected a southerly as forecast, not a westerly.
We could see Sybil Point in the dark and a transit of
Inishtooskert on Inishtearacht light gave an excellent line of
position, enabling a course ot be set for Blasket Sound,
dropping the main to slow down. At first light we entered the
sound and brought up off the White Strand on the Great
Blasket. After a snack, and a check on the strength of the
stream, we rowed to the landing place, resisting the
temptation to land on the beach itself, which is apparently
dangerous. Why this should be I was unable to ascertain, in
spite of having aboard no less than 5 books on the Blaskets.
Ashore, we walked around the deserted village. Later we
sailed to Port Magee at Valencia for a rest and laid in some
stores.
Monday 13th July:
Motored to Bray Head and decided to visit Skellings, our
objective Ibr the day being no further than Crookhaven. The
day turned out well and we hove-to off the Great Skellig at
noon, with a large swell running. Going alongside was
obviously out of the question, in any case the quay was
occupied by tourist boats from Port Magee. Paul and I took
turns to stay aboard, while the others rowed ashore with
Sheila, who thus got 2 visits. All climbed to the top to see the
buildings.
Eventually all returned aboard by 16.00 W ran in NW4 to
Dursey Sound, motoring through against the tide, and held
the breeze to Mizzen Head, motoring the last bit to
Crookhaven where the anchor was let go off the village at
00.30.
Tuesday 14th July:
Ashore for stores and weighed at 10.20 in calm and foggy
weather. The day slowly cleared to give us a magnificent sail
in W5 under main and genoa, course set for Scillies. The
main was handed for the night which had the advantage of
enabling us to use Pontius, who found the swell too much for

him with the main up. The new Firdell ’Blipper’ was hoisted,
but no ships were sighted except in the far horizon. At dawn
the main was reset and the wind slowly dropped until the
motor was started at 10.20. We made a landfall west of the
Bishop at 13.10 and entered by the north channel, letting go
in St. Mary’s Pool at 15.30.
Having taken ! 1 days to reach Scilly we decided not to sail
to France, and in view of the fresh to strong NNW winds
which persisted for the next fortnight, this was a wise move.
Instead, we enjoyed what was essentially a shore holiday for
the next 12 days, indulging in the well-known delights of
Scilly. The return voyage was made mostly under motor on
July 26/28, spending a night at Arklow. Not an ambitious
cruise by today’s standards, but memories of the beat to
Inishbofin, Joyce’s Pass and the landings on Great Blasket
and Skelligs will stand out for a long time.
Thus ends Kilderkin’s sojourn on the west coast and with
it 3 seasons of magnificent sailing between Westport and
Slyne Head. Words, even if one could find them, could never
do justice to this fascinating area -- it must be seen to be
believed -- or appreciated.
Summary
Passage
Rosmoney to Rosmoney
Rosmoney to Clare Island
Clare Island to Rusheen Bay
Rusheen to Inishbofin
Inishbofin to Kilronan
Kilronan to Great Blasket
Great Blasket to Port Magee
Port Magee to Great Skellig
Great Skellig to Crookhaven
Crookhaven to Scilly
Scilly to Arklow
Arklow to Dun Laoghaire
Totals:

Underway Engine Hrs.
lh 50
4h 00
3h 55
lh 00
9h 30
14 35
3h 50
lh 45
8h 15
29h 10
33h 55
4h 42
127h 47

0
0
0
0
0
Oh
2h
Oh
lh
7h
26h
4h

25
50
15
00
00
36
42

43h 38
(38%)

The Little Skellig seen from the top of the Great Skellig -- Bee-hive huts on the Great Skellig --Photo ColinMcMullen.
Photo Colin McMullen.
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A Visit to Miss Irene Maclachlan
Alastair McMillan

We did not know that Miss Maclachlan existed, She did
not know that we were coming. Our visit to her was the
turning point of this year’s cruise to Scotland. We left
Howth just after midday on Saturday, 1 lth July in a fresh
westerly wind force 4 to 5. It was a fine afternoon and sailing
was good.
I had been loaned a radio by Brian for our cruise andas we
had had no opportunity to test it before the cruise started we
called Howth Yacht Club at a pre-arranged time to find our
set was working well.
We started out towing our rubber dinghy behind us but
due to the direction and strength of the wind it started
flipping over, so much so, that it started to unravel its
painter. We took it inboard, deflated it and stowed it on the
after deck on the starboard side.
Our first port of call was Ardglass which we reached just
after eleven o’clock, after a pleasant reach up the coast. We
lay alongside a fishing boat for the night. Next morning we
cleared customs and set off up the coast. It was a fine day
with no wind so we just motored up the coast, to
Donaghadee. We would have gone further but our engine
was not in the best of form and the tide had just turned to run
against us. Copeland Island sound is no place to be with
poor engine and a foul tide.
We spent a peaceful night in Donaghadee but were woken
early the next morning to the sound of drums. The
celebrations for the ’Twelfth’ had just begun on the morning
of the 13th. Off we went through the sound with a fair tide
under engine. We sailed and motored during the morning
and gradually the wind began to freshen from the N.W.
making us sail close hauled, We had decided to make
Carnlough our kick-off point for Scotland. We checked, by
radio, with the Larne Harbour Authority if we could get
over the bar outside Carnlough. They said we could. What
they did not say and what we discovered as we got close to
Carnlough that there was a notice on the harbour wall which
read ’Harbour Closed’. We decided at this point to go on the
Waterfoot in Red Bay -- we had plenty of time as it was only
3.30 in the afternoon. We hoisted sail and beat around
Garron Point into Red Bay against a foul tide. This took us
four hours but it was the only major beat we had on our
whole fortnight’s trip. We lay alongside the piles of the
broken pier at Waterfoot for a few hours but we anchored
off for the night. We were told by locals there that we could
have gone into Carnlough Harbour because there was no
barge across the entrance and in any case work had stopped
for the Twelfth Holiday. With the wind now blowing from
the West, Red Bay was a very comfortable anchorage.
Next morning, Tuesday, 14th, we set off just after 9.00
a.m. for the Island of Islay. The wind was westerly force 3to
4 and the day was bright and warm. ’The tide was with us and
made a glorious passage to Kilnaughton Bay. The water was
very clear and were able to anchor 20 yards offthe shore in
15 feet of water. We decided to try motoring across th Port
Ellen. As we went into the harbour, a dredger was working.
A man on board it indicated to us that the water would get

shallow quickly. Before he had finished his signal we
touched bottom and stuck in the mud. Brian rowed across to
the dredger in the rubber dinghy carrying our long warp.
The dredger men were going to winch us off the mud, but
just by pullin~g the warp towards the winch was sufficient to
take us off the mud. After that we did not find Port Ellen
attractive so we returned to our anchorage across the bay. It
was beautifully sheltered even though we had a 45 minute
walk along the shore and road back to Port Ellen to visit its
local hostelry. We were not impressed and apart from
sampling ’Islay Mist’ we would have been better to stay
aboard.
The lighthouse at the entrance to Kilnaughton Bay is a
square white tower with a small light on the top. It is difficult
to recognise as a lighthouse when approaching it from the
south. The tower is a memorial to Lady Eleanor Campbell
who was drowned some eighty or ninety years ago.
On Wednesday morning we ran out of Kilnaughton Bay
before a Force 4 westerly wind. After about half an hour we
gybed passing Texa Island poled out the jib and set offup the
sound of Jura heading for Tayvallich. It was a day of patchy
sunshine with some scudding clouds but no rain. Just before
we passed Ardmore islands we took off the pole from the jib
and let it across. We were broad reaching in good style. We
passed quite close to Skervuile and found we had to bear off
the Eilean Mor because the tide was taking us rapidly up the
sound. As we came between Eilean Mor and Eilean Man
Lenc on our approach to Loch Sween we spoke by radio to a
local trawler who confirmed our course for us and gave us
some directions for entering Tayvallich. We passed to port
the Lockfoot rocks at the entrance to Loch Sween. Halfway
up the Loch are the Coffee Rocks which are inhabited by
seals. We circumnavigated the rocks in order to take
photographs of the seals. At the head of Loch Sween a sharp
turn to port is made and we are at the entrance to Tayvallich.
There are quite a lot of permanent moorings in Tayvallich
and it was quite difficult to find a suitable spot to anchor.
Tayvallich is a beautiful quiet lagoon hidden away among
the hills. After our evening meal we went ashore to explore
the New Tayvallich Inn, the only hostelry in the district. It
was pleasant and kept reasonable good beer, The next
morning we spent shopping in the local store, writing cards
and doing odd jobs. In the afternoon Walter went ashore
and Brian and I motored offthe explore the Fairy Isles at the
head of Loch Sween. The water was beautifully clear and
having anchored Goosander we drifted about in the rubber
dinghy looking at the underwater scene and examining the
remnants of a disused trout farm. It was a wonderful
leisurely way to spend an afternoon. As we returned to
Tayvallich we encountered Estrellial from Dun Laoghaire
just leaving after a short visit. We dined ashore in the New
Tayvallich Inn and returned for a comfortable nights sleep.
On Friday before setting out for Crinan we made some
adjustments to the engine in the hopes it would perform a
little better. We set off down Loch Sween in a force 4 to 5
north westerly breeze. This was fine because we were
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steering just west of south but as we came out of l,och Sween
to swing westwards around the south end of the Island of
Danna and then on to 30° east of north to sail a reciprocal
course up "the Sound of Jura, we encountered some
uncomfortable overfalls for a short while. As we sailed
northwards we cleared them quite quickly sailing on close
hauled past Ruadh Siegar until we had well opened the hotel
at Crinan in Loch Crinan. We bore away and headed for the
sea lock of the canal. As we approached we decided to take
off the sails and approach tinder engine. We took the .jib
down and then tried to start the engine. It would not start.
While Brian was trying to solve this problem Walter and I
sailed Goosander around in ever decreasing circles. Finally
Brian got the engine started. We took down the main and
motored into the sea lock of the canal. We moored safely in
the canal Basin as we were expecting Russell to join us. We
dined in the hotel having treated ourselves to hot showers -the first we had since we left Howth. During dinner I felt a
tap on my shoulder and looking around found that Russel
had arrived. We spent a pleasant evening sitting in the
cockpit talking.
On Saturday morning we wake to brilliant blue skies and
a light breeze. We lazed in the sunshine and after lunch went
out through the sea lock.
The C.C.C. were having their annual Rothsey to
Tobemoray race. Some of the competitors were beginning to
arrive through the canal. They had finished their first leg at
Ardrishaig. Others who had raced around the Mull of
Kintyre were finishing around the Black Rock in l,och
Crinan. We sailed out to watch them finish. Imagine our
surprise as we heard the sound of bagpipes. Coming along to
the finish under full sail was Slriny, alony, with a piper
standing before the mazen mast. It was very impressive. We
dawdled off up the eastern section of Loch Craignish of the
C.C.C. Arthur Houston, coming in the opposite direction.

Goosander alongside Gai Tea" at C.C.C. muster -- Photo A.
McMillan.
Arthur is a first cousin of mine and 1 had anticipated that we
would meet him at Crinan. We turned back and anchored
adjacent to Gai Tes.v just off the entrance to the sea lock of
the canal. Authur’s wife, Betsey, had anticipated that our
crew would number four and that we would be hungry. We
went aboard Gai Tess and were entertained to a lavish
dinner with all the appropriate liquid additives. Having
enjoyed ourselves we returned to Goo.vander to put in the
most uncomfortable night of our cruise. The wind piped tip
to force 5 to 6 from the north west blowing straight into
Loch Crinan. It set up a choppy sea which kept Goosander
chucking at her anchor. By Saturday evening there were 50
other yachts, anchored outside Crinan and we had no wish to
drag and bump into some o~’them. By morning the wind had
eased a little. After breakfast we hoisted our main before

Stormalon<g with piper -- Photo Brian Glvnn.
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hauling the anchor to ensure that we would clear all the read the sailing instructions properly. Being duly repentant
yachts anchored around us. We again sailed up the east side we then signed the Visitors’ Book which has been kept in
of Lough Craiguish and rafted alongside Gai Tess to join a being since 1947. Miss Maclachlan takes a very keen interest
muster of the C.C.C. which had been organised to try to in yachting. She had crossed the island of Luing earlier in the
entice the C.C.C. members away from the fleshpots of day to see the racing fleet heading north of Tobemoray. Her
Crinan to the simple pleasure of a well organised muster. memory of yachts and people goes back a long way. She is an
Here ! had the pleasure of seeing Venture, a yacht which had honorary member of the C.C.C.
Brian and I walked across the island to Cullipool, a
been in Howth many moons ago. She now belongs to a Mr.
Taggart. The day was one of those soft days that are distance of a couple of miles to find there was no
produced in the Western Isles of Scotland or South West establishment where one could buy drink except a Buttery
Coast of Ireland. One of our crew members attempted which closed at 5.00 p.m. and as it was now about 7.00 p.m.
windsurfing on a board belong to Gai Tess. Hc was not very we were out of luck. On our journey across the island and
successful. A bonfire was lit ashore. Sausages and the like back we met a herd of cows twice, three pedestrians and one
were cooked for everyone present. We left the muster with motor car heading for the ferry to Crean Sound. We
Gai Tess and headed up to Loch Graignish to Ardfern, returned to Goosander and our grilled mackerel. We had
entering the bay behind Eilean Inshaig from the south where reached the most northerly anchorage of our cruise and as
we picked up a sparee moorings for the night. There are a lot time was beginning to run out we started our return journey
in the morning. It was with regret that we raised our anchor
of moorings in this bay but they are mostly occupied.
On Monday morning we took Arthur back to Crinan. He on Tuesday morning to leave a pleasant rural quiet
was leaving Gai Tess at Ardfern and he was due to return to anchorage and make our way back to busy civilisation. We
Crinan to start the second leg of the C.C.C. race from set off close hauled down the Sound of Shuna. We had to
Crinan to Tobemoray. We motored down the west side of take one tack to clear Shuna and headed south to pass to the
Loch Craignish in rather damp conditions leaving Eleen east of Reis Mhic Phaidean into the current that was to swirl
Righ and Island Macashin to port. The shores of Loch us back through the Dorus Mor and back again to the sea
Criguish and of the islands are beautifully wooded right lock at Crinan. Up to now the day had been fine but the
down to the water’s edge providing an interesting shoreline. forecasters had promised us rain which came upon us before
By the time we reached Crinan about ninety yachts had we reached the Twelfth Lock. It stayed with us for the next
assembled and were preparing for their race. We said good- 24 hours. As we were anxious to get as far as Lamlash the
bye to Arthur and put him ashore. We purchased some fresh next day we decided to keep going to reach Ardishaig before
bread and hurried away from Crinan to keep clear of this night fall. The basin at Ardnishaig was fairly full but we did
manage to find a berth. It was Russell’s last night with us. He
racing fleet.
Under sail and engine we headed for the Dorus Mot had collected his car at Crinan, driven ilt to Ardnishaig and
arriving there just at slack water just as the current started to then walked along the canal to meet us. He had a long walk.
flow northwards. The waters were calm and swirled about us
Wednesday morning, it was still raining and the wind was
to and fro as we went along. The day was fine and sunny now blowing 5 to 6 from the north west. Having said farewell to
and the wind was light westerly. On Arthur’s Russell and watched him drive off in his car we turned our
recommendation we headed northwards up Loch Shuna attention to getting through the sea lock of the canal and
towards Loch Melfort. It was a delightful sail reaching along heading south down Loch Fyre. Leaving Ardnashaig at
gently leaving the island of Shuna to port passing Eileen 10.00 a.m. with the wind almost dead astern we made
Creagach to starboard to enter Loch Melfort rounding Lamlash by 4.00 p.m. giving us an average speed of 5.2
Raubba’s Chnaip. It is a beautiful loch with the mountains knots. Not bad for a folkboat. As we approached Millstone
rising all around it to almost 1,000 feet. At the north eastern Point on the island of Arran we saw what appeared to be a
ead of the loch we turned to beat back down the loch to cross black pole sticking out of the water. We realised that it was
to Ardnamir Bay on the island of Luing which was to be our the periscope of a submarine and that some unknown men
anchorage for the night. It was an easy beat. Russel had been were spying on us. I have always had the lear, in submarine
fishing off the stern for some time because he had bought a exercise areas, that a passing submarine might strike his
line in Crinan and was determined to put it to good use. As periscope through our hull without even knowing he had
we tacked past Degnish Point four small mackerel gave done it. With no engine noise he would not know we were
themselves up. The only ones we were to catch on the whole there. We anchored close inshore in Lamlash because the
trip. Fortunately later in the evening two boys came
alongside in Ardnamin Bay and gave us some more. Fresh
grilled mackerel are very good to eat.
Arthur had warned us that the approach to Ardnamin
Bay was very tricky. We were to be sure to come in on the
white mark on the shore on the correct bearing and to keep
towards the southern shore. Anchored yachts in the bay
tended to obscure the white mark on the rocks marking a
tricky entrance more difficult. Ardnamin Bay is actually a
sound between the island of Torsa and Luing.
The C.C.C. sailing instructions recommend that one
should visit a farmhouse just up from the bay and sign the
visitors’ book. Brian and I went ashore to do this. As we
approached the farmhouse, a lady sitting in the window
beckoned us in. No sooner had our feet reached the
threshold of the open door of the farmhouse than a voice
from inside said ’You went the wrong side of the buoy’, after
which Miss Irene Maclachlan proceeded to dress me down
on the poor quality of my navigation and my inability to Conal Basin, Crinan -- Photo Brian Glynn
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weekend. We tied up alongside her. Wc had something to cat
and drink and then turned in to our bunks. We had travelled
80.1 miles in 17 hours and twenty minutes--an average of
4.6 knots.
On Friday morning, after some shopping and clearing
customs we set out just bel~re midday for the last leg of our
journey back to Howth. The wind was light north westerly
and we had to start the engine from time to time to keep up
progress.
We spoke to a fishing boat, Bonnie Ro.v o/Ki/keel who had
made an alteration of course to clear us, to thank him for
doing so. The only other event of note on this leg was that
the Malahide Yacht Club were the only people we could
raise on Channel 16 to answer our call. Even then we had to
wait until 9.00 p.m. when their bar opened¯ However, they
very kindly passed telephone messages to our homes so that
Skipper McMillan at the helm.
a reception was waiting for us when we arrived in Howth.
It had been a most pleasant cruise with fair sailing almost
wind was still blowing strongly and getting ashore by dinghy
all the way.
might be tricky. As it turned out we had no trouble.
We had travelled 420 miles in 94~/4 hours at an average
i was pleased to see another ex-Howth boat come in to
speed of 4.4 knots and had used the engine for 21 ’/e hours not
anchor -- Kit(guani. Unfortunately I was not able to make
counting the passage through the Crinan Canal.
contact with her.
The rain had now cleared and we rowed ashore for dinner
and returned to Goosander for a peaceful night’s sleep.
Wednesday morning came in broken cloud and sunshine.
It was still blowing quite hard so we took a reef in the main
and set off out past Holy Island for Alsia Craig and
Portpatrick, proceeded to reach down the Firth of Clyde.
Apart from a few fishing boats and some military aircraft we
had the area to ourselves¯ We passed close to the west side of
Alsia Craig and shortly afterwards shook out the reef
because the wind had eased off.
Off Corsewall Point we had to take avoiding action. We
were almost on a reciprocal course [or a small Shell tanker.
He came on as though he had the whole sea to himself. We
took a turn to starboard and he passed some 150 yards clear
of us. Looking through the binoculars we could not see
anyone on the bridge. They may have been there or he may
have been on automatic pilot -- we did not know.
As we approached Port Patrick I felt that as there was
quite a sea running from the north west that Port Patrick
might be very uncomfortable and difficult to get out of the
next morning. We spoke to Port Patrick radio and asked
about coming weather conditions. They put us through to
Brackwell Weather Centre. We told them the conditions we
were experiencing. The said that if we cross to the Irish side
of the North Channel the winds would increase and the sea
conditions would become rnore uncomfortable. Despite this
informat,on we decided to press on and head for Ardglass.
We would be in the right place for heading home. This was a
#
good decision. It was now about four o’clock ill the
afternoon and although the tide had turned against us and
the wind was below force 3, with the sails and the engine we
continued to make good progress. As we closed in on the
County Down coast we began to experience a heavy swell
and the wind started to increase again. Before darkness fell
we once again took a reef in the main because we did not
want to do it in the dark. The wind continued to freshen so
we lowered the jib. We picked the Skulmartin buoy and set
course lbr the South Rock Lightvessel. It was dark now. 1
was glad of the brilliance of our mast-head tri-light because
we sailed through a fishing fleet. We left the lightvessel
about 400 yards to port and set course for the Strangford
kough buoy to starboard and sailed on to a brilliantly lit
Ardglass Harbour. It was now 2.00 a.m. on Friday morning.
The harbour was packed with fishing boats unloading fish.
We eventually found a boat that was staying put tk,r the

i
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Azores Revisited
John Guinness

Deerhound is a 50 ft. Auxiliary Ketch designed by Ted
Hood and built by Tyler and S. F. Perrin in 1970. She has
belonged to me since 1975 and has a dark green hull with tan
main and mizzen and white jibs. Last year we travelled a
relatively long way in her but, a very small proportion of
time was spent out of sight of land. To remedy this in 1981,
we took her to the Mediterranean via the Azores. We started
from Howth at 07.00 on Saturday, 4th July. There was
virtually no wind until we reached Wicklow, when it headed
us and for the next two days we found ourselves beating into
winds up to gale force, varying from south-east to southwest. Thus, our progress was slow and we did not clear the
approaches to the English channel until late on Tuesday. It
took a further 8 days to reach the Azores. The Admiralty
wind charts, whilst not entirely accurate, gave us a good
indication of the type of winds we eventually encountered.
When headed from our Rhumb line we steered south, which
enabled us to free our sheets during the last few days. Roger
Aspin had to leave us on Saturday, 18th, so we made our
landfall on Wednesday morning at Graciosa, so as he could
see something of the islands before he returned home.
We last visited the Azores in Sule Skerry 11 years ago.
Much has changed since then. At that time the islands were

very poor and the people struggled to live, where now they
appear to be much better off and, as elsewhere in the world,
nothing is cheap any longer. They gained their independence
within Portugal last year and they give the outward
appearance of being a happy race of people. Unfortunately,
a bad earthquake in January 1980 did an immense amount
of damage, particularly in Terceira, where the capital,
Angra de Heroismo suffered most severely, with many of the
old buildings being completely destroyed. We spent 16 days
in the islands and covered 660 miles sailing between them.
The weather was ideal, often sunny but, on account of the
latitude, the temperature is seldom above the mid 70’s F.
Each island has its own peculiarities but, they are all
extremely beautiful and, for the most part extensively
cultivated. Wild flowers grow in abundance, with a
proliferation of blue hydrangeas, which are used to mark
bounderies. In places there are so many they cover whole
hillsides with pale blue lines. Food is difficult to buy, except
in Angra de Heroismo, Horta and Ponte Del Garda, where
there are excellent markets, with particularly good fruit, all
of which is grown on the islands. Whenever possible, we
tried to spend at least a day touring an island. It was only at
Horta on Faial that we used a conventional taxi. In Flores

Deerhound at anchor at Puerto de Silvera -- Photo: J. Guinness
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From Velas, San Jorge looking to Pico -- Photo. John Guinness

The blue water sailors’ meeting place . . . Horta Harbour, Faial -- Photo: J. Guinness
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Cliffs and dydrangias on Flores... ’Well me awl flower’...
Jack to Jennifer... Ian with back to camera continues to
advertise the home brew -- Photo." J. Guinness

An inland lighthouse now one mile from the shore, courtesy
1957 volcanic activity -- Photo: J. Guinness

we sat on the back of a local pick-up truck and on San
Miguel we had a 10-seater minibus. Since none of us spoke
Portuguese, we missed the opportunity of speaking to many
people, as only a few have knowledge of English. however,
we were able at all times to make ourselves understood.
We had hoped to make our landfall at Praia on the
northern coast of Graciosa, but the on-shore wind made it
too uncomfortable so we sailed on to Folga. We anchored
off a tiny creek close to a substantial merchant ship, which
was unloading cement bags and, on the following day,
loading bulls for shipment to the mainland. These were
taken to the ship three at a time, in the bottom of an open
lighter. As this was our first port, the ritual of form filling
was more longwinded and included a cross-country journey
by me in the front of a truck, (which had just been carrying
bulls), to visit the local hospital to declare my crew diseasefree.
We next visited Terceira, where our only crew change
took place. There is now a substantial international airport
at Larges, formerly a U.S. Air Force Base. We spent four
nights at Angra de Heroismo, the first two anchored in the
recently built commercial port at Puerto Pipas, which
proved to be too uncomfortable, so we moved to a quiet
secluded anchorage at Puerto de Silvera on the western side
of Monte Brazil, and within easy walking distance of the
town. One whole day was spent touring the island in a taxi
and we gained a very good impression of the varying scenery
entirely volcanic but, some much more fertile than the rest.
On Monday, 20th, we sailed westward to Velas on San
Jorge. This is where Jonathan Virden had laid up Sharavoge
some years ago, for a winter. Sadly, we were unable to find
any of his friends. We found the anchorage uncomfortable
and rather crowded and would have laid alongside the quay
if it had not been for the presence of a ship discharging and
loading cargo. We left early the next morning and headed
for Flores. We knew from our previous visit that the
harbour at Santa Cruz on the eastern side was likely to be
untenable, so we anchored at Faije Grande on the western
shore. This is an ideal spot and completely sheltered from
the prevailing wind. We met an American couple, Baxter
and Burke Still, who had just beaten the whole way across
from Florida and had stopped to relax. They accompanied
us in our pick-up truck around the island. We ended up at
Santa Cruz for lunch and were surprised to see halfa dozen
boats moored in the harbour tossing around and in the most
uncomfortable conditions. The next morning we crossed
some 15 miles to Corvo, where we had hoped to land.
However, Villa Nova, the only port was exposed to the
prevailing wind. We anchored on the western side of the
island, close under a cliff but, were unable to go ashore as

there was a considerable swell and no proper landing place.
This was a disappointment to us, as it is the smallest and
most remote of all the islands and, had been our original
landfall in Sule Skerry. I had pessimistically assumed that
once we reached the western-most part of our cruise, that we
would have to beat our way to the Mediterranean, thus, I
was not surprised that we had head winds the whole way to
Horta in Faial. We were most intrigued to see an Azorian
whaler under sail, looking for whales as we approached the
coast of Faial. Unfortunately it was growing dark and they
gave up their efforts and returned home.
Horta is still very much the main centre for yachting in the
islands. There were probably about 40 boats anchored in the
harbour when we arrived. Part of this was due to the rally of
the Ocean Cruising Club which was about to start a few days
after we left. Scenically, this is not the most attractive of
islands but, we were intrigued to see once again, the south
western tip, where in 1957, as a result of a major volcanic
eruption, an important lighthouse was left one mile inland.
This new ground, which is 24 years old, is still barren and
showing very little signs of becoming arable. When in Horta,
we were interested to meet Robin Boyd, who was just in the
process of completing a circumnavigation of the world in
Raymond Fielding’s old boat, Ballerina of Skellig. We were
extremely well received by Peter Azevado at Cafe Sport,
which has well earned the reputation of being the best
meeting place in the Azores. On Monday, 27th, we headed
easward again towards San Miguel. We stopped for a few
hours at the whaling station on the northern shore of Pico. A
whale had just been caught and flensed that morning and we
saw it being rendered down in huge cauldrons, the unusable
parts were lying around outside in the sun, and the sight of
these, together with the stench of rancid melted blubber on
the slipway in the front of the factory, was quite the most
nausious and nasty any of us had every experienced, and one
we would not seek to repeat.
After a pleasant overnight passage we reached Ponte Del
Garda just after midday and anchored close to Dermod
Ryan’s Red Velvet. He had been there for about a week and
was that day to be joined by his wife Sheila and several of
their family, before heading on to Santa Maria.
We spent two days touring the island in a hired minibus.
On the first we went eastward to the Victorian Sulphur
Springs at Furnas, driving over the mountain road past the
craters at Fogo, which were incredibly beautiful. On the
northern shore close to Ribeira Grande we came across an
experimental station where piped steam was squirting from
the ground with great force. Later, we were surprised to find
tea growing on neatly clipped bushes. The following day we
visited the most famous of the craters, Sete Cidades,
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Jacques Loup tries in vain to clear the t~te at the sulphur
springs at Furnas... taken shortly after the Deerhound-Red
Velvet session -- Photo: J. Guinness
cradling the peaceful Logoa Verdi and Azul. The lakes are
about 1000 feet below the rim of the crater, which itself is 4
to 5 miles wide and surrounded by trees. On a gloriously
sunny day, such as we had, they are staggeringly beautiful.
To us, the islands are idyllic, with magnificent scenery,
luscious vegetation, often giving the appearance of a natural
garden. However, others might not agree, as the islands are
widely spread and, there are bad shore facilities, except at
Angra, Ponte Del Garda and Horta, with no decent
restaurants and no night life whatsoever. From a nautical
point of view, the anchorages are open and one has to be
prepared to move if the wind blows on shore but, there is
usually a safe alternative on the other side of the island,
which is probably not far away. I know of no islands that are

more beautit~al, have a better climate or more pleasant
people than these. I was sad to leave after just two weeks and
could have spent, very happily, a lot more time touring these
islands. Having been there twice, I am looking forward to
returning.
Inevitably, one has problems on board a boat to test one’s
ingenuity. This year we had our fair share, some self inflicted
and some unpredictable. Other people’s problems are
interesting reading, so here are some of ours.
We had two new jibs for heavy weather built by our local
sailmaker. The larger of the two parted all its hanks like a zip
fastener after being set for only half an hour. This was
rectified by making temporary repairs from spares from
Sule Skerrv, until new stainless steel hanks of immense
strength were sent out to us. Otherwise these two new sails
were a great improvement on our old heavy weather gear
and received far more use than we could have ever imagined.
We also had a cruising shute made which has tremendous
pulling power and of most use when the wind is between
60/110° off the bow.
The copper pipes from the three fuel tanks have been in
the boat since she was built. They pass close to the base of
the mast, through an area which tends to be wet and
contains a mixture of salt water, diesel oil, copper and
aluminium; not an ideal situation as we found when the bilge
filled with diesel. Subsequently we discovered that the fuel
lines had wasted away. We had enough copper pipe to make
temporary repairs but, not to re-plumb the whole system.
I had seriously thought of carrying a spare injector pump,
but the Perkins Agent persuaded me not to take one. Off
Cape Sao Vincente, on our way to Gilbraltar the engine
packed up. It was subsequently found that there was water
in the fuel and this caused the drive shaft of the pump to
shear, the result of this was that we were without an engine

Logoa Verdi and Azul, lake craters at Sete Cidades -- Photo: J. Guinness
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for a week and had to spend 5 days in Gilbraltar getting
spares shipped out from the U.K.
Our sewing maching broke down and Ian and I spent
about 10 hours altogether trying to re-align it but, as we had
no manual we were remarkably unsuccessful, thus, when
our main split, we could not mend it and had to use the trisail
for the better part of a week.
However, our most aggravating story is our Walker SatNay. It was bought at the end of last year and I did not instal
it until early May. Initially, I put the aerial on the push pit
and was not too concerned when it did not work, as I
reckoned it was shadowed by the mizzen mast and rigging.
After a lot of tedious work, including unstepping the
mizzen, with the help of a derrick from a fishing boat, we
mounted the aerial atop the mizzen mast. Still no signal, so
we sent the set back to the manufacturer. When it was
returned a month later and about five days before we were
due to start our cruise, it failed to work again. Exasperated, I
then, through Saundersons of Liverpool, from whom I had
bought the set, got an entirely new one and it was perfect. We
used it on our passage to the Azores and in the islands and
on the way back to Gibraltar. When working, it is
marvellous and provided one accepts the discipline that one
must write down one’s position at least four times a day, it
won’t lead you into trouble when it packs up as ours did.
One morning, four days out from the Azores, it lost part of
the information stored in it. This was easily re-entered but,
later that day it produced ’Egyptian Hieroglyphics’ and said
’Memory failed’ and ceased to work altogether. The
Instruction Book, which is scant anyway, does not translate
this signal into what it actually means ’I am broken down
and you must send me, at your expense, back to my maker,
who will mend me and not let you have me back until you
have paid all expenses for sending me back to you, when
with luck I will work again’. When we reached Gibraltar, it
was sent back to Walkers via Saundersons. It is now on
board again and I am glad to say works. It is sad that a firm
of Walkers reputation seem to have produced an aid which
is not as reliable as some of their better known products.
Hopefully, this will be cured. Sat-Nav is like many other
pieces of non-essential equipment, it is a great comfort and
help to have but must not be relied upon for the ultimate
safety of the boat.
The passage from Ponte Del Garda to Gibraltar is just
under 1000 miles and took us five hours less than a week to
complete, in all but ideal sailing conditions. The wind for the
first two days was astern and gradually backed around to the
north east. We kept north of our rhumb line as I thought we
could be headed as we approached the Portuguese coast.
After five days we were off Cabo Sao Vicente among the
shipping lanes for the first time since we left home, Our most
exhilarating sail was through the Straits of Gibraltar, with a
freshening wind astern and the current under us. Hurtling
down the middle of the Straits trying to keep in our lane, as it
grew dark. Later, we estimated that we must have been
covering the ground at about 14 knots for the last hour. Our
arrival at Marina Bay, Marina, contrasted with this, as we
had no engine and there was not a breath of wind when we
entered the Bay. We completed the last three miles by towing
Deerhound from the rubber dinghy which was lashed
alongside. We were delighted to see Dyarchy R.C.C. at the
Marina and made fast to her. We were imediately boarded
by Customs, Police and Immigration, all of whom were
most friendly and very pleased with themselves, as they had
only just a few hours before caught a smuggling gang they
had been after for four years.
Gibraltar is a fascinating place and, grand to visit as long
as one has a boat, as the Spaniards have closed the border
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and make ti very difficult for the residents of the Rock to go
to Spain. For example, to cross the Bay to Algeciras, you
have first to go to North Africa and back, a distance of some
60 miles to cover 5 miles. There are a large number of
tourists, but they have little to do other than sit in the sun,
buy duty free gadgets or go to Tangiers. We were akin to
them as we had to wait for our engine to be repaired, thus,
we visited Tangiers for a day, crossing by ferry and returning
by air. Those of us who had not been to North Africa before
were absolutely appalled by the poverty and bad living
conditions of the people. On the other hand, the markets
were most intriguing and some of the stalls quite repulsive,
with animal entrails and recognisable parts, such as eyes,
laid out on wooden slabs for sale. Whilst I was interested in
seeing the Kasba, I would not hurry back.
When we left Gibraltar, we intended to go non-stop to the
Balearic Islands. However, after 24 hours we encountered a
levanthine, which blew 40 knots for 40 hours from dead
ahead. The sea was short and nasty without any proper
underlying swell, and life on board miserable enough to
make us anchor for a night at Puerto Aguilas, before
continuing to Espalmador. After a few hours there we
moved on the Ibiza, where we spent an interesting evening
looking at the weird and strangely dressed tourists, who
congregate there. In a flat calm we motored across to
Andraix, where we anchored in the inner harbour and met,
by arrangement, Michael O’Neill and his family, and spent a
most pleasant evening with them in their charming house.
The next morning we motored on to Palma, where I had
arranged to make use of Liam McGonagle’s marina berth at
Real Club Nautico for the winter, as he had taken
dOonavara eastward to Greece, thus, we were delighted to
find our berth ready for us and Richy Coe standing on the
quay to welcome us. We found that Verna. Peter Odlum’s
fine Trewes Ketch, Terry Roche’s Neon Tetra, Helen of
Howth, now belonging to Gerry Kavanagh, and Eddie
Kelleher’s Spoke Star. were all berthed close to us. Since Ian
was staying on board for a few weeks we had no need to
decommission the boat and I had just enough time to
complete the form filling before we flew back home via
London.
We returned to Deerhound late in September for two
weeks, with a fresh crew and had intended to spend the time
gently cruising around Majorca and Minorca. Instead we
had boisterous sunny weather and experienced a spectacular
selection of thunderstorms as well as a great amount of
wind. This, coupled with two night’s dragging in Forneles
ended a most satisfactory season for us. Altogether we
covered approximately 4300 miles.

Crew:

Atlantic

Mediterranean 1 Mediterranean 2

John Guinness
Jennifer Guinness
lan Guinness
Lucinda Guinness
Roger Aplin
(to Azores)
Jack Wolfe
Lynn Wolfe
(from Azores)

John Guinness
Jennifer Guinness
Ian Guinness
Gillian Guinness
Tania Guinness
Lynn Wolfe

John Guiness
Jennifer Guinness
Rynn Stewart
Lucinda Stewart
Rex Roberts
Pat Roberts

Summary -- Deerhound 1981

Dale
4th July
to
15th July
Thurs. 16th July
Fri. 17th
Sat. 18th July
Sun. 19th July
Mon. 20th July
Tues. 21st July
Wed. 22nd July
Thur. 23rd July
Fri. 25th July
Sat. 26th July
Sun. 27th July

From~To

Rluonh Line

Howth -- Graciosa

1450

Folga -At Angra
At Angra
At Angra
Angra --

Angra , Terceira
-- Puerto Pipas, Terceira
-- Puerto Pipas, Terceira
-- Puerto Silvera
Velas, Sao Jorge

l) is:a/lc’e
Aclua/

1670
44

2
5O
165

Velas -- Faije Orande Flores
Faije Grande -- Corv&
At Horta Haial
At Horta Faial
Horta -- Pico

232
166
659

Fri. 31st July
to
Fri. 7th Aug.
Thurs. 13th Aug.
to
Moil. 17th Aug.
Tues. 18th
Wed. 19th Aug.
Sat. 20th Sept.
Sun. 21st Aug.
Mon. 22nd Sept.
Tues. 23rd Sept.
Wed. 24th Sept.
Thurs. 25th Sept.
Fri. 26th Sept.
Sat. 27th Sept.
Sun. 28th Sept.
Mon. 29th Sept.
Tues. 30th Sept.
Wed. Ist Oct.

Ponte del Garda -- Gibraltar

980

1082

430

612

Gibrtaltar- Espalmador/Ibiza
Ibiza -- Andraix
Andraix -- Palma
Palma
Palma -- Andraix
At Andraix
Andraix -- Porto Colon
Puerto Colon -- Puerto Christo
Puerto Christo -- Mahon
Mahon -- Fournelles
At Fournelles
Fournelles -- Cuidedela
Cuidedela -- Puerto Petro
Puerto Petro -- Cabrera
Cabrera -- Palrna

16
8
55
6
60
24
9
25
52
18
30
298
4321
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The Long Way to Mulroe Cove
by John Gore-Grimes

After the rigours of the 1980 Season Shardana was in need
of some repairs so she wintered at Camper & Nicholsons
Yard at Gosport and was ready again, in excellent shape, on
the 25th April 1981 when we sailed her directly to Howth.
This was to be a rest year for crew and boat alike and we
planned to sail around in Ireland in leisurely fashion making
a long stop at Dunmanus Bay before returning again to
Howth.
We set sail on Friday the 3rd July and headed northwards
for Rathlin Island. It was a clear sunny day with wind
between west and sou’west blowing at 15 knots. The boat
seemed surprisingly empty with just Bob Fannin and John
Kelly aboard. There was even a surplus of locker space for
our food and clothing and the passage to Rathlin was fast
and beautifully uneventful. We picked up the ebb tide just
north off South Rock Light Vessel and held this almost to
Fair Head. Once the tide turned it fairly rushed through
Rathlin Sound and it took 2 hours 20 minutes to cover the
last six miles to Rathlin with engine at full revs.
We looked into the Harbour which was fairly crowded
with small vessels and+ even though the I.C.C. directions are
excellent and the little road to which they refer is clearly
visible, I funked it at the last moment and turned out again
to anchor, in settled conditions, off Sheeps Pier.
Rathlin Island is an interesting stop. We had last called in
1974 when returning from the Faroes. It has not changed but
we were told that the wreck of the H.M.S. Drake which lies in
Church Bay has been blown apart by the Royal Navy. It
appears that there were explosives aboard her but she has
now been rendered harmless. Pat Colleran (I.C.C.) dived on
her this year and reports that she is still an interesting sight.
She was an armoured motor cruiser torpedoed in the North
Channell in 1916 which limped into Church Bay and sank.
We walked across the Island to Altacarry Head and
looking at the radio mast beside the lighthouse we could
almost hear it say dit da dit dit dit dit. Bob has been
practicing ’seagull’ during the winter and he tried it out on

some razorbills which rested precariously on the cliffs
below.
As we returned to Church Bay we could feel the peculiar
peace and tranquility of the place; even the sheep were not in
a hurry. We had some pints with Tony McCuaig as McEnroe
and Borg fought it out on the Centre Court at Wimbledon.
The radio crackled away inside while the terns argued and
bickered above us.
We returned to Shardana for dinner to receive news of an
imminent sou’west gale. Already the swell had started in the
Sound so at 01.30 on the 5th July we hauled our anchor and
with favourable tides set sail westwards for Inishtrahull and
Tory. We had hoped to land on Inishtrahull but the forecast
was depressing.
By 06.00 on Sunday the 5th July it was clear that the
forecasters meant business and the seas in Inishtrahull
Sound were such that a landing on the Island would have
been impossible. As we moved further westward the wind
increased and we reefed down and set a small working jib.
We were not sufficiently out to sea to benefit from the
forecast sou’west winds and the coastal deflection meant
that we now had a dead beat to Tory. We slogged on for a
while longer but, by 15.00 hours, the opening to Sheephaven
proved too tempting. We had almost reached Horn Head
when the helm, with a will of its own, went hard down and
we reached into Downings Pier arriving there some 50
minutes later.
What a contrast to sit on a bar stool in the Harbour Bar
with frothy pints watching ’Massacre at the Graveside’ on a
large video screen, as the wind whistled under the doorway
and the rain washed the windows. The Harbour Bar had
three customers that night and ’Massacre at the Graveside’
was just as awful as it sounds, but if the alternative was
slogging through the Sound on a night such as that, give me
the Harbour Bar anytime.
There were ’lows’ in every corner of the Atlantic and
although Sheephaven and the Downings Pier are often

The crowded harbour at Rathlin--Photo.lohn Gore-Grimes

A windy day at the Downings Pier, Sheephaven- Photo
John Gore-Grimes
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subject to heavy swell, Shardana remained at peace with her
surroundings for the next two days. The strong winds kept
the boat well out from the Pier as her Skipper and Crew
enjoyed almost 48 hours of glorious sell indulgence. We
listened sympathetically to the Donegal men and women
complaining about a feeling of isolation from the rest of
Ireland, and when you try to tune in the radio for the R.T.E.
forecast, it illustrates their point. The reception is appalling.
The forecast did however promise moderating conditions
so we left the Downings Pier at 10.40 on Tuesday the 7th
July with two reefs in the main and working jib set. Horn
Head produced some vicious squalls which put Shardana on
her side. While in the lee of the headland the water was flat
and looking up at some of the small holdings above the cliff~
we saw tiny cottages with vertical fields above them. In the
Harbour Bar we had been told that some of the fields on
Horn Head were so high that you would need a stepladder to
get up to them.
The honeymoon was soon over as wc left the lee of the
land and headed towards Inishbeg. The wind was a constant
six with gusts to 7 and 8 and the seas impeded progress. We
put a third reef in the mainsail and sailed westwards. We
passed through Tory Sound sailing over several salmon nets,
all the time praising the long keel of the Nicholson 31. In
these conditions it would not have been possible to visit
Tory, and as I was not anxious to close a leeward shore at
night, we steered 270 magnetic until 03.00 on Wednesday the
8th July, before tacking. We were now well out into the
Atlantic and our dismal progress was quite clear from the
Sat Nay position. Much, I am sure, will be written about Sat
Nay in this edition but I cannot help feeling that it is
something rather like the little girl with the curl in the middle
of her forehead -When it is good it is very very good,
But when it is bad it is horrid.
Throughout this trip the Sat Nay was excellent. This
model is linked to the Brookes & Gatehouse log and to the
Sestral compass so that, apart from the fixes, which have
proved to be absolutely accurate, there is a constant D.R.
readout between satellite passes. Apart from the equipment
itself, and we have all read of malfunctions, the electrics on
any cruising boat are liable to breakdown for a variety of
reasons. By comparison, so little can happen to sextant and
a set of tables. I would hope to keep up the practice, when
the sun allows, of taking a daily position fix with the sextant.
Sat Nay could, I feel, lull one into a false sense of security
and laziness. Without practice the basic skills are soon
torgotten and where are you when Mr. Sat Nay prints out
’no lix’.

We beat into Rathlin O’Beirne as the wind moderated and
veered. Much of the next day was spent getting out of
Donegal Bay, but once clear of the Stags of Broadhaven we
could lay Eagle Island and later Black Rock. We hoped to
stop at Clare lsland but the forecast promised some brief
nor’westerlies tk)llowed by sou’westerlies so we felt that we
would have to take advantage of these free winds and press
southwards. We set full main and light genoa and on
Thursday morning the wind filled in from the nor’west and
gave us almost 18 hours of splendid sunny broad reaching
which took us to Inishtearacht. We passed outside the Great
Foz at 22.00 on the 9th July. The Great Foz is the bit of
Ireland which is closest to America.
We passed Skellig Michael at 01. 30 on [:ridav the 10th
July. Wc had hoped to land there but the mounting swell
would have made it difficult in the dark. As we sailed to the
Bull Rock the wind headed us and we motored inside the
Bull passing the Cow and the Calf and lining up for Sheep
Head. As we passed down to Sheep Head we were once
again in a strong southerly wind. As dawn came there was
mist and drizzle and we sailed along the north shore of
Dunmanus Bay arriving at Mulroe Cove (Dunbeacon
Harbour) at 10.15 to pick up Shardana’s mooring.
Shardana remained in Dunmanus Bay until the 25th
August, apart farom a few excursions into Bantry Bay and
to the Fastnet Rock. The month of August was a family
holiday which was blessed with sunshine and good cheer.
Ehe t~mily said ’daddy, what a nice boat you have’ and I felt
thoroughly ashamed. We clocked up_just 400 miles of gentle
pottering and we realised with heavy heart just how right,
for all these years, the Cork men have been about their
beautiful County. At one stage the British Ambassador
arrived in Durrus surrounded in mystery and protected by 14
very sizeable Special Branchmen. He checked into Cronins
guest house as Mr. Smith but the West Cork men could not
conceal their curiousity and one asked a detective to identify
the mystery man. The detective told him, in strictest
confidence, that their charge was none other than Sheik
Ymani. ’Well!’ replied me man, ’the West Cork people may
have a lot of defects but the one thing that we are not is
colour blind’.
We had a splendid evening with Bob Berridge on Core)fin
and on Shardana at Adrigole and we met his son-in-law
Geoffrey O’Riordan and family. We cheered the Irish boats
around the Fastnet and later Ian and June Morrisson took
Querida to Mulroe Cove to anchor beside us. Tony and
Aideen Walsh took South Wind to the same Cove and we
had a merry I.C.C. meeting in the course of which lan
Mo,’risson told us how Denis Doyle’s early Moondltsler was
dismasted off Galley Head some years ago. As they cleared

The Stags of Broadhaven seen through the bow wave -- The tranquil moorings at Mulroe Cove -- Photo.lohn GorePhoto .lohn Gore-Grime.v
Grimex
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The sprightly Ted Tonge
-- Photo .lohn Gore-Grimes
the tangled rigging from the deck and drifted rapidly for the
Dhulic rock, lan enquired timidly if it might perhaps be time
to send up a few flares. ’First you dismast her’ replied Denis
’and now you want to set the bloody boat on fire’. There was
no answer to that but it did not dissuade lan Morrisson from
buying that Moonduster and sailing her as QuerMa I for
many happy seasons.
All too soon this glorious sunny month of August drew to
an end and it was time to complete the circumnavagation of
Ireland and to return to Howth. Bob Fannin, my brother
Anthony and John Goor travelled from Dublin to join
Shardana. The sprightly 71 year old Ted Tonge was the other
member of the crew and in flat calm conditions we rounded
the Mizen and entered Baltimore through the North
Channel. We landed on Sherkin and spent the afternoon
swimming off Baltimore Pier in perfect peace.
Next morning, Wednesday the 26th August, we set sail for
Kinsale, passing inside the Kedges and the Stags. The winds
were light and as we were anxious to sample the delights of
Kinsale in good time, we motored most of the way and

watched the 16 competitors in the World One Ton Cup
Series glide past us effortlessly, led by Justine. A heartening
sight! We sailed out from Kinsale at 06.00 on the 27th
August and spent most of that day beating our way slowly
eastwards. We met the One Ton Cuppers again off
Ballycotton with Justin still leading. Visibility disimproved
as ’the brother’ and John Goor battled away manfully over
the backgammon board, betting Landrovers against Folk
Boats. Millions of pounds changed hands that afternoon
and by evening the wind had deserted us and we motored on
for the Tusker Rock rounding it at 06.10 on the 28th August.
We then sailed over a perfectly flat and foggy sea to
Wicklow, where the backgammon players had to leave us,
probably for the pressing appointment with their respective
accountants.
Ted, Bob and I left Wicklow at 06.30 in a dense fog and
motored northwards with a strong flood tide under us. The
Sat Nay put us on the Baily and we hugged the cliffs to the
nose of Howth arriving at our moorings at 10.30 on the 29th
August.

From~To

Rhumbline

Distance
Logged

Time at
Sea

Engine
Hours

Miles

Miles

Hrs. Min.

Hrs. Min.

127
65

132
71
371

24.35

38

5-20
6.35
34.30

Howth/Rathlin
Rathlin/Sheephaven
Sheephaven/Dunmanus Bay
Dunmanus Bay/Baltimore

303
37

Baltimore/Kinsale
Kinsale/Wicklow

40
139

42
158

Wicklow/Howth

29

Total

740

31
843

13.10
69.35

2.20
0.20
6.40
5.20
4.50
14.50

4.00
4.00
6 days
One day
13 hrs. 45 mins. 14 hrs. 20 mins.
400 miles sailed while based in Dunmanus Bay. Ports visited include Mulroe Cove (Dunbeacon Harbour), Kitchen Cove,
Doneen Pier, Dunmanus Harbour, Castletownbere, Adrigole, Lonehort Harbour, Laurence Cove, Glengarrif and
Cookhaven.
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The Scillies Archipelago
M. M. A. d’Alton

Almost twenty years ago -- appalling thought -- in 1962,
when returning from Brittany with Ninian Falkiner in his
Dublin Bay Twenty Four Euphanzel we called in to the
Scillies for a day. In the account of that trip I remarked that
two weeks could be well spent in a short cruise from Dun
Laoire to those islands; the thought has ever since refused to
go away so when I started to contemplate where we might
extend the cruising of the Siamsa to, the Scillies surfaced in
my mind, even though this year as last, we had but ’a week
with an end at either end’ plus as it happened, an additional
day -- August Monday, as we set out in the last week of July.
Even though the two weeks were thus compressed to ten
days in all, we, that is Franz Winkelmann, one of my part
owners and our racing crew Johnny Martin, made the
passage, had a clear four glorious days there and got back
within our time, all without pressing ourselves or the Siamsa
in the least.
We finally dropped our moorings at eight o’clock on the
evening of Friday 24th July and as the wind was northerly a
moderate F4, we set our middle sized jib and full main.
By midnight the wind was light so we hauled out offshore
along the India Bank off Wicklow Head and a couple of
hours later we headed further out again, outside the Arklow
Bank -- nothing like a worry free night for the navigator -and by breakfast were about at the south end of it; late in the
afternoon we were down about level with the Tuskar but as
we had been headed offsomewhat to the east, we took a tack
towards it for about ten miles but never saw it as visibility
had become poor in heavy mist.
This was disconcerting, as I had intended to make the
Tuskar my departure for the 135 miles open sea passage to
Round Island, so this meant that the fix I had taken off
Wicklow Head at the south end of the India Bank in the
early hours had now to serve instead.
However we had a small handheld D F set with which we
were fiddling, so we held our tack to the west until this gave
us the Tuskar as due north whereupon we went about on to
the starboard tack again trying to lie due south, for the
Scillies are within a degree or two of this from the Tuskar.
From this time till dawn next day the wind was light,
slightly heading us till midnight and slightly lifting us back
towards our rhumb line later on. We made our way slowly
south; by breakfast the cloud broke sufficiently to see the
sun so I was able to take a series of sights of it and as the time
was chosen to give a position line almost parallel with our
rhumb line course I was able to see that we were within a
couple of miles of our D.R. one. A later series of sights at
lunch time, when crossed with the morning position line
brought forward gave us a fix and a third set after tea -- for
the afternoon had cleared to a beautiful day -- confirmed
our course. Just before ten at night almost dead ahead, a
large red light appeared flashing every 10 seconds -- Round
Island at the north end of the Scillies.
For these sun sights I was using the new Nautical
Almanac -- the ’McMillan/Silk’ one -- which all in all
seemed most satisfactory -- until I made the appalling

discovery, that the astronomical data was no longer given in
the time honoured way to which I was accustomed -- in
degrees and minutes of arc, but horrors of horrors, in
degrees and decimal parts of a degree -- is nothing sacred
any more?
This may expose just how long it is since I last worked up a
sight; perhaps for all I know, Reeds and maybe even Browns
now commit this sacrilege, but be that as it may, this ’threw’
me so much that we were in danger of arriving before I
managed to convert the damned things to what they ought
to be -- and what they are in my Sight Reduction Tables.
The wind was still light so it was two hours into Monday
27th July before we closed Round Island and as we intended
to enter New Grimsby ’Harbour’ -- the narrow channel
between two of the main islands, Tresco to the east and
Bryher to the west -- and as the entrance is unlighted and
strong tides set across this part of the north coast and
outlying rocks abound both to the east and to the west, I had
decided to jill around until daylight, when the entrance is
quite easy.
However this intention took on a different aspect the wind
suddenly died away and an obliterating fog blotted out
everything in a matter of minutes -- it was even difficult to
see the bow with a strong torch.
I eventually got the boat around to North and coasted in a
whisper of breeze back up the way we had come, with no
sense of shame at all. In about an hour we broke free of the
fog behind us into a magnificent starry night -- never have I
seen the Plough blaze in the sky as it now did, as brillant as
Orion’s Belt in late October.
At dawn we turned around and by eight we were once again
off Round Island, but again the wind fell away, the tide
started to take us to the west so we had to ship the outboard
for the first time and give her a twenty minute burst to get us
into the anchorage between the two islands, in beyond
Cromwell’s Castle and just beyond the pinnacle of rock used
as a leading mark, the Hangman. This is I think, the best
yacht anchorage in the islands; there were about twenty
boats here, a large proportion of them French.
The morning was beautiful, so were the islands all around
us; this turned out to be the first of four perfect days which
could be described as nothing less than tropical.
We had taken just over two and a half days, including the
four or five hours back tracking in the fog, for the slightly
over two hundred miles direct passage; no great going but
nonetheless a satisfying passage all the same.
The four tropical days were spent exploring what almost
appeared in this weather to be four tropical islands, the
Monday on Tresco with its world renowned gardens, the
Tuesday on Bryher just across the way, with its tremendous
twelve or fourteen foot hedges around the daffodil gardens,
the Wednesday afternoon over the Tresco Flats to Hugh
Town on St. Marys everything either booked out or shut up
for ’the Weddin’ -- it was the 29th of July, remember? On
the Thursday we sailed the two miles over to St.Agnes and
anchored in the inlet of Porth Conger and wandered around
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New Grimsby anchorage, looking towards the south from Charles East (above Cromwell’s Fort), Tresco. Siamsa (bottom
centre -- not the big one) -- Photo J. Martin.
this even more undeveloped island, staying the night here
until lunch time on Friday -- a rather miserable misty day,
when we took our departure for home, the sort of day one
did not mind leaving.
On Tresco, Bryher and St. Agnes we found delightful
pubs, all of which served splendid grub, the first two in well
kept gardens; I’m sure there would have been the same on St.
Marys had we looked. So contented did we become that we
ended up in Tresco and in St. Agnes in the later afternoon
when told that the pub or bar was not yet open, quite happily
having afternoon tea, once again on well kept lawns, on
Tesco in a most expensive hotel (at a most modest cost) and
on St. Agnes, in a cottage; who would believe that the benign
airs of the Scillies could work such wonders? Our days here
were a pure delight.
On St. Marys, on the night of the Wedding, though we
were unable to get dinner in the Star Castle Hotel -- the
ancient castle-fort -- we did manage to get a very good cold
table in a large restaurant -- the "rhreassa, on the south side
of Hugh Town at the edge of a deep bay known as Porth
Cressa, where quite a few fine boats were moored or at
anchor. The owner of the restaurant was much interested in
catering for cruising folk and is having moorings laid down
for this purpose, possibly a very good place other than in a
south easterly blow, of which he said, there was one about
every three years.
One other very pleasing aspect of the islands was that
despite the occasional presence of bands of tourists, there
were scattered along the country lanes -- not really roads-a few ’stalls’ of simple goods for sale -- sea urchin shells,
bags of bulbs and the like, well out of sight of any cottage,
quite unattended with merely a notice attached to a loose
box informing any customer how much he should place in it
for what he took. One of these quite visibly had pound notes
stuffed into it yet was standing free upon the stall. It brought
home how this standard honesty has vanished from the land
but apparently still lingers here, a pleasing reminder that not
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all life has yet been ’rationalised’.
The only ruffle in all our time in the islands was on two
occasions when anchoring, the first in Hugh Town when we
dragged down on a Belgian yacht and got into that position
which causes nightmares to owners of yachts with fin keel
and skeg rudder, broadside across his taut chain, with it
hard up under our navel, half way between the two. He did
what we requested of him and momentarily let his chain go
with a run so we got free of it before it hardened up again. He
was quite extraordinarily polite about it all. I tremble to
think what I should have said were our positions reversed. I
called over in the inflatable to convey our appreciation and
came back with very little of our principle bottle of medicine
left; I take my hat off to him. The second time was in Porth
Conger, when in proper seamanlike manner, we attached a
buoy rope to our anchor and when we immediately started
our propeller, but an outboard has at least the advantage
that it can be tipped up and this Franz did in time to save us
the ultimate embarrassment -- right under the windows of
the pub, just before lunch time.
By lunch time next day, Friday 31st July, the mist had
settled in, the wind light and very northerly. We motored for
a few minutes to get out of the Bay then started a slow beat
across St. Mary’s Sound passing out between the buoys
marking Bartholomew ledges and Spanish ledges -- a
perfectly easy passage.
For the next two hours we short tacked in very heavy mist
up east side of St. Marys, trying to sight it at the end of each
inshore tack as there is a scattering of islets and half tide
rocks to the north east of St. Marys -- the Eastern Isles -off the corner we had to round. We managed to sight the
large daymark on the eastern end of St. Martins and getting
some sort of fix on this, laid on to the starboard tack and
took our departure for home.
We stayed close hauled on this tack for a hundred and ten
miles until supper time on the following day, for almost
thirty hours; starting in light winds and heavy mist, having

much heavier winds through much of the night, about the
lower end of Fr 6 with bumpy somewhat confused and
breaking seas -- not severe but very wetting. For all of this
time we wer~ hard on the wind, 30° off our direct course for
the Tuskar; during most of the night we carried the middle
sized jib alone at almost the same speed. Later in the
afternoon the wind lightened and the day cleared. At about
tea time I got a shot of sun and when I had worked it up and
laid offthe position line found that we were in Longitude 7°
50’ west, almost exactly that of Ballycotton -- we not only
had been broken off by the almost due northerly wind, we
had also been set even more to the west by rather a lot of
leeway, made up partly of a normal amount in the sea we
had all night, partly by all of us being rather optimistic in our
reckoning of the course we had made good in our beat and
perhaps the greater part, by our having rather overlaid the
boat by carrying somewhat too much sail during the night,
as of course, these light displacement fin and skeg boats do
this if heeled even slightly more that a moderate amount -this snag is in a way, a great advantage as it inclines one to
keep the boat on a reasonably even keel which makes for
much easier living when on the wind, with little if any
reduction in speed made good over the ground.
When I compared this position line with our Dead
Reckoned position I found that all these factors added up to
a total leeway of between 9 and 10 degrees, rather too much
for my liking -- I will be more prompt in reducing sail in
future when on the wind in bumpy seas.
At about the time of the sun sight we saw to the north west
of us two large drilling rigs which from a subsequent sight
ashore of the Bank of Ireland Calandar of last year, would
appear to be the eastern fringe of the Kinsale gasfield, on the
west end of the Nyphne Bank. We continued to beat in
baffling light winds all this Saturday night, awaiting the
south west ones being forecast for some time. Just before
breakfast on Sunday we got up the outboard from below for
the first time on this passage and motored for the next seven
and a half hours.
However, this was a fine sunny day so I got two more sets
of sun shots, one at eight o’clock and one later on, just
before lunch. These two gave me a most useful fix as we had
of course sighted nothing except the drilling rigs and I had
no data on their positions.
By nine o’clock in the evening we sighted the Conningbeg
Light vessel fine on the port bow and half an hour later had it
close abeam as we sailed gently on our way towards the
"Iuskar in a wind now tending to draw towards the west. A
series of back bearings on this indicated that the tide was not
setting us off our course and sure enough by midnight we
sighted the light on our port bow.
I gave it a good sweeping berth as we rounded it in the
dark and laid course up the Irish Sea, laying up outside all
the shoals and banks off the Irish coast: once again I say,

In New Grimsby anchorage; Bryher in background. Franz
Winkelmann; Johnny Martin -- Photo Ned Alton
nothing like a worry free night for the navigator -- sleep is
sacred.
By dawn the promised southerly wind had arrived in
earnest; Franz sheeted out the no. 2 jib with the spinnaker
boom and with the full main set we ran like a scalded cat on a
dead run -- an uncomfortable point of cruising I always
think -- but on this occasion despite a distinctly fresh
breeze, a good five, we ran as steady as a rock: no tending to
gripe no queasy feeling ofa gybe at any minute, just perfectly
balanced so that from dawn to well after lunch we revelled in
this most stimulating skelter up the Irish Sea, almost to
Greystones, now a mile off, having hauled in to the coast
soon after Wicklow Head, between the India and Codling
Banks- one is inclined to forget just how shallow both are,
the India little over three metres, the Codling a metre less
(see how decimalised I have now become).
We just about crossed Killiney Bay when the wind fell
quite away, so we had to motor up through Dalkey Sound
but shortly afterwards picked up the breeze again which
carried us the rest of the way back to the slip of the Royal
Irish Yacht Club, where we destored alongside, home again,
in time for a slightly belated tea -- how very domesticated
we seem to have become, even on board.
On this leg we logged 278 miles, just over seventy more
than on the outward one and took almost three days and a
quarter, again no great going but again a worth while
passage.
My long nurtured thought that a ’long week’ could be very
well spent in a passage to and from the Scillies with a few
days pottering around them had indeed proved well founded
I think both Franz and Johnny would subscribe to that.
The Siamsa -- all twenty three feet of her -- had behaved
very well and had proved most livable even on the rather
prolonged beat. There are possibilities in her yet to be
explored ........

Log:
Distance
N.M.
Dun Laoghaire to New Grimsby
Porth Conger to Dun Laoghaire

Seatime
Hours

A v. Speed
Knots

Outboard
Time

206.5
278.5

61.00
77.33

3.38
3.60

0.33
7.67

%
0.54
9.92

485.0

138.33

3 51

8.00

5.78

(Plus a few miles within the Scillies).
Days away: 10.
Days in Scillies: 4.
Nights at sea: 6.
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’lnisharon’ Sails to the West Indies
Barry Bramwell and David Park

Inisharon is a Frer’s 44 ft. C/B Ketch built in Argentina in
1979.
The Skipper, Barry Bramwell, decided to sail his new boat
lnisharon out to the West Indies and leave her on charter in
St. Lucia.
During the summer of 1980 he spent much time and
energy organising the boat and crew. David Park went as
navigator-cook, Jack Patterson as bosun and Harvey
Bagnell as foredeck hand and sailing master.
Jack Patterson is a plumbing contractor in Belfast and
sails an ’intro’ on Strangford Lough with his two sons;
Harvey Bagnall is a professinal sailor; he was the only one
with ocean experience, having sailed down to Cape Town
and then competed in the Cape Rio Race. He and his twin
brother won the 1975 Fastnet Race in Golden Delicious.
Inisharon had some minor teething problems especially
with the engine and electrics and as she was still under
guarantee, Barry and another crew sailed her to Brighton
Marina, her home port, to get things put right.
And so, on 8/10/80, the four of us set sail down channel
with a cold NW wind. It was late enough in the year by
anybody’s reckoning. We made good progress for two days
but when 35 miles west of Ushant the barometer fell like a
stone and we heard the most ghastly shipping forecast. A
deep local depression was moving across Biscay into
Northern France and would give storm F10 in all seas of the
western approaches. With the wind to the west veering
north-west and with Ushant as a lee shore, this was no place
to be so went about and reached to Newlyn in Cornwall and
by the time we arrived the wind was gusting 60 knots and we
were down to storm jib. Fortunately the only damage was to
the canvas dodgers which were washed out at deck level.
In Newlyn we dried out and had the dodgers repaired, the
forecast was very unstable but on 12/10/81, between
depressions, we reached across to Hughtown in the Scilly
Isles. At least we had cleared the English Channel and made
considerable westing. Hughtown was deserted at this time of
year except for ornithologists but we did meet one other
yacht bound for the Canaries.
On 14/10/80, on a lovely sunning morning, we left
Hughtown bound for Madeira. We had two grand days
sailing, although it was very cold as the wind was in the
north but on the evening of the third day, at midnight, a
sudden gale sprang up. Jack was at the helm and the rest of
the crew asleep when the wind quickly increased to 60 knots
and the big boat was surfing down wind at 14 knots. Jack
could not leave the helm and we could not hear him shouting
as the engine was running for charging. Eventually he flung
the torch into the cabin which brought us on deck with a
rush and we quickly reduced sail to fully reefed main only.
For two days we ran before this northerly Biscay gale but at
least in the right direction. The seas were 35-40 ft. high,
many of them with breaking crests, and it was so wearing on
the system, steering and so cold that we only managed about
one hour each night and two hours during the day. The
cockpit filled regularly on the hour and once again all the

dodgers washed out at deck level. At times lnisharon surfed
at 9-10 knots and in the two days ran 333 miles.
The mainsheet fitting on the boom fractured but Harvey
had thought it looked weak and put a terylene sail tie around
the whole lot and this held.
On the fifth day at sea and 150 miles west of Cape
Finisterre, the wind dropped, the sun came out and apart
from drying the boat we had an extended happy hour to
make up for those lost in the preceeding days hassle.
But it was not to last. On the evening of the sixth day the
wind went into the south and increased to force 8, so we lay
all night before reaching to the west under storm jib and
with the helm lashed up, large seas washed over us but at
least it was warmer and we didn’t have to steer.
The next morning the southerly gale abated and soon we
were broad reaching again on course for Madeira. As each
day passed it got warmer and warmer and sour spirits
improved (in taste also!).
The Walker Sat-Nav worked perfectly but now on the one
day we required it to make our landfall, it went on the blink.
There was a heat haze and the island of Porto Santo, 1700’
high and Madeira, 6000’, could not been seen. We had run
our distance so a rapid series of sights coupled with DF put
us 15 miles east of Porto Santo; not a popular day for the
navigator but we dropped anchor off the beach at Porto
Santo at 03.00 on 24/10/80. We had sailed 1200 miles from
the Scillies in 91/2 days and 1547 from Brighton.
Porto Santo was a rather lovely unspoilt island and one
lands on a sandy beach in front of the town. The local police
were waiting for us and whisked us round the various port
officials quite quickly. We took a taxi and toured the island
ending up in a wine bar in the hills drinking the strong Porto
Santo wine. A party developed that night aboard with a
Dutch couple and a crew of Americans -- all world girdlers
and all the world put to rights!
The next day we sailed the 40 miles across to Funchal,
Madeira and anchored offthe mole close to 30 other yachts
on passage south. The island of Madeira is beautiful but the
anchorage is difficult as the bottom is volcanic and poor
holding and one needs to moor fore and aft as swinging is
limited. There was much oil on the water which made an
awful mess but we did have a local boatman, who for £5,
cleaned the boat all over, ran errands, watched her when we
went ashore. We mostly ate ashore and socialised with the
other yachts; one German electronic expert managed to fix
our Sat-Nav as a fuse had gone and he was having similar
trouble with his own.
After five days in Madeira we left for the Canaries, 300
miles to the south. On passage we decided to stop at the
Selvage Islands which lie half way between Madeira and the
Canaries. As pilotage is complicated in this area, we had
purchased detailed charts in Maderia and after ll/2 days
sailing dropped anchor in a volcanic bay at the south end of
Grand Selvage Island. We rowed ashore to be greeted by the
only inhabitants, two Portuguese men whose job was to
protect the massive colony of Shearwaters nesting there. We
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Evening approach to the Scillies -- Photo." D. Park

Big following seas in the Biscay gale -- Photo: B. Bramwell
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intended to stay for a day but as darkness fell, the crash of
the Atlantic swell amongst the rocks of the bay made us
uneasy and we left reluctantly from this fascinating place.
The following day we arrived in Tenerife and anchored in
a man-made lagoon, San Andreas, several miles from Santa
Cruz but this caused much hassle as various armed police,
eventually the ’Tricorn hat jobs’ arrived on the beach and
told us in no uncertain terms it was illegal for yachts to
anchor there. We tried our usual best Spanish ’No
understandio’ and the like, but to no avail and we had to
move to the dirty commercial fishing harbour two miles
away.
The next day we sailed the 50 miles across to the Marina at
Puerto Rico at the southern end of Grand Canary. There are
two marinas here; one for the Spanish whose boats are
immaculate and never move, and the grotty one which is
only half completed and is for the foreign yachts. It was like
lying in a building site yet it was great fun as all the transAtlantic yachts meet here. There were upwards of 50-60
yachts of all shapes and sizes, as were the crews. There were
yachts of all shapes and sizes, as were the crews. We lay
alongside a sister ship Conquistidor of Andes (Derek Strange)
also on passage to the West Indies. Puerto Rico is a modern
holiday complex with a man-made beach covered in topless
Nordic bodies -- so there was lots to see? One day the
Skipper’s cousin, Tony McCleery and his crew Dee, arrived
in Santa Maria ofStrangoCord, a Trintella 44 ft, 151/2 days out
from the Channel Islands; they had much of the heavy
weather which had affected us.
We spent 9 days at Puerto Rico but as it was now nearly
November it was time to think of going. The last two days
were spent victualling ship and on 12/11/80 we set sail to the
hoots and whistles of the other yachts in the harbour. One
sport played the ’last post’ on a trumpet, the significance of
which made us wonder!
The endless debate in Puerto Rico seemed to be what
course to adopt on leaving the Canaries. Early in the season
the NE trades are more fickle but the general opinion and
’Ocean Passages of the World’ recommend you go to at least
25°N and 25°W and go further south if there is still no wind.
We were lucky. On our first night out the wind picked up
to 25 knots NE and there it held intermittently for the next
2t/2 weeks. It was either NE or SE and we broad reached
down wind flying all sail and the multi-purpose spinnaker (a
half Genoa, half spinnaker) for day after day. Our best days
run was 177 miles noon to noon and our worst 91 miles. On

Flying fish -- Photo: B. Bagnell
average we ran 150/160 miles per day. We hand-steered
about half the time as the Nautech Autohelm could not cope
with a big following sea.
As we had a fridge and deep-freeze, the inner man was
catered for in style. Our meat lasted to Barbados and fresh
fruit about half way. Most of the day was spent discussing
the evening menu and most of the evening eating it. We had
several large jeraboams of Spanish wine to wash it all down.
Harvey was an incessant fisherman but apart from flying
fish landing on deck, we only caught a mackerel looking
object about 2 lbs in weight. His lures just disappeared and
eventually he made up a line of rope wire and a massive
shark hook baited with a long streamer of plastic and silver
paper. This he attached to a winch and we all waited with
baited breath for the boat to grind to a helt. But, as usual,
next morning it had all disappeared, hook wire and
everything. The general consensus was that it would not be
good news to fall in?
On the second day out the Sat-Nav once again packed up
so out came the sextant. We did a set of morning sights,
averaged them and carried it forward to a local noon sight to
obtain a fix. The plot was done on the American Universal
Plotting Sheets (VP-OS) which cover 4° of latitude and seem
ideal for the job. Now and again a planet or moon sight was
taken but as the sun always shone it was really unnecessary.
The navigator had a cheap quartz watch which he checked
daily with the time signal on BBC World Service which was
audible all across the Atlantic.
Our watch system was somewhat chaotic: sometimes we

Mid-Atlantic party -- Photo: H. Bagnell
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needed to steer when the autopilot couldn’t cope and usually
we had a ’rota’ at night to keep an eye on things. The
Skipper’s method of watch-keeping was to lie on the cockpit
floor snoring all night and then announce at breakfast to the
assembled crew that he had been on watch all night and
would spend the next night in his bunk! We were all up and
about during daylight doing some chore, the most popular
of which was having a hose down on the foredeck. (Badedas
lathers superlitively with sea water).
On nearing the West Indies the radio programmes were
playing Christmas Caribbean music -- ’I’m dreaming of a
black Christmas’ seemed popular and on the evening of our
18th day at sea, the lights of Bridgetown Barbados came
over the horizon.
At 05.00 on 1/12/80 we dropped anchor off Bridgetown
18~/1 days out from Grand Canary and 2790 miles made
good.
None of us had been in the Caribbean before so for the
next few days we did all the tourist sight-seeing and drinking
at the Barbados Yacht Club. We then sailed 100 miles
downwind to Admiralty Bay, Bequia, the northern most
island of the Grenadines where we stayed 4 days. This must
be the ideal of a Caribbean island. The people were friendly:
there was no airport, so no mass tourism and the scenery was
magnificent. There were several small bars and restaurants
around the bay and a traditional boat builder working under
the palms. On one memorable day we went to the windward
side of the island to picnic on crab sandwiches and beer and
surf on the deserted beach. We sailed the 12 miles south to
Mustique and circumnavigated it and then had lunch a a
swim at tile beach bar returning to Bequia in the evening.
Now it was time to leave the Grenadines so we sailed the9
miles north to Blue Lagoon, St. Vincent. This is a large
Marina complex run by an American charter group. The
weather had by now turned to wind and tropical rain so we
had to stay put for 2 days before heading north again to our
final destination, St. Lucia. On route we stopped under the
Pitons, the spectacular mountains of St. Lucia arising sheer
out of the sea.

Inisharon at Bequia -- Photo: D. Park
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Track chart, lnisharon 1980
And so on 11/12/81 we dropped anchor at Rodney Bay,
St. Lucia where Inisharon was to go on charter.
We were all still friends. We had sailed 4925 miles from
Brighton and it had all been the greatest fun.
Log:
Brighton -- Newlyn: 310 miles.
Newlyn -- Hughtown Scillies: 37 miles.
Scillies -- Porto Santo: 1200 miles (91/, days).
Porto Santo -- Punchal, Madeira: 40 miles.
Funchal -- Grand Selvage Island: 169 miles.
Grand Selvage Island -- San Andres, Tenerife: 120 miles.
Tenerife -- Puerto Rico, Grand Canary: 40 miles.
Grand Canary -- Bridgetown, Barbados: 2790 miles (18 t/~
days).
Barbados -- Bequia -- Mustique: 133 miles.
Bequia -- St. Vincent -- St. Lucia: 76 miles.
Total." 4925 miles.

Over and Back
Jack Coffey

Off-hand, it is difficult to explain why I decided to ’have a
go’ at the Atlantic -- over and back -- in one fell swoop.
Searching a bit deeper and being honest, I think half the
decision, the east-west half, may have been financial. The
west-east half was always on, provided you could get there.
The financial half is simple -- or should I say, simple for me.
It goes like this. The freighting to New York or East Coast
U.S.A. from Liverpool, not including the cradle for the boat
(which incidentally would be a write-off at New York)
would come to £3,500.00. In N.Y. the boat may be towed
from the dock or trailed by road to any of the nearest yacht
yards which are on City Island. I reckon either way, plus the
abandoned cradle, would knock a big hole in one thousand
pounds. Pursuing it from another angle you come to the
professional delivery boys, who seem to be able to just shade
the freight line figures. Accompanying several of the
quotations is a colour brochure illustration some of the most
terrifying sea photographs taken during deliveries. Such
appalling conditions leave ’Heavy Weather Sailing’ by Coles
in the third division, and the reader with no option but to
’give ’em the money, Barney’. For the cost of freighting I
could get some of the electrical ’goodies’ that might make
life easy, e.g. I could purchase the passage maker’s gift from
heaven, the best self-steering gear available. I decided I
could do it both ways in Meg with help. Three months would
be needed. I decided to leave Dun Laoghaire on Sunday,
26th April.
In Dun Laoghaire, the season appears to start earlier and
earlier each year. The clubs get afloat in mid April and I am a
beliver that some part of that month, and certainly May, are
as good as you will get for cruising or passage-making.
Meg of Muglins is a Nicholson 35, Yard No. 46, built in
1972. She is sloop rigged and sleeps six uncomfortably. She
possesses huge hips and therefore great free board. In
summer 1980, a young doctor and wife team sailed over
9,000 miles from Britain to San Diego, U.S.A. in a similar
boat and about the same age as Meg.
We started preparations in October 1980 when Meg went
down to Watson’s yard in Wicklow for the winter. The work
was completed by Denis Carvill and myself, Denis being
magic with his hands, is patient, and kindly to old men.
Beginning with the engine, we took it out and it was
completely overhauled by Ashenhurst & Williams and we
then put it back. A new propeller shaft was fitted. All
components checked and if a piece of equipment could
travel, it went back to the maker, for instance, the Sestrel to
Henry Brown. We rewired the mast. In view of the lengthy
passage ahead, cognisance was taken of the Fastnet
Inquiry Report and the bucket shaped hatch was remade to
a vertical hatch by renewing the slides or rails. The new
straight or narrow width made no difference to movement
through the hatch. A Japanese ’Lensref’ Radar Reflector
was purchased. This is a yellow ball and like an orange
inside. It is suspended from the crosstree and they claim it is
the only RF recognised by the Admiralty. It had been
recommended to me by a Swede I met in the Commercial

Harbour in Brest, August 1980. We met again in Horta this
May after a world trip with his family; he was still pleased
with the ’Lensref’.
I settled for the premier French self-steering gear made by
Atom, Nice, S. France. Expensive, but excellent. I gave them
the del;ails of Meg and all arrived with recommended spares
in one week. It was and is enormously successful. The helm
was hardly touched by anyone day or night, between Dublin
and the Azores. There were times, knowing that we were
without human control when I felt scared out of my pilot
berth. We were going very quickly, knocking up on one day
140 miles and on another 152, so fast at times that the entire
boat shook from stem to stern with its own speed. At night,
the sensation of careering along without anyone on the
wheel was something new to me and multiplied by the noise
and the imagination. However, we made a smart passage
greatly helped by the gear.
When the cosmetic details were attended to around late
March, we were ready to launch on the 1st April, but had to
await the yard’s convenience, until Monday the 6th April.
Bill King, of Galway Blazer fame and Jarleth Mullen had
agreed to go on the first leg to New York with me, Robert
Fannin junior, to go all the way over and back. All were the
most able of yachtsmen one could possibly collect, and I
cannot stress enough how fortunate Meg and I were to have
them aboard.
The loading of gear and the packing of food was left until
the last moment, but unfortunately for us, this moment
coincided with one of the fiercest northerly gales we have
had through the mouth of Dun Laoghaire harbour for as
long as many can remember. The carnage left behind was
cruel, many fine boats being damaged, some beyond repair.
The many small jobs on board, until now put on the long
finger, but reserved for these final hours, were in the
circumstances, badly done or not done at all. We boarded
Meg to leave, as arranged on Sunday afternoon the 26th
April, but decided to wait the early evening weather report.
It was just as bad as we were then experiencing on the
moorings, so we had a meal and retired for a most
uncomfortable night, continually hammered by northerly
winds. The next morning the weather conditions were much
the same -- just awful -- and the engine was difficult to
start! Our efforts to do so did not help the batteries. We
decided to get some professional assistance. For the
remainder of that day and most of the next, the engine was
thoroughly examined, new batteries fitted and pronounced
p.m.o.
With main reefed and S/steering working well, we were
away at 08.30 on Tuesday the 29th April, carrying the ebb to
the southern end of the Arklow Bank. The Tuskar was
abeam at 21.42 and by midnight we had truly turned the
corner, setting a course of 241 ° for Graciosa, the northernmost island of the central group of the Azores. Now the
contest had really begun. We set the watches as follows:
midnight to 04.00 hours, 04.00 to 08.00, 08.00 to 14.00
hours; 14.00 to 20.00, 20.00 to midnight; a pair to each
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Bill King getting a fix on way to Azores -- Photo T. C(~([’ey

Down to the numbers and bashing along -- Photo 7". C(~’fey

watch. Winds were northerly, veering and backing and on
average 5 to 6, but often gusting 6 to 8. The cold at night was
noticeable on the hands and feet and full winter gear was
worn more often than not. Most days started dull and grey.
We longed for the sun and thereby heat, which we stupidly
believed would be ’just around the corner’ as we got further
south.
Cooking while galloping along on the starboard tack,
permanently it seemed, was never easy and some of the not
so proficient cooks had to put in many hours preparing and
losing hot meals. However, a good meal was alway achieved
much to everyone’s credit. Later on we had to put up with
the squally prevailing winds mostly ahead of the beam along
our path to the Azores and we seemed to be always under
pressure, due to our speed through the water. Practically
always reefed, and apart from the attendance of playful
dolphins there was little to enthuse about on these grey and
colourless days. From the 4th May until the 6th May the
barometer fell from 1027 to 1007. The seas, which must be
described as rough, were consistant in their length from crest
to crest. Their long, very deep rolling appearance was what I
had always dreamed the seas would be like in the north
Atlantic Ocean -- big seas.
On Saturday the 9th May, we experienced the best day
since we left Dublin. A sunny day, thrashing along at over 5
knots, with the dolphins still frolicking from port to
starboard. The heat was now becoming noticeable and the
cold, grey, driving rain brought by the continual squalls was
forgotten as we observed Terceira to port on this pleasant
afternoon. So this being our position, we decided to head for
the easterly tip of San Jorge rather than Graciosa, thence to
Pico and Horta on Faial.
A lull, some fog and adverse tides kept us away from the
apparently elusive Horta for the next twenty hours.
Eventually we tied to a mooring there at 17.52 on Sunday the
10th May, eleven days and some hours from Dun Laoghaire.
This 15th century paradise, as it has been described, is
ruled over in the case of Horta, Faial, by Peter Azevedo of
the Cafe Sport. He is a magnificant host, and I fear to think
what the situation would be if he were not around. His
English is perfect and his understanding of yachtsmen,
superb. We found Horta to be a wet, windswept and most
uncomfortable station. We must have arrived too early in
the year for I did not enjoy it and I am mindful, I must be the
only person to get this impression in a decade. We’ll try
again, sometime. The famous harbour wall with every inch
covered in painted yacht names and shapes appeared to me
as a colossal eyesore. It was certainly full ofcolour but had
gone astray and seemed to be beyond itself. We were glad to

see one compact design, the Cork boat Bafi-Hai’s good
mural with its striking shamrock in prominence. Our Robert
Fannin, kindly turned on his formidable skills to leaveMeg’s
autograph for all time. It can be found in a cul-de-sac to the
right of the waterfront as you approach the quay wall in the
agricultural end of the town. Not another inch was available
along its 300 meter length.
We moored out in the harbour, described as a meeting
point of the great yachtsmen who cross the oceans. We
needed water, but due to the NE gales there was no way we
could come alongside the water quay. We settled for the
main quay wall where Meg careered violently within the
scope of her warps and springs. We lay very uneasily and
luckily ’borrowed’ water from a very large motor yacht
Scottish Mist H. It was taken from their aft tanks which were
solely used as a fresh water douche after swims. We stayed
here for two windshaken nights. From Monday through the
early morning of Tuesday 12th May, it continued to blow a
gale from the NE backing to NW. The gusts rose to 45 knots
-- no windspeed to be alongside an open quay wall, when it
is of no protection. We finally left Horta on the Tuesday at
21.25 hours by cutting away our aft warp when we were in a
position to make a little forward and beam clearance
between many swinging vessels of all sizes. We received a
number of hoots and horns from those we had made contact
with over the short spell, and their farewells only too clearly
reminded us of the task ahead -- New York City -approximately 3,000 miles westwards.
We were pleased to be away but it was not without a
feeling of sincere regret at having to leave without Jarleth
Mullen, he had been suffering from a foot ailment since
Dublin and after x-rays and medical advice in Horta, he had
to ’cry off’. We were now down to three. Having made a
tricky exit from the multi-coloured quay wall, we motored
against a near north-easterly gale which blew straight into
the harbour. Hoisting a working jib only and running down
the eastern side of Faial into the lee of its southerly coast, we
welcomed the protection it gave at long last. The moon took
us through the night, and at early morning we hoisted the
main and reached comfortably westwards: Barometer 1029.
A beautiful day followed, with 120 miles under the belt.
Barometer still rising. Course now about 300°. The
following days were sublime, with a lot of sunshine and good
winds. We notched up over 700 miles in five days. As we
approached the 1,000 mile mark out from the Azores, the
winds became lighter and lighter. We spent hours becalmed
and our daily average dropped. The barometer was in the
1027 to 1030 m.b. sector, our course 340°. We could not help
imagining what might be in store for us with all this quiet
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and soundless sailing. About this time we finished the fresh
vegetables we took on board in Dublin and were into the
new potatoes and other fresh supplies purchased in the
Azores.
The barometer started to fall quickly in the early morning
of the 23rd May. It was 1025 at 23.59, 22nd May and went
down to 1013 in the next 36 hours, this was a dirty-looking
day and lived up to its looks. We changed to No. I jib, reefed
the main to the numbers, stripped the vane from the selfsteering gear and prepared for battle. The wind was from the
SSW 6-7 gusting 8. Later it fell away, only to rise again.
Barometer now 1017 and a gale 8 to 9. We ’hove-to’ with
storm jib aback and helm lashed to this now full southerly
gale. It lasted from 18.00 on Saturday 23rd May until 19.00
on Monday 25th May -- some 49 hours in all. We were
comfortable below with the hatch locked. We slept some,
but most memorised what the cabin headcloth looked like
and waited for Meg to fall offa certain type of sea which was
not as distressing for her as it was for us, both in anticipation
and in the execution. We became familiar with this crashing
maneouvre which continued to be acutely painful until all
was over. In fact Meg behave extremely well throughout
what we have registered in the log as a gale 9 and for short
half hour, 10. During this gale the barometer never fell
below 1011 millibars and there were times the daylight was
full of sunshine. We made several difficult sallies to the
cockpit to examine conditions and take some film. These
efforts were akin to a space walk with ponderous and
exacting movements to clip on the harness. One of these
maneouvres was made at 02.00 on the recollection that our
Beaufort 6-man life raft was probably not is as secure a spot
as it might be. It was in the starboard cockpit locker, and if
we went all the way over, which was ’kind of’ on around about
this time, it might disappear. The raft is heavy and the
operation to get it into the saloon took quite some time and a
deal of energy. The noise all around was simply awful during
the height of this gale and one regretted having to ask the
boat to perform such gyrating motions. The temperature at
this time was pleasant as of course it should be, for late May.
The seas were mountainous, and far in excess of what we had
ever imagined. We ate our meals, and normality reigned
apart from our moving platform. Our cockpit side covers
attached to the stanchions on the port side acted as a bag
when taking some heavy water during the ’hove-to’ and as
something had to give, the stanchion being the fulcrum,
bent. The base of the stanchion rose from the deck and
exposed its three holding down bolt holes to the weather.
The water came in and down behind the electrical switches
and into and onto the Nav table. We moved the Nay work to
the dining table from there on. Eventually we got going in

Fancy seas just before our short ’hove-to’ on our passage
home -- Photo T. Coff~’.l’

the early morning of the 26th May with Genoa and main set
we sailed quietly in disturbed waters. Later that day a white
three-masted schooner sailing before the wind was sighted, a
magnificent thing and we were glad to talk to her, for our
calculated position just might not have been exactly where
we were after the storm. She turned out to be the U.S.
Coastguard cutter Eagle bound for, would you believe, Cork
-- Ireland, on a courtesy visit. We mentioned we had been
’hove-to’ for a long time and they replied ’we had that
problem too, Captain’ -- position 39° 25’ N, 50° 34’ W.
Later still, we had the great misfortune to lose all our
drinking water through the pump switch being on for some
unknown reason. As well, a jubilee clip securing the plastic
water pipe to the base of the faucet just loosened, and away
pumped our water -- to the bilge -- calamity! We boiled and
strained the bilge water twice, and half-filled a 5 gallon
container. As we were now off the shipping lanes by some 60
miles, we decided to motor towards them at once. Water was
rationed. One cup of tea or coffee three times a day from the
remaining few gallons of good water that were left. By hook
or by crook we could make it to New York with certain
privations. For one thing, we had a lot of various canned
foods that had, we all agreed more liquid than was really
necessary for cooking. But to say the least, it was an
uncomfortable feeling to be on rations. Adding to this bad
luck, we broke a little steel plunger, known as the clutch, in
the self-steering gear which finished any further joy we were
to have from this remarkable instrument, until another was
built in N.Y. It seemed from the moment we lost our
drinking water, we had very fine weather, and indeed why
not, when we were only a few days off the magic month of
June. We became a little itchy at the absence of shipping
and morale was tight. Our eggs were still to the good. The
shells were coated in some kind of fuzz, but the insides were
supurb. We still had a few pints of the remarkable
Killashandra long life milk. This, we all agreed, deserved the
premier award.
Steering 350° with a moderate SE breeze, about 3 or 4, we
spotted a ship at long last, at 11.30 hours on 29th May,
position 41° 02’ N, 54° 00’ W. We called her, and to our
dismay, the skipper said he had a sick man he wanted to get
to N.Y. in a hurry, and he was sorry he could not help us. We
talked and talked all the time assuring him that the only
water we had was 3 gallons of refined bilge water, and New
York for us was a fortnight away. He relented and we saw
this huge thing turn and head for us. The adrenalin started to
run as she came nearer and we pumped the inflatable like
mad to get away from Meg and get to her, rather than she
came too close to us. No need to fear about the close
encounter, she was most professionally handled. Water was
the name of the game, and the Young America of the Farrell
Lines, had already the gangway lowered to sea level and was
stopped and awaiting us. As we came closer, we realised how
big she was for the daylight suddenly became a deep sombre
colour and we were cold. The sea was calm with little wind.
We took three 5-gallon containers on each of two journeys
and two Farrell Lines’ seamen’s hold-alls of ice-cubes. This
was using the head, for the ice joined the water in the main
tank without losing a cube. In all, we took on 40 gallons.
Was there anything else they could do for us? Yes, if they had
some bread? We received three loaves of white cotton wool,
American bread, and were glad to get them. We exchanged
some banter, especially enquiring for the man in sick bay,
gove the executive officer in charge of the operation a couple
of bottles of Paddy, and then stood on our deck waving, and
be photographed by four of the 12 passengers. Young
America started to move, and we swung away to starboard,
ending the encounter. Confronted unfortunately, with such
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a mountain of ice, all over the place, and so suddenly,
suggested huge gins to celebrate. These we had as we
watched Young America depart and get back on course,
unconscious of the lethal effect the huge helping of ice was
having.
With some 1,000 miles to go we now again entered an area
of little wind. In all, on this passage from the Azores, we
were becalmed on eleven occasions: a total of 34 hours. In
this area we used the engine for some 22 hours, and the
average daily run dropped to double figures, with one or two
exceptions. On the 5th of June, with only 500 miles to go and
in dense fog with little wind, we started to motor, and within
four hours -- magic -- were out of the fog. The radio
stations were booming and there was no doubt that the next
day the Belmont Stakes were on, and Pleasant Colony
would be bidding for the Triple Crown of the American
Turf, and history.
We noted the barometer falling from 1030 to 994 between
the 2nd and 9th of June. This we had anxiously watched
throughout, but as we encountered nothing but fog and

The Ambrose Light at the entrance to New York harbour-Photo T. (’0[1~’)’

The Island, New York -- Photo T. Co/~,y
otherwise normal weather, we wondered whether the drop
had the same significance it has for us in the waters of Great
Britain and Ireland, mindful there are many severe thunder
and lightning shows in the N.Y. State during the month of
June Still nothing abnormal happened. We smelt what
some of us believed to be a sweet fragrance coming from the
direction of where land might be. This was exciting and very
real, but reluctantly later we accepted it as being a collection
of blended smells created by 10 million people, which indeed
was New York. We were visited by halfa dozen flies and the
location of the odour is confirmed. We chose to take our time
and not close with the Ambrose Light until daybreak. We
tacked around the perimeter of where the traffic lines merge
and towards Long Island’s South Shore, picking up flashing
electric signs on Long Beach. We tacked back again across
the bay. Absolutely no traffic at all on this light winded
Wednesday morning. It was a very happy and exciting
morning’s watch, full of anticipation. It was difficult for us
to comprehend that there, under the fantastic electric glow
in the sky, stood New York. It had taken 40 days sailing. As
first light approached the wind fell away and we at once
motored toward the focal point of our approach to the City
-- the Ambrose Light. It was a red tower on a white deck
house on four steel pilings, 136 feet high. We passed it, and
Bill and I remembered that many wonderful Atlantic Liners
that had slipped by it over the last eighty years, often
endeavouring to gain the Blue Riband of World Shippping
for their countries. We acknowledged the welcoming salute
of the keeper on the tower who had come out to see us.
The morning was kind. bright without sunshine and
warm. visibility excellent with no wind. We ignored the
approaches of a pilot on station just inside the Ambrose
Light. This was a worry, for one pilot boat kept abeam of us
by 50 metres for some 10 minutes. We looked to our front.
We believe we were lucky to have got away without having
to use some of their crew as a pilot. We had notions of the
costs being many hundreds of dollars. There are
regulations! We passed into Lower Bay, cutting through an
armada of commercial, day-fishing boats, off Rockaway
Point and headed for Coney Islandon Norton Point. to look
with amazement at the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge. All sorts
of vessels passed on port and starboard, of great interest to
us as we went under this extraordinary feat of engineering
skill, moving to port and close to Staten Island where we
believed we should find Customs and Immigration. Amid
two or three V.L.C.C.’s (Very Large Crude Carriers), which
looked like toys in the Narrows, we could not find any
officials in the quarantine station. We crept along the
wharves of Staten Island looking for Customs, until we
reached Upper Bay and there, were struck by a rainstorm.
We dismissed the idea of finding anyone and decided to make
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Marion and up to the intriguing Cape Cod Canal. Timing their graceful movements. However, during darkness when
the tide correctly -- an absolute must -- we floated to the they drop astern swimming a distance of some 20 metres
eastern end skidding broadside into Sandwich, ’a one tide away, they become disturbing and sinister. This continual
strand’, and definitely no more. Very early next morning attention at the same distance makes you aware that you are
found us becalmed in Cape Cod Bay and hoping to make not alone. The high-pitched squeal through the hull can also
Boston or Marblehead by early evening. In fact, we motored be disturbing, when resting below.
We observed a whale on our port bow and others were
practically the whole way. The sun and heat were intense
reported by each watch. The rain and damp persisted with
crossing a placid Massachusetts Bay where we lightheartedly tried to film a whale by tearing across the bay after some fog, but we romped along getting into the 700 mile
him. He was reasonably big, 25 feet, and performed his bracket during the early morning on the 7th July. We notice
spouting routine many times, but we could never get close that the trip line on the self-steering had been activated and
enough to get really good pictures. Tying alongside the,Q the rudder was now horizontal. This can only happen if the
Boston Yacht Club, Marblehead, at about 19.00 we were rudder has been hit or knocked. It’s a safety device. It
very impressed with the carnival spirit that prevailed on this happened twice within hours and then not again for the
remainder of the passage. We wondered what we had
balmy Sunday evening. It was real happy and all systems
were ’go’. What the following Saturday, the 4th of July hit for no one heard anything. Late that evening the
would be like, we daren’t imagine.
barometer fell and sure enough, the wind freshened. We
Monday and Tuesday, the 29th and 30th of June were reefed the main and changed to a smaller jib. In the morning
spent wrapping up supplies and general arrangements for the wind further increased, working up to 35 knots, so down
the return and at about noon, we heard that Tom O’Keeffe came the main and up went the storm jib. The barometer fell
and James Coyle were awaiting us in the Yacht Club, our to 997 mb. Although clouded over the ceiling turned an
additional crew from Ireland had just flown in. These two unusually bright white colour, it suddenly got noticebly
mariners, together with the four residents, Dermot O’Flynn,
warmer and down poured torrential rain and with it, a
Robert Fannin Jnr., Paul Coffey and the Skipper were the spectacular thunder and lightning show. A full southerly
big six for the west-east leg. Final check up, plus some more gale, wind registering 50 knots and we were careering along
forgotten stores and on the Tuesday evening we were able to under storm jib only. A finback whale followed and the sky
relax, take it easy, and go out for a memorable dinner.
brightened to sunshine. We brought the main and spinnaker
On the Wednesday morning at 09.45 we departed halyards aft, to give further support to the mast and jib as we
Marblehead by weaving our way through a huge fleet of continually planed, sometimes a wee bit too gaily. The whale
boats tightly moored over every inch of the harbour. swimming on our port hand was a distraction, although 25
Visibility was poor and could be a problem in a short time as metres away, and Meg really required great concentration in
we leave Cat Island to port and head for the southern side of handling. Our speed off some of the crests was alarming, to
halfway Rock. It was decided to use the Point Able fix, say the least. We decided to ’heave-to’. Carefully selecting a
introduced for the ICC Centenary Race in 1979. When six deep trough to starboard, we shot into this heaven and
hours out on course, we were enveloped by fog. But spirits ’hoved-to’. We spent seven hours idle but comfortably
were high in anticipation of eventual south westerlies getting locked in below and at 21.30 hours, in the darkness, hauled
us home in a short time, the team ’itching’ to get their hands the main and were off again. Barometer rising and our
on the spinnaker and generally crew the boat as fast as spirits like so.
possible. Still the fog persisted and at times might be classed
On the 12th July we conversed with the M. V. King Harrier
as poor visibility as it shifted to two cables away. Talked checking our position and yet again, established our
with M. V. Tropark while becalmed. He gave us our position position with the Yankee motor vessel Kathy and found we
and just then we started to move and the sun came through. were still on target. This suggested a total of 1,250 odd miles
On that afternoon we saw the 200 miles up and the boys had from Fastnet. Many whales but the writer must state that he
a plunge by an elaborate device incorporating the bosun’s saw very few in comparison to the many crew sightings.
chair from the end of the boom. The spinnaker went up later For’ard and to our starboard we observed a considerable
and from then on the speeds per hour were always 6 knots. commotion and very disturbed water. As we closed on the
Although this was what was on order, we handed the patch, we discovered they were dolphins jumping as if for
spinnaker at 18.45 for the night and just then on radio heard exhibition, a tremendous show, several in high flight at the
McEnroe had beaten Borg. Up again went the spinnaker in one time. They are large in numbrs. We have never got to the
the morning and later down again, as the wind had backed bottom of this strange happening. It could have been a
and it was difficult to manage. We recorded 500 miles by wedding, or, indeed, some sinister happening, like a ’hate’
eight o’clock on that very good evening.
session in a dressing room before going out on the pitch.
Later that night, we witnessed a strange sight. To our Most fresh vegetables were now gone except some
starboard and for’ward we saw well lit vessels in large particularly succulent-looking onions. We finished our gin
numbers. They were practically on our course, going west. and found we had lots of tonic. It’s usually the other way
Lights, lights and more blazing lights. As we closed with about. We all had a glass of Jack Daniels after dinner to
them and they began to pass us, by about 4 cables to celebrate, and record our highest mileage on this the 15th
starboard, we suspected, and still believe, we were day out -- 163 miles, the spinnaker flew all day and we rarely
witnessing the entire Russian North Atlantic Fishing Fleet dropped under 6 knots until the evening. Barometer very
in line ahead. Later, seeing them more plainly, it became high and steady at 1037, we believed we were some 850 miles
obvious they were not in ’line ahead’ but staggered or sailing off the Fastnet and moral was good. Checked position with
obliquely and half a cable between stem and stern. We were the M. V. Midland Queen at 46° 38’ N, 30° 03’ W. Course 090°
of the opinion they were literally vacuum-cleaning the ocean for the Fastnet Rock. We baked bread with Odiums flour
bed of fish. We counted 21 vessels in the planned operation bought in the U.S.A. and had some excellent bread and jam.
and about three others, much larger, doing their own thing, Then our mileage fell to the lowest so far -- for a day’s run
but part of the fleet. This was south of Sable Island.
-- 66 miles. Self-steering was functioning well but found the
The company of dolphins and other large fish at most crew needed the steering wheel for company and for
times is enjoyable and one never seems to tire of watching something to do, so we agreed to disengage. Each day our
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total was over the 120 miles mark and rising from then on. from the West Cork coast. No great sensation at being
The boys had another ’swim" -- a small board attached to a home. ]’he winds were quieter and the ding-dong galloping
line and pulled from the stern. It was a physical effort for the along was over. We were all pretty well exhausted and that
swimmer and for those on board. It is a diversion and may account for the cool reception we had given the
necessary to keep active. Changed to American purchased ’landfall’. Abeam the old head of Kinsale at 09.00 hours and
gas cylinder some days previously without any bother, but later to celebrate Bob Fannin’s bumper breakfast, abeam
noticed it took considerably longer to boil the kettle-- at Roches Point and the entrance to Cork. Later we talked to
least 7 minutes. We were using Carnation powdered milk the naval vessel Deirdre, got some weather checks, dipped
and found it satisfactory, but pined for the Kilashandra long our ensign and she courteously replied. This was off the
life. We made further contacts with shipping, one some days Waterford coast. Having rounded the Conningbeg, we were
previous, with the M. V. Midland Queen requesting a relay to shortly through the Tuskar ’Gap’ at 02.45 hours on
our ETA Dublin and then later by M. V. Almiszercorrecting Saturday the 25th July. Not much wind. We sailed outside
this ETA. It was a comfortable arrangement with the Lloyds the Arklow bank and Wicklow Head was abeam at 10.30Intelligence Service.
Bray Head at 12.30 and gliding through Dalkey Sound at
Winds were now a high 6 to 8 and the boat’s average 13.45 hours.
hourly speed was above 6 miles for some hours. It had to be
It was a precious moment to bring Meg through the bridge
all over very soon. The NW gale was still with us, and had gap into the ’George’ Pool, see family faces and Sean Doyle,
made us work for the last few days as we never worked on and staff. I had read of ’contentment won by strenuous
the passage so far. We had it for three days and it was endeavour’, this was it. Mileage 3,062, time 24 days and 4
exhausting. Using the heads is an operation and so hours out of Marblehead, total miles since 29th April -uncomfortable. Storm jib and 7 rolls in, and down to the 7,183
numbers, as we charged home to Ireland doing a daily 155,
156, 143 miles. It is in those conditions one can appreciate General Summary of Mileage
six of a crew. Hand sink pump broken off, somebody sat on
A. Dun Laoghaire, Dublin - Horta, (Fatal), Azores
1,405
it. A lot of dampness inside the saloon. ]he meals continued
B.
Horta(Faial),
Azores-New
York,
-EastRiver
to be of high standard on this passage home. We hoped to
- City Island
2, 984
get into the lee of Ireland to get some respite from this N
New York, City Island - Cruise New England
C.
westerly scourge. Patches of blue sky appeared and we
coast and Long Island
312
found the log fouled again for the hundredth time! it
appeared. On this occasion by its own bracket. Early D. Marblehead, Massachusetts - Dun Laoghaire,
Dublin
3, 062
morning on the 23rd July when going very fast, we registered
8 miles for the hour between 04.00 hours and 05.00 hours.
7,763
This was the fastest hour of both passages. Gannets, the
crew’s favourite sea bird, performed with their usual power
Allow log faulty -- entangled weed, selfand artistry. What a bird! What a show they gave. Must be steering, fishing tackle (and omitted
near the Skelligs.
to stream), over total distance -- say
At 01.00 hours on the 24th July we picked up the looms of
both the Fastnet and Galley Head. We saw them close
together and therefore knew we must be a good distance out
h
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Ruffian II around Ireland
Ronan Beirne

Rila is a Ruffian 23 given to us for this cruise by its owner
Ken Ryan. The crew constisted of Nell O’Donovan, Davy
Mulvin (Dun Laoghaire to Ballyglass), Peter Simons
(Ballyglass to Dun Laoghaire) and myself. Our objectives
were to complete the cruise in 17 days and to restrict our
stops to islands. After analysing previous round Ireland
trips from the I.C.C. Annuals we concluded that early
departure was advisable as the weather is more settled, and
in June, we would also benefit from the longer days. We also
found that although most boats went south-about, the
north-about boats experienced freer winds; this factor
coupled with our desire to cover coastline unfamiliar to us at
an early stage decided that we should go north-about.

traded three fresh pollock for a bottle of stout, the fish going
straight onto the frying pan. These accompanied by tartar
sauce and a bottle of wine (specially opened with a selftapping screw and pliers) kept the hunger at bay.
At 19.30 we were off again under motor heading for
Church Bay on Rathlin. Crossing the sound in slack water
with the sun setting behind Fair Head and Islay in the
distance composed the most beautiful scene. While
approaching the harbour the motor again stopped. The
crew very kindly ’volunteered’ to paddle the boat to the pier
with the dinghy oars in an effort to make the pub by closing
time. By 21.30 warps were secured and we were on our way
to the pub about one mile up the road, only to find it closed.
Monday June 1st was a fine day and the island seemed
idyllic. Without much debate we soon found ourselves on
the path to the pub, the first customers of the day. The inside
walls are decorated with the name boards of vessels which
foundered on Rathlin in years past. Each board has its own
story as told by the proprietor, Tony McCuaig, who in
addition to supplying us with drink gave us a gin bottle of
milk. Bread was available in the shop and water in the well in
the courtyard of the big house beside the pier.

Dun Laoghaire to Rathlin Island (25.5.82 -- 31.5.81)
After dinner in the National Yacht Club on Friday May
29th at 21.30 we set off under outboard motor. For the first
24 hours there was little wind. Spinnakers were up and down
and the engine on and off resulting in a total of 9~/2 hours
motoring and about 12 spark plug changes as the engine
frequently cut out. Saturday afternoon was sunny and
warm, and besides having a short conversation with the
keepers on the Southrock Light Vessel, sailing was
uneventful.
Rathlin Island to Aran Mor Island (1.6.81 -- 2.6.81)
At 23.30 on Saturday we picked up a mooring buoy at At noon Rila left Church Bay and headed west running
Bailyholm. Sunday morning the 31st greeted us at the hatch before a fresh breeze with spinnaker set in the sunshine. We
with strong SW winds, rain and very poor visibility. We set were now experiencing probably the most enjoyable days
sail with our number 4 (working jib) and one slab in the sailing of the whole cruise as Rila surged past the Giants
main. Once out of Belfast Lough the small tri-radial Causeway and Lough Foyle. At 18.00 we passed between
spinnaker was given an airing and with the tide under Rila Innishtrahall and Malin Head. After a couple of nose dives
we were making a good 8 knots in the poor visibility. In the at 7 knots in the sound, where we met the Atlantic roll for the
south west wind we had made the mistake of sailing too close first time, we decided it was time to give the spinnaker and
to shore and were blanketed from the wind by the Antrim ourselves a rest. Once clear of the sound we set a large triHills. As we had now missed the tide for Rathlin and had radial on a broad reach for Tory Island. OffLough Swilly at
already averaged 7 knots we didn’t mind drifting awhile and mid-night, the wind had dropped completely, and while
dropping the fishing lines. Later Rila drifted in behind Tort being pitched around in the swell, the spinnaker wrapped
Head and no sooner was the anchor down than the sun came itself around the forestay and was then difficult to unravel.
out in the clearing sky. A fisherman trolling nearby in a punt when the wind’then sudd6nly came up to about 15 I~nots.

Rila making towards Rathlin Island in the setting sun, Fair
Head on the left. -- Photo Ronan Beirne

Rila in Dublin Bay -- Photo Desmond Barrington
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After this incident we decided that spinnakers would not be
set at night when short handed on deck. Later the wind
increased further and we passed outside Tory Island at 6
knots with full main and goose winged number 1.
As light came the Donegal Mountains were clearly visible
and most impressive with the sun rising up behind them.
Later when we came to the Rosses we passed a small open
fishing boat, its occupants clearly visible in their bright
flourescent oil skins which are now worn by practically all
the fishermen on the west coast. We asked them 1"or advice
on the approach to Aran Mor which proved most useful as
visibility was deteriorating and wind increasing. Once we
had surveyed the anchorage at Aran we dropped the
headsail. The wind was gusting 30 knots and once the motor
was started it did its by now usual trick of cutting out. After
rounding head to wind a short distance behind the lifeboat
and about 2~ cable from the shore we dropped the anchor.
No sooner were the sails stowed than the wind increased to
about 35 knots and the most torrential rain lashed down on
us as we scuttled below decks. As the rain and wind eased we
made our way ashore for a few pints in the pub from where
we could clearly see Rila lying to her anchor while savouring
our first pints of draught in 260 miles. Aboard again in the
evening RTE were reporting gale 8 on the NW coast and
before settling in for the night we laid out a Fisher and Bruce
anchors in addition to the 25 lb C.Q.R. with full chain.
The following day, Wednesday, we stayed at anchor on
Rila unable to make it ashore. We listened to repeated gale
warnings on the radio as the wind blew hard on this coast;
however, we were not alone in our plight as the fishing boats
were unable to venture out either. During the morning we
saw a helicopter hovering around in the strong winds.
Later there was a great roaring sound of engines as the
lifeboat headed out to sea, returning after an hour. It was on
the news at 13.00 that we learned that the Aran Mot lifeboat
was out to rescue the helicopter pilot who had crashed into
the sea. We passed the day listening to the radio, reading and
playing chess. It was now certain that we would be late for
our proposed rendezvous with Peter for the crew change at
Kilronan on Inishmore.
Aran Mor to Ballyglass on Erris (4.6.81 -- 6.6.81)
On Thursday June 4th, alter forecast of gales on BBC, RTE
gave a forecast of south west force 5/7 moderating later to
SE 4/6. At 10.00 we set off under a fully reefed main and
number 4. At 14.00 the BBC again forecasted gales in our
area and the barometer commenced a rapid fall, however,
we decided to press on. At 21.00 while off Rathlin O’Beirne
with steadily strengthening wind RTE forcasted a gale. As it
was now becoming dark and we were on a lee shore we
thought it better to stay out at sea.
Again we had all reefs tucked in the main and we were
now in the gale forecasted, with the barometer at 994 mbs.
We spent the night making across Donegal Bay in heavy
seas. Rest was difficult for whoever was down below as the
boat was taking a hammering. With all hatches firmly closed
Rila took several green ones over the decks and cockpit. It is
always difficult to estimate the height of waves, but we
certainly strained our necks looking back at some of them.
At 3 in the morning the occluded front passed overhead,
clearly visible from horizon to horizon, illuminated by the
moon. (Later while in Belmullet Meteorology Station, we
learnt that they recorded gusts of 40 knots). With the coming
of daylight we couldn’t get a fix on Eagle Island as the RDF
had ended up in the bilge during the night and the log and
speedometer had also packed up.
At 09.00 we thought we could make out Kilalla and on
seeking confirmation from a nearby fishing vessel we tacked

just off Kilcummin Head where the French landed in 1798.
Once past Downpatrick head we attempted to keep inshore
in the lee of the hills and in the flatter sea; however, on six
occasions we came across salmon nets and had to run off
shore a distance of up to two miles. It was very painfld giving
up all the hard earned weather in running offbut having a fin
and skeg we hadn’t, much choice.
Rila was now still under the smallest combination of sail
in wind of about 35 knots fetching along the coast in the
sunshine towards the Stags of Broadhaven. Once off Kidd
Island we faced a beat into Broadhaven as visibility again
deteriorated. Although we made good way on port tack
across the inlet we made slow progress on the other tack. At
one stage we thought we would never get in past the light
house, cold and hunger now affecting everybody. Once past
the light house we inspected the new pier alongside which
were two trawlers, yet again the outboard refusing to start
leaving us to sail up alongside a derelict trawler which didn’t
look as if it would be going out early in the morning, or any
morning at that.
Ballyglass Pier was built about six years ago and is known
locally as the Coalition Pier. We were lucky in finding a
trawler to tie alongside as a small yacht would be very
uncomfortable alongside the widely spaced metal supports
which make up the pier’s construction. We were right up the
inner end where a yacht of up to about 6 foot draft could lie
in anything up to the strongest southerly. From the nearby
post office we called a taxi to bring us the six miles into
Belmullet.
The next four days were spent in Ballyglass in strong
south westerly winds. Willie Padden, the retired postmaster,
was more than helpful during our stay. It was possible to get
the battery put on a long charge in the motor bike shop.
There is a good fruit and vegetable market in the town every
Saturday.
Our adventures included an all night party by a certain
political party seeking election, drinking champagne in
John and Gertie Healy’s house at four in the morning. John,
the local vet and Belmullet’s only yachtie, is leading a
crusade to have the canal re-opened which would be of great
use to passing yachts. John also assured us that our visit to
Erris was not in breach of our plan to visit only islands as
Erris is severed from the mainland by the canal. When
eventually Peter arrived on Sunday we all went to the dance
to celebrate where we found ourselves already well known as
the ’lads with the yellah wellies’.
On Monday, Davy reluctantly departed, being a newly
qualified doctor he had to attend interviews in Dublin.
Ballyglass to Valentia (9.6.81 -- 11.6.81)
Once we got under way again on Tuesday 9th June after
tour days of bad forecasts we were looking forward to the
prospect of covering new ground. Once around Erris Head
the sea was very lumpy and uncomfortable and Neil and 1
had to persuade Peter, our new crew, that it wasn’t always
like this on Rila. We went outside Eagle Island, a very bleak
place indeed. The entire small population of keepers and
families on this island was drowned in the late 1800’s when a
gale battered the rock for a month.
Later we passed the Black Rock and at 17.50 were off
Achill Head, a very impressive sight. Sailing down this coast
we took Colin McMullin’s advice and gave a good allowance
for leeway as the Atlantic swell on the beam has a
tremendous effect on a yacht’s track. In the early hours of
Wednesday morning, June 10th, in Clew Bay, we were
accompanied by a playful school of bottle-nosed dolphins
(identification by the National History Museum as we had
reported our sightings as part of their Cetacean survey). This
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Eagle Island, off the Mayo coast
friendly group appeared again at about 13.00. Rila fetched
down this whole coast with the number 4 and one slab in the
main in about 20/25 knots of wind and in poor visibility. At
17.00 we could see the top of Mount Brandon but little else
at a lower level. Once in on the shore we tacked along the
Dingle Peninsula. I was anxious to try and make through the
Blasket Sound by nightfall but with the dense fog around us
and visibility about 50 yards and the sun setting we crept
into a little bay where we dropped the anchor at mid-night
and lay in for a night’s sleep leaving one man on watch.
The coming of daylight confirmed our position, as the
Blaskets were visible out to sea, we had spent the night in
Ferriters Cove, right on the tip of the Dingle Peninsula..
After breakfast we weighed anchor and made our way
through the sound under shortened sail. Once the white
mass of the light house appeared and we were in Valentia
Harbour, we dropped all sail and motored up to the pier.
This was an occasion for great joy as the engine had started
and kept going. As we had previous knowledge of Valentia it
was felt that the chart and pilot could be safely stowed away.
As we approached the pier with the hotel in view and
thinking only of the dinner menu, Rila came to an abrupt
halt as we got stuck on the gravel off the end of the pier, 40
minutes before low water. After some acrobatics from the
spars and hanging of anchors from all parts of the boat we
could do little but await the rising tide. At 21.00 we were
afloat again and proceeded to anchor off the hotel. The hotel
offered us hot baths, towels and dinner. Later on while in the
pub drinking with old friends we learned that our
performance off the pier had caused great amusement to the
population who were down in the town voting in the
General Election. Dermot Walsh, the lifeboat cox. took out
the battery for charging. After closing time (Valentia time)
we rowed back to Rila on mirror calm water with Rila’s
anchor light reflection showing us the way back to our
bunks.

westerly winds, again with fog about and under shortened
sail. We chose the north entrance for our departure as the
opening bredge at Portmagee is not opened -- the claim
being that once opened, it may not close again. Our first tack
took us out to the Skelligs and at 14.00 we tacked between
them. The top of the Great Skellig was shrouded in fog and
there were several species of birds, which kept us under
surveillance as we made from the Kenmare river. As land
approached, the wind decreased and the fog became more
dense and damp. We felt our way along the coast but as we
were sailing blind all day with no log or RDF, tiredness
dictated that we drop the anchor for a night’s rest. We
reckon that this was just inside Cod’s Head on the south
entrance to Kenmare River.
The following day, Saturday 13th June we crept along the
coast in dense fog, making good use of the depth sounder.
Our day’s work was finally rewarded when at 18.45, in
turbulent seas we rounded Mizen Head with the daunting
structure barely visible in the fog, although we were just
beneath it.
At 21.00, although we could hear the Fastnet very near,
we could see nothing in the fog. A course was now set along
the south coast staying well offshore. The following day was
spent in the same conditions with a visit from a passing
pigeon causing the main excitement, as it crash-landed on
deck, having collided with the mainsail. At 14.00 on Sunday
14th, we altered course to head for the coast and found
ourselves off Brownstown Point. 20.00 saw us in Dunmore
and alongside STY A,~\~ard. After Captain Healy allowed us
use some of his hot water we joined Asgard’s Captain and crew
in the Sailing Club. As food was now a foremost thought
and the hotels were closed, we headed towards the
discotheque. Despite the attractions of girls and a bar, the
doorman couldn’t believe that all we wanted was chicken
and chips, as no food was being served. Dinner that night
was a ’Rila Italian Special’ of macaroni, ravoli and rice.

Valentia to Dunmore East (12.6.81 -- 14.6.81)
After collecting the battery, petrol and having breakfast
in the hotel, Rila set sail again at mid-day in fresh south

Dunmore East to Dun Laoghaire (15.6.81 -- 16.6.81)
Being alongside Asgard was a real holiday for us as part of
their watch routine is to log every forecast. This enabled the
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Rila crew to sleep through the night. Monday June 15th was
our first sunny, dry and clear day since Fair Head some two
weeks earlier. Asgard gave our battery a quick much-needed
charge as I prepared the charts for the leg home. Every time
we put away a chart we used to celebrate as we took out the
next one. On this occasion there was no celebration as there
was no chart to cover from Tuskar to Arklow. Again Asgard
came to the rescue in lending us the required chart. We left
Dunmore East at 14.00, sailing in fresh free winds in
sunshine. Near the Saltees we passed only the third yacht we
came across on the entire cruise. Once around Carnsore
Point, Rila fetched up the coast in flat ea, noticeably more
comfortable than the Atlantic.
At 09.00, we sailed between the Piers of Dun Laoghaire,
17~/, days after our departure, exhausted but contented.

Summary

Crew:
Ronan Beirne
Nell O’Donovan
Davy Mulvin (Dun Laoghaire to Ballyglass)
Peter Simons (Ballyglass to Dun Laoghaire)
Passages:
Dun Laoghaire to Rathlin Island
Rathlin to Aran Mor Island
Aran to Bal!yglass on Erris
Ballyglass to Valentia Island
Valentia to Dunmore East
Dunmore to Dun Laoghaire

Miles
161
99
104
169
191
119
843

Drying out clothes on Rila’s decks while alongside As.~arclll
in Dunmore East. Ronan standing on Asgard’s aft deck.
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Which Way to Morgat?
Richard Lovegrove

It has often been said that the major problem with basing
a cruising yacht on the east coast of Ireland is the long
distances you have to go to reach the cruising grounds.
Personally, I’ve never minded the going because the
exhilaration of starting out compensates for the relatively
boring coastline, but the long slog up and down the coast on
the way back is something I can happily do without. For this
reason, the plans for the 1981 cruise of Maximizar, Pat and
Brenda Branigan’s Maxi 95 -- seemed perfect. Pat and
Brenda personally could not get away until early July, but
they asked Eric Hill to organise a crew to take Maximizarto
Brittany in June so that they and their crew could fly down
in a private plane, join the yacht and leave the plane
available to bring the delivery crew back to Dublin. That’s
my idea of organisation and when Eric asked Heather and I
to join himself and Margaret and Ivor and Deirdre Cherry
for the outward passage, we were delighted to accept.
Our departure date was scheduled for Sunday the 21st of
June, and once the children, dogs, cats, budgerigars and
other assorted livestock which three married couples tend to
accumulate had been successfully boarded out, we actually
left the dock at the Royal St. Georger Yacht Club (under the
watchful eye of Pat who was lunching in the Club) at 14.00
hours, only one hour later than intended and still in time to
make the most of the south-going tide to Arklow! In fact,
everything about the opening leg of the cruise was perfect.
Excitement was high, the sea was calm and above all else, the
first genuine high pressure area of the summer was centred
over Shannon. The 17.50 weather forecast gave -- ’one
thousand and thirty millibars, rising slowly’ for Scillies,
Valentia and Ronaldsway. Not very exciting for those in a
hurry, but for Heather and I who had had the ’bejaysus’
beaten out of us in our Ruffian 23 -- Ruffino the previous
year, it was bliss!
Our first genuine port of call was to be Hughtown in The
Scillies but we ducked into Arklow to while away the foul
tide with a meal and a jar and headed out again at 05.00
hours on Monday morning. For the next thirty-six hours we
enjoyed truly relaxed cruising. The wind came and went, but
with a combination of engine and sails, we averaged 5 knots
and with good visibility all the way, the crew quickly found
their sea legs and settled into routine. Each couple stood
watch for three hours, which gave everyone plenty of sleep
and the only minor excitement occured when Heather and I
found the cabin sole covered in water in the middle of one of
our watches. This was quickly diagnosed as coming in
through the stern gland and the appropriate steps taken.
But, slightly surprising, by 07.00 hours on Tuesday the
23rd we had still not sighted the Scillies. The fact that my DF
bearings put Round Island firmly on the l~ort beam
surprised no-one (I had previously located the Tuskar
somewhere near Mitchellstown!) but when Eric’s bearings
confirmed this situation it was time to make a 75° left turn.
In Hughtown we tied up at the other end of the pier long
enough to attend to some essentials before moving out into
the bay, dropping a hook and devouring the mother and
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father of a traditional Irish breakfast -- you can’t beat the
old black pudding after a couple of days at sea! The sun was
absolutely scorching and bikinis were broken out all over
the place -- or at least in parts! Stoically turning our backs
on the fleshpots and cream teas of Hughtown at i2.40 hours
the next day (Wednesday) we set sail for France. In order to
soften the blow, G & T’s were poured and shortly afterwards
another marine phenomenon ’The Pink Porpoise’ was
sighted fine on the starboard bow.
The passage to France was as delightful as the one to The
Scillies. The wind had freshened and was now blowing force
4 to 5 from the north, so in brilliant sunshine with the
number 2 Genoa poled out we rolled southward at 7-8
knots. During the night we shortened sail further to make
things more comfortable and with perfect visibility, we
crossed the shipping lanes without incident. Eric and Ivor
navigated us safely through the Chenal du Helle even
though the tide was just turning against us and for the first
time on this passage, we put on the engine to maintain speed.
In the Brest estuary a painful decision had to be made -whether to head for the scenic delights of Camaret or the
more prosaic delights of M. Fournier’s duty free shop at
Brest. The debate was short and we tied up in the Port du
Commerce Brest at 10.50 hours. 1200 Francs later we
emerged from M. Fournier’s establishment pushing two
hand carts down the quays and grinning only slightly!
Furthermore, Deirdre caught the eye of a local fisherman
and after personal sacrifice (deemed only slight by the rest of
the crew) produced magnificent fresh sole, plaice and crabs
to complet our provisions for the evening meal.
We spent that night at the nearby marina of Moulin
Blanc. It’s new, souless and not cheap at F35 per night but it
does have a shop, showers and the usual amenities which the
crew were glad enough to avail of. On this occasion it also
had a very anti-social Dutchman moored (upwind) on the
other side of our pontoon. This gent proceeded to wash and
then dry his apparently limitless sail wardrobe by first
hosing them down and then flying them one after the other
from his masthead thereby soaking everyone on Maximizar.
Our complaints went unheeded and it was only later that we
noticed that our ’Windex’ was now minus an arrow -presumably removed by his flying spinnaker. For this and
other reasons we were not sorry to leave this marina and
head for the cruising grounds proper with an intended first
stopover at Morgat.
There then occurred a major maritime mystery equal in its
way to those of the Marie Celeste and The Flying Dutchman.
There we were -- heading mostly southwards on a
pleasant day with perfect visibility when the skipper
indicated that we should turn left at the next lighthouse for
Morgat...
’Which lighthouse?’
’The one dead ahead’.
’There isn’t one dead ahead’.
’There must be’.
’There isn’t’.

Raz du Seine -- D. 1.ove/zrove

Audierne -- The forbidden quayside -- Photo D. Love/,,rove

"Well maybe its that one on the horizon’.
But it wasn’t. That turned out to be the Point du Raz and
before we knew where we were (almost literally) we had
decided not to go to Morgat after all but head instead for
Audierne! This did not please the female members of the
crew (who had been promised a short passage) and indeed,
so vexed was Margaret that she invoked the dreaded curse of
the seven pregnant fairies on navigators in general and all
three of them on Maximizar in particular!
In the event, we were through the Raz and around the
Pointe in flat calm and with the benefit of the last remnants
of the south-going tide, but the event illustrates that the
French have a slightly cavalier attitude to buoys and
navigation marks. Before we left Dun Laoghaire, Eric had
taken a lot of trouble to ensure that all our charts were
corrected to the latest possible date and that we had the
latest update to Reed’s almanac and that we had all available
Notices to Mariners, but even so, on several occasions we
discovered that although the lights and buoys were correctly
positioned, they did not display the correct characteristics.
In this instance, it appears that what was clearly shown as a
lighthouse on the chart must have been removed and
replaced by an IALA buoy, but in addition, other buoys
shown on the chart did not appear to be on station at all and
the whole incident serves as a useful reminder of how wary
one must be when navigating in unfamiliar waters. We had
actually been sailing a careful compass bearing from our last
departure point and we also had good visibility for fixing
our position but in heavy weather with poor visibility, the
situation would have been very different.
After all this excitement, we decided we were entitled to
some rest and we planned to spend the next day or so in or
around Audierne. We actually picked up one of several
specially laid visitors mooring at St. Evette on each of the
next two nights, but in between we motored up to the
delightful town of Audierne on the tide. All the cruising
guides are careful to tell you that you cannot lie alongside
the town quay at low tide, but I suspect that this has more to
do with the local harbour master and fishing community
than the depth of the water. We reached in amazement from
the safety of our mooring at St. Evette as a 36-foot French
racing yacht entered the river just as we had left it, in haste,
yet when we subsequently walked back to Audierne for a
meal that night, there she was, safe and sound alongside.
Perhaps she had influence?
On Sunday the 28th June, Ivor correctly suppressed
advancing harbour fever by dropping the moorings at 06.15
hours and single-handed setting a course for Concarneau.
One by one the rest of the crew surfaced and taking care not
to lose any more lighthouses, we passed the lies de Glenan,

the Iles aux Moutons and in a rising breeze, which was by
now very cold, reached the new marina aat 14.00 hours. We
tied alongside a yacht called Christ Pie which we assumed
was Breton for ’Pie in the Sky’ but ’perhaps,’ in Esther
Rantzen’s immortal phrase ’you know better!’. On the
tourist beat; The old walled town is as enchanting as ever
and definately worth a visit as is the restaurant ’Ty Mad’ in
the new town where we ate well and cheaply that night. On
the following night the Hills and the Lovegroves set off in
the wake of Bobby Barr (see I.C.C. Annual 1980) in search
of the most beautiful woman in France. She was duly
located at ’the Grand Hotel’ (where the food is also quite
good!) but we failed utterly in our efforts to convince her of
her fame in Irish yachting circles. This may have been partly
due to my lack of command of the French language or,
alternatively, the way in which Heather was holding a bowl
of fish soup at the time -- is deacair a rfi.
Feeling thoroughly rejuvenated and with at least half of
those small jobs which every yacht always required
completed, we decided to try our hands at yachting again
and so on our return from ’Le Grand Hotel’, we set sail at
22.45 hours for Belle Ile.
That night passage reinforced our views on the
irregularities of the French buoyage system. The character
of the light on the Bass Jaune was not as recorded on the
charts and the tower at Plateau du Birvideaux was unlit in
spite of assurances to the contrary in the most recent
supplement to Reeds. But in spite of these idiosyncracies,
07.00 hours on Tuesday the 30th June found us motoring
into the old harbour at Le Palais. This was certainly the most
beautiful harbour we visited but understandably, also one of
the most crowded. We had some difficulty finding a berth at
all, but eventually with the aid of our inflatable we
manoeuvred ourselves between two other yachts and tied up
stern to the outer quay wall. Of course, this entire
performance and the terrifying progress through the
anchorage of the passenger ferries can be avoided if you
have the patience to wait for the tide which allows you lock
through into the tranquil inner basin.
After a most restful day of wandering around the town
and Vauban citadel (some even ventured as far as Sauzon on
hired Velo Solex) the crew slowly returned to find that those
who had remained on board had not been idle either. The
planned ’menu gastronomique’ was prawns in garlic
mayonnaise followed by sole au beurre with courgettes etc.,
leaving these delights far astern was a liquid delicacy which
may yet rival the Gaelic col’lee in its inspired blending and
international appeal -- The Gin Belle lie! The ingredients
are, of course, a closely guarded secret, but it is rumoured
that the one essential is a little known sparkling liquid
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Concarneau -- old walls, new marina- Photo D. Love,zrove
manufactured not a hundred miles away from Newcastle
West in the County of Limerick!
We rose slowly the following morning.
But after a leisurely breakfast-cum-lunch-cum-pow-wow
and alka-seltzer mixing party it was agreed that we should
commence our westward journey with a passage to Port
Tudy in the Ile de Groix and at 14.30 hours or thereabouts
we reluctantly cast off and headed out into a grey drizzly
afternoon and a north westerly 3.
The passage to Port Tudy and our stay in the Ile de Groix
were uneventful. We ate well that night (Wednesday 1st
July) at the Auberge de Pecheur and also managed to find
(I’m sorry to say) a pub selling quite appalling draught
Guinness but otherwise, there is little to report save that in
this instance, we probably did make a mistake in locking
into the inner marina, as waiting for the gate to open at high
water delayed our departure until 15.25 hours on the
following day.
For all our passages since our arrival at Concarneau there
had been little or no wind and we had had to either motor or
motor-sail to keep up a reasonable schedule or meet tidal
deadlines. Our next passage from Port Tudy to the Belon
River was no exception and in order to catch the tide over
the bar at the entrance to the river, we again had to motor
hard. In fact, we made it in plenty of time but the strong ebb
in the river made it difficult to anchor and with very little
swinging room, particularly at low water, we decided to lay a
kedge out astern with the help of the dinghy. Later, this was
to prove a futile exercise because with the turn of the tide the
kedge failed to hold in the strong flood and once more, we
were lying to our bower anchor only. In the meantime,
however, we again followed in Bobby Barr’s wake to Chez
Jackie, a truly splendid restaurant, on the water’s edge
where we bumped into none other than I.C.C. Secretary,
Brian Hegarty with Betty and family en route for Malahide.
Friday 3rd July da~ned bright and sunny and content in
the knowledge that I was dong everyone a favour, I rowed
off in the dinghy to the nearest landing point to embark on
the two mile walk to the neares village to buy the day’s
supply of baguette, cheese and fresh fruit. Little did I know
that this simple chivalrous act would bring down on my
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head the second of Margaret’s terrible curses (that of the
snotty-nosed ophans) because, as I ambled along the
country lanes I was quite oblivious of the fact that at sea, a
fresh south-westerly wind was kicking up sharp breakers at
the bar and by the time I returned and we reached the
entrance it was quite impassable, particularly in someone
else’s boat.
By the time we did get out on the afternoon flood
however, the wind had moderated and we had undoubtedly
the best sail of the cruise. Fortified with home-made cider
which Ivor and Deirdre had purchased during their
afternoon ramble, and with full main and number 2 Genoa
set, we beat in brilliant sunshine around the Ile Vert and then
eased sheets for our penultimate port of call -- Port de la
For~t. This is another totally souless modern marina
development built out of nothing and not quite finished, but
it does have excellent lifting out and chandlery facilities and
might be the ideal place to head for if one had serious gear
failure. There is also a delightful little restaurant (The Chef
du Port), quite out of character with the rest of the marina
about fifteen minutes’ walk away and the Hills and the
Lovegroves hungry as ever, headed off into the evening
sunlight. By the time we had finished however, the heavens
had opened and it was lashing in a way I had previously only
thought possible in Scotland and of course, our oilskins
were on board. Undeterred, we order ’deux sac plastique’
from the waitress.
’Pour le chien?’,
’Non, pour les tetes’.
And with Eric and I stripped to the waist and the girls
attired in the most elegant plastic bags, our clothes were at
least were saved the worst!
Our last full day was also a beauty and the sail from Port
de la For~t to the Odet River and Benodet was a delight.
With the girls doing the driving and the last of the Gin Belle
Ile mixed and to hand, it was difficult, stretched on the
foredeck, not to reflect that this was what cruising should be
about. We finally berthed at a floating pontoon attached to
the shore. It cost FS0 but was probably worth it tbr the
facility of being able to walk on and off with suitcases,
camera, bags etc. Our last night was enlivened by a chance

meeting with James and Rita Mulhern, John and Maggsie airport and as our planed climbed into the sky ’at least we
Goor and their families aboard Slate o’ Chassis which did don’t have the slog up the Irish Sea to worry about’.
The thanks of all the delivery crew go to Pat and Brenda
nothing to improve our humour on the following day. ’But
at least . . . ’ I thought, having met Pat and Brenda at the for making such a delightful cruise possible.
Itinerary:

Date
Sun. 21 June
Mon. 22 June
Tues. 23 June
Wed. 24 June
Thurs. 25 June
Fri. 26 June
Sat. 27 June
Sun. 28 June
Mon. 29 June
Tues. 30 June
Wed. 1 July
Thurs. 2 July
Fri. 3 July
Sat. 4 July

t’)’om
Dun Laoghaire
Arklow

Approx.
No. Of
Miles

To

Approx.
Passage
Time
4t/4 hrs.

AppJ’ox.
Engine
Time

Arklow

28

4t/4h rs.

Hughtown, Scillies

173

34 hrs.

24 hrs.

132
36
4
42

22 hrs.
61/2 hrs.
1 hr.
73/4 hrs.

5 hrs.
~ hr.
1 hr.
4 hrs.

45
22
17
25
12

81/’4 hrs.
4 hrs.
3 hrs.
33/4 hrs.
2J/4 hrs.

Hughtown, Scillies
Brest
Moulin Blanc Marina, Brest St. Evette
St. Evette -- Audierne -St. Evette
St. Evette
Concarneu
Concarneau
Le Palais, Belle lie
Le Palais, Belle lie
Port Tudy, Ile de Groix
Port Tudy, lie de Groix
Belon River
Belon River
Port de la For~t
Port de la For~t
Benodet
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81/4 hrs.
4 hrs.
3 hrs.
~/2 hrs.
i L hr.

Un Croisi6re Technique
Pat Colleran

Serendipity, to use Winkle Nixon’s word for coincidence stove for use in heavy weather. For some unknown reason
got me a berth in July of this year aboard a French yacht the onboard toilet had been left in situ. Katsou left France on
which sailed from Marblehead to Concarneau and thus May 1st for Newport and from there to Boston and on to
fulfilled a long cherished ambition.
Halifax before returning to Marblehead on July 18th for the
I met Winkie for the first time in 1980 and as we battled homeward leg to Concarneau.
down the Irish Sea we mutually exchanged sailing curricula
I arrived in Marblehead on the evening of July 18th and
vitae. Up to that I had sailed almost exclusively ab0~ard was very surprised to learn that the boat had arrived in from
French yachts run by the G.I.C.G.. Winkie expressed an Halifax only two hours previously. Katsou was on the float
interest in doing an article on the G.I.C.G. and in the of the Boston Yacht Club. We went aboard to find the boat
February 1981 issue of Yachting World thereappeared a in very poor order. The 50-foot mast was being supported by
very fine and somewhat flattering account of the club. At the the two spinnaker halyards as the masthead terminal on the
risk of boring those who have read the article the G.I.C.G. is forestry had virtually pulled out. The previous crew were
an ot’t~hore cruising group which has a loose association lucky not to have lost the mast altogether. We also learned
with the Centre Nautique des Gl6nans, has a fleet of nine that they lost the propellor but a spare had been fitted by a
cruising yachts ranging in size from 9.5m to 15.6m LOA and diver in Halifax. The normally high standard of G.I.C.G.
a membership of 900. Membership is open to anyone over 18 handovers were sadly lacking this time, there was nearly a
years who has about a month’s cruising and ten to twelve gallon of engine oil in the drip tray underneath the sump and
nights logged at sea. The club publishes a cruising in this we also found the dipstick. The batteries were almost
programme in March each year and their boats sail in fully discharged and the boat was generally dirty and poorly
European waters from Turkey to Northern Norway. Berths maintained. Troubles didn’t end there, a minute inspection
are allocated on a first come first served basis although a of the standing rigging revealed a broken strand on the lower
sub-committee endeavours to match the collective forestay and two broken strands on the port lower shroud.
experience of a particular crew to the cruise in question. The forestay which was 3// rod carried a French twin
Everyone is expected to participate fully in all the various groove system (Lei System) which was a dead loss. It
aspects of sailing and living aboard a cruising yacht. This consisted of about 30-35 interlocking plastic extrusions
was the first year that one of their boats was cruising on the many of which were either cracked or broken, thus offering
American coast and Winkie’s article could not have come at endless possibilities for a headsail to jam when hoisting or
a better moment. I promptly despatched a copy of Yachting lowering. We replaced the three items of rigging, the
World to Paris with an application for a berth on the return forestay this time with 19 strand -~/s" wire as the local
trip from Boston to Concarneau, tucked in as a bookmark. boatyards were unable to swage this size of rod. Anyway, the
Coincidentally, or serendipity, if you prefer, the club were cost of 54 feet of rod would probably have been prohibitive.
organising a publicity campaign in France around that time We encountered difficulties in mating the American wire
and the Yachting World article must have appeared a terminals to the Proctor mast and deck fittings and had to
godsend.
have a few clevis pins and toggles made up all of which was
The whole thing worked like a charm. I got a very ably done by Hoods yard. We were indeed tortunate to
confirmation for a cruise which was to depart Boston on
July lgth. 1 learned afterwards that there was a waiting list
of thirty after the crew had been chosen. The Hon. Editor
advised that Marblehead was the more usual departure for a
trans-Atlantic, which I also passed on the the French, and as
subsequent events turned out, invaluable advice it proved to
be.
The yacht in question was Katsou, a Holland designed two
tonner, built in cold moulded timber for Andre Viant by
Chantiers Pichavant who have a fairly good reputation in
France, at any rate, for this type of construction. The name
derives from quatre sous which, Viant alleges, is all she cost
to build. After our experiences at Marblehead, we rechristened her casse tout. According to Winkie’s researches
she is a hull sister to Irish Mixl II. She saw most of her action
in the ’75 Admirals Cup and in the Atlantic Triangle of’75
and ’76 and may be known to the racing fraternity. Viant
sold her to the G.I.C.G. in ’77 and they had extensive
modifications carried out to turn her into a cruising yacht.
The main one was that they had ten berths fitted and a galley Katsou barrelling down wind with two reefs in the Main -which consisted of a single primus stove with a camping gas Pholo Pal Colleran.
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The big McWilliam Spinnaker -- Photo Pat Colleran.

Robert Sudre and jacques Malandain sailing Katsou fast
down wind -- Photo Pat Colleran.

be in Marblehead with its wealth of facilities. We decided to 1 was told celebrates the coming together on August 1st 1291
install a Hood twin groove system and while it looked fragile of the various cantons to make up Switzerland as it is now
was a much better design and behaved impeccably on the known. The second thousand miles, the folding of the chart
trip. Of course, the luff tapes on our six headsails had to be and a birthday were all similarly celebrated. Skies at sunset
changed to fit the smaller diameter grooves of the Hood and sunrise were generally clear, during the entire trip, and
system and Laurent the skipper decided to have a series oI" we had a good star fix nearly every day. On August 3rd we at
cringles put in the luffofthe storm jib just in case the Hood last hoisted a big McWilliams spinnaker, which dispelled
system packed up. This was the first time l’d sailed with a any homesickness I wasn’t feeling, and when we took it
twin groove forestay and l was struck by its similarity to down five days later we had covered over 700 miles. With
roller reefing. It was a system that worked fine in theory but winds of 3 to 4 .just aft of the beam Katsou often ran at over
if it failed you were rightly in the merde. We worked hard for 10 knots and was really exhilirating to helm. On the evening
four days and on the evening of July 22, put aboard over a of August 7th in lat. 46° 51’ N long. 29° 44’ W we were
ton of provisions. On July 23 with Katsou low in the water buzzed by a large Greek bulk carrier, the Orion, who came
we threaded our way out of Marblehead and at 12.30 hours up on our port side and abruptly turned to starboard across
local time took departure from Newcombe Ledge buoy. The our path when less than halfa mile ahead. We bore away to
fact that we unshackled the big CQR and stowed it below pass around his stern and then resumed course. He
continued the circle throwing in a few zig-zags before
convinced everyone I think, we were at last under way.
We were ten on board, seven French, two Swiss and coming up once again on our port side, to leeward of us
myseff. I was sharing a watch with two French, Jean- where we kept station [’or about twenty minutes. As we
Jacques Malandain and Robert Sudre who at 60 years was carried no means of communication we were unable to find
the oldest member of the crew. The youngest at 22 and only out whether he acted out of concern, curiosity or boredom. 1
female was Odile Rene who had just qualified as a doctor. felt the fact that we carried no radio was taking French selfThere were three watches of three each watch, lasting four sufficiency just a bit too far. That was the only unusual
hours followed by eight hours off. The watch coming down incident in an otherwise trouble-free trip. The rest of the
at mid-day prepared lunch and dinner was cooked by the time we had for company dolphins and occasionally, fin
watch coming off at 20.00 hours. After each meal those on back whales or globiciphales en franqais. In the evenings and
watch did the wash-up and this together with having to do at daybreak we generally saw petrels whose erratic flight
only four hours work every eight hours made [or a very easy- reminded me very much ot" bats. These amazing little birds
going routine. At the half-way point mealtimes were seem to frequent mid-ocean and one wonders how they
advanced by four hours as local noon approached 12.00 manage to survive.
On August 8th in 47° 30’ N, 21° 20’ W the wind headed us
GMT. This also gave those who were washing up a chance to
and dropped to between two and three so we spent the next
cook.
On August 1st we were in lat. 4~,° 41’ N long 43° 58’ W week mainly close hauled or close reaching in light winds.
when we lost the spinner off the Walker log. In fact what we On August 12th with about 150 miles to go we were
lost was the spare, the original having been lost on the way becalmed for almost twelve hours and there were dark
out to the States. As the totaliser on the B & G speedo wasn’t mutterings about starting the engine. Fortunately the wind
working we estimated distance run by the average speed came back and on August 14th at 17.00 hours we made land
during each hour. This was easy enough in the prevaling fall on Karek Greis boy just south of Guilvenec. From there
conditions, but in heavy weather it could have complicated we hoisted the spinnaker for the last time for the twenty mile
the navigation. After a few false estimatcs subsequent star run to Concarneu where we tied up at 22.00 hours and
fixes showed we were estimating distance fairly accurately. finished the last bottle of champagne.
We had sailed 2~787 miles in 22 days, not particularly fast
August 1st wasn’t all bad, however, lk~r we also celebrated
the first thousand miles and drank to Swiss National Day for a 4 l-footer. Our best noon to noon run was 180 miles and
with not so good American champagne. Swiss National Day the worst was 66.
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North Wales
W. M. Nixon

Back in the glorious summer of 1976, l cruised with
Johnny Roche in Safina over to North Wales, a leisurely
week which clearly showed that the area had its cruising
possibilities for someone cruising with limited time from the
Dublin area. Somehow a clear week was scraped together in
the third week of August, At 21.00 on Friday 14th August,
Turtle sailed from Howth bound for Holyhead With
Georgina and myself, together with Dick and Pat Watson
who were making their first cruise since rather longer than
they cared to remember.
For the first half mile we could lay the course with sheets
marginally cracked, but then the wind headed and almost
the entire passage was a slow beat in light airs. Fog in midmorning presaged a warm front, the wind veered to the
southwest, the Skerries were spotted through the gloom, and
we picked up a mooring in Holyhead harbour just after
14.00 hours. 85 miles sailed in 17 hours just to make good 54
miles -- not Turtle’s style at all!
The sun came out, the girls went shopping up-town, the
menfolk snoozed, and then in the evening we met up with
Dick and Elspeth Richardson in Holyhead Sailing Club, and
eventually adjourned to their cottage nearby. It’s a former
Methodist Chapel which had to be de-consecrated when
they took it over, but they’ve retained the name of The
Meeting House. Being the Richardsons, the name is
appropriate, and a boisterous dinner party ensued, which
meant that when Turtle was beating round Carmel Head
next morning in a sunny but brisk northwest to north wind,
chirpiness was conspicuous by its absence.
With sheets freed along Anglesey’s north coast, the
ground was covered at a prodigious rate on the conveyor
belt of the flood tide, but it was already turning as we neared
Point Lynas. Jack Flanagan’s Faigh an Bealach I.C.C.
passed to seaward, heading westward and nicely poised for
the first of the ebb at Carmel, we meanwhile just scraped
past close inshore at Lynas, but were rewarded by the superb
view across Red Wharf Bay to sunlit Snowdonia, perfection
being aided by the fact that the 13.55 forecast reported the

glass as rising at all weather stations. We responded with a
spot of glass raising ourselves and nipped into the
convenient cove at Moelfre for a leisurely lunch, and a walk
ashore around this attractive village while the ebb ran its
course at the entrance to the Menai Straits. Heading on in
late afternoon, the wind had its bite, but the engine -- fitted
with a new head gasket -- pushed us along until, in flat calm
in the Straits, it stopped through overheating. Being so
small, it soon cooled, and at low revs. brought us the rest of
the way to Beaumaris. A most useful anchorage. The pubs
don’t open on Anglesey on Sundays, but the yacht clubs do,
so after supper we enjoyed a pint or two in the elegant
surroundings of the Royal Anglesey.
The morning brought a fresh southerly, funnelling
through the Straits, but the sunshine was stronger than ever.
Being Monday, an appropriately slow-moving start to the
day, with brunch aboard, then ashore for further
explortaion of Beaumaris, a fascinating little town. Mid
afternoon found us underway, tacking energetically down
the Straits with the wind fresher than ever, indeed it was so
fresh that most of the anchorages looked uncomfortable,
but finally towards Menai Bridge things got calmer and we
found a vacant mooring between the islands ofYnys Castel
and Ynys Gaint, one of the best-sheltered localities in North
Wales, though I’m told that with wind against tide in strong
nor’easters even it can become uncomfortable. However
after being so tide-rode at Beaumaris, it seemed perfect, a
sylvan setting with a mudbank nearby providing endless
entertainment with its selection of waders-- oystercatchers,
herons and numerous smaller species. It soon covered as the
flood started in the evening, but then we were able to row
ashore and a short walk brought us to the Liverpool Arms at
Menai Bridge.
The morning brought the passage through the Swellies.
With the engine being somewhat unreliable, I reckoned the
best way through was to sail, as the wind being
southwesterly was as true as it could be in that flukey place.
The best time was at High Watqr -- two hours before
Liverpool -- so at 11.00 (Tuesday August 18th) we were
tacking under the big road bridge. The working jib had been
set to make short-tacking easier, Turtle behaved beautifully,
and we were encouraged on our way by the thought that the
local engine-less inshore keelboats race through several
times a year from Beaumaris to Caernarfon. Later we were
to hear that when doing so, they take the precaution of
having high-powered motor boats around to pull them out
.....
!)i!~i!~!~i!i!i!!~i!!!!~iiii!i~i!!ii~!!i~!!iii!!ii!iiiiiiiiiii
of trouble if need be; later still, Ian Morrison told me that
back in 1961, Eric Tabarly, in bringing the old Fife cutter
Pen Duick I from Brittany to do the RORC’s BeaumarisCork race (his first offshore event) managed to spend 12
hours on top of the Swellies Rocks, having been deposited
there by the errant tides when bringing his engine-less craft
through. But during our sail through we didn’t know this,
which was perhaps just as well. Anyway, Turtle behaved
The attractive temporary anchorage off Moelfre -- Photo herself as usual, with the ebb already sluicing we swept
W. M. Nixon
cleanly under the Britannia Railway bridge, and celebrated
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Porth Dinllaen -- Photo W. M. Nixon

with early nooners while tacking seawards through the
attractive southern half of the Menai Straits.
While attractive, the Straits become claustrophobic after
a while, so we continued rapidly on our way past
Caernarvon, and outside found the bar -- despite the
onshore wind -- in a fairly docile mood. Nice to get to sea,
for all that it was a beat to Porth Dinllaen. The breeze settled
down, and with a slab in the main and no.2 genoa set,
progress was good and at 17.10 we picked up a spare fishing
boat mooring, the bay being much more crowded than five
years ago.
It’s exposed to the northeast, but is generally much more
sheltered than you’d think from the chart. There’s a cluster
of little cottages at the head of the cove, and in the midst of
them a pub, right on the beach, called the Ty Coch Inn,
which name the girls thought most amusing. Naturally it
had to be sampled, and in rowing ashore we were glad to
note that the sea was much cleaner than it had been north of
Anglesey, where the rubbish coming out of Liverpool Bay is
all too evident. But at Porth Dinllaen, we could have been a
million miles from Liverpool. The heat was solid, a real
August evening, and sitting on the wall outside the Inn, a
great sense of well-being descended on one and all.
Despite the rising barometers at the beginning of the
week, the promise of good weather went astray through a
low pressure area eastward of Iceland suddenly taking it into
its head to sweep southeastwards into the North Sea,
deepening while it was at it. This unexpected turn of events
meant that the 06.25 forecast on Wednesday August 19th
warned of westerly gales in the Irish Sea. Not at all the
conditions you seek when taking the ladies for a spot of
yottin. Still, if we could get to Bardsey Sound by slack water
(14.20 down there) we might just get past Braich y Pwll
before the top came off. So the morning passed in busy short
tacking (wind was still southwesterly) down the Lleyn coast,
seeking slacker water close inshore, and making good
progress, but a distinctly unlovely sail as permeating rain
soon made its presence felt.
Still, we made it on time. Well, three minutes early to be
precise. Even then, the overfalls were lively, but Dick at the
helm was a real owner’s friend, he nursed Turtle round the
worst of it. It all looked utterly evil in the driving murk, and
after the warmth of the previous evening, the cold was
intense. Nevertheless, the sheer joy of freeing sheets -- one

of the few times in the entire cruise -- lifted the gloom, and
by 16.30 we were on a very substantial mooring in Abersoch.
By 17.30 we were having a pint in South Caernarvon Yacht
Club having already had a shower and met up with Johnny
Morris, the noted local offshore skipper. He guided us to the
lively St. Tudwal’s hotel where Dick and Pat stood us a
superb dinner, by this time it was blowing most of a gale
from the west so, though Turtle was sheltered and wellmoored, it seemed to me that staying ahsore made sense, so
that’s what we did.
The morning had an unwelcome autumnal feel to it,
leaves in the streets and a strong nor’wester whipping them
about. But the worst of the weather had passed, and as it was
Thursday (August 20th), and we’d to be back by Friday, we
headed on at 11.00. The idea was to have a look at Bardsey
Sound, where the full spring flood against the Force 6 wind
was bound to be lively, reminiscent of Hilare Belloc’s
famous passage through there in the Nona. With the
breaking water highlighted by the sunshine, it was an
awesome sight, so we decided to go outside Bardsey. Even
then it was brisk enough, but with two slabs in the main and
the working jib, the boat was going well and Dick as usual
was masterful at easing out the worst of the bangs.
Gradually clawing into St. George’s Channel, the wind
seemed for a while to freshen still further, and we changed
down to storm jib, but it proved to be the wind’s final fling,
and through the latter part of the afternoon it fell steadily
away, until by evening we were gliding along under full sail
across a sea which, thanks to the ebb, was rapidly
smoothing.
The Irish coast came up ahead. Close-hauled, we were
laying just south of Wicklow Head. Calm patches were
negotiated by the temperamental motor. There was a sunset
of sorts. Not a great sunset, but a sunset nonetheless. After
the drubbing at Bardsey, it was as nice an evening as you
could ask for. The flood sharpened the breeze a bit, and in
the moonlight we came in northwards of the north Arklow
Bank Buoy, tacked off the Horseshoe, carried the last of the
flood past Wicklow Head, and made fast alongside another
yacht in Wicklow River at exactly 02.00. The stillness was
marvellous. Suddenly I realised while Welsh-based yachts
stream across every weekend to enjoy the decidedly homely
comforts ofWicklow harbour. Only a few feet rise and fall of
tide, and total shelter in the river-- there are few if any boltholes on the Welsh coast to compare with it.
With the new flood we headed on homewards at 08.00
(Friday 21st). A leisurely sail at first, just laying the course
close-hauled, but then approaching Bray Head a complex
frontal system gave us a further foredeck party before we got
home. Crossing Dublin Bay, it was blowing old boots, but
on round the corner we managed to find a free mooring in
Howth harbour, from which Frank moved us, but at least it
was to another in-harbour mooring, as the outside
moorings were too rough for us to be taken off.
An odd cruise. With so much windward work, we’d
covered nearly 300 miles through the water, miles which had
brought us to seven ports in as many days. It made for an
intriguing comparison with the free winds in the Hebrides.
And it taught us that if you want to cruise in North Wales,
try to pick a time of small tides -- it means that high water
will tend to be more conveniently at morning and evening,
enabling you to enter the fascinating little drying ports at the
end of a day’s sail, and it will keep the sea a lot calmer.
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Coral Cruise 1 981
Paul Hassett

Preparation for our June Cruise really began last Christmas
when my skipper Bill Walsh, not too happy with our club
port, suggested we should go to Portugal in search of a
vintage port befitting the Royal Cork Yacht Club-- can you
imagine telling your wife this story? As Admiral, Bill felt he
had some responsibility in the matter.
The months passed and eventuall on Friday 29th May at
21.00 hours we set off on the first leg of our journey. This
was the Cork- Jersey Race and was a must for Bill as he had
initiated this race some years back. Preparations for the trip
which including the cruise was going to take a month, were
completed just in time. However, last minute hitches did
arise such as 5 dozen eggs arriving unwrapped at the
eleventh hour. The possibility of a monster scrambled egg
party was very much on the cards for Coral’s crew until my
good wife arrived with the empty cartons seconds before we
left the marina.
On board Coral -- this fine Olhson 38 -- was Bill Walsh;
Navigator, Liam Bohane, Domnick Mockler, Declan
O’Mahony and myself -- Declan was to leave us in Jersey
after the race. A good start and a beam wind 4 to 5 from the
SW gave us time to sort out last minute stores. This wind was
short-lived as it backed southerly and then SE during the
night. It was a beat all the way to the Bishop Rock which we
rounded at 15.30 hours on Sunday and then the wind died
away at a time when we really wanted a fast passage from the
Rock to Jersey. Our problem was that Bill had booked a
flight from Jersey to Paris on Tuesday at 08.00 so the
unpopular decision had to be made. We started the engine
on Monday 1st June at 00.30 hours and retired from the race
-- arriving in Jersey at 04.00 hours on Tuesday. Harbour
fever set in for the next three days and such indeed was the
hospitality of both St. Helliers and Albans Yacht Clubs that
casting off for Spain on the Friday at 12.00 tide was a split
decision. As it transpired we had to go back to the marina
again within a half hour with engine trouble. We arranged
for a set of coil springs to be flown in from Guernsey and we
left again that night at 21.00 hours. Thirty hours sailing in
pleasant conditions brought us to Ushant and with time and
tide on our hands we left it to port and made good our
westerlies. However, our reaching wind was short-lived and
within 50 miles from Ushant the wind backed to SSW and
came up to force 6/7. With two reefs in the main and a
storm gyb, we sailed on through this 24-hour gale. As
predicted by our navigator it took us six days to sight our
first landfall on the West Coast of Spain. By this stage the
weather pattern had changed as of course had our drinking
habits. It was now gin and tonic on deck clad in shorts
instead of a ’wee’ drop of Hewitts and oilskins of the
previous few days. So too our diet changed that sixth day
when we hailed a passing Spanish trawler and after some
’bartering’ we ended up with two huge ling and two ray on
deck. As the galley was my designated area I set about
preparing a meal which necessitated the use of every utensil
in the galley -- the end product being a meal, which, I as
author of this story, am not allowed to pass comment on

well, permit me to whisper -- delicious!
We made landfall at Rio de Carminia’s at 08.00 hours on
Thursday 1 lth, having sailed 589 miles from Jersey. Having
sampled the local brew and posted a few cards we left again
that afternoon for Bayona. Alas within a half an hour the
engine packed in -- a bent valve -- but we decided to sail on.
As luck would have it we had a reaching wind and it turned
out to be the most pleasant night sail of the month. We
picked up Cape Silleria lighthouse at 06.00 hours the
following morning and docked at Bayona Yacht Club
Marina at 08.00. Compliments must go to our skipper who
brought Coral into a strange harbour and marina under sail
only. Bayona is a must if you are cruising on the West Coast
of Spain. A beautiful Yacht Club with splendid facilities and
a friendly staff-- a beach on either side of the Club and the
town of Bayona only 50 yards away. Of course the fact that
we arrived in the middle of a pleasant heatwave made our
stay here more enjoyable again -- 86° in brilliant sunshine.
Bill and Liam spent the Friday and Saturday morning
sorting out our engine problems so naturally we had to
celebrate their great efforts that night -- the less said about
this the better.
We left Bayona on Sunday with the intention of sailing
down into Portugal. However, lack of wind left us only 20
miles south of Bayona by midday so we put into a very small
fishing port called La Guardia. A yacht was an unusual sight
here and with the help of a few cans of Harp, advice on
anchorage came from all directions on the small pier.
Eventually one elderly man who at this stage decided
anchoring Coral was his responsibility -- not the skipper’s
-- stepped aboard and with numerous gestures to the
mountains and cries of’La Vente, La Vente’, we anchored
50 yards off the pier. It was Fiesta time in La Guardia with
the centre of activities on the pier. Two bands provided the
music and the whole town appeared to converge on the pier
and danced until the early hours of the morning. We were
rudely awakened at 06.00 hours with a howling wind coming
down from the mountains and our keel thumping the
bottom. Now we knew what the old man merit by pointing to
the mountains and shouting ’La Vente’. We left La Guardia
that morning and a further 20 mile sail brought us to a
commercial port called Viana Do Castelo which was just
over the border into Portugal. Commercial ports are not to
be recommended in this country if one is not keen on filling
our forms -- and who is? When eventually clear of customs
and port officials we all went up town to do some shopping.
For a change we ate aboard that night and left early the
following morning. Five hours sailing south brought us to
Povoa de Varzim, a lovely tourist resort and a big fishing
centre. Along this Portugese coast just about everyone fishes
for a living -- all the trawlers carried big crews and dotted
along the coast are endless streams of small skiffs each with
two Yamaha outboards buzzing in and out of harbours. The
women waiting on the little beaches near the pier for the
smaller craft; unloaded the catch into a small trailer which as
in turn attached to a 50cc moped. Then helmeted husband
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and wife sped off to the local fish market with their catch.
We decided at this stage not to go further south to Oporto -our original destination -- as we had been told it was only a
big commercial port, so we spent two days of just
sightseeing, shopping and eating out which was so
inexpensive. We left Povoa de Varzim on Thursday midday
and got back to Bayona again as dawn was breaking on the
Friday. It was a beautiful night sail -- our friends the
dolphins once again paying us a visit.
Our last day in Bayona was spent swimming and soaking
up the sunshine from the tail end of a wonderful heatwave.
Having bought last minute stores I insisted that we should
all don reefer jackets and club ties for our last night in the
Yacht Club. This was indeed a night to remember -- if
anyone of us was capable of remembering it. Saturday
morning brought sunshine and sore heads but mine was
cured in an unusual fashion. We fouled a rope around the
prop leaving the marina so I spent the next twenty minutes
diving to clear it. We eventually got away at 10.00 hours -log reading 750 and destination -- Crosshaven. After a
pleasant afternoon sailing the wind increased to 6/7 and we
reefed down. At 21.00 hours we were down to a storm gyb.
Dom Mockler was on helm when a rogue wave caught us
and knocked us flat. The cabin resembled a scene from the
film ’Star Wars’ when the navigator’s desk opened and
hurled its contents at the sleeping navigator. A shout of
’man overboard’ sent me out into the cockpit to discover
Dom dangling over the stern. I quickly got him aboard again
and sent him below to dry out. Damage was substantial --

¯ \
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we lost the aerial from the top of the mast: no. 2-3 headsail
and rubber dinghy; and port stanchions bent. Our position
was then 42°N; 9° 30’ W. It was Tuesday before this wind
moderated and alas our leeway worked out at 20° under
storm gyb in those conditions. Liam got his sights on
Tuesday giving us a position of 46° 25’N; 15° W- log 1141.
We were never to get the westerly winds we were looking for
and for the next four days the shipping forecast never
changed. North north east headwinds force 4/5. We used
our engine for approximately 48 hours of these four days.
On Friday 26th at 06.00 hours the estimated distance to
Schull was 188 miles, Scillys 210 miles and Crosshaven 234.
Bill decided on Schull and promised to buy me a pint on
Sunday morning. The loom of the Fastnet was visible at
01.00 hours on Sunday and true to his word Bill Walsh
bought the long awaited pint in Newmans Pub in Schull on
Sunday morning.
It had taken us eight days to sail from Bayona to Schull -indeed this end of our cruise could have been more
comfortable but then again we all agreed that the hospitality
of Jersey, the sheer beauty of the West Coast of Spain and
Portugal coupled with it’s heatwave made for us a most
enjoyable cruise.
Distances
Cork -- Jersey
total distance:
1 month and 2
Ran engine for

-- Jersey -- Portugal and back to Schull:
1988 nautical miles.
days away.
approx. 4 days.

Short Cruise to Sligo Bay in Verve
R. P. Campbell

I planned to visit some anchorages in West Donegal and
Sligo Bay and took Verve to Mulroy Bay the weekend before
our fortnight cruise with Fred Espey, his wife Eileen and
Chris Stillman. We left Dun Laoghaire at 17.45 on Friday
29th May and anchored in Osborne’s Cratlagh Bay at 16.00
on Sunday 31st. There were several periods of light breezes
but our motoring between them was a bit more than half the
journey, so it was a fairly pleasant trip except when we had
some rain along the north coast. We stopped at Cultra for 4
hours where friends gave us lunch and I was driven to a
petrol pump. Our only other stop was for 1~/~ hours in
Fanny Bay as we arrived there soon after LW and went up to
Cratlagh anchorage at half flood.
Fred Espey, John White and I went up by bus on Saturday
6th June and Pat Osborne drove us out to Verve. We
motored out at mid-day on Sunday, starting a bit before
local HW, and when out to sea there was heavy rain but no
wind. "[’he rain stopped off Horn Head and there were
showers later but we had to motor all the way, no wind till
just as we anchored off Gola pier. We stayed there about
I ~/~ hours till local half flood and then went in to Gweedore
Harbour and anchored just SW of the entrance to Bunbeg,
W of the small island. The wind was NE all night. (39 miles, 7
hrs.).
Monday 8th. At breakfast wind went S but we motored
out of the complicated entrance and continued motoring
outside when we went down the Carnboy Channel. Then
sailed W past Cruit Bay and were able to tack through Owey
Sound. Outside we had a slow beat on rough sea with fresh
wind -- not really enough sail -- to the entrance of Aran
Sound where we motored in and anchored on the E of
Rutland Harbour. But a large trawler passed us going in so
we followed it and tied outside four vessels at the inner end
of Burtonp0rt pier. (13 miles, 4 hrs.).
Tuesday 9th. We motored up Rutland Harbour, set sails
going down Aran Sound and went out between the two
islands. It was a most pleasant sail down in FW F4 wind, a
bit less than 4 hours to inside Rathlin O’Beirne and then a
run past Slieve League. We headed in to Teelin Harbour and
turned out in the entrance. It is not really hard to find, but
the entrance is not visible till you are very close to it. On the
W point of the entrance there is now a small light, but no
beacon, so it is of no use in daytime. We sailed on, turned
into Killybegs, motored inside and tied alongside a trawler
being repaired on the W side of the W pier. (42 miles, 71/~
hrs.).
Wednesday 10th. A nice day and we started sailing well,
wind a little S of W, but each hour we had to put on a larger
jib and from W of Mullaghmore, sailing very slowly, we
motored the rest of the way to Sligo entrance and tied on the
outer end of Rosses Point pier. (26 miles, 53/4 hrs.). In the
evening we motored to Ballysadare and just at LW turned in
as stated in ICC book to anchor inside Portcurry Point. It is
much easier to go in near LW when the banks are all
showing. It seemed the same as when Verve anchored there
in 1965. (7 miles, 11/, hrs.).

Thursday 1 l th. We left under engine for 1/2 hour, then
had a pleasant sail W along the coast with S wind which
gradually lightened and there was a NW swell which
increased in Killala Bay but decreased at the bar. We
anchored inside N of Inch Spit, took down the sails and
motored to the pier, tying alongside between local fishing
boats (24J/2 miles, 43/4 hrs.).
Friday 12th. Motored out after lunch at half flood behind
two trawlers who showed us the deepest channel, slightly
different from using the leading lights. Set sails outside,
small jib, wind SE F5, so close-hauled outside the bay and
slowly went away from the coast. Arriving N of the Sligo
entrance we had to take a short tack; the wind was increasing
and we sailed in most of the way under mainsail only before
starting engine. We anchored off Oyster Island in a good
space between moored yachts; the normal CQR anchor
dragged a bit before holding, so we also put down a large
fishermans anchor. At night there was a S gale so we were
happy we had two anchors out. (25 miles, 5 hrs.).
Saturday 13th. John White had to go home and took a bus
to the Sligo station where he met Fred’s son Alan, who
joined us at lunch time. Eileen was going to leave for USA
next Saturday so Fred was keen to be home on Friday and I
therefore felt it was time to start for home. We motored out
and started sailing in a strong SW wind without mainsail,
but an hour later put it up; after another hour the wind
increased again and we dropped the jib and mizen and sailed
with mainsail only up and into Killybegs; heavy rain as we
approached. All the piers were crowded with fishing vessels
but we again went to the W end and tied outside three
trawlers; there was no objection though more kept coming
in. I had the unexpected pleasure of meeting Willy Tyrrell
who did most of the metal work on Verve in 1962, before he
started his own shipyard in Arklow; he now also owns the
shipyard in Killybegs. (26 miles, 43//4 hrs.).
Sunday 14th. Wind WSW. We motored out for an hour,
then set full sail and headed SSW till we could tack in
towards Teelin. When near its entrance we tacked out again
but soon the breeze started fading and we motored out to
Malin Head. We sailed for 10 minutes inside Rathlin
O’Beirne in a W breeze and then had to motor up for 2 hours
till the W wind genuinely started. Had it been LW I would
have been keen to go in and look at the bar of Loughros
More, but it was near HW so we went close past Dawros
Head and into Church Pool. I took soundings there outside
and then inside the outer moored boats between the rocky
points and it was not less than 17 ft, which I reckoned was
6~/~ ft (just 2m) at LAT, so the report that it got shallower is
no longer correct. We then sailed across and into Trawenagh
Bay where I don’t think any yacht had been before. After
turning a little way up the good anchoring area we went out
again, motoring through the narrows, and then sailed up the
coast in increasing wind. When we eased N before passing
Crohy Head we dropped jib and mizen and sailed under
mainsail through South Sound and up to Aran Road where
we anchored reasonably close outside local boats. After
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midnight we were asked to let out a lot more chain by a large
fishing boat picking up her moorings which would be much
closer than it had appeared. (49 miles, 19~/~ hrs.).
Monday l~th. Strong W wind. We set out under small jib
and mizen which was quite enough, sailed through Owey
Sound, then in very large waves kept outside Gola and
Umfin Islands and inside Bulligconnell Shoals. After
passing Bloody Foreland there were huge waves astern and
the wind a little N of W often seemed F7. It was hard work
steering and we tied ourselves on with safety harness, but
Verve went very well and not much water came aboard. In
case it might be even rougher in lnishtrahull Sound even
though the tide was with us we went out N of lnishtrahull.
The waves were much smaller as soon as we turned round
about 90° towards Lough Foyle. After finally passing close
to Inishowen Lt Ho there soon was less wind and an ebbing
tide, so we motored in to Greencastle and moored alongside
a fishing vessel. A splendid sail. (74 miles, 113/4 hrs.).
Tuesday 16th. I visited Joy McCormick but Liam was
away at work. She came back with me to meet the Espeys
and to see Verve which she had been on in 1964 with Liam
before he married her. We left at 14.45, motored out for ~/~
hour and sailed E against the tide, still just jib and mizen,

wind still .just N of W. The tide came in our favour before we
entered Rathlin Sound which we went through in 25 minutes
and we then sailed down and into Red Bay and anchored
close SW of Waterfoot Pier. A very small swell came in
abeam of us, a thing I never felt in the SW corner of this bay.
(42 miles, 7 hrs.).
Wednesday 17th. Sailed down under No. 3jib and mizen
staysail before a fresh NNW wind starting at 7.15, soon after
the start of the flood. Went through Donaghadee Sound
against tide, but not slowly as the wind was fresher. Sailed
down not far off Burial Island and North Rocks, inside
South Rock and down to Ardglass Harbour entering under
engine for 5 minutes. (59 miles, 191/4 hrs.).
"Fhursday 18th. We set out under full sail. The wind was
light and varied in strength between N and SW. We motored
about an hour beyond St. John’s Point and then sailed down
as far as Ireland’s Eye from which we motored to Dun
Laoghaire. (61 miles, 12~/4 hrs.).
So our June cruise was only 12 days. From Dun
Laoghaire and back we made 700~/: miles in 1323/~ hrs.; 471/4
hrs. was under engine of which nearly halt was in our May
weekend.

Fred Espey helms Verve - Photo Paul Campbell.
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East Ferry to Maine
Michael Snell

The preparation of Golden Harvest, a Bowman 40,
occupied most of my spare time in the Summer of 1980. An
extra forestay for setting two headsails in Tradewind conditions and also a Sailormat Wind Vane were fitted. Masses
of stores, pre-packed meals from Swissco, two extra flexible
water tanks, engine spares etc. were added, which brought
her way below her marks.
The day of departure September 7th arrived, the single
crew David Carrington and myself dropped the mooring at
East Ferry. We had planned this voyage for so long, we had
to go.
A wave to the Butlers at the marina. They had taken most
of the washing off the line to wave at us.
A good SW wind veering W 4-5 carried us down to the
Scillies uneventually. There we waited for five days while
fronts endlessly passed through, including a forecast of
storm 10, although we did not get anything like this. A yacht
from Scotland was brilliantly talked in by St. Mary’s
coastguard during one night of our stay.
September 13th brought a clearance and we headed for
N.W. Spain, five days of sailing and motoring gave us a
landfall in bad visibility. The high cliffs were barely seen at 3
miles. We entered the Ria de Barquero and dropped anchor
in very little water.
A short sail to Cedeira, where we spent two nights, and
then around the comer to Corunna. Here were the first signs
of those international cruising long-distance yachts mostly
with baggy wrinkle and every make of wind vane.
Down the coast of Spain and Portugal, anchoring under
Finisterre for one night and spending a few days at Bayona,
Caiscais and Sines. There is a lack of good harbours on this
coast. We made a mistake in going into Pavoa de Varzia
instead of the yacht harbour, six miles south. As a result we
hit a very rocky bottom for two hours during the night and
had to listen to an orator giving a political speech from a
sports stadium next to us.
On October 5th we rounded Cape St. Vincent. A short
motor sail along the Algarve brought us to Villamoura, a
nice large and well equipped marina, where Golden Harvest
was slipped and antifouled on a very modern slipway.
An additional crew member, Kitty Carrington, flew out to
Villamoura. A cook at last! A pleasant week was spent with
one car expedition into the hinterland.
No more night sails up to Gibraltar, but we were hard
pressed to find adequate harbours within the limits of day
sailing and the short day. The harbours visited were Villa
Real, Santa Maria and Barbate.
We arrived in Gibraltar on October 13th, having had
mostly head winds. Gib has good stores, whisky £2 a bottle,
gin even less. This good modern low-priced marina provided
a nice break.
We left Gib on October 19th with a strong easterly wind.
We had a nerve-wracking crossing of the Straights to the N.
African side with ships in all directions. A very ’afty’ wind
and a large following sea shot us out into the Atlantic. We
were pooped once by a huge wave that descended on top of
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the watchkeeper (me), filling the cockpit, the cook calmly
remarking that it sounded like falling leaves.
After 24 hours the wind slackened and for the rest of the
five-day passage to Madeira light winds or no wind and the
motor. We arrived in Funchal on October 24th. A nice
fertile island with a dismal grey shoreline but growing lots of
glorious vegetables, fruit, flowers, etc. The harbour offered
little protection except from the north, and we were very
uncomfortable.
On October 29th we left Madeira with a light S.W. wind
and headed for Puerto-Rico in the Canaries, arriving on the
31st.
Puerto-Rico provided a good pick-up base for a week.
Two more crew members, Rosalind (my wife) and Digby
Meller from Somerset arrived while Kitty left us. We stored
ship for the last time from the local provision merchant with
huge cheeses and string bags filled with vegetables. We
waved and hooted as each yacht set out for the Atlantic
crossing.
At last our turn came. We left on November 11 in very
light airs with the engine on. Someone remarked that we
could not motor for 3,000 miles; anyway we did only 28
miles on the first day.
We headed down towards the Cape Verdes, with the
option of going in if anyone felt like it. No one, however,
wanted to set foot on land again.
Having reached the same latitude as the Cape Verdes (17°
N approx) we set a more westerly course. This brought the
wind nearly aft. While rigging the second pole to carry the
second headsail the snap shackle at the mast broke. The
heavy roll of the boat did not produce any volunteers to go
up, we were all aged 50 plus except Rosalind. We managed
to snare it with a rabbit snare attached to a burgee staff. This
operation took an hour of patience and luck.
With the second headsail rigged, we really bowled along.
The seas behind seemed to be enormous but passed happily
underneath. This rig lasted without change to Barbados.
Our 22nd day crossing passed quickly, with morning
sights, noon sights, arithmetic, afternoon sights. David
Carrington soon emerged as the expert who alway seemed to
get it right. We kept watches all the time, but found two on
six off to be fairly leisurely. We had more than enough food
also a mini-garden to produce bean shoots and mustard and
cress.

About ten days out I was awakened from my doze in the
cockpit by a call on the radio ’Yacht Up Ahead Of Us’. A
large Swan 65 passed us with ten people with cameras
standing on the foredeck. This was the only vessel we saw, I
never realised the sea could be so empty.
Flying fish landed on deck and in the furled mainsail, it
really became hot with a following wind. We managed halfa
gallon of water a day for shaving, washing etc. and drank
mineral water and beer.
Gradually Radio Antilles with Caribbean news and
weather forecasting became more distinct, and we felt we
were getting across. All the mathematicians and sight takers

and the expert David Carrington believed that Barbados
was near. It duly came up on the horizon and we motored
into Carlisle’ Bay 22 days after leaving the Canaries.
It was 3 o’clock in the morning and it was decided to open
a bottle of champagne. The customs and immigration
formalities were tedious and took a whole day. Yachts
seemed to be tolerated but not welcomed particularly.
David left us in Barbados to fly home for Christmas.
Digby went to a hotel to join his wife. Rosalind and I sailed
for St. Anne in Martinique. We had a very rough passage
going the weather side of St. Lucia. This night passage gave
me some idea of how strong Trade Winds and accompaning
seas can build up on passages between islands. St. Anne was
lovely and a nice introduction to the French Antillies.
We continued up the lee side of Dominica. This hig4a
island blanketted all the wind, so we motored some of the
distance. On arrival in Guadaloupe, the next island, Digby
and Ann rejoined and Rosalind left.
We then set sail for English Harbour, Antigua arriving on
Christmas Eve. The Vice-Commodore R.C.C., John Power,
previously met in Spain, promptly asked us to a beach
barbecue. The Christmas festivities after this never ceased,
with champagne and a steel band playing o Christmas Day
in the lovely old dockyard.
I then set about some maintainance work on Golden
Harvest. She was slipped and antifouled again for a winter of
Carribean cruising. The Foringtons, the Hallinans, the
Fieldings from Cork and the Hohlers and Westons from
England joined me in different islands. No problem getting a
crew when you are in a nice place.
We headed south again and went down as far as the
Grenadines, returning north and went up to the Virgin
Islands. I think the really outstanding islands are Becquia
and St. Barts, a French island.
Rosalind joined me for a fortnight in the Virgin Islands.
This is a very pretty cruising area, with many beautiful
anchorages. But somewhat croweded by too many charter
boats.
On May 10th, David Carrington and his son rejoined me
in St. Thomas in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Michael, the son,
turned out to be an excellent crew. We sailed to the Turks
and Caicos Islands taking a very seaward passage to avoid
the Mouchoir reef. This passage took four days of good
sailing covering about 500 miles arriving at Cockburn
Harbour East Caicos on May 15th. Cockburn is very
unspoilt and undeveloped. Michael left us here and Roger,
another son, joined us.
We set out for San Salvador island about 200 miles north,
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this was also very undeveloped but a good anchorage at
Cockburn town.
Our next port was Marsh Harbour in the Abacos. Very
sophisticated and full of charter boats, but with an excellent
supermarket.
On the last sea passage from Marsh Harbour to Beaufort
City in the U.S. we encountered probably our worst weather
of the voyage. A gale, a very nasty sea some 70 miles off the
American coast. And to add to the confusion the aircraft
carrier Nimitz together with her escort, which came very
close and quizzed us, no doubt thinking we were a foreign
submarine.
Beaufort City was a very attractive place to arrive at, for
my first visit to the U.S. Customs formalities were minimal,
and a nice official gave us an unrestricted cruising permit.
We then set off for 200 miles of motoring up the inland
waterway to the Chesapeak Bay which we came into by way
of the huge nave base at Norfolk.
We continued up the Chesapeake and had a brisk sail to
Annapolis, where Kitty Carrington and the Newenhams
from Cork joined us.
The Chesapeake was lovely but the weather was hot and
rather humid. A nice area to sail in, with pretty wooded
inlets and harbours. We left the Chesapeake via the C & D
canal and continued down the Delaware River to the New
Jersey coast. On this rather uninteresting coast we visited
Cape May and the great gambling Mecca of Atlantic City.
We eventually saw the incredible skyline of New York
looking like a mass of minibrix. The Empire State building,
the Statue of Liberty and looking at the Manhatten skyline
all seemed incredible.
We continued through Hell’s Gate out into Long Island
sound, on the north side of the sound we spent a pleasant
five days at Rowayton, Connecticut with some friends
mooring at their pier in their garden. The Newenhams left us
in Rowayton.
On to the coast of Maine by way of Buzzards Bay and the
Cape Cod canal.
Maine proved to be well up to expectations, in fact a
cruising man’s dream. Calm conditions and usually 3/4
winds. Very nice, not overcrowded harbours and
anchorages also very friendly people. We cruised the coast
of Maine for three weeks going as far as Blue Hill Bay and
visiting Penobscot Bay and other delightful places.
I left Golden Harvest ashore at Bath Maine where
hopefully I shall collect her next summer to sail back to Cork
via the Azores.
About 7500 miles altogether.

Cornwall and Devon Revisited
Clayton Love

The Scilly Isles might well be described as a handy ’Layby’
on a passage from Cork to Cornwall, and give or take a mile
or two, the distance you would need to run down lies
between 130 and 140 sea miles, if then you like to imagine an
inverted ’T’ you will find that the cross piece at the southern
end lies approximately 1/10th of a degree of longitude to
encompass this spread of" Islands. On the islands there are
three major lights, two of which provide a useful arc if
coming from the north, Round Island, the Bishop and
Peninnis, the latter does not come handy within the arc as it
is on the south eastern end of St.Marys and will be of use
only when approaching from the Lizard or Mounts Bay. The
islands situated so conveniently have in the past decade
become very popular, with sailing men from Crosshaven,
and many harrowing tales are told in the Club bar of
dreadful nights ’rode out ashore’ and even missed altogether
on passage from the north on pleasure bent, or from the west
with more serious intent in pursuit of the Fastnet or/and
Admirals Cup.
Be that as it may your contributor had never until this
year been to these islands, this may seem rather odd to the
older readers of our Journal but the explanation is very
simple that on our many passings of them, in these years, our
chosen rhumbs laid us a very long ways to the west of them,
whether on a southerly or northerly haul. In the latter case of
our course we had little or no choice as we depended, on our
power from aloft, and had to lay well away to the west to get
the advantage of the westerlys. On islands to the south and
west of us and on islands and mainlands to the east of us we
made many strange and interesting landfalls, ranging from a
piece of cake to quite hazardous. In retrospect, none of them
presented such an evil face as the Scillys when I first began to
study the charts of this land mass, right on my doorstep.
The naturally shortest passage rhumb would be from
Roches Point to Round Island light and enter New Grimsby
Harbour between Shipman Head and Tresco Island, clean
enough, but once in and to make your way through
pinnacles of rocks and across the broad shoals between
Tresco and Sampson Islands -- unmarked -- aint for this
first timer so we struck for the Bishop, and brought this
Episcopate in view surrounded by his rocky acolytes in the
very early afternoon of the very earl.y days of July, just a
week or so before the arrival of the excellent summer we
were yet to enjoy and just a week before we had almost given
up hope, once again. The passage E.x.N. from his lordships
Staff is surrounded by his many acolytes and well guided by
these as is to be expected and in clear weather, which we were
now at last experiencing, one can short cut it, through the
North Channell with a fix on the Gunners and the Old
Wreck buoys. The harbour, if you can call it that, at
Hughtown, was crowded, and from the tormented antics of
the very many yachts that lay to anchors it was obvious that
an anchored night would not be a very restful one, but
through the diplomatic good offices of Harry, the other half
of the crew, the assistant harbour master accomodated us to
lay alongside a small freighter that worked the out islands,

but as it was the weekend it would not be again in
commission until Monday morning, and a perfectly
comfortable night was spent in the lee of the breakwater, to
compensate ’muchly’ for the very ugly passage that we had
experienced from Crosshaven.
The next leg of the passage to Falmouth was to continue
in still ugly seas, for the forty odd miles to the Lizard after
which we enjoyed the shelter of the land up to the Marina at
Falmouth where we were comfortably and most efficiently
berthed. The planned cruise was to rendezvous with our
respective wives at the R.W.Y.C. in Plymouth, my own
beloved who has sailed so many thousand of miles with me
had to leave for Bremen the day after we left Crosshaven, to
visit her ailing mother, a fine old lady, who used until she
got too old for it, enjoy being with us on board. The weather
was at last beginning to show signs of improvement and on a
quite pleasant day we struck E.x.N. for Plymouth at a
leisurely pace for the short run of approximately fifty miles
from Marina to Marina. We signalled for a berth some miles
off, and were advised where to proceed to, once again we
enjoyed a Marina that was well set up and most efficiently
run though some distance out from the city itself. We were to
learn later that there is another one somewhat further east
virtually in the old city and therefore very convenient to the
newly built up Plymouth.
At the yacht club our spouses were duly collected, taken
out, fed, watered and shipped aboard. They had both flown
from Cork direct to Plymouth and my beloved had spent a
few days in Bremen, I am sure you can shop as well in either
of those two citys as almost anywhere but when you get the
scent of a ’Marks and Sparks’ into a woman’s nostrils she’s
off like a thoroughbred from its stalls at the start of a race, so
where do you think we spent the following day, no prize is
awarded for guessing ’Shopping’ mind you I must give my
loved one her due, she sets out with clothes or some
household goods in mind but her priorities are quickly
reversed and food goes right to the top, thus it was that we
returned loaded with goodies from the M and S food section.
Our plan for the following day was to strike east for the
Dartmouth Marina and subsequently to return westward
taking in the many lovely small ports that bejewel the Devon
and Cornwall coasts. We planned the following day over
one of Trudel’s excellent dinners, we could run down our
distance to Dartmouth at a comfortable 8 knots in three
hours and so it was decided to use the forenoon for a run up
the Tamar River, beyond Saltash to the tiny hamlet of
Cargreen where there is a delightfully old world pub at
which you can virtually tie up. We made fast to our berth at
Dartmouth between late afternoon and early evening, and it
was planned to do another river cruise up the Dart for the
following day. It was quarter of a century since I last sailed
up the Dart and it was then a beautifully clean water river, it
is still as beautifully treed and shrub-banked as ever and
presents some lovely panoramas, but the water has become
so polluted, so dark brown and thick scummed, as to be
unrecognisable from the sweet clear water that I so well
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remembered., It did however clean up considerably as we
sit it out on a sound but uncomfortable mooring while it
penetrated into the upper reaches. The verdict must be that blew seven scats without let up for forty eight hours and
it is still a very lovely river passage.
although visibility was reduced to a quarter of a mile in sheer
We now had the exciting prospect of visiting either for a frustration we let go and made our way to sea out through
few hours or a night,the whole string of interesting ports that the St. Mary sound between Penninis Head and the Spanish
stretch from Start Point to Landsend, Salcombe, Yealm ledge on the eastern side of the island, this added
deep into Bigbury Bay, Loo, Polperro, Fowey, Mevagissey considerably to our eventual rhumb north because in thick
and the famous Helford River. Once again we returned to weather one has to stand several miles off to clear the
Falmouth and here we had the loveliest of all the river extensive foul ground on the north western side of the island.
cruises, up and deep into the famous Fal. The great beauty Some hours after we had set our thumb for Cork Harbour
and spotlessly clear water has to be experienced to be the weather cleared and the sun came through for quite some
appreciated, it would be very well worth while planning a periods but the nor’west wind continued to hammer us as we
week’s cruise, on. We put the spouses ashore at the ferry bounced our way north, and bounce is the operative word.
point at Helford from whence they proceeded across river to Time was not pressing us so we cut down to between six to
the Passage Inn, there a taxi awaited them. It had beer~ eight knots handed her over to ’George’ and let her to find
previously contracted for, at the marina in Falmouth, to her own way home. We came on our own coast in very thick
take them for a day drive across the most romantic wedge of weather, and some hours earlier we picked up five to six dots
Cornwall through Gweek, Helston, Maraxion and thence to on our screen which was a bit scary until we eventually
Penzance from where they had arranged to experience identified them as either Spanish or Dutch trawlers quite
’chopper’ travel for the twenty minute hop to the Scillys. In obviously mistaking us for what we were not. The weather
the meantime Harry and the writer had let go from our was so thick at this stage of the morning that only hull
Helford River mooring buoy clearing the Lizard in early outlines were visible quite close to. Eventually we got a
forenoon sunshine tied up alongside at Hughtown, once glimpse on our starboard fore quarter of what we eventually
more courtesy of the friendly harbour authorities, in more identified as the Ballycotton light which satisfied us that we
than adequate time to await the arrival of the ’chopperites’. were headed into the mouth of our harbour. It was too early
The subsequent visit to the gardens, on Tresco Island left to raise the Club on our VHF but the tide was well up and we
them somewhat disillusioned, both are ’Floweralchos’ of were able to lay close off the Currabinny side of our river
course and not easy to please when it comes to blooms. The and send a signal to ’Mother Love’ who shortly after we
weather which had now gone back somewhat on us may berthed at the Club marina was on hand to welcome us
have helped to accentuate the disillusionment, an example home.
of what it had become is best illustrated by quoting from the
A week later we were bound away again, this time for our
weather bulletin which is chalked up at the foot of the mooring at Schull where we lay right into October taking
island’s sailing ferry notice on the front of their offices: advantage of this splendid summer which was to
’Weather improving because it cannot get worse’.
compensate us so much for the wretched five that preceded
My beloved had commitments and the precaution had it. With this mooring as a base we put in weeks and weeks of
been taken to reserve space on the Saturday flight from there lovely leisurely mini-cruising, to write of which would be but
to Cork on the same day. Harry and myself settled down to to gild the lily of your imagination.

Copeland Marina - as snug as a walled garden
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West Cork Revisited
Michael Balmforth

Sgeir B6n (meaning ’white rock’), our Ruffian 8.5, was
completed in June 1980 in time for a first cruise on the west
coast of Scotland. The success of this expedition encourage
us to think in terms of tackling a more distant destination for
1981 and it was decided to plan a cruise to south west
Ireland, not far by Blue Water standards, but far enough in a
small cruising yacht with a young family crew.
A pre-cruise delivery trip to Crosshaven a few weeks
before our annual holidays was essential to the success of the
enterprise, and we left Troon Marina on the evening of 3rd
July, the crew consisting of myself, my wife Alison and
Crawford McInnes.
Motoring southwards the calm conditions were soon
replaced by a freshening southerly breeze which culminated
in a Force 7 with driving rain that made us glad to seek
refuge in Howth harbour. The hospitality of Howth Yacht
Club that Sunday morning and the attractions of the Nixon
lunch table proved to be a strong disincentive to continuing
south, but we got away at turn of tide and made it to
Wicklow by evening. The next day it continued to blow fresh
and a short beat to Arklow was the best we could manage
before the spring tide turned against us once again.
It was 36 hours later before we could consider making any
further progess and the last leg from Arklow to Crosshaven
was made in a combination of light head winds ands calms.
Our delivery, although slow going, successfully got us to
our cruise starting point having covered 305 miles in 621/2
hours at sea.
Our family cruise commenced from Crosshaven 19/7/81,
the crew comprising self and Alison, Desmond (7) and
Robin (4).
Right on cue the weather systems produced south
westerlies for the next few days, and painfully we made our
way to Sandy Cove (Kinsale), Castlehaven, and Baltimore,
which seems to be a haven for retired, but not retiring,
dinghy sailors. We had a very pleasant day renewing
acquaintances with Hugh Kennedy, Adrian O’Donovan,
Steven Garvin and Oliver Woods.
As it was by now blowing hard from the north west we
headed for Schull, nipping through behind the islands and
arriving in time to lie alongside L’Exocet and have a meal
ashore for a change.
The last time I had cruised in these waters had been during
the 1979 I.C.C. cruising-in-company when I had shipped
aboard Jaynor and could remember the party at Schull being
one of the highlights of the event.
The next day’s sail to Crookhaven was short and sharp in
a south westerly. This breeze freshened further and we were
stuck there in strong winds on the 23rd, and fog on the 24th
July. The next day we opted to get round Mizzen Head even
if conditions were still less than perfect and set sail in a
moderating westerly round the headland, sailed on into
thick fog for several hours and arrived in Castletownbere
early on Sunday evening.
By this time we had had just about enough of going to
windward and this, combined with the almost complete

inability of the town to produce a reasonable meal (small
restaurant full, one hotel shut, other hotel deservedly
empty!), prompted us to make this our turning point.
The night was fine so off we set motoring quietly
eastwards, our two boys asleep. Standing watches, we
slipped past Mizzen head, the Fastnet and enjoyed a
cloudless, windless, sunny day motoring gently to Kinsale.
That passage seemed to take us back to another world -Kinsale’s marina, yacht club and hostelries contrasted
sharply with anything on offer at our last port of call.
Now it was time to plan retracing our steps to the Clyde.
We had plenty of days in hand, but having made slow
progress to date it was felt appropriate to take every
opportunity to head eastwards.
After visits to the sailboard school at Oysterhaven, a
sentimental call at ’Dirty Murphys’ at East Ferry, and a
quiet starlit night at the new Passage East Marina we were
off eastward, and to windward of course!
A few hours beating took us to Youghal which, although
it is not the snuggest of anchorages, does provide a useful
stopping point between Cork harbour and Dunmore East.
Next day dawned dull with an easterly breeze, of course, so it
was off to windward once again on what promised to be a
long and uncomfortable sail to Dunmore for our young
crew.
The day improved offering us some sunshine and a
tantalising hour of sailing off the wind. In the end we made
the passage in ten hours and were well pleased to nose into
Dunmore East at 8 o’clock.
Dunmore is a delightful sailing crossroads. Once again
that priceless combination of a good harbour and a good
club seemed to catch many passage making yachts and keep
them for several days longer than they planned. We were
glad to take a day off as the weather forecast was offering
north east 5 to 7, locally Gale 8, which made the harbour
definitely the best place to be.
We were off at 04.20 next morning to catch the first of the
north-going tide at Coningbeg at 07.00. Flat calm and mist

A peaceful morning in Castlehaven -- Photo M. Balmforth.
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made motoring the order of the day, but that at least ensured
that we kept to a timetable in step with the tides, which
sluised us up past Carnsore Point and through the Banks,
leaving us with a 3 hour sail into Arklow against the first of
the ebb. That was no hardship, for at last we had a soldiers
wind, south east 3 to 4, bright sunshine and the fine feeling of
getting somewhere fast, at last.
Thanks to wind, tide and Volvo Pent our passage from
Dunmore East to Arklow took exactly 12 hours to the
minute.
Our luck had surely changed, lor that southerly was still
blowing fresher than ever in the morning and we left Arklow
shortly after 08.00, with a fair tide, to arrive in howth at
14.00. At almost 6.5 knots average it was our fastest and
most exciting sailing of the cruise. We had planned to stop at
Howth for a day or so, and arriving on August Bank
Holiday Monday made it seem all the more appropriate to
enjoy some time with our friends Winkie and Georgina
Nixon, and Philip and Sue Watson.
We had a day of storing up for the last lap home, and a trip
to Ireland’s Eye, where the irrepressible Jackie O’Reilly,
anchored nearby, gave us a potted history of the island
before we ventured ashore to grope around in the sea mist!
By the next morning our friendly southerly breeze had
deserted us, and after a few hours of a light westerly we were
forced to motor the remainder of the distance to Ardglass.
Despite being under way at 05.15 next day, we just missed
the tide at Strangford Bar and had to hurriedly remember
local knowledge to creep along the shore into Portaferry
against the first of the ebb tide.
Our early start was worthwhile and we spent a pleasant
day revisiting old haunts in Strangford, Portaferry and
Castleward, followed by our tenth wedding anniversary
dinner in the Lobster Pot at Strangford.
As our alloted holiday period drew to a close we motored
round to Copeland Marina in another calm, and made an
early start once again to make the best of the tide northward.
It was nice to end our cruise on a high note, as for our
North Channel crossing we had fair winds and tides and
made Inchmarnock Water within 12 hours of leaving
Donaghadee, and were at anchor at Kames, in the Kyles of
Bute, at the end of a very satisfactory 15 hour passage. We

had covered 72.5 miles to take us to within a stone’s throw of
our home mooring at Colintraive.
Technical Data:
Auxiliary Sloop: Sgeir Bdn
Rig: Bermudan Sloop (non masthead).
Thames Tonnage: 8.
Year built: 1979/80.
LOA: 8.5 (28 ft.).
LWL: 6.4m (21 ft.).
Motor: Volvo Penta MD7A/llOS -- 13 hp diesel with
saildrive.
Owners: Michael and Alison Balmforth.
Cruise dates: 19.7.81 to 8.8.81.
Crew:

Delivery: Michael Bamforth; Alison Bamforth; Crawford
McInnes.
Cruise: Michael Bamforth; Alison Bamlorth; Desmond
Bamforth (7); Robin Bamforth (4).
Summary
Delivery
305.3
Distance covered (total):
Distance under sail only:
154.8
150.5
Distance under power:
6
Total duration (days):
1
Number of days in port:
Number of days under way: 5

Total
855.4
481.9
373.5
27
5
22

Other information:
Combined
Average daily distance:
Average daily sailing time:
Average speed:
Longest time on passage:
Longest passage distance:

Strangford Village. a favourite place -- Photo M. Balmforth.
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Cruise
550.1
327.1
223.0
21
4
17

32.4
61.0
12h 36 7h 12
4.48
4.85
33h 50
18h 15
154.7
98.4

38.9
8h 25
4.61

A Dutch Cruise
Admiral Sir Anthony Morton, K.C.B.

I left Colijnsplaat in Sung Foon at midday on Saturday 1st.
August, after an earlier start had been aborted owing to an
engine water pump failure; not a good omen for my hopes of
reaching the Baltic. I made a good passage up the Ooste
Schelde on the flood, and, after a rather’hairy’ transit of the
locks into the Haringvliet, had a pleasant evening passage
until I anchored in the Lee of the north bank off the eastern
end of Tiengemeten island.
The next morning with a brisk north easterly wind I sailed
on to the Stellendam Locks and locked out at low water into
the North Sea. I then took the inshore route against the
flood to the Gat Van De Hawke just south of Europort. I
picked my way through the sandbanks to the open sea; but
could find no really satisfactory marks or transits for an
inward passage. By this time the wind had freshened to NNE
force 5 and the sea off Europort was rough and confused. I
beat my way past and then made for Scheveningen closehauled securing in the Marina at 18.40.
After a peaceful night I left early on Monday morning
with a pleasant easterly breeze and a reasonable forecast. It
seemed as if the Gods were smiling. However, by midmorning the wind had fallen right away and then all hopes of
reaching Den Helder had to be abandoned. Accordingly, I
entered the North Sea Canal through the locks at Ijmuiden,
where there was a long and tedious delay, and then set offup
the canal ghosting under chute. I passed the railway bridge
at Hembrug with little delay and then berthed in a small
marina off the Zijkanal at Zaandam. It had been a long, hot
day.
Wednesday dawned foggy and still and I had to motor up
to the Oranjesluis and on into the Ijsselmeer. There followed
another long, hot day of poor visibility and fitful breezes.
However, I pushed on through the locks at Enkhuizen to
anchor off Stavoren, where the harbour was completely
packed, at 22.00.
The next morning’s forecast was of more light winds and
poor visibility, and, after a short visit to the harbour to store,
I set off towards Kornwerderzand in a flat calm. By mid-day
as I approached the locks there were signs of a light breeze,
which, after I had cleared the locks, carried me happily up
the channel to Harlingen. Having obtained ice from the fish
market at Harlingen, I set off again with virtually no wind
but a raging ebb towards Terschelling. It required an aim off
of 30 degrees to stay in the narrow channel and the visibility
was less than a mile. Once in the wider part of the channel I
endeavoured to make sail; but what wind I did feel was
merely due to the stream and so I kept motoring. Passing
Terschelling harbour entrance at 19.30 I pushed on up the
inshore channel to anchor South West of Doodemanshoek
in the hope of taking the inshore/oversand route to the east
the next morning.
Waking early on Thursday morning, I found myself in
thick fog with visibility of less than 50 yards. The subsequent
forecast was equally depressing with fresh to strong north
easterly winds and poor visibility. Accordingly, I decided
that as soon as the visibility improved I would take the flood

back to Harlingen and enter the canal to Leeuwarden and
then on to Dokkum. By 08.00 with visibility at about 500
yards I was aweigh and off down the channel. As the
morning progressed the wind freshened and with a strong
stream and poor visibility the passage to Harlingen became
interesting. Having entered Harlingen at 11.00, I locked into
the canal at 12.00 and then had to push on against a strong
north easterly. The passage up the canal, through
Leeuwarden and on to Dokkum was pleasant and
reasonably uneventful, despite a nasty whine from the area
of the stern gland, so that I berthed in Dokkum in time for
supper.
The wind kept up all night and the forecast in the morning
was not encouraging. After shopping I set off at 11.00 only
to have another engine alarm, which enforced an emergency
"landing’ Thankfully, this failure soon revealed itself to be
due to a loose connection. After a session of chores and
telephoning the office, I set off again down the channel with
the wind even fresher. I cleared the locks at dokkemer Niewe
Zijlen just after 16.00 and then had a most exciting beat,
heavily reefed, up the Dokkumer Diep and across the
Lauwersmeer against a North Easterly for ce 6 gusting 7 to L
auwerskoog, where I secured alongside the Marina.
By morning on Saturday, the wind had eased and the
forecast indicated north/north easterly winds force 3/4 with
rain or mist and fog patches. I got under way at 9 o’clock and
was quickly through the locks and taking the tail of the ebb
up the Zoutkamperlaag going well under full main and
genoa. I passed Engelsman Plaat at 10.25 and cleared the
channel at 12.00 with visibility about 2 miles. I then held a
northerly course for an hour in order to make a good
approach to the Hubert Gat and twenty minutes later in the
approach channel to the harbour at Borkum, where I
berthed at 17.55. It had been a most satisfactory passage. As
the evening progressed the wind died.
After a still night disturbed only by the ’revellers’ I awoke
to a dank, still morning and a poor forecast. As the morning
progressed the drizzle got heavier but by 12.00 I decided to
set off on the flood to work my way inshore round the
Randzel and so to Juist or Norderney. By 15.28 1 was in the
approaches to the Schuten South channel and had picked up
a westerly breeze. I carried this until by 17.30 I was off the
southern end of the channel to Juist. The weather forecast at
17.40 was very unfavourable and shortly afterwards it began
to rain again. So, having looked again at the pilot, I decided
at 18.00 to abandon any ideas of making Juist or Norderney
and to return to Borkum by the Borkumer Watt
Fahrwasser. The weather and the visibility soon worsened
and I had an unhappy time until I picked up 019 buoy and
was then able to find my way into the channel which I
reached by 19.10; passing the Home Horn soon after. I then
kept close to the withies with the ebb now running fast but
happily no great dramas until t was in the approaches to the
harbour where I secured once again at 20.40. It had been an
’interesting’ day’s trip to nowhere; but it made my mind up
for me wonderous well to start back to Zeeland.
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I set off on Monday morning shortly after 08.00 and took
the ebb going very well with a fresh breeze. As I reached
down the Hubertgat the wind freshened and the visibility
deteriorated so that I had to shorten sail. Once clear of the
channel I had an unhappy time with visibility about half a
mile and roughish seas making my approach to the entrance
to the Friesche Zeegat; but all went well if uncomfortably
until I anchored in the lee of the sandbanks just north of
Engelsman Pleat with wind northerly 6 and a very fierce
stream.
At 15.30 I weighed using a warp on the cable to the sheet
winch and a stopper for each fleet as I could make no
impression whatsoever by hand. By 15.40 I was aweigh and
off down the channel towards Ameland. I found it difficult
to handle the boat in the strong winds, check the chart and
my position with a magnifying glass and keep my course; but
as I got further into the lee of Ameland my problems and my
anxieties eased so that by 17.40 1 was over the watershed and
into a buoyed channel again. I made my way to the
approaches to NES and then anchored at 18.40 close to the
westward in the Brandgat where I spent a comfortable night
despite a fresh north westerly.
Tuesday dawned fair but still with a fresh north westerly.
By 09.30 I was aweigh and off with the ebb down the
Brandgat and Molengat into the Borndiep and so to the
sea. I had a good passage along the north coast of
Terschelling with the wind slowly easing and by 14.00 had
entered the Jan Smit channel. There followed a long
afternoon’s run in light airs under Chute and later
Spinnaker up the channel to Kornwerderzand, helped by the
flood stream. By 19.30 I was in the approach to the lock but
the bridge then closed in my face. After a long delay I locked
in only to be told I could only clear customs by either going
to Harlingen or paying 100 guilder. So at 21.20 I set off
again, locked out and motored up stream up the channel to
Harlingen where I berthed at 23.10 on a large Australian
yacht, clearing customs at 23.45. A poor end to a splendid
day’s sailing.
On Thursday, after a leisurely start, some shopping and a
’basin trial’ with the engine to reproduce the shaft noise for
an expert, which produced no noise, I set off with light airs
towards Medemblik. It was a long, hot, sticky passage with
poor visibility and only fitful breezes interspersed with
plagues of flies. However, I berthed in Medemblik Harbour
at 17.30 and had a very pleasant evening. The next day, in
very similar weather but with more breeze, I sailed across the
Ijsselmeer to Urk and thence down the Ketelmeer and up the
river Ijssel Kampen. The passage up the river was much
more pleasant with a fresh evening breeze, albeit on the
nose, and I berthed in the De Riete yacht harbour at 19.00.
The evening, night and the following morning gave me a
very pleasant and enjoyable visit to Kampen which is an
attractive, historic and helpful town, one of the highlights
being able to witness the dismantling of their floating barge
barrier by the barge skippers in the evening at the end of
their strike.
At mid-day, I left the yacht harbour and went down river
in almost completely still air and then drifted with sails up
down the Kattendiep, an attractive but shallow channel with
many reed beds and birds. By mid-afternoon I had drifted
into the Ketelmeer where suddenly a plague of flies
descended on the boat. I gave a quick burst on the engine
which blew many of them away, and thereafter was blessed
with a light north-westerly which allowed me to work my
way into the Ijsselmeer. Here the wind died away again for

about 45 minutes,and then picked up sharply from the west
so that by 8 o’clock I was able to anchor in the lee of the dyke
across the Ijsselmeer NNW of Houtribhoek Light.
On Sunday morning with wind still blowing very fresh
from the north west and forecast to freshen to near gale, I
weighed and passed through the houtribsluis into the
southern part of the Ijsselmeer, where I found the wind had
built up an unpleasant short sea. To beat across this to
Hoorn required more sail and entailed more leeway that I
would have wished; but the passage went pretty well so that
by 16.00 I was happily berthed in Hoorn for a sunny but
squally evening. The next day I had an excellent though
rather short sail with a favourable but moderately northwesterly wind to Muiden where I secured in the Yacht Club
in a convenient but tricky corner late in the afternoon.
On Tuesday, after a quiet night, I sailed across to the
Oranjesluis and thence to Sixhaven, the marina on the north
bank of the canal in Amsterdam. I spent a good afternoon
and evening in Amsterdam and was especially interested by
the old charts on display in the Royal Palace. The next
morning early I was away in the face of fresh westerly down
the canal towards the North Sea. I was unlucky at both the
Hembrug Bridge and Ijmuiden locks and lost a valuable 1 ~
hours. By 11.00 I had cleared the harbour and wa closehauled with a rough sea and the wind a squally force 5, but
helped along by the flood stream. However, at 17.30, close
inshore south of the Europort entrance, I hit both
unpleasantly rought seas and a fierce northerly stream, and
was soon losing ground fast. i motor-sailed myself clear of
the harbour defences and then came a hard flog along the
seaward edge of the Bollen Ribben having rejected all
temptations to try the Gat Van De Hawk. Just after 20.00 I
had the tide gauge abeam and was able slowly to ease away
to make the Slijk Channel and take the stream up to
Stellendam where I berthed at 22.15 on a German yacht.
Wednesday night was a very stormy and wet one, but I
was well sheltered, and on Thursday morning I entered the
locks in a howling gale and fierce air squall needing
considerable astern power to keep the situation under
control. Once through the locks I made my way up the
haringvliet under storm jib alone, and that was amply fast
enough, to Meneeresheplat and so up the canal to
Middelharniss where I eventually found a pleasant sheltered
berth.
Alter a good night I unwound the boat and was in the sea
lock by 09.30. There was still a very fresh westerly blowing
and this with the ebb gave a fast passage down the Vockerak once clear of the locks. However, at 11.15 a fierce and
prolonged squall of near gale force raised a heavy sea and set
the multitude of yachts well awry. This combined with heavy
barge traffic and the constraints of the channel made the
next 50 minutes rather exciting. However, by 12.00 both
traffic and wind had eased and I had fast passage past
Bruinisse and thence up Krabben Kreek to anchor off St.
Philipsland by 14.30.
The anchorage was secure and comfortable and during
the late evening the wind eased so that I had a peaceful night.
The next morning, Sunday, was a most promising one with
the wind north west force 4. I cleared Krabben Kreek by
11.35 and then carried the ebb down the Oste Schelde and
under the bridge to the Barrage being built in the Room Pot
and thence a very enjoyable sail back to Colinjnsplaat with
the first of the flood, berthing at 16.30. So ended a solo
cruise of some 650 miles in 22 days; a very pleasant one but
with my original over-high hopes unfulfilled.
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A Maid in Turkey
John Mullins

Since 1977 I had made Andraitx, Majorca, the cruising
base for Maid of Kileen, (a Nicholson 44 Ketch) and she
afforded pleasurable sailing holidays for many friends and
myself.
We followed the accepted procedure for the western
Mediterranean of planning the season to coincide with the
fortnightly charter flights, from Dublin to Palma, which
synchronised with the changing of crew. However, this
restricted us to the Balearic Islands together with the
occasional extension as far as Sardinia and Corsica.
Having contacted four friends who had the whole of the
summer at their disposal, 1981 gave me the opportunity to
plan a more ambitious itinerary. Two were a Rhodesian
husband and wife with accrued home leave entitlement
which they had been unable to take during the U.D.I.
period, plus a member of the diplomatic service who had
opted for early retirement. Finally to balance the crew, by
providing the extra energy was the assistant skipper, Paul
Kopik an architectural student from Greystones, who was
prepared to take off a reasonable period of the summer.
All five of us met up in Andraitx to get the Maid
commissioned before embarking on the 1981 cruise which
had the ultimate goal of visiting Turkey and some of the
Greek Islands.
Departing from Andraitx, our first major port of call was
Mahon in Minorca, before commencing our first long leg, a
200 mile Rhum line course to Carloforte in southern
Sardinia. During this passage from Mahon we at first
experienced light fickle winds resulting in a much staggered
course but on the following day the wind increased a little
with a steady breeze which saw us into Carloforte where we
dropped anchor in the harbour.
After we had cleaned ourselves up and had breakfast, we
decided to go ashore. Whilst ferrying crew ashore, a naval
launch pulled alongside and directed us to move the Maid
stern -- to a quay at the visiting yacht station. Little did we
know at this time that the engine electronics had fused due to
a leaking coolant pipe in the engine compartment and we
were unable to start the motor. Paul tried to tow us with the
dinghy but to no avail. We drifted on to a quay which luckily
had some large rubber fenders attached and it was here we
stayed. With the help of a local ferry engineer who
diagnosed the fault, we tracked down a motor mechanic
who repaired the fused junction box. It was quite a relief to
hear the engine start and was not long before we were stern
to quay.
After spending a couple of days here we were soon on our
next leg to Ustica Island in the Tyrrhenian Sea, but we were
forced to take shelter in Tevlada, some 30 miles along the
Sardinian coast, as the weather increased to about Force 7
and was uncomfortable. The following morning we again
departed for Ustica and had perfect sailing weather for the
duration.
During our period out of sight of land we used a Loran C
navigational aid which proved to be a great asset by
reassuring us of our position.
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We spent the rest of the day resting and swimming, and of
course took this opportunity to top up the stores. The
following morning we were left with only an additional 130
miles to the Straits of Messina, but on studying the sailing
directions we opted to pull into Milazzo, a small port on the
NE point of Sicily, so that we could time our arrival to catch
the southern flowing current through the ’Straits’.
Having safely negotiated the ’Straits’ we were now
crossing the Golfo di Squillance (Gulf of Squalls), which
certainly lived up to its name. We encountered extremely
changeable conditions, from dead calm to fairly strong
gusts. Towards nightfall the weather settled to a constant
force 6 from the NW accompanied by a very lumpy sea
which persisted for the duration of the passage to Argostoli
in Cephalonia on the west coast of Greece. This was to be
our longest and most enduring trip being 270 miles long
where for the most part, we were on a reach with only mizzen
and jib and still doing 6 knots. We were accompanied all the
way by a shoal of sea bream and were occasionally buzzed
by helicopters and jet fighters from warships in the area.
It was a great relief to arrive bang on target in Argostoli
Bay which almost resembles an inland sea. The port of
Argostoli must be one of the most sheltered in Greece which
pleased us to stay there for a few days rest. We planned to
avoid night passages as much as possible henceforth.
During our travels we met a number of other cruising
boats, in particular Bud and Pat of Prospero who enlightened us on weather conditions we might encounter, as
they had spent both previous seasons cruising in the Aegean.
They spoke about the ’Meltemi’, the prevailing summer
wind, which begins with the rising of the Dog Star in early
July, and continues until the end of the summer, being the
middle of September. Caused by the low pressure area over
Cyprus and the Middle East, this wind has a mean direction
between NW and N except in the Turkish Gulf, Kithera
Channel and towards Rhodes where it blows almost west. It
may be expected to start each day towards noon reaching a
velocity of Force 5 to 6 and sometimes 7 by afternoon, and
falling offtowards evening. More often than not, it tended to
continue for approximately 3 days followed by a calm
period of 2 to 3 days before the cycle repeated itself.
To reach the Aegean we had now to choose between
sailing round the Peleponese or taking the shorter route via
the Gulf of Corinth and through the canal. Keeping the
expected weather conditions in mind and realising that it
was fast approaching July, we decided on the latter route as
it would bring us further north before the start of the
’Meltemi’.
Our passage from Argostoli began on June 24th where we
visited Ithaca, Mesolongion which was mosquito ridden,
Navpaktos alias Lepanto (a most beautiful place), Trizonia
and finally Corinth at the mouth of the canal. During this
time in the gulf we had to endure much higher humidity and
temperatures which invariably reached a high of 100°F.
The Corinth Canal only 3 miles in length, attracts a toll fee
of £40 for a yacht over 10 tons. There is a surcharge for

travelling through the canal during the hours of darkness where the crew could avail of the many attractions and
and public holidays. To avoid delay, it is advisable to obtain nightlife, in particular, Barbarosa’s and The Cuckoo’s Nest,
the latest information regarding the days the canal is closed probably two of the finest pubs in the town.
It was also at about this time that Paul took a few days off
for repair work.
and
returned to Lindos on a friend’s yacht, the l, ady Sphinx.
After passing through the canal we sailed 18 miles south
along the Peloponese coast and anchored overnight in On arrival in Lindos he met, by chance, a few friends who
Sofikon Bay. From Sofikon we sailed to the bustling town of were staying in rented villas. They had a great time with
Aegina on the island of the same name. From here we made parties at least every other night, including yacht trips for
our way to Kea but had to take shelter, from very strong the ’Gang of 25’. One special occasion was the annual mixed
winds, in Sounion Bay, below the beautiful Temple of yacht dingy race held every August 24th and organised by
two members of a rock group, Dave Gilmour and Rick
Poseidon situated on top of the cape.
By mid afternoon of the following day we had arrived in Wright of Pink Floyd, who also happened to win the hobie
the small bay of Vourkari and were helped to go stern-to by Cat class.
I did not return from Ireland until late August and was
one of the taverna waiters. Vourkari, consisting of four
tavernas, a small store and a fluid cocktail bar, all situatJd now a long way from Andraitx, Majorca. It was decided to
on the quay, turned out to be an excellent place having a continue our Aegean cruise as originally planned but to now
lively atmosphere generated mainly from the Athenians and lay up the MaM for the winter in Greece. Piraeus seemed the
the few foreign devels who visit there in their boats. best bet having several marinas to choose from, or so we
Inevitably at night there was a lot of drinking, singing and thought.
We left Rhodes on August 28th and were resigned to
dancing on the quayside.
motoring
directly into the teeth of the "Meltemi’ wind.
On leaving Kea we sailed almost due cast in northly Force
6 winds to Tinos, whilst giving a French boat of Before we could reach our first objective, the island of Tilos,
approximately our own size a good run for their money. we had to make for the shelter of Panormitis Bay, a little
From Tinos it was on to the historical and allegedly holy further north on the island of Symi. The following day when
the weather had settled a little we managed to resume our
island of Delos and then Mykonos, say no more.
It wasn’t long before we were on our way again, a 60 mile journey alter clouting the starter motor with a hammer as it
trip east to the island of Patmos in the Dodeconese group. had .jammed. On arrival in Tilos, we had the starter motor
Again using Loran we arrived spot on and as darkness had repaired and were soon on our way to Astipalaia and from
fallen we dropped anchor in a sheltered bay on the western there to Santorini. Our next stop was los where we again met
a few friends which resulted in our staying 3 days.
side of the island.
When we left los we had the bad luck to have the wind
After breakfast and upping anchor we engaged in the
sport of ’bottle culling’, where you run down a floating again on the nose and only allowing us to make in comfort
bottle and clobber it with a sturdy boat hook. When sport between 20 and 30 miles each day with stop-overs in Sifnos,
was over we rounded the island tk)r Patmos Harbour and Serifos and Kithnos prior to our final stage to Piraeus.
went alongside Enricou a modified "caique’ of which two of Arriving at Piraeus our troubles really commenced with a
its occupants were Clive and Lisa who were well versed in visit to Zea marina, advertised as capable of
accommodating 350 yachts, only to find that they were
’winding" people up, particularly clever Scandinavians.
From Patmos we travelled south through the Dodeconese booked up until the late 1980"s. A taxi ride to some of the
visiting Leros, Kalymnos, Kos, Symi and Rhodes. It was other marinas in the area revealed the same situation. This
necessary, on arrival at Rhodes harbour to double up. By was devastating news as it was now mid-September.
We eventually got a definite reservation at the Olympic
morning we managed to go stern-to the quay following the
Yacht Marina in Lavrion. We had, in fact, passed Lavrion
departure of a neighbouring yacht.
We spent a few days in Rhodes town and in Lindos a few two days earlier but had no alternaive but to about turn and
miles down the coast. Both places had a lot to offer, ranging sail SE again. The Olympic Marina proved to be first class
from the beautifully clear warm water of Lindos Bay to the for our purposes. The complex was constructed some years
duty free booze of Rhodes. We finally left for our most ago as a yacht building venture, but subsequently failed and
the yard was eventually taken over for use as a marina.
eastern destination, Marmaris Bay in Turkey.
They specialise in laying up with about 10 acres of hard
The port of Marmaris proved unattractive compared to
the wooded and mountainous scenery surrounding this bay. surrounded by a high barbed wire fence and I am told, a
However, entry at the port was advisable for us to conform guard on duty round the clock.
with Turkish customs regulations before attempting a few Within hours of our arrival in Lavrion Bay, we were in the
days cruising in these waters. The large number of flies and slings of their travel lilt and out of the water. The service
higher temperatures we encountered close to the Turkish included a thorough cleaning of the hull with a final
mainland made life uncomfortable compared to island washdown of fresh water followed by transportation to the
sailing. Before leaving Turkey we had again to tangle with steel cradle in which the Maid will spend the winter. The
the authorities and go through all the beaurocratic yard seems to have all the facilities for the usual repair and
overhaul work.
rigmarole before getting our exit papers.
Thus concluded Maid of Killeen’s 1981 cruise which had
At this stage I found it essential to tly home to Ireland for
a couple ofweeks and so decided to leave the Maidin Rhodes lasted four months and the log recorded 2076 miles.
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In Search of Tir na nOg
Hugo de Plessis

For two years I had planned to turn left to Teneriffe and a even far out on the western horizon. The gloomiest
winter in the sun but at the eleventh hour the problems meteorologist could not have convinced me it would be
became just too great. At which point I realised that I had anything but a fine night. The sunset right into the ocean was
spent the whole summer, between charters fitting out
perfect. Soon after the full moon rose over Dursey, a blood
Samharcin for that cruise, it was now mid October and if I red glow which for a while recalled that terrible night the
was going to get any sailing at all in 1981 I had better do it Betelgeuse burnt.
soon.
Course north to nowhere in particular, just stay at sea
I would be alone. A major factor in postponing the winter until morning. I have spent many a more uncomfortable
cruise had been the withdrawal, for various sound reasons of night in harbour. The new Autohelm, working better as I got
all four members of the crew. So for the future it obviously used to it, clucked away like a chicken. Self-steering is great
had to be possible to sail single handed of need be. I needed -- but fattening. There is nothing to do but eat.
to see if I could still sail a boat this size by myself and what
At midnight it has long been my bad habit to listen to the
rearrangements would be required which is better done on a weather forecasts -- as a charter operator I have trained
coastal cruise than in mid Atlantic.
myself not to worry but inevitably I do. First the RTE
Samharc[n is a 36 ft. Westerly Conway, the flagship of our followed by the (usually different and more inaccurate)
charter fleet. Twin keel and ketch rigged with no pretensions forecast from the B.B.C. preceeded by its haunting signature
to racing although by no means slow.
tune ’Sailing By’. Somehow it sounds different at sea and
Wednesday October 14th was foul. Easterly wind and rain this was the night I shall always associate with it.
and the boat was lying stern to the wind so the rain blew in. I
A silvery path of light led to the black pryamid of Skellig
went home and watched television.
Michael. Beyond were the Kerry mountains, dark misty
On Thursday morning I was up early to get out of our shapes against the clear starlit sky. Ahead the grey lumps of
berth in Bantry inner harbour on the tide, early for West the Blaskets. A few pinpoints of light ashore and the winking
Cork anyway. It was a bright sunny morning but there was gleams of the lighthouses clinging to the lonely outer island
ice on the deck -- an uncomfortable start for a bare foot rocks like the nesting birds who shared them. To the west
sailor.
there was nothing, absolutely nothing but the wide Atlantic
I moored at the pier for further delays but the morning was between me and America.
still young when I eventually’ got away. The wind for once
To hell with racing. This is why I sail.
was fair, NE 2, a reach down Bantry Bay instead of the usual
I think it was only at this stage that I remembered my long
beat. Soon the wind whistling down from the mountains forgotten promise to sail round the Blaskets, right outside
behind Glengarrif was too much for what I though I could everything. While I slept below, between looking out, we
handle in the form of the genoa. I cautiously changed to No had ambled north faster than I had expected in the gentle NE
1 jib which thereafter became the working sail. It can be a wind. I must have got that unique 12 hour tide where the
dawdling rig but I am no Ostar type and it was twenty years tidal wave splits to pass north and south of Europe. At 3 am
since I had last cruised single handed in a 36 ft. boat. Yet the Blaskets looked a lot closer than my fix said they should
apart from that mandatory genoa (the spinnaker was not be. Was it a trick of the moonlight? Or was I just taking a
even considered) a modern moderate displacement boat like bearing on the wrong heap of indistinguishable black
Samharcin is easier to handle than my heavy powerful headland?. I lowered the mainsail and hove-to until morning
wooden cutter Valfreya had been. Yet for short handed showed I had mistaken a mountain for a bold headland
cruising I do miss the cutter headsail rig. Heavy or not I invisible against it.
sailed Valfreya without sheet winches.
Dawn, sunrise over McGillicuddy Reeks, a golden path
I had no particular plans, a leisurelly exploration of the on the water, bright blue sea, pale blue sky. This was
Kenmare perhaps. There had been bad gales the previous something only sailors see and that but rarely. Ahead lay the
week. I had that end-of-tourist-season feeling plus some Blasket islands, green, brown, and grey, astern the
mild bug, and the anticlimax, of months of planning for a pinnacles of the Skelligs jagged like dinosaurs. In the
project which had had to be cancelled. I was far from being distance rising sheer from the sea was Mount Brandon,
the tough, fit hard driving sailor of the yachting ads.
capped by a rose pink snowdrift. All around white gannets
Even dawdling along at four knots I was off Dursey by diving for breakfast.
mid afternoon. ! had never planned to reach it in one day-An hours leisurely sail brought me to the islands. First
it is usually a two day beat to get out of Bantry Bay -- and that grim outlier the Great Foze, a broken, battered, black
had not checked the tide. It was foul in the Sound and would stump, the ruin of an island. One day long past it must have
be until dark. But it was a grand day, perfect sailing soared high like the cliffs of nearby Inishabro, home to a
weather. Beyond lay the Bull, and then the open Atlantic. I million seabirds or would they have been pterodactyls,
could just keep going. Why not spend the night at sea. I once strange unknown things that flew diving on strange
had quite a reputation for night sailing. I was feeling unknown things that swam.
younger already.
Inish Tearaught, ahead rose from the ocean with rocks as
The sky was clear, had been all day, not a cloud to be seen nasty as any lying off it, a surging black and white fringe
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between sea and sky. Both of them today were a blue which
surely is only seen in the days our youth.
In bad weather the strong spring tide rips would have
made this a dangerous place but today it was kind, the sea
peaceful and playful, And as I passed the great rock the sun
shone sparkling through the tunnel.
I remembered the day, when I made that promise, Thirty
three years ago in my little Crimson Rambler 26ft. of what
we would not call unseaworthiness, and fifteen years older
than I was. There was no nonsense about staunchions and
guardrails in those days -- we learnt to hang on but with a
bare nine inches of freeboard at least it was not far to fall.
The equipment was mostly ex-goverment surplus, plentiful
and oh so cheap. Modern peacetime defence budgets cost
more then all the wars in history, yet how little we see
afterwards of all those things they are spent on.
Despite her shortcomings, even for those days, what fun
she had been. I was a student then, making up for the lost
war years and, unlike most of my school friends, thankful I
was alive to be able to do so. Now I was older, grey, thinking
of retiring. Samharcin although not greatly bigger had cost
a hundred times more; even the Avon dinghy had cost more
than I paid for my dear old Crimson Rambler.
How small and lonely it had felt that afternoon in 1948,
out there on the edge of the world. The big rolling swell, grey

as the sky above, often hid the islands completely, and there
was that ominous line of low cloud out in the Atlantic which
we just, and only just, raced back to Valentia. The night
which followed was the roughest I have ever spent in
harbour. On this occasion I did not manage to round the
furthest island, remote Inish Tearaught, the end of the
world, the end of a landmass that stretches east to the
furthest tip of Siberia, more than half way round the world.
I had now and I felt pleased. This time it had all been so
easy.
But had I really sailed outside everything? There had
been, it is true, nothing to the west as far as I could see and it
was a day of excellent visibility. Yet what of that other island
I had seen one wild September evening camping on the
clifftop at Dunquin just over on the mainland? A steep high
island, not unlike Tearaught, clearly silhouetted against the
setting sun. I have the bearing, 270° exact for it was the
equinox, 15 miles, 20 perhaps, maybe even 25. Where was it
today? Was it really mythical Tir na nOg? Who could say.
Perhaps it was the change, the rest, the excercise and motion
of a boat at sea. Or was it the memory of that youthful cruise
when I was bold -- or rash, the only difference being success.
At all events as I headed for Derrynane I felt ten years
younger even if I could not manage the full thirty three.
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Ken Rohan’s Regardless, winner of the Gull Salver for 1981. At 17th overall, she was best-placed Irish yacht in the Fastnet
Race. She was also first of all the Admirals Cup contenders -- Photo: W. M. Nixon
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Dunn’s Ditties

Robert Barr writes: Condor ended the season with a mini
cruise for eight days at the beginning of September to Lough
Swilly and the Isle of Islay. I intended visiting Strangford
Lough but a dense fog when heading north prevented us
from doing so. It was good to meet many ofd friends at port
Salon, Rathmullan and Bowmore. I had not visited Islay for
6 years and was delighted to find that the Lough Side Hotel
is still thriving in the hands of Ann and Malcolm Halliday.
They are a wonderful couple whose hospitality, it seems,
knows no bounds. They provided us with the use of a car in
which we explored the whole island and were led astray into
staying four days instead of two as planned -- so much for
Gigha and the Small Isles of Jura!
My crew were my sons, Robert and Patrick and Dr. John
Sheehan. The highlight of our visit was being invited to
judge the Miss Islay Contest 1981 -- a splendid event which
really deserves an article of its own.
This little cruise was a great success. We clocked up 482
miles -- making a total of 2017 cruising miles for the season.
Ronan Beirne writes: On St. Patrick’s weekend I joined
AsgardH on a watch leaders training weekend. This was her
first outing after her commissioning at Dun Laoghaire. We
sailed a lot, familiarising ourselves with her buntlines,
braces, brails, etc.
At the end of May I set offaround Ireland, on the Ruffian
Rila, taking her again to port St. Mary on the August
weekend.
In October I concluded the season by againjoiningAsgard
for a week. Holyhead took her a mere seven hours, over
eleven knots on some occasions, proving her to be a truly
magnificent vessel. The weather in this October week was
better than anything I had experienced all season with fresh
wind in sunshine with clear visibility.
Commodore Peter Bunting writes: Gulkarna is a 41’
Halberg Rassy Ketch and was sailed down to Puerto Rico in
the Grand Canaria during a fortnight in August. The crew as
Douglas McIlwaine (I.C.C.), Dermod Davey (I.C.C.),
George Campbell, Christopher Bunting (aspiring to I.C.C.)
and myself. Left Ringhaddy on Sunday 16th at 14.30 and
proceeded direct, raising the lights of Las Palmas at dusk on
Saturday 29th. Aongside in Puerto Rico 08.00 Sunday 30th.
Head winds and beating from there for most of the day, then
eased sheets steadily. One gale when 170 miles southwest of
Finisterre followed by a day of calms with Catspaws coming
from all directions. Thereafter north-easterly 4 to 6 to northeast end of Grand Canaria. Winds in the passage between
Grand Canaria and Fuerto Ventura were north east but
some hours blew about force 10. Complete calm for the last
10 miles. This trip was by way of a try-out for the boat and
she behaved well. Damages were small, one elderly homemade whisker pole broke, the roller jib ripped while rolled
up, the main halyard shackle bent and opened with an
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unexpected descent of the the mainsail and an unplanned
ascent of the skipper. There were also considerable damage
to everyone’s digestion to over-eating and somnolence.
Unoriginal -- but with a Northern crew inevitable -conversation by chart table. ’Where is Lisbon?’ ’Next down
after Dunmurray’.
A most enjoyable trip with great company.
Romaine Cagney writes: The disappointment that we did
not go cruising on Bandersnatch in 1981 was more than
compensated by an invitation to visit Yugoslavia with Liam
McGonagle, on his 46 ft. Moody Carbineer, with Barbara
Fox-Mills, and Reggie and Jackie Revill. We joined the
yacht in Gouvia Marina in Corfu on Saturday, the 15th
August, sampled our first Greek food in Cosy’s Restaurant,
10 minutes from the marina.
A superb 28-hour overnight passage to Yugoslavia
proved once more to be the ideal start to a cruise, as
everyone has a chance to unwind and settle into ship life in
their own time This trip had an unusual feature, as we had to
skirt the hostile Albanian coast, where a yacht is liable to
arrest and confiscation, though apparently they are not
interested in the crew.
We were relieved to arrive safely in our selected port of
entry, Budva. The Harbour Master was most helpful, and
our passports were returned next morning and we set out to
explore their most attractive country. Everywhere we found
the most impressive backdrop of majestic mountains, the
lower slopes thickly wooded, with church spires and domes
peeping out of the trees. At the water’s edge nestled tiny old
hamlets and walled medieval towns tucked away up deep
indentations. The town of Kotor is over 15 miles from the
sea. This Gulf of Kotor proved to be full of contrasts,
military installations, shipyards with floating dry docks,
planes flying in the valleys between the mountains, and oh
the sunshine.
Continuing up the gulf we stopped at Perast, a tiny old

McGONAGLE AT LARGE - SKIPPER’S ORDERS (Cartoon by Brian O’Halloran)

village which cannot have changed in centuries.
Nearby this beautiful tiny village are two islands. One
created long ago by sinking ships filled with stones, and now
is the site of a small church, bursting with treasures and
paintings. We were shown around by two charming Frenchspeaking nuns who were so proud of their responsibilities
and so delighted to have us visit them.
We spent the next 10 days visiting some of the hundreds of
islands strewn 5 to 10 miles off the coast, finding a village or
a bay each night, suffering the compulsory bathing in warm
deep blue sea and keeping our liquid intake to the required
level with the very palatable local wine at the exorbitant
price of £1.70 a litre. Quite the most fantastic cruising
ground we ever visited.
Restaurants were few, closed at 10.30 and were
completely without character with white walls, white plastic
tables and plastic chairs. Food was plain, lacking variety
and very good, though the fish was scarce, expensive and
tastless to our palates. However, far from starving we dined
extremely well ashore and aboard. Island shops are not well
stocked, and fuel and water scarce but supplies of everything
are plentiful on the mainland.
It is difficult to describe all our ports of call, like Marco
Polo’s birthplace in Korcula, the island Hotel of St.
Stephan, an electric storm which continued non-stop all
night in land locked Polace Bay, and tales of seige and
battles.
The fairytale walled city of Dubrovnic, now a bit touristy,
is a must. The houses, three or four stories high, are all
occupied, built so straight and only about 5 feet apart, with
little balconies and greenery sprouting out of every crevice,
with the old women sitting outside their homes in the back
streets doing their embroidery. We walked the encirculating
wall high above the dozens of church spires and marvelled at
the shapes and colours of the ancient roofs -- has life
changed so much in 5 centuries?
We left Yugoslavia without any Customs incident, and
had another idyllic overnight trip back to Corfu. Being
much confused with time changes it was necessary to
establish gin-time for Ross. Reggie miscalculated slightly
and poor Ross was taking sextant sights every 5 minutes for
11~ hours to catch the sun at its zenith. We all near died of
drought till noon was verified and thirst could be
honourably satisfied.
Harold Cudmore writes: This year my youngest son
Finbar decided he wanted to revisit the Isle of Man, so
Namhara headed east on the 10th July. Also on board we
Paddy Maher, son Tony and grandson Mike Murphy. An
exhilarating night passage brought us to Dunmore East
where we tied up alongside a pleasant Swiss family. We also
called to Rosslare and Wicklow en route to our destination.
The Isle of Man was more suited to the younger members of
the crew, and as the weather was unpleasant, we soon left for
Dun Laoghaire where we enjoyed the hospitality of the
Royal Irish. Tony remained in Dublin to attend a seminar.
We called to Arklow, Rosslare and Dunmore, whence we
had a fast sail to Crosshaven in an off-shore gale.

Robin Boyd of Kinsale on his Ballerina of Skelligs, which
featured in this journal while owned by Raymond Fielding.
After a chat on the radio we arranged and subsequently met
in Cape Town in his family’s house.
During April I spent a few days cruising on a forty eight
foot power cruiser around the islands of the Hauraki Gulf of
Aukland. We left the Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron,
cruised passed Rangitoto Island a volcanic cone outside
Aukland Harbour, through the Montuihe Channel and
spent the night anchored off Motutapu Island. The
following day we crossed the Gulf and eventually spent the
night in Bon Accord Harbour on Kawau Island. This again
is an island of about a mile across with some old mining
workings. It is now a park and the old Mansion House from
1880’s of Governor Grey is being converted to a museum. It
was apparently the scene of some ’goings on’ in its heyday.
We had a leisurely cruise back to Aukland Harbour.

J. R. Cudmore writes: Instead of taking to the Continent
this year,Setanta Too, meandered lazily around Schull, and
other West Cork ports; indulging in beautiful summer
sunshine, and ideal cruising conditions.
She left Crosshaven towards the end of June, under the
expert eye of Fred Cudmore St., and a hand-picked crew of
Paddy Maher and Peter and John Cudmore. They made
their way to Schull, stopping en route at Glandore, where
they joined the Irish Cruising Club gathering for a
celebration meal. There they were joined by Mary Cudmore
St., and Harry and Breda Deane who came on board. Paddy
and John Left for Cork, as did the Deanes, and Claire
Cudmore took their place, for a few days.
The weather proved to be good, and soon, it was noticed
that after a while,Setanta Too seemed to be making her own
way from Schull to Cape Clear. Mary Cudmore Jr., now
joined the boat at various stages, and there was much gearchanging between Cork and Schull.
In July, Richard and Kate Cudmore with their two
children, Jackie (6), and Richard (4) arrived in Schull for a
weeks holiday on board and the previous members left. It
was with uneasy anticipation that Kate watched the two
children clamber aboard, because apart from frequent day
trips, they had never spent a lot of time consistently on
board, let alone sleep in the berths! However, after 24 hours,
the children quickly got their ’sea-legs’.
The idea of sleeping in the forhead berth, with the hatch
open, proved to be a great novelty to the children, and with
the gentle rocking of the boat, and soft music wafting

Harold Cudmore Jr. writes: After Christmas, I was racing
from Cape Town around Cape Point and Cape Agulhus, the
most southerly point of Africa on Seesation a forty foot
Livranos designed cold-moulded boat. Just a mile east of
Cape Agulhus a call came over the V.H.F. radio to the
’white boat, with a blue spinnaker’. Our navigator identified
us and the caller enquired whether I was on board. It was
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North Harbour, Cape Clear -- Photo: W. M. Nixon

through from the main cabin, they were soon asleep.
Glorious weather prevailed, and soon Setanta Too, once
again was making her way under sail to the North Harbour
in Cape Clear.Jackie and Richard adored the Island, and
spent many a happy day walking the hills chatting to Paddy
Bourke en route, with Jackie practising her Irish; or else
learning to row with Dad in the rubber dinghy in the
harbour.
Reluctantly they returned to Schull at the end of the week,
true sailors, and most sad to be going home to Cork by car.
However, Dad, who now sported a weeks growth of beard,
was preparing for some serious sailing, in the company of
the all male crew of Tony Casey, Tom Kirby, and Kate’s
brother Bill Kearney; and so wife and children had to be
despatched home!!
So, on the following Sunday 26th, the crew once again
changed hands, and a fresh brigade set offout to sea -- but
that’s another story!!

Mayne Elliott writes: Mini-cruise from Antrim down the
Bann (a nice clean river with salmon jumping freely) to
Coleraine.
Crossing Lough Neagh (which is only about 8 fathoms
deep) the Skipper told me that he once passed over a hole
which put the echo sounder partly round the second time so
that it read about 6 feet and scared the pants off him!
He probably expected to hit ’The round towers of other
days in the waves beneath him shining’ any minute!
In one of the locks, a swing-bridge stuck and it required
the bridge crew, the boat’s crew and a number of passengers
to free it -- all in pouring rain[
Anthony Gore-Grimes writes; This is my third year writing
a Dunn’s Ditty as, once again, I have not really had a proper
cruise. However, what I did have was pleasantly varied,
consisting of a pleasant ten days from the South of England
to Southern Portugal in Jim Anderson’s brand new Oyster
46, Baily of Howth. It was my first experiencse of the modern
marvels of satellite navigation, radar, long-distance radio,
etc. which, while they work, are most impressive.
So far as I was concerned this was the year of the head
wind. Coming up in Shardana in May from Gosport, we had
the usual westerlies along the south coast of England, to be
followed immediately by nor’westerlies when we turned the
corner at Lands End. The 1,100 mile trip to Portugal was
again entirely uphill, even the normally reliable northerlies
along the west coast of Portugal being replaced by
southerlies, which occur at that time of the year for only
about a half percent of the time. The final cruise, again on
Shardana, was taking a week coming up from Dunmanus
Bay with pleasant easterlies and northerlies at all the
appropriate times to ensure the inevitable head wind.
Peter Gray writes: In May, Susan and I joined Robert
Mollard and James Daly in Korsar for the I.C.C. race to
Port St. Mary but, sadly, missed the rally to the Boyne, for
which Robert had kindly lent us Korsar, as I had got
somewhat apprehensive about the weather.
Late in June, I helped Peter Huntley (Howth Y.C.) take
his Dufour 1800 Pablo (25 feet) from Cherbourg to Dun
Laoghaire. We were accompanied by Fiochara Etchingham
from Greystones and David Mulvin who also features in
Ronan Beirne’s log of his round Ireland cruise this year.
We had seven days of very reasonable weather and had a
comfortable enough trip except for a few anxious, but

thankfully brief, moments near the Channel Light Vessel in
dense fog, no wind and with a large and determined plastic
sheet wound firmly round our prop. Peter is somewhat of a
genius in the galley and we ate well both afloat and ashore,
enjoying visits to Helford, St. Mary’s and Wicklow as well as
spending a very pleasant lunch break anchored off Polduff
Pier near Cahore Point in bright sunlight and on a mirrorcalm sea.
Before the cruise properly started, Peter and I took a brief
excursion to Alderney. We -- or to be perfectly honest, I -fell right into the tide trap but eventually escaped into a
lovely, small, sheltered anchorage on the south side of the
island, there to while away the time swimming and drinking
while awaiting the pleasure of the tide to allow us to head on
to the harbour for a very late dinner.
The Dufour 1800 is a really excellent small boat so Susan
and I were pleased to have the opportunity of taking Scan
Clune’s (N.Y.C.) Marie-- a sister ship ofPablo ~ for a three
week cruise from La Rochelle home to Dun Laoghaire in
late July.
Apart from one rainy, misty day off the south coast of
Ireland and a few hours of thick fog in the Chenel de Four,
we enjoyed almost idyllic weather and visited a fair selection
of the many beautiful Brittany harbours and outlying
islands.
For the passage from Brest to Newlyn, we were helped by
London friends Walter and Chris Brown and, as we had
time to spare, we added the Scilly Islands, where we spent
two nights, to our itinerary. Later, Susan and I, on our own
again, decided that the most enjoyable way to get from
Newlyn to Dun Laoghaire was via Kinsale, where we called
in on Bill and Elizabeth Masser, and Dunmore East and it
proved to be so.
Remembered highlights of the cruise were a bicycle
exploration of the lie d’Yeu; swimming ashore (we had no
dinghy) at the Iles de Glenan with clothes in plastic bags; an
unexpected meeting with Four Seasons and crew at Audierne
and Room of Malahide at Cameret; being luffed by a lone
board sailor in the Chenel de Four in weather and tide
conditions that were causing us a little anxiety (that put
things in perspective pretty quickly); Le Four itself looming
suddenly out of thick fog; Tresco on a sunny Sunday; a gift
of crab and mackerel from a fisherman offLand’s End while
we drifted in the early morning sun; a disasterous gin session
with Geisha -- a She 31 from Abersock -- in Dunmore East
and, last but certainly not least, the good living, good
cruising, good eating and good drinking Brittany offers at
modest cost.

Christopher Green writes: In 1979, the Greens sold the
family’s ex 8 metre Helen after 15 years of sheer delight.
From the spoils, Michael Green bought a Cutlass, now
sailed on the south coast of England and Christopher
bought a fibreglass Folkboat, now sailed on Sydney
Harbour.
Sydney harbour provides superb sailing but suffers from
over-crowding. It is like a sunny version of Strangford
Lough, made narrower, with various arms inserted and a
major dredging operation performed to remove the rocks. It
is unbelievable that with only a 5-ft. rise and fall of tide and
the combined effluent of 3 million people, the water remains
cleaner than most of our Irish waterways.
The Folkboat lives in Middle harbour in a quiet marina
about one mile from our home. Middle harbour is an arm of
the main harbour and before getting out, one has to
negotioate the Spit narrows over which runs a five lane
arterial highway, with a lifting bridge. This opens hourly
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leaving a 50-ft. gap, into which a wall of yachts converge,
becoming ever more compressed until they pop out the other
side of the main harbour. On gets used to this stampede
except when one of the large harbour ferries exerts its rights,
hoots its horn and makes full speed through the converging
mass. Once out of the narrows, one hoists sail and attains the
relative safety of starboard tack. I say relative safety,
because harbour ferries still have the rights and, of course,
the 18-footers appear out of nowhere on a wild plane, being
more interested in winning points for their sponsors than
giving way to an Irish Folkboat. Another hazard is the wind
surfer, which flourishes in these warm waters and has little
sympathy for those of us who sail real yachts rather than
mere planks. The surfer rapidly changes direction and in the
collapsed position it is almost impossible to differentiate its
pointy end from its stern. From this apparently dead state,
they rise like Lazurus, to accelerate across your bow, once
more to die just in front of our stern.
Our yachting has mainly been family outings, sailing
about five miles and anchoring offa harbour beach to swim,
eat, drink and absorb the ultraviolet. Shops in Sydney have
more of a trade in bikini bottoms than tops, thus the beaches
have an added element of interest. Topless youngsters are
seen sunbathing, swimming, sailing and we have even seen a
dingy powered by two young things rowing ’two abreast’.
In February 1981, we sold the Folkboat and bought a
derelict but pretty 31-ft 1964, wooden yacht called Bounty
Australia, She was very run down and matched up to the
strict requirements laid down by our bank manager, i.e. she
was cheap. She had many 1964 sails, instruments and an
engine with all the characteristics of an Irish joke. That is to
say that the sump and cylinders were filled with water whilst
the bilge was filled with oil. She was lightly constructed and
at the tight reverse turn in the bilge, she had 12 fractured
engine supporting ribs.
Six months of hard work have now taken place, with new
ribs, engine bed and a Sole 13-horsepower diesel fitted, as a
’do-it-myself’ project. I am now an expert in bending woods
that the best Irish shipwright has never heard of, such as
spotted gum and Queensland maple. The former has the
strength of steel, but doesn’t like glue, the latter loves glue
but rots. You can now see that it is not just Ireland that has
its troubles. As boats stay afloat all year, it is a new
experience to undertake major structural repairs, without
the boat sinking under you. Luckily, Bounty was fitted with a
Whale Gusher 25, which has seen much active service since
being made in Belfast, 17 years ago.
By September, she was ready and we had a family spring
cruise up to Broken Bay, 16 miles north of Sydney. Here we
had a quiet week never sailing more than six miles a day and
trying to anchor off a nice beach each evening. Luckily, it
did not rain as the decks badly need recanvassed, a job which
changed from being desirable to a necessity after an
unfortunate accident with a fire hose. One night, under the
cover of darkness, I borrowed the marina’s fire hose in order
to give the decks a really good clean. One inspection the next
morning, I found more canvass in the dock, than on the
deck. Recanvassing is now underway.
So as my Irish friends dip their wet and dry into buckets of
freezing water and watch the frost bloom their varnish, the
Green family will be dipping in the warm southern waters
and sailing in the sun. As our Irish friends drive to the boat
yard to watch the winter gales blow the covers off, the
Greens will be driving through the Spit Bridge to watch
those uncovered attractions of the harbour beaches.
Though life in these parts sounds idyllic, in quiet times we
still dream of home. We miss the challenge of the yearly west
coast cruise, with those exhilarating beats up the sound of
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Mull and fast runs across the Minch. We miss the pleasure of
sailing on the beautiful Strangford and even all the hassles of
fitting out. Most of all, we do miss our good sailing friends in
Ireland.

Cecil Hall writes: This year’s cruise took us to the west
coast of Scotland. The crew consisted of Nancy and Cecil
Hall and David Taylor, an able young man going cruising
for the first time.
It was supposed to be third time lucky as the two previous
visits to the area had been wet, cold and windy. However it
was not be be -- we had damp cold and fog most of the time,
although not much of the way of strong winds. We were
away for most of July and a bit of August.
Our route took us up the coast of Ireland as far as Lame,
outside Mull of Kintyre, Sound of Jura, Sound of Mull, the
Small Isles and on to Skye. The way south took in Small Isles
again, Coil, Staffa, Sound of Iona, Collonsay, Islay,
Campbeltown, Loch Ryan, Isle of Man, Dun Laoghaire and
so back to Crosshaven. We covered 1043 miles and visited 29
anchorages during the course of six weeks away.
We cruised in company with a near sister ship owned by
some good friends of ours from England, We met in Dun
Laoghaire by arrangement, they from Littlehampton and
we from Crosshaven and remained in company rafting
together at night and keeping in close touch by VHF when
passage-making for the best part of four weeks until we had
to leave them in Loch Blest. This was great fun and more
than made up for the rather poor weather.
A leaking exhaust pipe caused a bit of delay in
Campbeltown and the head pulling out of a new mainsail off
Wicklow Head involved a return to Dun Laoghaire for
repairs. Otherwise all systems worked pretty well and the
radar was a great help in the foggy conditions around the
islands. A pigeon joined us off Helvick head and stayed with
us until we were off Bray Head, including a night at anchor
in Rosslare, when he decided to leave.
Scotland is a wonderful cruising ground if you could see it
and as long as you have a cockpit hood a good cabin heater
and all your winter woollies it can be most enjoyable

Tom Hanon writes: Mornington Yacht Club (Mornington
harbour called after Mornington, Co. Louth) is four miles
from Mount Eliza. We use the Club socially and assist in
regattas in recrue launches. Rosbeg is a hot-moulded hull
proto-type of the Ultimate 18. Mornington is a harbour on
Port Philip Bay which is a large bay of 30 miles by 20 miles
with an outlet to the sea about one mile wide. The Port of
Melbourne is at the head of port Philip Bay land although
the Bay is shallow it is deep enough for vessel of up to about
40,000 tons. The other bay is Westport and I keep Rosbeg in
Hastings Yacht Club in Westport just 18 miles from Mount
Eliza. Westport is almost completely filled by an island but it
has a deep channel on the west side and a smaller channel on
the east side. The mouth of the bay is protected by a
diamond-shaped island called Philip Island. Cabin, Cowes,
is on the north corner and has a good pub called The Isle of
Wight Hotel. Although the bay accommodates two
refineries there is plenty of room for recreational activities.
We lacked the facility of easy access to small ports and
leaving Port Philip Bay or Westport it is a long way to any
other harbour. Some years ago, visiting Pompei Boat
Building Yard I was addressed by name of the one of the
craftsmen. He was a nephew of Mahony Boat Builders Dun
Laoghaire.

Brian Hegarty writes: Around Christmastime we gave a
commitment to John Marrow, owner of the Arpege Selina,
that we would bring Selina Home to Malahide from the west
coast of Brittany. We subsequently sold our Folkboat Alara
and replaced her with an Achilles 9 metre Freebird which
was for sale locally. So we found ourselves with a boat which
is suitable for cruising, but we did not have the time to do so
this year.
Betty and myself with our boys Robin (14) and Andrew
(11) joined Selina at Vannes at the Head of the Morbhian.
We spent two weeks cruising home, visiting ten anchorages
over a distance of 489 miles in the first fortnight of July.
Anchorages visited included Hoedic, Ile de Groix, Belon
River, Benodet, Audierne, Camaret, Newlyn and Dale
(Milfordhaven). Whilst the weather was not very warm it
was generally very kind in that no extreme conditions were
experience.
With our young crew we found it best to break the passage
home into three hops of 1 l0 to 120 miles each. I had never
been to the coast of Wales around Milfordhaven so we took
this opportunity to do so. We found Dale, and the area
around Milfordhaven very attractive and well-worth a visit.
Dale is situated on the porthand about one mile inside the
entrance to Milfordhaven. We were unable to avail of a
mooring and I image this would normally be the case for
visiting yachts. The mooring area is sheltered to our
prevailing winds but would be exposed to strong easterlies
which would blow into the anchorage from across
Milfordhaven Harbour.
Bound north as we were, one takes the first of the flood to
enjoy a fine inshore sail for some 25 miles through such
places as Hack Sound (between Skomer Island and
Wooltack Point), across St. Brides Bay and through Ramsey
Sound to Point St. John and out into St. George’s Channel.

We found it an exciting sail with the tidal stream becoming
stronger as we progressed.
In retrospect our visit to South Wales on the way home
was the main hightlight of our cruise. It is a good stopping
place coming north but not the best going south because of
strong tidal streams and the need to have them just right
before attempting the inshore passage. The local Admiralty
Chart is essential. We did not have it on board but were able
to obtain it in the yacht chandlery at Dale.

Eddie Kelliher writes: Considerable time was spent on
electrical overhaul and interior refubishing. Doreen and
Judith (daughter) went to Palma at Easter to select new
carpets and curtains, encountering rain, gales, cold, and a
sea of mud as the Club Nautico main quay was widened and
visitors berthage extended. Annual slipping in Augest
included replacing skin fittings, then to sea, checking all
systems were ’go’. Ferried two Danish girls to Ibiza (crew of
Gernisun, our berth neighbour) but declined to dally while
they explored the discos of that never-never land. On
passage, saw a baby dolphin for the first time.
Anchored off, at Ibiza town, near a scruffy lookingFrance
2, ex America Cup challenger. That night enjoyed fantastic
fireworking and floodlighting of the Old Town citadel walls,
celebrating the 13th. century expulsion of the Moors and the
20th. century annual summer invasion from North Europe.
Nudism is ’authorised but not encouraged’, this year at
Trocadors, Formentera island, attracting yachts from
Espalmador to this more exposed (!) anchorage. A phalanx
of brown flesh is ferried out daily from Ibiza, but equally
compelling is the ease of joining their queue for free
champagne cocktails, ladled from 10 gallon tubs, and paella

Two Danish hitch-hikers. Can you spot them both? -- Photo: Eddie Kelliher
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cooked in six-foot pans over driftwood fires, all flavoured by
red hot jiving to a West Indian band.
After dropping the fair Danes, single-handing was helped
by the autopilot, back in action after a reasonably priced
overhaul at Sharpe’s works. The 60 miles back to Palma was
done without touching the wheel. Force 3 abeam nicely
filled the sails with the motor at 1500 rpm, giving 61/2 knots
as against a normal 51/2 with motor only at those revs.
Standing at the forestay, tanning my bare seat (one of the
pleasures of single-handing) I took to counting bits of plastic
in the sea. There was a sighting every 90 seconds on average
which means a bit of rubbish in each 60 yards square.
I spent my last few days in the inlet of Portals Nous, just
inside the s.w. extremity of Palma Bay. A sudden force 7 one
afternoon cleared the crowded anchorage of the day
sailors from Palma, but I was glad to see a well worn
Dragon come in that evening under cruising rig. She ghosted
off shortly after dawn, as I was deciding to forego my morni
ng wakener-upper -- a jump overside -- because the short
blow had driven so much rubbish into the cove that the
surface showed more solids than water. Going ashore in the
Avon to dispose of galley gash, I found the beach ridged
with plastic, all of it slick with oil.
In spite of such pleasures as Trocadors beach, are the days
of the Med numbered?

occulting light was only visable as a pin prick in the fog.
Then we got into trouble. We were heading for Crookhaven,
visability was no more than 20 yards, and when I thought we
had our distance run and altered course northwards to
round into the harbour, we found ourselves in the rocks.
With not a trace of a light I decided not to attempt to enter
again, so we turned south and spent the night at sea, well
south of the Fasnet Rock which we could neither hear nor
see.

Next morning we turned east and made our way up the
coast to Castletownshend, which we entered in visability
which had by then improved to about a quarter of a mile.
Crew and Skipper rewarded themselves with a superb meal
in Mary Anns, and just about managed to get to sea about
noon next day. Wind was light, sea was calm, and we ran
right through the night to tie up home in Dunmore about 7
on Sunday morning. Eight nights away, three of them at sea,
three hundred and fifty miles on the log, there could not
have been a better way to spend a week.
Micheal O’Farrell writes: With only a week for cruising
this year I took Cuchulain to Wales. The weather was a very
mixed bag, and starting with the Menai Straits we sailed
down the coast to Milfordhaven. Crossing back to Dunmore
East we continued in the same leisurely fashion back up the
Irish Coast to Green Castle.

The Vice-Commodore, George Kenefick’s Account of the
LC.C. Rally in Glandore: The Cork Region of the Irish
Cruising CLub had their annual rally in Glandore, Co. Cork
this year on Saturday 27th June. It was attended by no less
than eleven boats, namely -- Mandalay, Stargazer,
Spellbound, Moonduster, Cecille, Setanta Too, Symphony,
L’Exorcet, Charlena, Corofin and William Tell.
The Marine Hotel served an excellent dinner for 60
persons in all and we were honoured by the presence of our
Commodore, Peter Bunting from Belfast and our great
friend, Capt. Paul Chevasse from Castletownsend. The
weather was indeed very kind to us that weekend and we had
most pleasant sailing to and from Glandore.

Cormack Mc Henry writes: After the Round Ireland race
last year, time in 1981 was limited to a week at the beginning
of August. Never having been to Glengarriffby sea, this was
made the objective, as a sort of pilgrimage by a relatively
new member of the I.C.C. Crewed by Susan and Elizabeth,
two of my daughters, Ring of Kerry did an overnight from
our home port of Dunmore East to Baltimore, and after an
overnight there in our favourite spot offSherkin we were out
around the Fastnet when the first of the big boys in the race
came around on Monday afternoon.
That night we were in Crookhaven, next day we rounded
the Mizen in hazy sunshine and made the long run up Bantry
Bay to drop anchor in Glengariff about nine in the evening.
Next morning the pentitential aspect of the Pilgrimage
started with the rain building up to that nice warm, sticky,
wet deh, ge from clouds just above mast top height, which
looked as if it will go on for ever. We sploshed around the
shops with the other sodden tourists and made our way to
Garnish by dinghy, actually having to use a compass course
to get back through the mist.
Thursday morning the rain had eased, but visability was
very poor as we beat out of Bantry. We rounded the Mizen
about 9 in the evening with visability so bad that the
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Mungo Park writes: Joliba’s cruise home from Bayona in
May was no’table for poor weather, so two, perhaps three
members wives will probably fly next year! The kind
Spaniards had her ready for sea early May and with fine
weather for three days we cruised Rias to Finisterre.
Weather bound in Lage and Coruna, we fetched on to Bares,
Santander, Guetaria to San Jean de Luz where Desmond
and Carol Bradley left, so "Ferry and Gay Johnston and
Felim Meade joined in a well lubricated takeover. Engine
trouble took us into Bayonne over an ’interesting’ bar and
finally a kindly tow from a charming family crew, who
arranged for our quick repair. Away after dinner in Biarritz,
but a foul nor’west 6/7 with rain decided a return to St. Jean
de Luz.

Mungo Park’s Joliba - Photo: W. M. Nixon

We were heartbroken to cancel a visit to Ronald Barton
and his vines in Paulillac; so Shanghaied two splendid
French boys for the passage to La Rochelle in fine weather
to collect John Petch and Brian Spain. We enjoyed the new
pontoons in the inner Harbour. On to Port de La Theule,
Isle de Yeu anchoring fore and aft for dinner in the Wee
Restaurant remembered from 1970. The food was again
remarkable and so was a recent visit of Bobby Barr, who had
somehow left an indelible memory. We only just escaped to
a westerly ’tormento’ which clawing off the coast double
reefed, and often helped by the engine, until 6 a.m. During
the night we passed too close to two French war ships who
appeard alarmed but under such conditions our port lights
could have been weak. Early morning we had a wonderful
reach to Benodet in force 5/6 when we had a very short
encounter with Bobby Barr.
The passage from Benodet is a real ’entry’; through the
Raz, the Chenal du Four, east of Scilly, with winds from
force 48 on the port quarter, and good tides, Joliba logged
381 miles in 56 hours. Aboard we had Terry Johnston, John
Petch, Brian Spain, Mungo and Amanda Park, ask them!
Our main recollection was the beauty and hospitality of
Galicia, and the friendliness of the Basques.
Log 1,231 miles. Engine 25 hrs. Time 28 days.
Roger de Quinncey writes: My wife and I took over
Emmalyn Hustler 30 at Royan on May 25th, and set off the
following afternoon with a fresh and wet N wind bound for
Mallorca, via the canals.
Conditions were not pleasant and the worry over whether
the mast now on deck would jump out of it’s crutches was
ever present. As we rolled and plunged our way across the
estuary it was not easy to keep dry and we were pleased when
we got over to the weather shore and were able to bring the
wind astern. Our crew Ted Snowden a master mariner of 18
years in the Merchant Navy was indispensible. We made
Paulliac at 22.00 hours. Away before 08.00 hours next
morning to be overtaken by Skellig Rock with much
hooting and on through Bordeaux to Cadillac. As we
approached this ancient city with its fine Chateau the rate of
the current was 41~ knots and with engine throbbing flat-out
we just got under the bridge and up to the pontoon in time.
Taking stock of the position we realised that the river was in
spate with all that extra water from the Pyrenees, as the
snows melted.
We just made Longon-- 6 miles up stream-- before tying
up alongside a gravel barge which we used as a convenient
platform for getting ashore for a good meal. We turned in
with uneasy minds at the prospect of having to wait days
before the stream abated and the roar of the current round
two marker buoys out side us made sleep difficult.
The sudden awakening by a searchlight piercing the
darkness and directed through the hatch straight on to ones
face brought news that the barge was moving off. It was
03.45 hours. The only important French word we had talked
about and I had memorised before sleep Ramorque came
bursting from my lips and the unexpectancy of a positive
reply brought us all on deck in next to no time. Towing in the
dark at 8 knots we thought it prudent to have the engine
running and in this headlong rush the barge shone its light
on us to see if we were still there, and on the banks to see that
they were not too close. In one and a half hours we reached
Castets and the canal system, something we could not have
done without a tow.
Being May we had the Canals to ourselves and were able
to make a fairly fast run through. 151 locks are quite an
undertaking and we felt the sooner achieved the better. But
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because we could not travel after 19.30, as the locks were
closed we made sure of stopping somewhere we could get a
good meal ashore. It is in the heart of wine country and each
evening we enjoyed a time of rare relaxation.
Bird song in May is at its best and it was marvellous to be
awakened by them, and eagles that accompanied us all the
way from Royan to Toulouse were those great scavengers
with twisting tails -- Kites. We often heard but never saw
Water rails with their raucous protest as we passed close to
the sedge.
We were pleased to get to the hot sunshine at Port la
Nouvelle. The job of stepping the mast, arranged with the
captain of the port, meant hiring, for a modest fee, the
biggest crane there is. We felt a bit vulnerable with a 2 cwt.
pulley block swinging over our heads as the driver, with
great skill, held all aloft as we secured the rigging. It can be a
lengthy operation when the mast is stepped on deck.
What a joy to be on the open sea again. With two stops at
Port Vendres (no marine charged) and Estartit (950 pesetas
a day) we were on our way. After a superb swim off Media
Grange Island, we split our Mainsail in 23 knots of wind and
had to go back to Estartit for repairs. Next day a fiesta, of
course, and when we did find a tapisceria he was unable to
tackle the job at once.
A superb passage home to Puerta Pollenza. 159 miles on
the log in 27 hours and 10 knots NE wind concluded a happy
trip.
We now live in a large farmhouse with a self contained flat
on the top floor for our friends, 3 miles from the port, and
hope to see members of the ICC paying us a visit.

Ronnie Slater writes: A family cruise from Ringhaddy to
Brittany, via Dunmore East, Scillys, Camaret, Audierne,
Loch Tuty, Port Louis, (L’orient) Port Haliguen (Quiberon)
Le Palais (Belle Ile) La Trinite Vannes (Morbihan) Elie de
Glenans Benodet Camaret, Scillys and Dunmore East. 1,275
miles in four weeks. Very little wind and mostly dead ahead.
The new South Coast rod forestay and McWilliam Jib were
noted a great success as also was the new Miller and
Whitwerth Cruising Chute which compensated for the slight
loss in sail area. Visits to the foredeck (and even the cockpit)
are also a thing of the past.

A report from Sandy Taggart: Sandy Taggart’s sailing was
on the West Coast of Scotland this year with one exception. He
skippered and navigated James Mclaren’s Tritsch Tratsch
previously owned by Otto Glaser in the Clyde Cruising
Club and Royal Ocean Racing Club supported Blue Water
Trophy Race from Troon to La Trinite Sur Mer in South
Brittany. Tritsch Tratsch not only secured line honours but
won the I.O.R. Devision and placed second under the
C.C.C. Handicap system in a fleet of twenty-one yachts to
show that she is still as good as she ever was. Christine joined
the crew for a short cruise in the area which included a visit
to the Gulfe of Morbihan. As that visit was a cruise in
Company of all the competitors in the Race along with boats
from the Host Club and took place after the reception given
by the Societe Nautique de la Trinite the place was renamed
the ’Gulf of Moribund’ when Partizan of Ensworth from
Galway and Dave’s Crew arrived on the scene.
The family cruise was confined to the Firth of Clyde
where he took the opportunity of visiting anchorages which
he had not visited before!!!

John Waddell writes: It would have been graceful to credit
Heather of Mourne’s miraculous luck with Scottish and Irish
weather in 1~)81 to her wearing the I.C.C. Burgee lor the first
time but her luck in 1980 was almost as good; in all Heather
spent successive nights in the same port only three times
during 72 days cruising. We had only one period of up to4-7
and if there was any complaint it was perhaps that the wind
was too light. The mileage covered in four cruises from
Strangford Lough were 644 (15 days and 2 nights) to
Western Isles and Scottish Coast; 590 (17 days and one
night) to the same area; 898 (23 days and 2 nights) to Kerry
and 586 ( 17 days and one night) to the Western Isles again in
September.
Able crew support came from a total of 21 people the
youngest being the owner’s eldest grandson aged 9. Partl~
because of the logistics of crew changes the territory covered
was not exotic ranging from Lough Maddy, Dunvegan and
Lough Thurnaig in the north, to Derrynane and Skellig
Michael (where a two-hour landing was made by half of the
crew) in the south west. Heather anchored or berthed for an
hour or two or overnight over 90 times and we sampled 37
anchorages new to her. With such light winds some of the
most interesting exercises in seamanship consisted of sailing
from Dunmore East to Waterford and back without power
and berthing in and departing from Arklow basin with a
broken-down engine. We had one fright when we were
almost run down off Skye in bright sunshine by a
Caledonian Macbrayne Ferry which had a clear view for
about 3 miles but chose to swerve around Heather at a
distance of less than one cable. All in all Heather o/’MoulvTe
well earned her keep again this year bringing her total log
mileage since June 1978 up to over 8,000 miles.
Tony Walsh writes: As in the last two seasons we took
Norbert Reilly’s Southwind home to Howth after her winters
vacation in the Hamble. This time we decided to cruise home
calling at Cowes, Lymington, Weymouth, Dartmouth
Newlyn and Arklow taking in all eleven days to reach
Howth.
Mid August I joined Southwind in Kinsale and with
Aideen spent a very pleasant cruise along the South Coast.
We spent our first night in Schull and the following night
joined John Gore Grimes in Shardana and Ian Morrisson in
Querida at a quiet and beautiful anchorage in Dunmanus
Bay. The following morning we cruised in Company to
Glengariff in glorious weather and spent two nights of
revilery before returning via North Harbour to Schull where
we handed over to the owner.
In October I joined John Gore-Grimes on Shardana for a
delivery trip to Camper Nicholson’s Yard in Gosport. We
had invited a friend Alec Lyttle from Belfast and the other
crew consisted of I.C.C. members Andy Somerville and
Black Bob Fannin. As we left Howth the weather gradually
deteriorated and we were soon under heavily reefed Main
and working jib slamming into a SW 8. We did not quite
fetch Lands End and made land fall some 15 miles east north
east of Pendeen Light. The wind was now gusting SSW 9 and
we spent some very uncomfortable hours in atrocious seas
before rounding the Long Ships.
The wind which had now freed us continued to increase so
we bagged the jib and continued under reefed Main. Gusting
50 knots at times Shardana under her much reduced sail
behaved like a lady and recorded 167 miles in the next 24
hours, 1.8 miles outside her personal best. 1 had been on
Shardana three seasons previously in exactly the same
conditions and on that occasion we had opted for bare polcs
running before the seas and averaging 4 knots. The skipper

had not been on board on that occasion and certainly his
decision to leave up reduced sail gave Shardana much more
control in the confused seas. It was still blowing force 10
when we arrived in Gosport at 2.00 hours and over the bottle
of Paddy we all agreed that the wind had been very
consistant throughout the trip.

David Whitehead writes: Since moving to Colorado Imp
has been kept at Rinville near Galway and is mostly used for
day sailing in Galway Bay.
This year I timed my holiday to fit into the patch of
unsettled weather between the end of June and the
beginning of August, but managed to have some enjoyable
sailing nevertheless. Marie and I took Imp over to Newquay,
which is on the south shore of the bay between Kinvara and
Ballyvaughan. We entered through the narrows at dead low
water and anchored about a mile east of the pier in a small
bay on the north shore. Although it was a neap tide, the
current ran about 4 knots in the channel, but at our
anchorage we had maybe 1 knot. This little bay is opposite
an obvious ruined house on the south shore. We had 12 feet
of water at low tide.
"/’he next day gave us a splendid sail with the bay at its very
best -- sunshine, an indigo blue flecked with white caps, the
mountains of Connemara blue in the distance. Just off
Spiddal at lunch time (we were heading for the pub!) the jib
halliard block failed and the headsail dropped into the water
to leeward. We shifted to the storm jib, using the topsail
halliard to hoist it, but found it was too small for effective
beating and ~o retreated the Rinville to affect repairs. Down
wind we averaged 6 knots in about F5 and were back on the
mooring in two hours.
During the next two weeks a series of fronts crossed the
west coast at almost daily intervals giving a period of fresh to
strong westerlies. I crewed with Donal Morrissey on his
J3OJoggernaut racing in the bay and also on a passage from
Clifden to Rinville. After an hour or two of uncomfortable
sailing we rounded Slyne Head in 30 knot wind and lumpy
sea, Once off the wind the J30 skated along, surfing
frequently, to complete the 65 mile passage in 10 hours.
Between squalls the sun shone and the Connemara coast
gave us splendid views.
I also crewed with Brian Siggins -- racing in the Bay -including an interesting race around the Aran Islands for a
trophy donated to the Galway club by Forward Trust. On
this race, with only four aboard Finavarra (a Nich. 345) of
whom two were strangers, we did not do justice to the yacht.
We covered the 75 mile course in 10 hours and had a lot of
fun, but came last of three starters on handicap. This race
has all the ingredients of an event that could become popular
in the future.
In the last week of July I took Imp to Kinvara with my son
Duncan (7) and nephew Kieran (11) as crew. Having plenty
of time and it being close to HW springs we looked up into
the Kilcolgan and Clarinbridge rivers around Ship and
Tyrone pools before following the club directions to
Kinvara. The pool mentioned in the directions is level with a
conspic, isolated white cottage due north of Kinvara quay.
There is a fishing boat mooring in the deepest part but we
had 7’ at low water 50 yds. west of the mooring.
After a pleasant night at anchor we weighed at 8.30 a.m.
as the forecast was not good. Fortunately we laid up to Eddy
Island close hauled and bore offfor Kilcolgan spit without a
tack, as it was a miserable morning. Wind SW, about force
5, torrential rain and very poor visibility. There was an
awkward little sea into which Imp buried her bow-sprit
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frequently. Both the boys were mildly sea sick but soon
recovered when we bore off to a run after the Tawin shoals
buoy. (The buoyage in Galway was converted to IALA in
July). We were back on our mooring at Rinville in time for

David Whitehead’s Imp -- Photo: David Whitehead
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lunch.
The remaining few days of the holiday were spent day
sailing in gorgeous weather which settled on the west coast
just as I was due to return to work!

List of Members

An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.

Adams, Peter J. 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F. 1974
Alpin, Roger 1972
Ashenhurst C. G. 1980
Balmforth, M. B. 1966
Barnes, Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert 1969
Barr, R. G. M. 1973
Barr, Mrs. Hazel 1971
*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)
Bassett, Major C. S. 1969
Beck, Horace P. 1963
Beirne, Ronan M. 1975
Benson, Dr. R. 1975
Berridge, Lt. Col. R. L. 1946
Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Beckett, Dr. W. K. 1973
Begley, William 1950
Black, Brian 1981
Blaikie, James A. 1969

Elm House, Mannamead Ave., Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon. Calcaria
Shangri-La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co. Louth. Kami Kai
30, The Orchard, Glenageary Woods, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (806531)
Synge Street, Dublin 8 (857248, 756426)
Meer, Church Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (852643, 500102) Ailsa
7 Dargarvel Ave., Glasgow G41 5LD (041/427-1176) Sgeir Ban
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269) Condor
60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813369)
60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813369)
6 High St. Cork (021-505447)
53 Rivermead Court, Hurlingham, London S.W.6. Gioconda
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A. 05753. China Bird
Stokeville, Coliemore Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859741. Office: 788644)
64 Bellevue Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin (802352). Marlow
Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-831531) Corofin
do.
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (889826) Dara (P.O.)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (880162) Dara (P.O.)
Sleepy Valley, 23 Convent Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
6 Corbawn Grove, Shankill, Co. Dublin (821673) Tillew
Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Rd., Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 2209) Different
Drummer
Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin (853034) Sula
Albert House, Victoria Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858355) Shemite
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick (061-45479. Office: 45444) lnduna
1886 Bloor St., West Toronto M6P3K7, Canada
33Hestercombe Ave., Fulham, London S.W. 6 5LL (01-736-4545)

Booth, E. M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
Bourke, J. Roger 1942
Bourke, Michael Paget 1975
*Bourne, Edward 1978
Hon. Sec. R.C.C.
Bowring, Wing Cdr. J. H. 1973
Bradley, Desmond 1957
Bradley, Brendan 1980
Braidwood, W. S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs. 1963
Bramwell, Dr. B. R. 1963
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick K. J. 1943
Brown, J. Finlay 1959
Brown, Mrs. M. 1973
Brown, Richard P. 1970
Brown, W. P. 1963
Bryce, Robert G. 1969
Bunting, Peter J. 1962
Commodore L C. C.
Bunting, Mrs. E. A. M. 1969
Burke, J. F. 1971
Burns, Richard M. 1969
Butler, J. C. 1959

Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (853899)
Moorfield, Church Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (855622)
State o’Chassis (P.O.)
6 Stillorgan Grove, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin. Debonair (P.O.)
3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down (2382)
do.
Killinchy, Co. Down (541505. Office: B’fast 669300) Inisharon
25 Seabank Court, Sandycove, Co. Dublin (809039) Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (886784)
151 Seafield Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3 (338176)
6 Monastery Crescent, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down (209)
212 Shore Rd., Portaferry, Co. Down (318)
St. Benedicts, Thormanby Rd., Daily, Co. Dublin (322829)
Ballyreagh Farm, Portferry Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (812310) Gulkarna
do.

Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork (021-33730) Golden Shamrock
Box 409, Osterville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A. Adele
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork (021-811343) Tam o’Shanter
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Byrne, H. E. O’C. 1974
Byrne, Dermot 1977
Cagney, Mrs. Romaine, 1978
Cahill, James 1978
*Campbell, R. P. 1934 (1969)
Carr, W. Derek 1972
Carr, Mrs. J. E. 1972
Cassidy, Liam 1978
Chadwick, T. ~1944
Clapham, John F. 1965
Clapham, Mrs. D., 1974
Clark, H. W. S., M.B.E., D.L. 1951
Clark, Peter, 1971
Clarke, S. H. R. 1967
Cobbe, T. L. 1939
Coe, R. 1957
Coffey, John F. 1981
Colleran, Patrick 1980
Collins, Michael D. 1975
Connor, Brendan J. 1980
Cooke, Victor A. 1977
Cooke, K. L. 1959
Costello, Walter F. 1980
Cotter, William J. 1975
Courtney, Ross 1948
Cox, James F. 1970
Coyle, Michael F. 1971
Cresswell, R. S. 1949
Cronin, T. P. 1981
Crosbie, E. 1957
Cudmore, Fred 1947
Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966
Cudmore John 1977
Cudmore Justin R. 1966
Cudmore Peter F. 1966
Cudmore Harold, 1956
Cudmore Mrs. Mary 1970
Cudmore H. (Jun.) 1959
Cudmore Ronald 1964
Cudmore Anne 1979
Cudmore Richard B. 1966
Cuffe-Smith, Capt., W. R. 1970
Cullen, M. 1971
Cunningham, Brian 1967
Curtain, W. A. 1971
d’Alton, M. M. A. 1956
d’Alton, Robert 1978
Dalton, Brian 1969
Daly, Dominic J. 1968
Davey, D. W. H. 1969
Davis, Samuel 1980
Davis, Mrs. Helen 1980
Dawes, Miss K. P. 1963
Dean, Douglas 1965
Dempsey, J. A. 1973
Denham, Dr. P. C. 1975
de Quincy, Roger 1969
de Quincy, Mrs Sheila 1974
Devenney, E. K. 1973
Dick, J. R. William 1971
Dickinson, L. B. 1969
Dickinson, William B. 1979
Dinneen, Patrick A. 1965
Dixon, Hon. Robin, M.B.E. 1977

Lismoyle, Shore Rd., Malahide, Co. Dublin (450498. Office: 757911) Rapparee
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Nixe
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13 (323239)
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co. Mayo (094-21364, Otllce Swinford 7) Building Cutter
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (821028) Verve (P.O.)
Portland house, Downpatrick, Co. Down (2051) Melora III
do.
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave. E., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (806380) Rhapsody
(P.O.)
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin (401220, Office: 280381)
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast (63177) Tresillian III
Do.
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co. Derry (Maghera 747) Wilde Goose of Moyle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Rd., Killinchy, Co. Down (541814) Rinamara
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork Quiver vii
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co. Dublin (450343)
Craigie, Monastereven, CO. Kildare (045-25300)
Elsinore, Coliemore Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859206) Meg of Muglins
17 Whitehall Rd., Churchtown, Dublin 14 (984994)
’Inniskeel’, King Edward Rd., Bray, Co. Wicklow (867619) Ardichele
22 Offington Drive, Sutton, Dublin 13 (322403. Office: 747021) Aeolus
Islandreagh house, Dunadry, Co. Antrim. Misaja
’Salia’, Dublin Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin (322348. Office: 771801) Kumaree
25 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin
6 Old Orchard, Templeogue, Dublin 14 (904192)
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (323090. Office: 322721)
Bandersnatch of Howth
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3 (339593. Office: 771553)
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51329)
Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859775)
Castlebuoy, Strand Rd., Baldoyle, Co. Dublin (323423)
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (021-52420)
Clover Hill, Well Rd., Douglas, Cork (021-291060. Office: 24019)
Setanta Too (P.O.)
do.
do.
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork (294307. Office: 24019)
6 Camden Place, Cork (021-53726)
Kedges, Douglas Rd., Cork (021-293016. Office: 24019) Namhara
do.
Elden Ho., Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-293024)
Rm. 1019, 135 South La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois 60603 U.S.A. Morgana
do.
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-293625) Anna Petrea
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322428) Leemara
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6 (977002. Office: 778932)
22 Raillis Ave., Largs, Ayrshire, Scotland (0475-675477) Ninnaich
Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke, Plymouth (Plymouth 51900)
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin (Office: 761481) Siamsa (P.O.)
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co. Cork (021-72471) Si Mara
234 Lothrop Rd., Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan 48236 (313-885 4374) Boru
Rockmount, Montenotte, Cork (021-505969. Office: 505399)
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down (Holywood 2287)
37 Church Rd., Holywood, Co. Down. Suvretta
do.
9 Courtney PI., Lymington, Hants.
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork Darinda
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin (491326)
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973098) Charles Whittan (P.O.)
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain
do.
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 61410. Office: Dundonald 4535)
Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow (045-65233)
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down (2164) Seaboard
15 College Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down. Seaboard
The Old Rectory, Croom, CO. Limerick (061-88245/44604) Huntress H
Drumadarragh Lodge, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim (B’Clare 40480) Oberon
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Donegan, Patrick, T.D. 1968
Dorman, Dr. J. K. A. 1971
Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Doyle, Frank 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle, Thomas F. 1930
Doyle, D. Conor 1966
Duff, J. C. 1946
Duff, J. K. 1949
Dunn, Aidan 1963
Du Plessis, Hugo 1978
du Pont, Pierre 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965
Elliot, W. Mayne 1932
Ender, Theodore 1972
England, Mrs. Elizabeth M. 1967
Escott, William P. 1980
Espey, Fred J. K. 1979
Everett, T. 1975
Eves, F. Maitland, M.B.E. 1967
Eves, Jeremy, R. F. 1975
Ewing, Clayton 1981
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Fannin, Robert J. 1981
Faulkner, Dennis J. 1960
Faulkner, Mrs. J. K. 1969
Felix, Bernard 1963
Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956
Fielding, Mrs. C
Finnegan, John J. 1966
Firth, Ivan J. 1978
Fisher, J. D. F. 1969
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
FitzGerald, David H. B. 1966
Flanagan, Jack J. 1980
Fogarty, John J. 1967
Fowler, Robert J. 1969
Fox-Mills, Barbara 1981
French, Miss D. 1934
Fryer, Patrick, J. H 1969
Gallagher, Benignus N. 1980
Geldof, Robert 1968
Gibson, James C. 1977
Glaser, Dr. Otto 1972
Glover, Dr. W. E. 1963
Gogarty, Desmond 1960
Gomes, H. R. 1967
Gomes, Mrs Deirdre 1980
Gore-Grimes, Anthony 1978
Gore-Grimes, John 1973
Rear Commodore L C.C. and
Hon. Editor, 1. C. C. Annual
Gore-Grimes, Mrs. J. 1975
Goulding, Tom 1980
Gray, C. Peter 1980
Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963
Green, Dr. Chris H. 1964
Green, Dr. Michael 1964
Greenlagh, David 1978
Greer, P. H., LL.D. 1951
Greer, Howard 1966

St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8944. Office: 042-7221)
Force One
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (370)Maid of Skye
Lauriston, Douglas Rd., Cork (021-23706. Office: 25235) Moonduster
do.
Patchwork, Killarney Rd., Bray, Co. Wiclow (862779)
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork (021-841199) Sonata
do.
Ard-le Mar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin
Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath (190)
2 Nutley Rd., Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (691158. Ofice: 770733) Anasu H
Ballylickery, Bantry, Co. Cork
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732, U.S.A. Barlovento H
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co. Cork (021-822401. Office: 505264) Camingo
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807918)
Burren Carragh, Burr Point, Ballyhalbert, Co. Down (Ballywalter 233) Happy
Return (P.O.)
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse St., Kinsale, Co. Cork
Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, Midlothian (031-663 7403)
70 Thornleigh Gardens, Bangor, Co. Down
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (805160)Ariadne
56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast (653917)
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down BT22 2LJ (Millisle 213) Takahe
(P.O.)
do.
Ships Point, RT4, Box 495 Eaton, Maryland Z1601, U.S.A.
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Dublin
4 Lomond Ave., Fairview, Dublin 3
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down (Killinchy 541114)Anatina
do.
19B Victor Hugo 92200 Neuilly, Paris, France, Skaco H
Skelling, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841428 & 51848) Spellbound
do.
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin. Jane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858087) Challenge
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (3667) Onaway
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Rd., Cork (021-292210. Office: 20095)Mandalay
Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway (Galway 41146. Office: Tynagh 214)Partizan of
Emsworth
Reamount House, Lusk, Co. Dublin (437233) Faigh an Bealach
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Cork. Nora Sheila
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858529. Office 801422)
Spectra
Hilltop House, Windgate Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin (322848)
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow (876374)
Craigdhu, Vico Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859658)
9 Alden Road, Dublin 13 (325341) Blue Belle
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (802818. Office: 778869)
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down (23438) Chloe
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin (324797/688227)
2 Coolong Rd., Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W. (337-2889) Melite
’Lamlash, Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8740) (08165)
12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Ain Mara (P.O.)
do.
Roxboro, Baily, Co. Dublin (322449. Office: 748537) Gibbon
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin (323670. Office: 748537) Shardana

do.

Brahalish, Burrow Rd., Portrane, Co. Dublin. Walrus
45 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin (853911)
Plymouth Hoe. Stoney Rd., Dundonald, Belfast (63175)
12 Collawin Rd., Northbridge, Sydney 2063, N.S.W. (9581931)
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex BN2 6SJ (33676)
Oilook Lane, Groomsport, Co. Down
22 Greenfield Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin (323195. Office: 771801)
’Cynara’, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin (323731. Office: 983911)
Deilginnis
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Guinness, J. H. 1961
Guinness, Mrs. M. J. 1966
Hon. Publications Officer
Guinness, Ian R. 1979
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, Mervyn J. 1970
Hall, R. C. A. 1952
Hall, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harbison, Dr. John F. 1977
Harris, J. A. 1971
Harrison, John M. 1975
Harte, Edward D. 1969
Hasset, Barry 1975
Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
*Heard, R. D. 1934(1963)
Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967
Hearne, R. J. 1975
Heath, Lewis, F. G. 1978
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hon. Sec. L C. C.
Hegarty, Dermot 1959
Hemphili, Lord 1981
Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J. 1957
Henry, Dr. George R. 1969
Henshall, James A. 1979
Heron, Barney 1965
Hicks, Harold R. 1981
Hicks, Savell, O., O.B.E. 1961
Hill, Michael 1980
Hilliard, C. E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967
Hogan, Miss Clare 1980
Horsman, Henry F. 1952
Hosford, W. K. 1974
Hughes N. C. F.R.C.S. 1972
Hunt, C. K. 1963
Hutchinson, William R. 1969
Irving, J. F. 1960
Irwin, D. M. 1973
Jameson, J. Patrick 1968
Johnston, Denis B. 1979
Johnson, Terence 1960
Jones, A. G. H. 1965
Kavanagh, Gerald P. 1980
Keane, Barry 1975
Keily, D. J. 1973
Kelliher, Edward J. 1977
Kelly, C. D. 1975
Kelly, John C. 1979
Kenset, David J.
Kenefick, George 1975
Vice Commodore ICC
Kennedy, Hugh P. Q. C. 1963
Kennedy George O’Brien 1969
Kennedy, T. F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy, Mrs. B. 1973
Kerrigan, Seamus 1974
Kiely, Jock 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph 1971
Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966
Kirby, Tom 1971
Knight, R. D. 1971
Knott, H. B. 1964

Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123. Office: 316944)Deerhound
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123) Stroker (P.O.)
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123)
Chaple Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks.
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858264.
Office: 773167) Rhapsody (P.O.)
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841083) Roane (P.O.)
do.
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount ELiza, Victoria 3930, Australia. Rosbeg
30 Casana View, Howth, Co. Dublin (325212)
Oak lawn, 128 Tonbridge Rd., Hildenborough, Kent (2162)
Flat 2, 4 Leeds Rd., Harrogate, Yorks.
Mill House, Coosheen, Schull, Co. Cork (028-28385)
7 Janeville, Ballin~emple, Cork (32793) Sacha
Shanganagh, Albert Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin (808058), Master of Yacht
Asgard H
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Ra., Killiney, Co. Dublin (852258) Harklow
do.
’Elisinore’, Baily, Co. Dublin (322236. Office: 682433)
South Winds, Ulverton Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (804372) Four Seasons
Cairngorm, Baily, Co. Dublin (323421)Freebird
Killeen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin (450603)
Tulira Castle, Ardrahan, Co. Galway (091-35285) Knocknagrena
The Hollow, Tibradden Rd., Rockbrook, Dublin 16. Ashling
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Jacqueline
Lonsdale, 743 Shaw Rd., Newtownabbey, Co. Down. Maimourne
Moytura House, Gross, Claremorris, Co. Mayo (Cong 10) Wild Bird
Gan Away, 107 Whiterock Bay, Killinchy, Co. Down. Blazer
Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn, Killinchy, Co. Down (468. Office: Belfast 57251)
86 Rashee Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim
94 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin (854923)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (808103) Jubilee B
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (808103) Vision 3
Templerainy House, Arklow (0402-2349)
Ravenswood, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (882253)
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast (Drumbo 323) Taitsing
Guinness Group Sales, 86 Patrick St., Cork
42 Ballyeasborough Rd., Portavogie, Co. Down BT22 I DB (512) Vagrant
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Term, Shropshire. Saunterer of Leigh
The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Rd., Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 65528)
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322931, 741231)Findabar of Howth
Benvue, The Point, Grooms Port, Co. Down
Frazerbank, Strathmore Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin (851439. Office: 960144)
State o’Chassis (P.O.)
Yeowood, Wrighton, Avon
34 Offington Lawn, Sutton, Dublin 13 (323062/331103) Helen of Howth
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin (805982)
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork (021-831235) Stargazer
Old School house, Willistown, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51244) Spokestar
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (972567) Jeepers
75 Dunluce Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3
17 Silverbirch Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, BT19 2EU (0247-62128) Ceres
Derryclare, Well Rd., Douglas, Co. Cork (291799. Office: 292813) L’Exocet
Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth., Belfast (660500) Tosca IV of Bangor
Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9) Brainstorm
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Rd., Killinchy, Co. Down (Killinchy 541470)
do.
The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin. Mac Lir H
15 Bosworth St., Boston, 02108, U.S.A. Snowstar
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin (323442. Office: 778932)
70 Ladbroke Rd., London W.11 (727-6045)Phalarope
Park Rd., Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork (023-43553. Office 023-43240)
Yami Yami
The Chalet, Uplands, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Marlay, Savai Park Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (853312)
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Kyle, Stirk 1971
8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down
Slieve Rua, Hillcrest Rd., Sandyford, Dublin 14 (986948. Office: 761236)
Large, Richard T. 1958
Law J. Brian 1975
Beech house, Duncana Rd., Lisburn, Co. Antrim (70461. Office: 77317) Sai See
Heydere, Westfields, N.C. Rd., Limerick (061-51567. Office 45290) Mokav H
Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Lawrence, David T. 1975
1 lc Pendennis Rd., Streatham, London S.W.16.
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin (889486)
Lee, Reginald 1961
Lennox, George A. 1969
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast BT4 2DX (656989) Sarita
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (0849-541579) Wishbone
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Love, Clayton 1950
El Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork (021-831139) Cavelleta
Love, Mrs. T. 1963
do.
Love, Clayton (Jun.) 1971
Clanricarde, Blackrock Rd., Cork (021-293977/26841) Rebel County
Love, D. B. 1963
E1 Medano, 75 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin (852837)
Love, John P. 1972
White Oaks, Blackrock Rd., Cork
Corrig, Convent Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859782) Ruffino
Lovegrove, Richard B. 1981
Windward, Strand Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin (322507) Gunfleet H
Luke, Derek 1959
Luke, Dermot 1955
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (324181. Office: 771801)
Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-882303) Vivi (P.O.)
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968
29 Bridge Rd., Helens Bay, Co. Down
Lynas, Mrs. Maria 1981
McAuley, Daniel J. 1979
33 Stewardstown Rd., Belfast BTI 19SZ (613712) Capella of Kent
McAnaney, E. 1975
99 Sandford Rd., Ranelagh, Dublin 6 (971421)
McAuley, F. D. MCh., D.O.M.S. 1961 45 Upper Leeson St., Dublin 4 (604580)
Macauley, W. P. 1963
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co. Wicklow (582101) Heather
Bell
McBride, Denis 1972
34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Rd., Tallaght, Co. Dublin
McBride, Edward D. 1970
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin (323335)
McCann, George 1968
21 Riverside Rd., Bangor, Co. Down
McCarthy, Vincent J. 1977
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Rd., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
McConnell, J. C. 1958
McConnell House, Claremont Place, Dublin 2 (858451. Office: 781544) Snow
Goose
120 Balinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin (Office: 781544) Bloodhound
McConnell, John H. 1965
24 Beechcourt, Killiney, Co. Dublin (858451) Kala
McConnell, Mrs. M. T. 1959
McConnell, Stafford C. 1971
16 Parkview Mansions, Haroids Cross Rd., Dublin 6
McCormick, W. H. D. 1956
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co. Donegal (Greencastle 5) (Office: Derry 65014)
Manaan Maclir. Vinga H
McDowell, J. R. 1963
la Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down (Helen’s Bay 3665) Rosheen Bawn
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin (893153)
McFerran, K. 1931
Dept. of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Lisburn Road, Belfast BT9 7BL
McFerran, N. 1965
(667208)
McGonagle, Liam 1959
Hilltop House, Windgate Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin (322848. Office: 761818)
Ounavara of Howth
McGuire, John F. 1975
Newtown Park House, Newtown Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (887403.
Office: 765338)
McIlwaine, A. D. 1960
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Sheenan
Mcllwaine,’Mrs. Y. 1963
do.
Macllwraith, George H. 1970
Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas, Cork (293577. Office: 962222) Windhover
McKee, Michael 1962
104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down (2692. Office: Belfast 22734)
McKenna, David C. 1964
Rosemount, Windmill Lane, Renfield, Sussex BN5 9UW (Henfield 2444) Rapparee
Beechfield, Sydney Ave., Biackrock, Co. Dublin (888376)
McKinley, Fergus 1953
McKinney, John H.
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14 (982514. Office 978490)Aracaty H (P.O.)
McLaverty, K. 1961
Ballynally Lane, Moville, Co. Donegal (Moville 239)
McLaverty, K. 1961
12 Newpark Rd., Holly Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
McMahon, James 1973
’Rathlin’, 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (972391) Echo of Porchester
’Treborth’, Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin (324042) Goosander
McMillan, Alistair 1968
McMordie, H. M. 1972
Colin Rd., Dunmurry, Belfast (622172) Anolis
11 Almoners’ Ave., Cambridge, CBI 4NZ (47020)
McMullen, L. 1940
45 Albert Rd. Lr., Glenageary, Dublin (804354) Kilderkin
McMullen, Colin P. 1975
McHenry, Cormac P. 1980
8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14 (884733. Office: 505593) Ring of Kerry
McSweeney, Patrick 1968
’Dunmuire’, Woodview, Douglas, Cork. Vivi (P.O.)
White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin (859585) Aileen
Macken, J. J. 1949
83 Ardoyne House, Pembroke Park, Dublin (601343)Antoinette
Mackeown, J. A. 1959
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-31348)
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-33439)Pidun
Madden, Dr. J. 1971
Magan, Arthur S. C. 1981
Cloghreen, Baily, Co. Dublin (322408) Noroysund
Magennis, C. 1975
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Rd., Warenpoint, Co. Down (2237) Snowgoose of
Moygannon
Maguire, B. C. 1950
Northfields, Biackbosy, Uckfield, Sussex CA22 5LD (Framfield 593)
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (804140)
Maguire, M. J. 1958
Ballinglanna, Douglas Rd., Cork (021-293966. Office: 25252)
Maher, Patrick J. 1959
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57 Sydney Parade Ave., Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (696100. Office: 682781)
Malone, Steven 1979
Mansfield, Stafford 1981
4 Barnstead Drive, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-294197)Demelza
Rockmount, 20 Warren Rd., Donaghdee, Co. Down (883553) Mandarin
Marshall, A. H. 1963
11 Jordanstown Rd., Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, Banba
Martin, Brian M. 1966
Erinagh, Kerrmount Ave., Foxrock, Dublin (893565) Estrellita (P.O.)
Martin, Clive C. 1978
Martin, F. D. 1954
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin (853410)
114 High St., Eton, Windsor, Berks. Pintail of Kew
Masser, K. 1966
Massey, Nicholas W. 1980
2 Thormanby Lawns, Howth, Co. Dublin (325058)
Meagher, Niall 1975
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare (045-7728)
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973075)
Mellon, D. E., M.D. 1947
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co. Wexford (053-39138) Calloo
Miller, C. G. 1955
Currybinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (831392) Windrose
Minchin, John 1960
27 Sion Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (854317. Office: 505677) Korsar
Mollard, Robert E. 1969
Montgomery, E. J. 1955
78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin (681903. Office: 761201)
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow (0404-5164) Samantha
Morck, Dr. P. B. 1958
23 Albany Rd., Ranelagh, Dublin 6
Morck, Mrs. P. C. 1962
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork (021-33297) Blue Jay
Morehead, R. 1950
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny (Fiddown 8)
Morris, Arthur 1961
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin (323106) Querida of Howth
Morrison, R. Ian 1957
Morton, Admiral, Sir Anthony, K.C.B.Villa Du Lac, 243 Chaussee De La Hulpe, Watermael Boitsfort, 1170, Bruxelles
(673-85-27) Sung Fou of Beaulieu
1970
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny (056-27125) Acari
Moose, W. P. 1964
Gambles Lodge, Upper Mountown, Dun Laoghaire (801420)
Mulhern, James 1980
State o’Chassis (P.O.)
59 Sefton, Rochestown Ave., Dun Laoghaire (855026) Tiger
Mullen, T. J. 1975
Arlonstown, Dunsany, Co. Meath (046-25175) Maid of Kileen
Mullins, John 1972
4 Coliemore Villas, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (857562. Office: 601222) Stroker (P.O.)
Mullins, Peter J. D. 1971
Murphy, W. J. 1963
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Rd., Cork
Tinnahesk Service Station, Olygate, Co. Wexford
Myles, Norman 1972
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork (841055) Black Shadow
Nicholson, David 1980
Grange Lodge, Kill ’O’ The Grange, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (894356)
Nairn, George E. 1980
Quistar (P.O.)
3 Seafront Rd., Cultra, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2196) Josephine
Nixon, James 1971
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (323929) Turtle
Nixon, W. M. 1963
O’Boyle, Donal 1974
Inishowen, 4 Avora Park, Howth (323797)
Small Acre, Church Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (852754) Live Wire
O’Brien, Daniel D. 1978
Flat 3, Bear Haven Pilot View, Bulloch Harbour, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (804369)
O’Brien, John J. 1971
46 Killiney Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin (852619) Julia
O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
do.
O’Ceallagh, Mrs. M. 1963
Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893395. Office: 764661)
O’Connor, Daniel 1971
Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin (767136) Inishfallen
O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Verna
Odlum, Peter D. 1942
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork (841051) Cabaret
O’Farrell, Michael 1975
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Rd., Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2620) Cuchulain
Ardbrack Cottage, Kinsale, Co. Cork (021-72148)
O’Farrell, Vincent J. 1981
O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely, Co. Dublin (896465. Office: 605011)
Cuilaun of Kinsale
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dublin (905800. Office: 689690) Triona
O’Gallagher, Malachi 1968
Balrath, Co. Meath
O’Gorman, Thomas 1975
8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (965130)
O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D. 1962
34 Lr. Mt. Pleasant Ave., Dublin 6 (Office: 763914)
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975
9 Lr. Mt. Pleasant Ave., Dublin 6 (972114)
O’Keeffe, Dr. Maurice 1972
The Pallisades, Ardbreac, Kinsale, Co. Cork (72458. Office: 72253)
O’Rahilly, Dr. Michael 1979
12 Dornden Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (695285)
Delgany Croft Rd., Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2317, 2147) Moody Blue
Olver, John R. 1971
(P.O.)
’Monaleen’, Torquay Rd., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (896009)
O’Mara, Stephen 1960
Ardgarry, Gorey, Co. Wexford (055-21803)
O’Morchoe, David N.C. 1981
24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast (0203-63601. Office: 57261)
Orr, Arthur S. P. Vrd 1970
Mainmoune(P. O. )
Summerlea, Burray, Ordney, Scotland. Chin Chin
Orr, S. 1973
Knocknagreanna, Milford, Co. Donegal (73) Segala
Osborne, J. A. D.S.C.
Capt. R.N. Ret’d 1969
7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh Dublin 6 (979039) Verve (P.O.)
Osborne, James R. 1974
Osterberg, Paul 1949
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down (226)
9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry (066-21011) Ceili
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964
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Park, Dr. David S. 1969
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry A. 1969
*Paul, Alan H. (1958)
Payne, J. Somers 1969
Pearson, J. D. 1950
Perkins, R. Forbes 1980
Pritchard, P. Marshall 1966
Pritchard, Mrs. Maura 1966
Radley, George 1971
Rea, William T. 1977
Revill, Reginald G. 1979
Roberts, Rex 1974
Roberts, T. 1973
Robinson, A. 1973
Roche, Charles A. 1972
Roche, John O’S. 1978
Roche, Pierce 1975
Roche, T. H. 1935
Rogerson, Frederick 1969
Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967
Ronan, J. G. 1956
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, David F. 1973
Ryan, Dermod J. 1971
Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
Ryan, Frank 1971
Ryan, John 1956
Selig, Ivan 1965
Sewell, Richard G. 1969
Shanks, T. R. J. 1972
Hon. Treasurer 1. C. C.
Sharp, Ronald 1974
Sheil, Leonard 1968
Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm.
R.N. Ret’d 1957
Sheridan, Frank W. 1981
Sims, R. J. A. 1969
Sisk, H. B. 1973
Slater, Ronnie 1977
Smiles, Alan E. 1958
Smullen, Brian P. 1968
Smullen, John D. 1961
Smyth, B. T. 1960
Smyth, Francis G. 1979
Smyth, F. B. 1964
Smyth, W. A. 1960
Snell, M. H. 1974
Somerville-Large, P. T. 1946
Somerville, R. Andrew 1980
Speidel, Noel 1968
Starkey, R. V. 1939
Steadman, David 1967
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
Stewart, R. R. 1968
Stevenson, John A. 1964
Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967

The Croft, 144 Portaferry Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813593) Cruiskeen
Carrig Breach, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin (322210) Joliba
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down BT21 OPD (2517)
Fair Alton
29 St. James St., London S.W.I (HYD 5252)
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831128) Melody
Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin (322276)
Owl’s Nest, Box 398, Manchester, Ma 01944, U.S.A. (617-526-1492)
Goideneye
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (852237. Office: 853634)
Norella (P.O.)
do.
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811394) Cecille
33 Woodlands Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (852035)
C/o I.C.I., 5/9 South Frederick St., Dublin
Stratford, Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (805328.
Office: 808305)
The Residence, Kilboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down (470) Petrel
Hillmount, Annalong, Co. Down (Annalong 380) Diane of Down
Ballingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow (874572)
20b Strand Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin (324671)
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (881093. Office: 775014)
Neon Tetra
Creevagh, Dundrum Rd., Dublin 14 (Office: 984444) Happy Return
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down (65681) Erlin Mor (P.O.)
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811370) Cygnet of Mourne
34 Killnakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin
Dublin Rd., Skerries, Co. Dublin (491438)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803585.
Office: 503611) Red Velvet
81 Park Ave., Dublin 4 (691770)
7 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (894026. Office: 266641)Aracaty1II(P.O.)
Elstow, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807151)
20, Callender St., Belfast BT1 5BQ (Dublin 960382 & Belfast 43878)
7 Edith Tce., London S.W.10 (352-7367) Thalassa
10 Massey Ave., Belfast BT4 2JS (63809. Office: 41155) Mainmourne (P.O.)
’Ardbeg’, Criagmillar Ave., Miln Gavie, Glasgow G62 8AV (041-956-1984)
’Portlet’, Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801878) Gay Gannet
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (853371) Greylag of Arklow
The Bearings, Lough Atalia Rd., Galway (091-63920)
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down BT20 5HW (3563)
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co. Kildare (045-76268. Office: 514624) Standfast
(P.O.), Vagrant (P.O.)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (852373) Tandara
321 West Lyon Farm Drive, Greenwich, CT06830 U.S.A.
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6 (806729. Office: 605011)
Woodbrook Side Lodge, Bray, Co. Wicklow (821454)
2 Rosevale Gardens, Drumbeg, Dunmurry, Belfast BTI7 9LH (610310)
Moody Blue (P.O.)
7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down. Norsk 35
646 Howth Rd., Dublin 5 (313897. Office: 338133)
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (665265) Moody Blue (P.O.)
Ballintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork (021-883193) Golden Harvest
Vallombraossa, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862216)
25-12 Trinity College, Dublin, 2. Hera
The Lodge, Clifton, Port-St. Mary, I.O.M.
14 Sandford Ave., Dublin 4 (971107)Bonita
123a Sydenham Have., Belfast 4 (656145) Dolphin
6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND (Beckermrt 403)
St. Adrians, 146 Dublin Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13 (322937)
c/o Assistance Technique Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromsnil, 75008, Paris
(878-8480)
9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin (854744)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd., Cork (021-292734. Office: 25331)
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Taggart, A. G. 1970
(Hon. Sec. C. C. C.)
Taggart, John I. 1975
Taggart, Th6s. N. 1966
Tierney, John 1960
Tisdall, Patrick 1974
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs. Molloy 1965
Traynor, Colm 1975
Tughan, D. 1969
Turvey, Desmond E. 1980
Tyrrel, Aidan 1971
Tyrrell, John 1940
Verschoyle, Peter F. 1981
Vickery, Ian 1972
Villers-Stuart, James 1977
Villiers-Stuart, M. F. 1957
Virdan, Jonathan 1968
Waddell, John 1981
Waldron, Dr. Oliver C. 1978
Walsh, Anthony 1979
Walsh, R. T. 1950
Walsh, William 1968
Watson, Neil 1962
Watson, Richard R. 1962
Watson, Mrs. Patricia 1966
Watson, William R., 1979
Wheeler, Edwin M. 1975
Whelan, Patrick 1980
Whelehan, Harold 1979
White, John N. 1974
White, Lawrence W. 1980
Whitehead, David 1972
Wilby, K. A. 1964
Williams, W. Peter 1968
Wilson, P. 1964
Wingfield, Robert T. 1969
Wolfe, J. M. 1959
Wolfe, John W. 1978
Wolfe, Peter C. 1974
Woode, Wolfe C.F.W. 1958
Wylie, Ian E. 1971

Highlands, 3 Camstradden Drive, West Bearsden, Glasgow G61 4AJ
(041-942 0615) Leumadair
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (Killinchy 531232)Kirmew
do.
Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (804391. Office: 767998)
State o" Chassis (P.O.)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork. Skua
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral, Cheshire L64 6QE (Neston 051-3364259)
do.
563 Howth Rd., Raheny, Dublin 5 (313122)
Portavo House, 176 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down (883351)
Gorsehaven, Shielmartin Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin (324241)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork (Coachford 117)
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co. Wicklow (0402-2452) (Yard: 2403)
Ravello, Vico Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858347) Vamos H
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford (024-6144) Vinter
Loughside, 53 Shore Rd., Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim BT38 8WA (Whiteabbey
62245) Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof, High St., Yalding, Kent ME19 6HZ. Sharavoge
10 Whiterock Rd., Killinchy, Co. Down. Heather of Mourne
Innisfallen, Dungriffin Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (323941)
7 Glencarrig, Sutton, Co. Dublin. Talcko
65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831483. Office: 502358) Coral
Wentworth Ho., Church St., Wicklow (0404-2152. Yard: 2492)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (322472)
do.
Ostlers Cottage, Corsebar Lane, Paisley, Scotland. Schuss
Orleans Cottage, Lenchwich, NR Evesham, Worcs. WR 11 4TG (870494)
Lotaville, Tivoli, Cork (821227) Charlina
Treetops, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (324139. Office: 720622)
3 Hillcourt Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (855514. Office: 806820)
Glenmumbles (P.O.)
Boardman Ave., Manchester MA. 01944 Witchery
c/o 1625 Broadway, Suite 1550, Denver, Colorado 80202, U.S.A. Imp
Glan Aber House, Lon Isallt Trearddur Bay, Anglesey, N. Wales
(Holyhead 860549) Shelmalier
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down (Ballygowan 360)
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow G61 3BA. Nan of Gare
Ardencaple House, 19 Hereford Rd., Harrogate HG1 2NW, Yorkshire
J. M. & R. E. Wolfe Ltd., 30 Molesworth St., Dublin 2 (766664)
Seaview Cottage, Seatown, Swords, Co. Dublin
34 Croudaun park, Celbridge, Co. Kildare (514257)
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork
22 Marmont Pk., Holywood Rd., Belfast BT4 2GR (760158. Office: 20202)
Hallowe’en
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List of Yachts

The letter G before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description indicate that the yacht is built of wood,
fibreglass or steel.
Owner
W. P. Moss
R. M. Burns
C. G. Ashenhurst
R. B. Cudmore
F. Espey
M. Collins
B. J. Connor
H. R. & D. F. Gomes
N. St. J. Hennessy
H. Du Plessis
A. Dunn
D. J. Faulkner
H. M. McMordie
J. A. Mackeown
F. Ryan, J. McKinney
A. Doherty
B. M. Martin
R. Courtney
R. V. Starkey
B. Dalton
D. Nicholson
J. H. McConnell
B. N. Gallagher
R. Morehead
G. O’B. Kennedy
R. F. O’Donaghue
P. J. Adams
C. G. Miller
K. F. Dwyer
D. J. MacAuley
C. & T. Love
G. Radley
J. O’Sullivan
D. Kensett
P. Whelan
H. P. Beck
S. A. Orr
R. Barr
W. Walsh
R. L. Berridge
D. S. Park
I. J. Firth
J. C. Gibson
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J. G. Ronan
J. A. Blaikie
J. D. Beckett
J. H. Guinness
H. Greer
A. Robinson

Yacht
Acari
Adele
Ailsa
Anna Petrea
Adriadne
Ardrichele
Aeolus
Ainmara
Aisling
Aisling na Mara
Anasu 1I
Anatina
Anolis
Antoinette
Aracaty 111
Bali Hal
Banba
Bandersnatch of Howth
Bonita
Boru
Black Shadow
Bloodhound
Blue Belle
Blue Jay
Brainstorm
Cabaret
Calcaria
Calloo
Camingo
Cappella of Kent
Cavelleta
Cecille
Ceili
Ceres
Charuna
China Bird
Chin Chin
Condor
Coral
Corofin
Cruiskeen
Challenge
Chloe
Cuchulain
Cuilaun of Kinsale
Cygnet of Mourne
Different Drummer
Dara
Deerhound
Deilginis
Diane of Down

Built
Rig
1939
Sloop, W.
1969
Ketch, F.
Sloop, W.
1959
1976
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
1938
Sloop, F.
1975
8
Sloop, F.
1970
10
Yawl, W.
1912
1965
8
Ketch, W.
10
Ketch, F.
1978
1968
17
Ketch, W.
1971
28
Ketch, F.
1900
15
Ketch, W.
5
Sloop, W.
1936
1955
11
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
1962
6
Sloop, F.
1974
9
13
Sloop, F.
1970
Sloop, W.
1884
5
15
1979
Ketch, F.
10
Sloop, F.
1976
1977
5
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
1977
9
Sloop, F.
1977
7
Sloop, W.
1972
10.1
Sloop, F.
1979
Sloop, F.
1977
10
4
Yawl, W.
1978
5
Sloop, F.
1978
1964
16
Sloop, W.
1975
17
T.S.M.Y.
12
Sloop, F.
1970
7
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
4
30
Ketch, F.
1976
13
Sloop, W.
5
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
1980
7
11
Sloop, F.
1970
I0
Sloop, F.
1972
1962
15
Ketch, W.
Sloop, F.
1973
9
1967
61/2 Sloop, W.
1971
11
Sloop, F.
28
Ketch, W.
1970
Sloop, F.
1968
10
5
Sloop, F.
1974
4
Sloop, W.
1946
1970
28
Ketch, F.
G. Sloop, W. 1907
10
Sloop, F.
1979

T.M.
11
28
4
6
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Designer & Class
Robert Clark
Hood 50
Dragon, Petersen & Thuesen
Peter Brunn 28’ Grinde
Group Finot, Fastnet 34
Dufour Arpege Mk II
J.B. Kearney
M. Griffiths, Waterwitch
W. Rayner, Atlantic
Arthur Robb
E.H. Hamilton
A.R. Luke, Teal O.D.
C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8m.
P. Webster, Elizabethan 31
Sparkman & Stephens 37
Co. Saunderson
V. Aarnipalo Finmar 36
Contessa 35 Peterson
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
David Sadler, Contessa 32
Sadler 35
G. O’B. Kennedy 1/2 tonne
Van de Stadt Jupiter 1/2 ton
Holman & Pye UFO 34
A.C. Robb, Jenny Wren
Bruce Kirby Trapper 300
Buchanan
R. Tucker, 250 hp T.C.
S. & S. Swan 36
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
Dragon
Moody 52
Laurent Giles
Folkboat
Ruffian 8.5 W. P. Brown
Ohlson 38
Brohall, Singoalla
J. Tyrell
Nicholson 30
M. Griffiths, Golden Hind
P. Brett, Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Sparksman & Stephens
W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly
Hood 50
Howth 17
Holman & Pye, Gladiateur

J. McMahon
C. E. Ronaldson
F. D. & C. Martin
J. J. Flanagan
H. A. Patton
P. J. Donegan
L. F. G. Heath
J. P. Jameson
E. K. Devenny
B. Hegarty
S. T. A. (E. F. Healy)
L. Sheil
A. Gore-Grimes
C. S. Bassett
J. N. White
R. F. Perkins
M. H. Snell
J. F. Burke
A. McMillan
T. Sheppard
D. M. Irwin
P. J. Bunting

Echo of Porchester
Erlin Mor
Estrellita
Faigh an Bealach
Fair A lion
Force One
Four Seasons
Finnadabar of Howth
Freda
Freebird
Asgard H
Gay Gannet
Gibbon
Giaconda
Glenmumbles
Goldeneye
Golden Harvest
Golden Shamrock
Goosander
Greylag of Arklow
Griffon
Gulkarna

D. Luke
Gunfleet of Howth
I. Wylie
Halloween
W. M. Elliot
Happy Return
F. Rogerson
Happy Return
R. D. Heard
Harklow
W. P. Macauley
Heatherbell
A. Robinson
Heather of Mourne
R. A. Somerville
Hera
G. P. Kavanagh
Helen of Howth
P. A. Dinneen
Huntress H
D. Whitehead
Imp
J. R. Bourke
Iduna
B. R. Bramwell
lnisharon
J. Finnegan
Jane
C. D. Kelly
Jeepers
Mungo Park
Joliba
J. Nixon
Josphine
T. P. Hogan
Jubille B
C. O’Ceallaigh
Julia
M. T. McConnell
Kala
Kilderkin
C. P. McMullen
T. N. Taggart
Kirmew
R. Mollard
Korsar
K. L. Cooke
Kumaree
W. R. Cuffe-Smith
teemara
D. E. O’Connor
Leprechaun
A. G. Taggart
Leumadair
G. Kenefick
L’Exocet
D. D. O’Brien
Live Wire
H. Du Plessis
Loe Vean
S. Kerrigan
Mac Lir H
J. A. Mullins
Maid of Killeen
J. K. A. Dorman
Maid of Skye
A. S. P. Orr, J. A. Henshall Maimourne
& R. Shanks
R. Benson
Marlou
A. H. Marshal
Mandarin
W. Walsh
Mary Lunn
M. R. Sullivan
Meander III
W. D. Carr
Melora 111
P. D. Lawless
Mokav H
J. R. H. Olver
Moody Blue
D. N. Doyle
Moonduster
C. J. FitzGerald
Mandaly
R. Cudmore
Morgana

10
9
16
8
19
6
21
16
6
8

Sloop, W.
Sloop
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
M.Y., W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, S.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.

7
5
9
4
12
16
9
5
12
4
18

Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
SLoop, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, F.

1979
1971
1972
1973
1978
1970
1911
1976
1980
1963
1978
1958
1950
1960
1974
1976
1970
1961
1980
1977

10
3
2.2
5
12
52
10

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Motor, W.
Ketch, W.
Sloop, F.
G. Sloop, W.
CB Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
G. Sloop, G.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Motor, F.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
C.B. Yawl, W
Ketch, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.

1969
1970
1970
1965
1963
1932
1973
1899
1962
1980
1979
1939
1979
1959
1978
1979
1957
1977
1947
1974
1969
1947
1969
1970
1971
1962
1979
1970
1976
1978
1966
1966
1955
1902

Motor
Junk
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, W.

1934
1981
1940
1978
1959

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, F.

1976
1981
1979
1970

18
2.5
4
14
4
12
4
7
5
4
5
5
10
6
8
4
8.7
11
10
5.15
8
20
9
21/2
9
7.5
9
6
27
5
14
20
14
10
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Robert Clarke
J. Cisiers Noray 38
S. & S. 30
McGruer
Ericson Yachts U.S.A.
Heath 40’
Sparksman & Stephens 40’
C. J. Butler, Achilles 9 metre
Tyrell Arklow
C. R. Holman, Sterling
Folkboat
C. A. Nicholson
A. Mylen Glen O.D.
Concordia 40’ Yawl
Giles, Bowman 40’
Ron Holland
Tordsunder Folkboat
Laurent Giles
E. D. Dubois Sadler 25
Halberg Rassy 41’
Olle Endelein
S. & S. Swan 36
Squib
Jack Holt Rambler
Holman-Stella
J. Tyrrell
J. N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurion
Howth 17’ O.D.
Kearney & Tyrrell 54’
Jean Berret
Osterman Paul Gartside
L. Giles, Lymington L.
German Frers 44’
Dragon O.D.
J.24
Holland NIC 345
Dragon-Anker
Peterson 1/2 Ton
M. Giles, W. Channel O.D.
Downcraft Ltd., Derek
Guy Thompson, T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens 34
Dufour
Dufour, Arpege
Peterson, Thuesen, Dragon O.D.
W. P. Brown Ruffian 8.5
Ohlson 38
High Tension 36 De Ridder
T. Mallagh
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope, Fairy
Musler 35’
A. H. Marshal
Uffa Fox
McGruer Grampian 34’
A. Mylne & Co.
Ron Holland, Eygthene 24
Moody 33 A. Primose
German Frers 52’ A.C. Moody 33
A. Primrose
Holman & Pye Bowman 36

F. D. Tughan
H. Cudmore, Sen
P. Wilson
T. H. Roche
W. B. Cunningham
Dermot Byrne
J. J. Fogarty
Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard
R. Dixon
J. D. F. Fisher
L. D. McGonagle
D. H. B. Fitzgerald
J. B. Kinmonth

Myth of Mourne
Namara
Nan of Gare
Neon Tetra
Ninniach
Nixe III
Nora Sheila
Norella
Oberon
Onaway
Ounavara of Howth
Partizan of Emsworth
Phalarope

15
11
13
20

R. Morehead
W. Rea
R. I. Morrison
S. H. R. Clarke
H. E. O’C. Byrne
D. McKenna
W. B. Cunningham
D. J. Ryan
M. J. Hall & L. Cassidy
P. A. Clark
C. P. McHenry
R. C. A. & Mrs. Hall
T. J. Hanan
J. R. McDowell
B. Hassett
P. J. D. Mullins &
Mrs. M. J. Guinness
P. Morck
G. A. Lennox
J. F. Irving
L. B. Dickinson
J. A. Osborne
F. Cudmore
J. Virden
J. Gore-Grimes
K. Wilby
J. P. Bourke
A. D. Maclllwaine
M. M. D’Alton
R. D’Alton
C. Love Jnr.
M. Balmforth
P. A. Tisdall
J. C. McConnell
C. Magennis
J. C. Kiley, Jnr
T. F. & T. C. Doyle
R. J. Fowler
E. Kelliher
R. Fielding
E. M. Booth
H. B. Sisk
D. J. Keily
D. Bradley, T. Johnson
& J. Tierney
A. S. Morton
W. R. Watson
S. Davis
N. C. Hughes
J. C. Butler
R. Slater
R. Sewell
T. J. Mullen

27
5
8
13
6
21
17
15

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.
T.S.D.Y.S.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, F.

1970
1955
1965
1954
1980
1942
1955
1967
1972
1961
1974
1972
1959

Pipit
Procyon
Querida of Howth
Quiver VII
Rapparee
Rapparee
Rascal
Red Velvet
Rhapsody
Rinamara
Ring of Kerry
Roane
Rosbeg
Rosbeen Bawn
Sacha

41/2
4
21
24
10
6
5
12
10
20
6
14
2
10
5

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, W.
Lug, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.

1971

Stroker
Samantha
Sarita
Saunterer of Leigh
Seaboard
Segala
Setanta Too
Sharavoge
Shardana
Shelmalier
Shemite
Sheenan
Siamsa
Si Mara
Rebel County
Sgeir Ban
Skua
Snow Goose
Snow Goose of
Moygannon
Snow Star
Sonata
Spectra
Spokestar
Spellbound of Skewe
Sula
Standfast
Stargazer

5
5
12
10
10
6
10
5
10
11
5
15
5
4
20
9
7
11

Sloop, F.
Gaff Cutter
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Motor, W.

6
17
21
9
18
20
6
22
11

State o" Chassis
Sung Fou of Beaulieu
Schuss
Suvretta
Taitsing
Tam o’ Shanter
Tandara
Thalassa
Tiger

9
5.5
10
12
16
16
5
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1965
1972
1979
1974
1971
1978
1968
1973
1969
1973
1968

A. Gurney, Rancher 41
J. McGruer, 8m. C/R
Sparkman & Stephens 8
D. Hilliard
OOD Impala Dave Thomas
Baglietto (R.S.N.) M.T.B. 20m.
L. Giles, Vertue
Murray, Int. 7m. C/R
Nicholson 43’
R. Warrington-Smith
Laurent Giles Moody 46
Holman & Pye
W. Tripp Jun., Block
Island 40
A. Primrose, Seal
Westerly Jouster Laurent Giles
Robert Clark
Camper & Nicholson
R. Holland, Club Shamrock
Ecume de Mer
W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Hustler 35 Holman & Pye
Holland Club, Shamrock
J. McGruer
Kerry 27’ O’Brien Kennedy
D. Hilliard
G. Gletcher, Ultimate
Holman & Pye
Tord Sunden, Folkboat

1970
1979
1980
1924
1973

Johnson, J 24
Roger Dongray
H. W. White
A. Buchanan, Neptune
Robert Clark
Rmgnvm Slater, S. Class
Holland Club Shamrock
Tord Sunden, Folkboat M/H
Camper & Nicholson 31
Primrose Challenger 35
SHE 30
A. M. Dickie & Sons
W. P. Brown Ruffian 23
Westerly Cirrus
Holland 2 Ton A.C.
Ruffian 8.5 W. P. Brown
Alex. Robertson
Broom Norfolk

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, F.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.

1978
1968

Maxi 84
K. A. Neilsen, Custom

1974
1981
1979
1971
1979

Walsh Wakefield Ltd., Mirage 28
O. R. Andersen Nelson 37
Moody 42A. Primrose
Walsh Wakefield
F. Mass
A. Primrose Moody 30

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, G.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, G.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.

1979
1980
1975

1978
1910
1970
1938
1962
1977
1963
1977
1980
1973
1937

1961
1972
1977
1906
1977

Holland NIC 345
Dufour 2800
Fastnet 34 Group Finot
West Solent O.D.
A. Buchanan
B. Chance, Chance 37
Camper & Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23

H. P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
M. O’Gallagher
W. R. Hutchinson
& H. B. Sisk
P. D. Odlum
P. Campbell & J. Osborne
J. Villiers-Stuart
C. Hogan
B. P. Lyden
T. J. Goulding
B. Heron
H. W. S. Clark
J. Minchin
G. H. Macilwraith
W. M. Nixon
M. F. Villiers-Stuart
A. Leonard
L. W. White

9
15
4
2.5

Sloop, W.
Ketch
Sloop, W.
Cutter, G.

1960
1971
1962
1884

C. Nicholson. Jolina
Nicholson 38
Dragon O.D.
W.M. Fife

40
Verna
10
Verve
Vinter
10
4
Vision 3
6
ViVi
6
Walrus
Wild Bird
10
Wild Goose of Moyle
6
WiM Rose
6
Windhover
Turtle
7
Winifreda of Greenisland 13
9
Wishbone
Witchery
12

Ketch. S.
Yawl, W.
Ketch, G.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, G.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, W.
Yawl, W.

1973
1963
1978
1963
1925
1978
1975
1936
1969
1980
1970

Van der Meer, Trewes 59
A. C. Robb, Princess
Westerly Berwick
5.5 Meter
K. Reimers, 30 Sq. m.
Super Seal 26’ Ron Holland
Drascombe Longboat 22’
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
Sadler 25
Hustler 30 Holman & Pye
The Admiralty
Holman, North Sea 24
Sparkman & Stephens 35’

Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian III
Triona
Vagrant
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1965

